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Preface to ”Advancements in Real-Time Simulation of
Power and Energy Systems”
Modern power and energy systems are characterized by the wide integration of distributed
generation, storage and electric vehicles, adoption of ICT solutions, and interconnection of different
energy carriers and consumer engagement, posing new challenges and creating new opportunities.
Advanced testing and validation methods are needed to efﬁciently validate power equipment and
controls in the contemporary complex environment and support the transition to a cleaner and
sustainable energy system. Real-time hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation has proven to be an
effective method for validating and de-risking power system equipment in highly realistic, ﬂexible,
and repeatable conditions. Controller hardware-in-the-loop (CHIL) and power hardware-in-the-loop
(PHIL) are the two main HIL simulation methods used in industry and academia that contribute to
system-level testing enhancement by exploiting the ﬂexibility of digital simulations in testing actual
controllers and power equipment. This Special Issue aims to address recent advances in real-time HIL
simulation in several domains (also in new and promising areas), including technique improvements,
to promote its wider use.
The Special Issue is composed of 14 papers submitted from Europe, North America, and Asia,
covering the following areas:
• Advancements in real-time digital simulation of power and energy systems.
• Advancements in CHIL simulation of power and energy systems.
• Advancements in PHIL simulation of power and energy systems.
K. Sidwall et al. summarize various recent advancements in real-time digital simulation, which
have been enabled by the growth in high-performance processing space and the emerging availability
of high-end processors for embedded designs. These include predictive switching of power electronic
converters, streaming GOOSE and Sampled Values (IEC 61850-90-5), FPGA-based data streaming,
and improved models of synchronous machines, transformers, and transmission lines. The second
paper by M. Mirz et al. describes recent improvements to the open-source real-time simulator DPsim
to study important use cases that involve grid-connected power electronics. It is shown that dynamic
phasors, which result from shifted frequency analysis, allow the user to efﬁciently combine the
characteristics of conventional phasor and electromagnetic transient simulation. A real-time hybrid
simulator for dynamic performance testing of power electronic replica controllers in large power
systems was developed and tested by J. Song et al. The hybrid simulator is a co-simulation tool that
synthesizes a real-time simulator with a transient stability program to perform real-time dynamic
simulation of a large power system. F. D’Agostino et al. illustrate in detail the development of
a multiphysics real-time simulation framework, able to mimic the behavior of a DC electric ship
equipped with electric propulsion, rotating generators, and battery energy storage systems. This
section is concluded by L. Estrada et al. that present a systematic methodology for HIL simulation of
power converters using LabVIEW software and FPGA.
CHIL simulation is addressed in the next set of papers. D. Sodin et al. developed and tested
an under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) protection scheme in a CHIL setup. The under-frequency
technology was implemented in an intelligent electronic device (IED) and it was shown that locally
measured RoCoF can be effectively used for bringing a high level of ﬂexibility to a system-wide
ix

scheme. J. Song et al. present industrial experiences of the ﬁrst thyristor controlled series compensator
(TCSC) replica controller installed in Korea (in 2019) through a review of its conﬁguration, test
platform, and practical application. The control performance was accurately veriﬁed under the
entire Korean power system. L. Pellegrino et al. introduce the Joint Test Facility for Smart Energy
Networks with Distributed Energy Resources (JaNDER) that allows users to exchange data in real
time between two or more laboratory infrastructures and create a virtual infrastructure combining
resources installed in different locations. Remote CHIL test cases are reported.
PHIL simulation is addressed at the last set of papers.

A comparison of DER voltage

regulation technologies using real-time simulations is performed by A. Summers et al. A novel state
estimation-based particle swarm optimization for distribution voltage regulation was developed and
tested in a PHIL setup. M. Barragán-Villarejo et al. propose a power system hardware-in-the-loop
(PSHIL) concept, which widens the focus from device-oriented to system-oriented testing in order to
evaluate, in a holistic way, the impact of a given technology on the power system, considering all of
its power and control components. Geographically distributed PHIL tests by re-purposing existing
grid-forming converters as a power interface and using the internet are reported by S. Vogel et al.
M. Syed et al. present a non-intrusive add-on controller for DER inverters and establish its practical
real-world relevance via a rigorous performance evaluation utilizing a high-ﬁdelity HIL test bed. B.
Guo et al. developed a variable speed hydro-electric plant PHIL setup, which is dedicated to different
hydraulic operation scheme testing and control validation, while using reduced-scale models.
Finally, J. Montoya and members of the Smart Grid International Research Facility Network
(SIRFN) present a comprehensive review of methods, test procedures, studies, and experiences by
employing advanced real-time laboratory techniques for the validation of a range of research and
development prototypes and novel power system solutions.
Panos Kotsampopoulos , Md Omar Faruque
Editors
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Abstract: Real-time simulation and hardware-in-the-loop testing have increased in popularity as grid
modernization has become more widespread. As the power system has undergone an evolution
in the types of generator and load deployed on the system, the penetration and capabilities of
automation and monitoring systems, and the structure of the energy market, a corresponding
evolution has taken place in the way we model and test power system behavior and equipment.
Consequently, emerging requirements for real-time simulators are very high when it comes to
simulation ﬁdelity, interfacing options, and ease of use. Ongoing advancements from a processing
hardware, graphical user interface, and power system modelling perspective have enabled utilities,
manufacturers, educational and research institutions, and consultants to apply real-time simulation to
grid modernization projects. This paper summarizes various recent advancements from a particular
simulator manufacturer, RTDS Technologies Inc. Many of these advancements have been enabled
by growth in the high-performance processing space and the emerging availability of high-end
processors for embedded designs. Others have been initiated or supported by developer participation
in power industry working groups and study committees.
Keywords: real-time simulation; hardware-in-the-loop; multi-rate simulation; HIL; CHIL; PHIL; EMT

1. Introduction
Real-time digital simulation and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) testing has been used in the power
industry for over twenty-ﬁve years [1]. Originally developed as a solution for ﬂexibly testing the control
and protection associated with high-voltage direct current (HVDC) projects, the application of the
technology is now more varied. Hardware-in-the-loop testing is used by electric utilities, educational
and research institutions, and consultants. Much of the recent application of real-time simulation has
been related to grid modernization technologies and projects.
Real-time simulators run an electromagnetic transient (EMT) model of the power system.
EMT simulation tools are well-established in the power industry. In providing a time-varying,
instantaneous value output, EMT models represent the behavior of the network over a wide frequency
range and allow for a greater depth of analysis than traditional phasor-based modelling approaches
such as load ﬂow or transient stability analysis. As the modern power system continues to move
away from a conventional synchronous machine-based structure, EMT simulation results become
increasingly relevant due to their ability to provide results over a large range of frequencies. For systems
containing generation or load interfaced via power electronic converters, phasor-based modelling
tools can provide optimistic results, as they lack the ability to represent low-level converter controls
or capture fast network dynamics during transient conditions [2]. EMT simulation overcomes these
issues and is thus increasingly used from a power systems planning and operations perspective.
Many established EMT tools, including real-time simulators, are based on the Dommel Algorithm
for network solution [3]. Real-time simulators are distinct from PC-based EMT software tools in
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that they make use of dedicated parallel processing hardware to execute the simulation in real time.
Continuous real-time operation allows for external equipment to be connected to the simulated
network in a closed loop—referred to as HIL testing. HIL testing oﬀers the ability to test multiple
devices simultaneously, the ability to represent and study the behavior of power electronics (and their
interaction with protection and control), and the ﬂexibility and safety that comes with testing in a
controlled laboratory environment rather than on site. Testing real equipment rather than a model of
the device allows for greater conﬁdence in equipment behavior and reduces issues experienced during
commissioning and ﬁeld operation.
The term “timestep” is used to describe the time between consecutive instantaneous outputs of the
EMT simulation. The timestep is related to the sampling frequency of the simulation and determines
the frequency bandwidth of signals that can be accurately reproduced. Real-time simulators must
complete all calculations related to solving the network in real world time equal to or less than the
simulation timestep. For protection and control testing, a timestep in the 30 to 60 microsecond (μs)
range is generally used. The required timestep should be determined by the user based on their
required results and dynamics of interest and can be adjusted as necessary.
Real-time simulators capable of HIL testing have several components: the parallel processing
hardware platform for running the simulation, input/output (I/O) facilities in order to create the
closed-loop interface with the device(s) being tested, and the graphical user interface which runs on
the user’s PC and allows for dynamic interaction with the simulation in real time. The graphical user
interface includes the power system modelling library, another key component of the real-time simulator.
As the technology gains popularity and widespread use, it is critical that the manufacturers of
real-time simulators develop the technology on a continual basis to improve simulation capability,
simulation ﬁdelity, application diversity, interfacing considerations, and ease of use. This requires
advancements from the simulation hardware, graphical user interface, and power system modelling
perspectives. Development is also particularly important given the rapidly-changing state of the power
system. Increasing penetration of converter-connected distributed energy resources (DERs) and loads,
widespread use of communication protocols and the growing reliance on information and operational
technology, and decentralization of control are just a few of the many aspects of grid modernization
that are changing the power system as we know it. Providing a modelling platform that accurately
represents the modernized system and allows for the testing of existing and novel devices in this
environment is critical to real-time simulator manufacturers.
This paper details several recent advancements to the RTDS® Simulator (NovaCor™,
RTDS Technologies Inc., Winnipeg, MB, Canada), a real-time simulator which was originally developed
in the 1980s and is now commercially available and used widely [4]. The major original contributions
to the ﬁeld of real-time power system simulation presented in this paper are summarized as follows:
•

•
•
•

•
•

An original predictive switching technique allowing for the real-time switched-resistance
representation of power electronic converters as part of small-timestep circuits without the
need for a numerical interface.
Direct support for streaming routable (R-) versions of GOOSE and Sampled Values (compliant
with IEC Technical Report 61850-90-5) in real time.
A ﬁeld-programmable gate array (FPGA)-based implementation of real-time IEC 61850-9-2LE/IEC
61869-9 data streaming that allows for output stream sampling rates as high as 250 kHz.
An improved real-time phase domain synchronous machine (PDSM) model with a stator-ground
fault option and access to all phases of the stator terminals, the machine neutral, and up to two
points in each phase of the ﬁeld winding.
An improved real-time transformer model based on a terminal duality equivalent.
A frequency-dependent transmission line model capable of running in real-time at a timestep
suﬃciently small for the testing of travelling wave-based protective relays sampling in the
1 MHz range.
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These advancements will support the work of power systems engineers in several ways:
•

•

•

Improving the accuracy and ﬁdelity with which power electronics and power system components
are represented in real-time. This improves the ﬁdelity of the HIL testing process, increases
the range of events that can be replicated, and increases the range of functionalities that can be
tested in protection, automation, and control devices. For example, the enhanced PDSM model
presented in this paper will allow engineers to perform HIL testing of 100% stator-ground fault
protection. The predictive switching algorithm presented in this paper will allow for the controls
of converters with higher switching frequencies to be tested with greater accuracy.
Expanding the types of devices and schemes which can be tested in a closed loop via
communication protocols without requiring protocol converters or compromising the validity
of the test setup. For example, the implementation of routable (R-) GOOSE messages presented
in this paper will allow engineers to test automation schemes requiring IEC 61850-based
substation-to-substation communication.
Allowing engineers to test more state-of-the-art device features and schemes at relatively early
stages of development. For example, the small timestep frequency-dependent transmission line
model presented in this paper allows for the closed-loop testing of emergent travelling wave-based
protection systems for the ﬁrst time.

Examples of recent user experiences are available as case studies in the Supplementary Materials
section. Further documentation on the advancements presented in this paper are available in the
References section or upon request.
2. Advancements in Real-Time Simulation
2.1. Expanding the Tightly-Coupled Network Solution
As digital processing technology has become more advanced and accessible, the parallel processing
hardware of real-time simulators has improved in terms of the size and complexity of the networks
that can be represented and the simulation timesteps that can be maintained in real time. The current
generation (2017 to time of writing) of processing hardware for the RTDS Simulator is based on a
multicore processor: IBM® ’s POWER8™, which has ten available cores [5]. The processor has been
custom-integrated at the embedded level for the real-time application. Running the simulation’s
executable code directly on the processor, without an intermediary operating system, allows for
eﬃcient simulation and a high level of control in implementation. This involved approach to design
and development has enabled many of the advancements mentioned in this document.
One major area of importance to users of real-time simulators is the quantity of power system
nodes that can be simulated with a given timestep using a given conﬁguration of simulation hardware.
Each node contributes to the size of the network admittance matrix. It is processor-intensive but
advantageous to decompose the admittance matrix in each timestep in order to complete the nodal
analysis of the circuit in the real time. Dynamic matrix decomposition in each timestep allows for the
representation of non-linear components as variable admittance elements. It also allows for power
system models to be embedded into the main network solution without requiring a numerical interface.
As the network (and, consequently, its admittance matrix) grows in size, the time required to
decompose the matrix increases exponentially. Naturally then, there is a practical limit to the size
of network which can be simulated in real-time with a given timestep. This limit is inﬂuenced by
the available processing power of the simulation hardware. As a result of this, users with access to a
limited quantity of simulation hardware are often required to consider the size of the network they are
simulating, which sometimes means judiciously reducing the network so that it “ﬁts” on the simulation
hardware. Techniques or advancements rolled out by simulator developers which eﬀectively reduce
the processing requirements for a given network are therefore of interest.
The RTDS Simulator uses an “embedded node” approach, meaning that breaker nodes on
transmission line, transformer, and machine models are solved by the component model rather than
3
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included as explicit nodes in the admittance matrix. This means that these “embedded nodes” do
not count toward the node total for a given network (the “network solution” size). For example,
refer to Figure 1, which shows how embedded nodes are identiﬁed in the IEEE 39 bus network [6].
Fully expanded, this network contains a total of 366 power system nodes (i.e., 122 three phase buses),
but 276 of those nodes (92 buses) are embedded in component models—these buses are counted in red.
Considering this, the circuit would only require a 90-node (30 bus) network solution containing the
buses counted in green.

Figure 1. Single-line diagram showing the location of embedded power system nodes in the IEEE 39
bus system.

Typically, one core of the RTDS Simulator’s processor is reserved for the network solution,
completing the nodal analysis of the system, while other cores compute power system component
contributions (for lines, transformers, machines, etc.) in parallel. This is one mode of scalability in
the real-time simulator environment: within the multi-core processor, the quantity of licensed cores
can determine the size and complexity of the network that can be represented. The second mode of
scalability becomes relevant when the above-mentioned network size limit is reached. In this case, the
larger network can be split into multiple subsystems which can then be solved independently and in
parallel, exchanging data in real time. This decoupling is achieved via a travelling-wave transmission
line model whose travel time is greater than or equal to the simulation timestep [7]. In the past, it has
been possible to use this subsystem splitting technique by simulating a second subsystem either on a
separate simulation hardware unit or on a second core of the original multi-core processor (i.e., within
the same simulation hardware unit).
A recent advancement in this area was made possible by the higher clock rate, open design
architecture, and low-latency inter-core communication of the current processor. Two cores on the
same multi-core processor can now be dedicated to the network solution without decoupling into
multiple subsystems. This means that the size of tightly-coupled network that can be simulated on one
simulation hardware unit has doubled.
It should be noted that in many transmission networks, transmission lines of the minimum length
required (i.e., with a travel time greater than or equal to the simulation timestep) are existent in the
network, so no modiﬁcation is required to create a subsystem split. However, in some distribution
networks or other situations where longer transmission lines are not available, a line may need to be
artiﬁcially lengthened in order to create a subsystem split. For high-ﬁdelity simulation, decoupling
elements such as this should be avoided if possible. Increasing the size of fully-connected network that
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can be represented on one unit via advancements such as the network solution using multiple cores
(currently two) is helpful to users who wish to simulate larger systems where longer transmission lines
may not be available.
2.2. Processor-Based Multi-Rate Simulation
As converter-based assets increasingly dominate many power systems worldwide, the ability
to accurately and conveniently simulate power electronics—whether in the form of a kilowatt-scale
renewable energy inverter or a modular multilevel converter-based HVDC station—is increasingly
important. Using a real-time simulator to represent the electronics allows for HIL testing of the controls.
This method has been used by manufacturers of HVDC equipment, but it is also applicable to modern
controls for converter-based generation. For example, emergent aspects of grid-forming controllers
such as fault current injection, harmonic sinking, and inertial characteristic can be tested in a closed
loop with a simulated network prior to deployment.
There are several technical considerations when testing low-level control of power electronic
schemes using a real-time simulator. In order to accurately test ﬁring pulse control and provide
information on harmonic behavior over a suﬃciently high bandwidth, the simulation must proceed
with an appropriately small real-time timestep. For voltage source converters, this is typically in the
range of 1 to 3 μs [8]. Maintaining a stable long-term real-time simulation at these timesteps presents
a challenge for oﬀ-the-shelf processing hardware. The custom integration of the RTDS Simulator’s
central processor at the embedded level enables the simulation of power electronics directly on the CPU.
This circumvents the need for auxiliary hardware (e.g., FPGA) and any interface between hardware
platforms, improving ease of use and stability.
Frequently, it is not only the behavior of the power electronic circuit but also its interactions
with the AC system that are of interest to the user. While the AC system can theoretically be entirely
represented with the same timestep as the power electronic circuit, this is only economically practical
when the AC system of interest is relatively small. For larger networks, the processing power required to
represent complex network components (including numerous complex elements such as transformers
with saturation, detailed machines models, etc.) in the 1 μs range is prohibitively large. Therefore,
it is advantageous to have the ability to designate a larger timestep for the AC network and run the
power electronics network in parallel with a relatively small constant timestep. This is referred to as
multi-rate simulation.
A multi-rate simulation environment was developed for the RTDS Simulator. This allows the
user to interface multiple subnetworks running at various user-deﬁned timesteps. These subnetworks
are referred to as Substep (timestep is smaller than main timestep) and Superstep (timestep is larger
than the main timestep) networks. Each subnetwork runs on a dedicated core on the central multicore
processor and is interfaced with the main timestep network via a travelling wave transmission line
model. Multiple Substep and Superstep networks are permitted in a given simulation case.
Substep timestep =

1
× main timestep
n

(1)

where 5 ≤ n ≤ 64
Superstep timestep = N × main timestep

(2)

where 2 ≤ N ≤ 5
The Substep and Superstep timesteps are user conﬁgurable and should be selected based on the
phenomena of interest in the various parts of the network. When used judiciously, the multi-rate
environment allows the user to control the level of detail provided by the simulation and the quantity
of simulation hardware required to run a given network. In general, subnetworks running at a smaller
timestep require a greater quantity of simulation hardware (are more “processor-intensive”) and those
running at a larger timestep are less processor-intensive.
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For example, a user with access to a limited quantity of simulation hardware may choose to
represent part of the AC network in the Superstep environment, which, due to the increased timestep,
can simulate larger networks per core. In this way, the Superstep environment can act as a much
better-performing alternative to a system equivalent. Superstep retains the detail of EMT simulation,
providing signiﬁcantly more detail than an inﬁnite source. It also maintains the ability to represent
control elements and frequency deviations. In some situations, using Superstep to increase the
simulation timestep and represent a larger area may be preferable to using co-simulation with a
lower-detail simulation tool. Figure 2 shows simulation results for a model which was developed
to reﬂect the real-world network of a utility. The network includes over 200 three-phase buses,
over ﬁfty transmission lines, over twenty generators, an HVDC bipole (including DC line, converters,
and switched ﬁlters) a static VAR compensator, and series capacitors. The network was ﬁrst simulated
using the main timestep environment to represent the entire network at a timestep of 50 μs (single-rate
simulation). Then, a second simulation was run using the Superstep environment to simulate a portion
of the network at two times the rate of the main timestep (multi-rate simulation). The results show the
negative DC bus voltage upon energization of the ﬁrst HVDC bipole.

Figure 2. Simulation results showing negative DC bus voltage of an HVDC bipole upon energization
for a single-rate simulation at 50 μs (blue curve) vs. a multi-rate simulation including a Superstep
subnetwork running at 100 μs (orange curve).

The Pearson correlation coeﬃcient for the signals shown in Figure 2 is 0.999897361872902. Table 1
below shows the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient for several variables from the same simulation.
Table 1. Pearson correlation coeﬃcients for single-rate simulation vs. multi-rate simulation involving a
Superstep subnetwork.
Variable

Pearson Correlation Coeﬃcient

Negative DC Bus Voltage
Positive DC Bus Voltage
Phase A–AC Bus Voltage
Phase B–AC Bus Voltage
Phase C–AC Bus Voltage
DC Current

0.999897361872902
0.999895090775645
0.999982317324120
0.999982328047804
0.999982329635286
0.999621462671499

The ability to conveniently divide the network into subnetworks running at diﬀerent timesteps
on the central processor for numerically stable multi-rate simulation is an advancement for this
technology category.
6
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2.3. Predictive Switching Algorithm for Switched-Resistance Representation of Power Electronic Converters
Maintaining a full conductance matrix decomposition for a power electronic circuit in each and
every timestep (~1 to 3 μs) is challenging from a processing perspective, but doing so allows each
switching instance to be represented by a change in conductance at the switching point (sometimes
called switched-resistance representation or resistive switching), which is advantageous in terms
of simulation accuracy and ﬂexibility. Due to the processing challenges, an alternative modelling
approach [9] was established and adopted by EMT tools in which discrete circuits using inductors
and capacitors, referred to as L/C-associated discrete circuits, are used to emulate diﬀerent switching
states. Using L/C circuits instead of switched resistances means the network’s conductance matrix
does not need to be decomposed in each timestep, signiﬁcantly decreasing the active processing power
required to simulate a given circuit. Using this method, the matrix decomposition can instead occur
prior to running the simulation, resulting in computational savings, allowing for a much more complex
power electronic circuit to be simulated with the given hardware. However, there are several technical
challenges associated with the L/C switching approach. When a switching event occurs, the abrupt
change from one representation to the other results in an artiﬁcial energy loss. This loss increases with
switching frequency and eﬀectively limits the frequency at which a converter model can be switched if
modelled using the L/C approach. Beyond a ~3 kHz switching rate, the losses become too great for
results to remain valid. This method also creates some noise on the output waveforms due to current
oscillations within the discrete circuits, and requires that the R, L, and C parameters are selected
properly by the user to ensure a well-damped transient response and a respectively large and small
impedance for the L/C circuits over the entire bandwidth of interest.
To overcome these challenges, converters of interest can typically be simulated using resistive
switching, but they must be decoupled from the surrounding power electronic circuit using a traveling
wave transmission line model. This can introduce signiﬁcant error into the simulation. A recent
advancement for the RTDS Simulator allows for the user to circumvent both L/C switching and
travelling-wave-interfaced converter models when simulating power electronic networks.
In order to enable the dynamic decomposition of the network matrix for power electronic circuits,
an algorithm was developed which uses predictive switching to reliably determine the ON/OFF status
of a converter’s switch devices before each simulation timestep [10]. The algorithm allows for several
ﬁxed-topology converter models to be simulated in the Substep environment with resistive switching,
without requiring an interfacing transmission line model. The following models are available for
predictive switching at the time of writing:
•
•
•
•
•

Two-level converter
Three-level T-type converter
Three-level neutral point clamped (NPC) type converter
Boost converter
Buck converter

Embedding these resistively-switched models into the fully decomposed Substep network rather
than using an L/C modelling approach also has the beneﬁt of eliminating ﬁctitious power losses and
oscillations. The reduction in oscillations achieved through the use of resistively-switched models for
a neutral point clamped (NPC) converter over an L/C discrete circuit approach can be seen in Figure 3.
A high-frequency transient response is observed when the status of the switch is changed (and the
representation is changed from an inductor to capacitor or vice versa). This response results from the
energy loss created by the modelling approach. The reduction in power losses achieved through using
the resistively-switched models, shown in Table 2, results in a cleaner waveform and increases the
switching frequency bandwidth over which a converter can be accurately represented. If necessary,
power losses of the converter can be deﬁned by the user during the parametrization process in order to
reﬂect those of the physical device being modelled.
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Figure 3. Simulation results for a neutral point clamped (NPC) converter modelled with resistive
switching based on a predictive algorithm (left) and L/C associated discrete circuits (right): (a) AC side
currents, (b) internal phase A voltage, (c) current through phase A upper valve 1, (d) current through
phase A upper valve 2, (e) current through phase A lower valve 1.
Table 2. Power losses for resistively-switched (Substep environment) vs. L/C associated discrete circuit
(ADC) models of an NPC converter.
PWM Switching
Frequency (Hz)

Power Losses for
Resistively-Switched Model

Power Losses for L/C
ADC Model

1260
3060

0.18%
0.22%

3.0%
6.5%

Losses are deﬁned as the diﬀerence in power entering the DC side vs. leaving the AC side of the converter.

2.4. Co-Simulation with a Real-Time Simulator and PC-Based TSA Program
As mentioned in Section 1 above, the several diﬀerent power system modelling approaches
that are popular today are variable in the level of detail they provide and the type of systems and
dynamics they can reliably represent. Historically, phasor-based approaches such as transient stability
analysis/assessment (TSA) have been widely used for system planning and operational studies.
TSA simulations can run in real-time on a regular PC, as they oﬀer phasors as an output and typically
use a timestep of 1/4 or 1/2 of the system cycle (i.e., 4 to 10 ms—in the order of 100 times greater than
the timestep of a typical real-time EMT simulation) [11]. The output of a TSA simulation lacks the
wide frequency bandwidth oﬀered by EMT solutions and the ability to represent subcycle phenomena
associated with fast transients. However, the ability to represent larger systems with greater eﬃciency
on a regular PC makes them ideal for many high-level power system studies.
The concept of co-simulation, in which the global representation of a given system can be achieved
by composing simulations of its subsystems that are completed via diﬀerent platforms or means,
has been explored for some time. In a power systems context, the co-simulation of phasor-based TSA
and EMT solutions could potentially be impactful for the user [12]. For users who are looking to model
large-scale networks with a reasonable level of detail but who have limited access to real-time simulation
hardware, EMT-TSA co-simulation could reduce the hardware requirement while maintaining a high
level of detail for a portion of the network. It is important to note that the level of detail available for the
portion of the network represented via TSA will be lower. Any study completed via real-time EMT-TSA
co-simulation should be judiciously selected for such a study based on technical requirements and the
acceptable bandwidth of results for various areas of the network.
To beneﬁt cases where the variance in timestep and output is acceptable and co-simulation
is appropriate, a TSA co-simulation platform was developed for the RTDS Simulator. Called the
8
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TSAT-RTDS Interface (TRI), this tool provides an interface between the TSAT program (part of the
DSATools™ suite of power systems analysis tools) and the real-time simulator. TSAT is familiar to
many power system engineers and can represent over 5000 three-phase buses in real-time in addition
to (and in parallel with) the portion of the network that is represented on the real-time simulator.
The TSAT-RTDS Interface is achieved via an FPGA that is installed in the PCIe slot of the user’s
PC. This creates a continuous, synchronized real-time interface, meaning that TSAT and the real-time
simulator exchange outputs at the end of every TSAT timestep. The software aspect of the tool
was developed with the user in mind, and is able to automatically identify potential boundaries for
partitioning between the EMT and TSA portions of the simulation and provide metrics that quantify
their validity. The user may also manually select boundaries and have their validity assessed by the
program. While the program is capable of such calculations, boundary selection is another aspect of
co-simulation that must be judiciously approached by the user in order to ensure the technical validity
of the simulation.
Figure 4 shows simulation results for the Illinois 200-Bus System [13], which was divided for an
EMT-TSA hybrid simulation. A 43-bus section was deﬁned as the internal system to be modelled with
the RTDS Simulator, with the remainder of the system modelled using TSAT [14]. A fault was applied
at a bus within the EMT-simulated area and a nearby generator—the largest one in the system—was
tripped after a short delay, causing a large disturbance to the network. The results obtained for the
hybrid simulation were compared with those from a full EMT simulation and those from a full TSA
simulation. The results show the active power, reactive power, and speed of the generator closest to
the disturbance.

Figure 4. Electromagnetic transient (EMT)-only (red), EMT-transient stability analysis/assessment
(TSA) hybrid (blue), and TSA-only (green) simulation results for Generator 189 after a fault at Bus 187:
(a) active power, (b) reactive power, (c) speed.

In general, EMT-TSA co-simulation can be advantageous in its ability to analyze interactions
between system-wide events on a large network and detailed device behavior, such as fault analysis
in HVDC systems or sub-synchronous resonance studies. For users migrating to co-simulation from
TSA-only simulation, another beneﬁt is the ability to run detailed models that are not typically available
9
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in the TSA environment, including renewable energy components and HVDC or ﬂexible alternating
current transmission system (FACTS) devices. For those migrating to co-simulation from EMT-only
simulation, the inclusion of a TSA-based representation of the larger surrounding system (rather than
utilizing an inﬁnite source in the real-time environment in order to reduce network matrix size)
may increase the capability to accurately represent low-frequency oscillations (e.g., generator swings,
inter-area dynamics, etc.).
As mentioned above in Section 2.2, in situations when an EMT-TSA co-simulation is deemed
inappropriate, using the Superstep feature of the RTDS Simulator may be an alternative solution.
2.5. Advancements in Real-Time Communication Protocol Implementation
The use of information exchange for power systems management and control is growing. The use
of Ethernet-based communication protocols to develop a hardware-in-the-loop interface is now an
established practice. Software models, built-in conﬁguration tools, and hardware for streaming
standard-compliant power system data in real time are all available for the RTDS Simulator [15].
In order to allow users to test a wider variety of devices and schemes given industry advancements in
automation, several recent developments have been made for the RTDS Simulator’s communication
protocol facilities.
Existing publish/subscribe models for IEC 61850 Sampled Values (SV) and GOOSE Messaging
protocols have been expanded to include support for routable versions (R-SV and R-GOOSE), which are
popular for distribution automation applications [16]. R-SV and R-GOOSE features are provided
by IEC Technical Report 61850-90-5 [17] for IEC 61850-9-2 SV and IEC 61850-8-1 GOOSE packets.
When using R-SV and R-GOOSE, the user speciﬁes a destination multicast IP address. The transport
protocol used in these implementations is User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
The existing processor-based model for SV was also updated to include the output sample rates
speciﬁed in IEC 61869-9 and the Chinese National Standard for merging units. These are shown in
Table 3.
Table 3. Sampling rates (IEC 61869-9) supported by GTNETx2-SV-v6 for the RTDS Simulator.
Sampling Rate (Hz)

ASDUs per Frame

Maximum Channels per SV Stream

4000/4800 1
12,800/15,360 1
4800
14,400
4800/5760 1

1
8
2
6
1

24
9
24
9
24

1

Supporting 80, 96, or 256 samples/cycle for use on a 50 or 60 Hz system, these rates have been maintained for
9-2LE backward compatibility.

Another advancement for real-time IEC 61850 Sampled Values implementation is the improvement
of the existing FPGA-based model for SV streaming. In this case, FPGA-based hardware running
the SV model is interfaced with the central processor via optical ﬁber. This model was updated for
support from both the main timestep and Substep environments of the RTDS Simulator. Running the
model at the Substep timestep (typically in the 1–3 μs range) allows for higher output sample rates
than have previously been possible with a real-time simulator. The supported SV sample rates on the
FPGA-based hardware are listed in Table 4. Sampling rates as high as 96 and 250 kHz are available,
supporting users interested in DC instrument transformer applications.
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Table 4. Sampling rates (IEC 61869-9) supported by GTFPGA-SV-v3 for the RTDS Simulator.
Sampling Rate (Hz)

ASDUs per Frame

Publishing Rate (Frames/Second)

4000/4800
12,800/15,360
4800
14,400
4800/5760
96,000 3
250,000 3

1
8
2
6
1
1
1

4000/4800
1600/1920
2400
2400
4800/5760
96,000
250,000

Supporting 80, 96, or 256 samples/cycle for use on a 50 or 60 Hz system, these rates have been maintained for 9-2LE
backward compatibility. 3 These rates are only supported in the Substep environment.

The implementation of Distributed Network Protocol 3 (DNP3) and IEC 60870-5-104 for the
RTDS Simulator has also been improved. Rather than providing data exchange between the real-time
simulator and a single external device, the user can now interface the simulator with up to four external
devices simultaneously using a single instance of these protocol models. Using multiple instances of
the models allows for connection to many external devices at once. The real-time simulator acts as a
slave device connected to external masters. These protocols are commonly used by users for SCADA
and distribution automation applications.
2.6. Digital Interface for Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation
Power-hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) simulations have gained popularity due to their potential
for analyzing and characterizing the response of physical converters, DERs, motors, and loads to a
huge variety of system conditions in the safety of the lab [18]. However, PHIL simulations can be
challenging to implement in a technically sound manner. Developments for the RTDS Simulator in this
area will improve the PHIL experience for users.
Establishing a valid and stable PHIL interface is not trivial, and selecting an appropriate four
quadrant ampliﬁer is a crucial step of the process, with several technical considerations including
response times, slew rate, harmonic distortion, frequency resolution, and input/output ratings and
impedances. Filtering is also a major technical consideration in order to reduce the impact of noise
(introduced by voltage and current sensors, physical wiring, and electromagnetic coupling between
devices) on the simulation. Any error introduced by noise can be ampliﬁed in the interface via positive
feedback until hardware limits are exceeded. Filters for noise reduction introduce challenges of their
own, including additional delays that may be added to the interface, so ﬁlter parameters should be
determined carefully.
In order to reduce noise and delay and to simplify the PHIL interface, RTDS Technologies worked
with four quadrant ampliﬁer manufacturers to develop a digital interface between the real-time
simulator and the ampliﬁer. This eliminates the need for digital to analogue conversion in the interface
via analogue input and output cards.
The digital interface was developed via Aurora, an open source high-speed serial protocol
developed by Xilinx. Two diﬀerent interfacing methods are currently available and are selected based
on the manufacturer of the ampliﬁer being used: a direct link between the real-time simulator and
ampliﬁer using an optical cable, or intermediary FPGA-based hardware which is programmed to
buﬀer the Aurora data at the required rate for the ampliﬁer.
The corresponding PHIL interfacing model within the simulation software also includes embedded
voltage and current sources. This reduces loop delay and improves ease of use for PHIL applications.
Figure 5 includes simulation results which show the loop delay and noise associated with the improved
digital interface [19]. Loop delay is case-dependent and is always less than one simulation timestep.
In this example, the current is read back from the ampliﬁer prior to the network solution calculation
so that it can be used to calculate the new voltage to send out to the ampliﬁer. The network solution
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therefore sees the ampliﬁer as simply another component of the simulation. The low loop delay in the
PHIL setup enables the user to mimic a fully digital simulation.

Figure 5. Left: Simulation results showing loop delay for a 0.1 kV-RMS sine wave; right: (a) a constant
of 0.0 generated with the real-time simulator and (b) measurement from a four-quadrant ampliﬁer
receiving the signal via the Aurora protocol.

2.7. Enhanced Power System Component Models
2.7.1. Faulted Transformer Model Based on Terminal Duality Principle
A recent advancement in real-time power system component modelling is the development
of an improved transformer model for the RTDS Simulator. This model is based on a terminal
duality equivalent [20] rather than the star equivalent [21] which is frequently used in power systems
simulation. The star equivalent, while providing accurate representation of the terminal conditions,
is generally inaccurate in its representation of the physical transformer leakages via the inductance
branches. The terminal duality model provides a more realistic representation of a transformer’s
magnetic circuit. It includes a leakage branch representing the gap between the ﬁrst winding and the
transformer limb, providing a more accurate prediction of the maximum magnetization inrush current.
It also considers the mutual coupling between branches, allowing for an improved representation of
terminal conditions when compared to the star equivalent.
Internal faults, tap changers, or winding oﬀsets may create asymmetrical conditions for the model.
The short circuit reactance in these situations can be evaluated with relative accuracy as the terminal
duality model decomposes the leakage ﬂux into both axial and transverse components.
This model introduces a new degree of accuracy in real-time transformer modelling, providing
improved results for the transient behavior of transformers. This will in turn increase the accuracy of
closed-loop tests performed on transformer protection devices via a real-time simulator.
2.7.2. Faulted Phase Domain Synchronous Machine
A phase domain synchronous machine (PDSM) model capable of modelling internal faults has
also been developed for the RTDS Simulator [22]. The model allows for access (the ability to connect
components) to all phases of the stator terminals, the machine neutral, and up to two points in each
phase of the ﬁeld winding. This allows users to apply turn-to-turn faults on the stator and on the ﬁeld
winding, faults between phases, and faults between phases and the ﬁeld winding. The model is also
appropriate for the testing of 100% stator-ground fault detection in protective devices.
With the phase domain approach, new machine inductance values are calculated every timestep in
order to represent possible changes in rotor position and saturation. The self and mutual inductances
of the windings are calculated as functions of rotor position and saturation to represent internal
faults. The machine’s diﬀerential equations are solved as an embedded part of the simulation’s
network solution. This embedded phase domain approach shows better performance in terms of
numerical stability when compared to the approach of dq0-based models interfaced to the network
(used traditionally by transient simulation programs) [23]. The interfacing delays inherent with these
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conventional models can cause issues with numerical stability in the presence of other interfaced
components in real time.
The PDSM model allows the user to simulate the following fault scenarios and place the fault
anywhere between 1% and 99% of the windings:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Turn-to-turn faults in individual phases
Turn-to-ground faults in individual phases
Phase-to-phase faults
Phase-to-ground faults
Turn-to-turn faults in the ﬁeld winding
Turn-to-ground faults in the ﬁeld winding
Series faults in the stator and ﬁeld windings
Inherent imbalance in the windings

This model can be used to test generator protection schemes under an unprecedented range of
internal fault conditions. Figure 6 shows the results of testing a commercial relay by simulating a
stator-ground fault. The plot on the left shows the simulation results, including terminal voltages,
machine currents, and neutral voltage and current. The plot on the right shows the relay’s recorded
events, indicating that the phase diﬀerential (87), neutral overvoltage (64G1), and neutral overcurrent
(50N) elements were activated.

Figure 6. Results for testing a commercial relay for a stator-ground generator fault at 50% from the
neutral. Simulation results (left): (a) stator voltages, (b) stator currents, (c) neutral voltage, (d) neutral
current; relay recorded events (right): (a) stator voltages, (b) stator currents, (c) neutral current,
(d) neutral voltage, (e) digital signals.

2.7.3. Substep Frequency-Dependent Transmission Line
The emergence of travelling wave-based relays is a recent advancement in the ﬁeld of power
systems protection. The protective devices incorporating these techniques trip securely in as fast as a few
ms, record events in the MHz sampling rate range, and locate faults with relatively high accuracy [24].
In order to accurately test such a relay in a hardware-in-the-loop situation, a corresponding advancement
must be made in the real-time modelling library.
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A frequency-dependent phase domain (FDPD) transmission line model has long been available for
the RTDS Simulator in the main timestep environment. This model uses an established method known
as the universal line model [25] to represent the line and its frequency-dependent properties without
the need to compute a modal transformation matrix as is necessary with a frequency-dependent
modal domain model [26]. The phase domain model has also been shown to be more accurate than
the modal domain model when modelling non-transposed line segments [27]. For the FDPD model,
curve-ﬁtting techniques are used to represent the frequency dependence (including damping) of the
line’s characteristic admittance and propagation constant. This model is more processor-intensive
than both the common modal domain Bergeron transmission line model (which does not represent
frequency dependence) and the frequency-dependent modal domain model.
In order to accurately test travelling-wave-based protection, the Bergeron model cannot be used,
as it is a single-frequency model and cannot accurately represent travelling waves which contain a
wide range of frequencies. A frequency-dependent line model must be used to properly represent
the full bandwidth of behavior of the travelling wave. However, the typical main timestep (30 to
60 μs) is not suﬃcient for testing these protection algorithms, which are based on a relay sampling
frequency in the MHz range. To overcome this challenge, a frequency-dependent transmission line
model (based on the universal model) was developed for use in the Substep environment. This Substep
FDPD model, capable of running in real time in the 2 μs timestep range, was used to test the ﬁrst-ever
travelling-wave relays used developed for primary protection of a high-voltage line [28]. It should
be noted that an FDPD line model running at timesteps appropriate for travelling-wave relay testing
is also available for the RTDS Simulator via FPGA. In this case, FPGA-based hardware running the
frequency-dependent line model is interfaced with the central processor via optical ﬁber.
Figure 7 shows a simple system model that was used for testing travelling-wave relays to
demonstrate the Substep frequency-dependent transmission line model [29]. A generator is connected
to an inﬁnite bus via a transformer and double-circuit transmission line. The model was run on the
central processor at a 3.1 μs real-time timestep for this particular example. Timesteps as low as 1.4 μs
have been used to test travelling-wave relays using the RTDS Simulator.

Figure 7. Simple system model for travelling-wave relay testing.

A permanent three-phase to ground faults was applied on L2 close to the generator side. Figure 8
includes test results from the real-time simulator (top) and relay recording (bottom). The simulation
results, which show the three-phase currents on L2 at Bus 3 (from the real-time simulation running
at 3.1 μs), include validation against a non-real-time simulation program in which the model was
run with a 0.1 μs timestep. The relay results show the fault inception point, current variable activity,
and trip signal point. The fault detection time of the relays in this test is around 1.1 ms.
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Figure 8. Results for testing a commercial travelling-wave relay for a three-phase to ground fault:
simulation results for (a) three-phase current on the faulted line at the remote bus and (b) relay
current variables.

3. Discussion
Real-time simulators are under continual development by their manufacturers in order to remain
reﬂective of the modern power system and industry practices. This paper describes a non-exhaustive
selection of recent developments rolled out by a particular manufacturer: RTDS Technologies Inc.
Many of the advancements detailed in this paper were enabled by growth in the high-performance
processing space and the emerging availability of high-end processors with an open design architecture
(e.g., the OpenPOWER™ Foundation). Others were initiated or supported by developer participation
in power industry working groups and study committees.
It should also be noted that several of the advancements in this paper were motivated by needs
identiﬁed by users of the real-time simulator in question. In this sense, the advancement of this
technology is partially anticipatory and partially responsive. Users of real-time simulators are utilities,
consulting companies, universities, research institutions, or manufacturers of power system protection
and control equipment. Technical expertise combined with a high degree of control over both the
hardware and the software aspects of this technology are necessary to deliver reliable and accurate
solutions to these users.
More information can be found in the Supplementary Materials section or by contacting the authors.
Supplementary Materials: The searchable online Knowledge Base for the RTDS Simulator is available at
https://knowledge.rtds.com/. A list of technical publications related to the RTDS Simulator is available at
https://knowledge.rtds.com/hc/en-us/categories/360001905033-Technical-Publications. User case studies are
available as follows: 1. Travelling wave relay testing: https://knowledge.rtds.com/hc/en-us/articles/360036984873Case-Study-Travelling-wave-relay-testing 2. Distribution automation: https://knowledge.rtds.com/hc/en-us/
articles/360036924154-Case-Study-Distribution-Automation 3. Large-scale simulation: https://knowledge.rtds.
com/hc/en-us/articles/360042460494-Case-Study-Large-Scale-Simulation 4. HVDC and FACTS: https://knowledge.
rtds.com/hc/en-us/articles/360036922834-Case-Study-De-risking-HVDC.
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Abstract: Real-time simulation is an increasingly popular tool for product development and research
in power systems. However, commercial simulators are still quite exclusive due to their costs and
they face problems in bridging the gap between two common types of power system simulation,
conventional phasor based, and electromagnetic transient simulation. This work describes recent
improvements to the open source real-time simulator DPsim to address increasingly important use
cases that involve power electronics that are connected to the electrical grid and increasing grid
sizes. New power electronic models have been developed and integrated into the DPsim simulator
together with techniques to decouple the system solution, which facilitate parallelization. The results
show that the dynamic phasors in DPsim, which result from shifted frequency analysis, allow the
user to combine the characteristics of conventional phasor and electromagnetic transient simulation.
Besides, simulation speed up techniques that are known from the electromagnetic domain and new
techniques, speciﬁc to dynamic phasors, signiﬁcantly improve the performance. It demonstrates
the advantages of dynamic phasor simulation for future power systems and the applicability of this
concept to large scale scenarios.
Keywords: real-time simulation; power electronics; shifted frequency analysis; dynamic phasors

1. Introduction
Real-time simulation is increasingly applied in power systems for testing new components
and algorithms. However, power system simulators that are capable of real-time execution are
still not accessible for many researchers and product developers. One reason for the high cost of
real-time power system simulators is the customized hardware platform that is usually required.
Early real-time simulators used special purpose processors, e.g., digital signal processors (DSP).
Today, general purpose processors are commonly employed as the core computing unit but often in
combination with additional hardware, such as a customized backplane to interconnect computing
units or ﬁeld-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [1]. The use of FPGAs as main computing
unit is gaining traction with the advent of power electronics simulation. While this approach
is only adopted by few commercial manufacturers, there are many examples of FPGA driven
real-time simulators built by researchers [2–5]. An interesting alternative direction is presented
in [6], where real-time simulation is conducted on a small low cost device. However, [6] is based on
quasi-static assumptions, whereas the aim of this work is a more detailed represention of dynamics.
DPsim (https://github.com/dpsim-simulator), the simulator employed and extended in the frame of
this work, is capable of running real-time simulation on commercial off-the-shelf hardware without
neglecting electromagnetic dynamics.
Energies 2020, 13, 3879; doi:10.3390/en13153879
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This is possible due to shifted frequency analysis (SFA) [7], which enables larger simulation
time steps for the same simulated signal frequencies as compared to electromagnetic-transient (EMT)
simulations. Larger time steps facilitate the simulation on standard hardware and in large scale because
the requirements on computational speed can be relaxed. The SFA approach intends to bridge the gap
between EMT and conventional phasor simulation in terms of accuracy. Applying SFA on a real signal
results in one or many time-varying phasors, which are often denoted as dynamic phasors (DP).
DPsim is not the ﬁrst simulator that is based on this approach. Previous developments of SFA
or dynamic phasor based simulators are described in [8–10]. In contrast to DPsim, these simulators
do not seem to aim at real-time execution and related topics, such as parallelization, to speed up the
simulation. As described in this paper, DPsim supports the simulation of higher order harmonics to
accurately represent switching power electronics. The other simulators only focus on the fundamental
system frequency phasor or lower order harmonics resulting from the dq0 transform in combination
with unbalanced conditions as in [9]. While previous SFA models implemented in DPsim have not
required an approximation of the phasors using Fourier analysis, the detailed inverter model results
presented in the following rely on it to compute the phasor values for each time step. This approach is
based on the generalized state space averaging method that is explained in [11] and harmonic analysis
of the inverter circuit [12].
Most importantly, DPsim is developed as open source in contrast to the aforementioned projects.
It allows the user not only to compare and validate against other solutions, but also to understand the
implementation in detail. Besides, DPsim supports a faster transition from ofﬂine testing to real-time
execution, since the same software and hardware system is used in both cases.
The dynamic phasor approach is not only used in the development of simulators, but also for
the interconnection of real-time simulators, especially if there is a considerable distance between
these simulators. This idea is presented in [13], where several EMT simulators are interconnected
via a dynamic phasor interface that is based on the VILLAS software project [14].
DPsim was ﬁrst introduced by Mirz et al. [15], which describes the main software components
and demonstrates the real-time capability of the simulator for different system sizes. It integrates the
VILLAS project to facilitate the exchange of simulation data in real-time taking advantage of the vast
collection of protocols supported by VILLAS. A possible simulation framework architecture that is
based on DPsim and VILLAS is described in [16]. Although DPsim primarily targets the dynamic
phasor domain, the solver also supports EMT and quasi-static simulations. The main input format for
network description is the IEC 61970 CIM XML-RDF format, which is imported by using the CIM++
project [17]. A more detailed overview of the features of DPsim can be found in [15]. The aim of DPsim
is to support real-time simulation with time steps in the range from 10 μs to several ms. Due to the
frequency shift applied when computing dynamic phasors, the maximum frequency of simulated
signals is not limited by the simulation time step.
Until now, DPsim only supported traditional power system components, such as synchronous
generators, lines, and transformers. Here, we describe two new power electronics models and one
new parallelization method, which were implemented in DPsim. First, an averaged inverter model
is presented and how an associated dq0 state-space controller can be integrated into the simulation.
The second model is more detailed and it extends the averaged model by harmonics resulting from
switches. A new method for the DPsim solver is demonstrated that ensures real-time capability for
such an inverter model with a large number of harmonics. Besides, the explanation of the subsystem
decoupling using the transmission line method brieﬂy presented in [15] is extended by a description
on how the line model is adapted for SFA.
Section 2 brieﬂy summarizes SFA and how it computes dynamic phasor variables. A detailed
description of the component models and methods used to obtain the simulation results can be found
in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present and discuss the results.
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2. Theoretical Background
The basic concept of SFA, constructing a frequency shifted complex representation of a real
valued physical signal, is also established in other domains, e.g., microwave and communications
engineering [18,19]. In these domains, the concept is commonly denoted as baseband representation
or complex envelope. The research reported in the power engineering domain can be roughly divided
into two categories, Hilbert or Fourier based. The phasor representation can be derived from the
analytical signal constructed from the Hilbert transform or by applying Fourier transform.
The Hilbert based approach is commonly applied in the power system domain, where it is
referred to as envelope waveforms [8], dynamic phasors [20], or SFA [21]. The second approach relies
on the Fourier transform to approximate a physical signal by a series of Fourier coefﬁcients and it has
been developed in the power electronics domain as generalized state space averaging [11]. In more
recent publications, SFA and dynamic phasors have been associated to the Hilbert and Fourier based
approach [7,22]. In the following, the variables that result from SFA are denoted as dynamic phasors,
regardless of which one of the approaches is used.
A dynamic phasor can be considered as a projection of a signal deﬁned as a function over time
onto the time-frequency plane. Dynamic phasors are not a spectral representation over an inﬁnite time
interval, which would eliminate the time dependency as in a frequency spectrum. Instead, dynamic
phasors depend on both time and frequency.
The Hilbert approach is based on the analytical signal, which can be derived from a real signal by
extending it with an imaginary part that is equal to the Hilbert transform of the original signal (1).

A{s(t)} = s(t) + jH{s(t)}

(1)

Applying (1) to a bandpass signal sbp (t) = A(t) cos(ωc t + θ (t)), results in the analytical
representation corresponding to a generic bandpass signal:
A{sbp (t)} = sbp (t) + jH{sbp (t)}
= sbp,I (t) cos(ωc t) − sbp,Q (t) sin(ωc t) + j(sbp,I (t) sin(ωc t) + sbp,Q (t) cos(ωc t))
= (sbp,I (t) + jsbp,Q (t))(cos(ωc t) + j sin(ωc t))
= sbp (t)e jωc t

(2)

with the in-phase component sbp,I (t) = A(t) cos(θ (t)) and the quadrature component sbp,Q (t) =
A(t) sin(θ (t)). In order to calculate the dynamic phasor from the analytical signal, it is shifted by the
center frequency ωc (3).
s(t) = A{s(t)}e− jωc t
(3)
The Fourier transform is common in the power electronics domain, because it can be applied
to monocomponent as well as multicomponent signals, where more than one frequency band are of
interest. The disadvantage of the Fourier transform for time-frequency analysis is that it suffers from
the uncertainty principle. Time and frequency resolution cannot be increased arbitrarily at the same
time, which complicates the calculation of accurate dynamic phasors. Each phasor is approximated
by a Fourier coefﬁcient that is dynamically changing over time. The time dependency of the Fourier
coefﬁcients results from the sliding Fourier transform. Applying a sliding observation window of
time T, the time dependent Fourier coefﬁcients are expressed by the transform (4), where ωc is the
fundamental frequency.

1 t
sk (t) =
s(τ ) · e− jkωc τ dτ
(4)
T t− T
An accuracy analysis of the basic approach used in the DPsim solver, which is the combination
of frequency shifted phasor variables and the trapezoidal rule as discretization method, can be
found in [8].
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3. Models and Methods
The following sections describe, in detail, the models simulated in Section 4: averaged inverter,
inverter with harmonics, and transmission line. The last section explains how the simulation can
be more efﬁciently parallelized in the case of detailed power electronics models. First, the solution
process of DPsim is reviewed, including the transmission line method (TLM) for subsystem decoupling.
Subsequently, the process is extended with a method to split the network not only between nodes,
but also across frequencies to compensate for the increased number of equations when simulating the
inverter model with harmonics.
3.1. Averaged Inverter Model with Controls
The averaged model with controls encompasses three kinds of components: electrical components,
control components, and interface components connecting the former two. The averaged inverter
model is applied in DPsim for both types of simulations DP and EMT, see Section 4.1. This section is
focused on the description of how the inverter’s control, which is modelled in state space, is interfaced
with the inverter’s and grid’s electrical components in the case of DP and EMT simulation.
The inverter is modelled as Voltage Source Inverter (VSI), see Figure 1. Accordingly, a controlled
voltage source represents the inverter’s output based on an averaged switching model. Besides,
the inverter model includes an LC ﬁlter as output ﬁlter, which is composed of two resistors, an inductor
and a capacitor. The inverter model operates at low voltage (LV) level and the grid operates at medium
voltage (MV) level. Therefore, the inverter includes a step-up transformer for connection to the MV
grid. The chosen parameters are listed in Table 1.

Current
Control

VS

Power
Control

R1

P
Q

Average Power
Calculation

PLL

L1

R2

1:n

pcc

A

C

V

Figure 1. Averaged inverter model with controls.
Table 1. Averaged inverter example parameters.
Attribute

Value

R1
L1
C
R2
Ltrans f ormer

0.1 Ω
2 mH
789.3 μF
0.1 Ω
928.3 mH

As mentioned in Section 3.4, DPsim follows the modiﬁed nodal analysis approach in order to
solve the electrical network. Accordingly, the inverter’s electrical components that are mentioned
above are integrated into the system solution by stamping their contributions into system matrix
and source vector. The dynamic behaviour of the components is taken into account by means of the
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components’ DC equivalents [23]. Depending on the type of simulation, the DC equivalents represent
the models either in the DP or the EMT domain.
The inverter’s control is modelled in state space and it enables an operation of the inverter in
grid feeding mode [24]. The control aims at injecting active and reactive power according to speciﬁed
reference values. The actual power feed-in is determined through an average power calculation,
including a low-pass ﬁlter. The power calculation serves as input to power and current control loop,
which are both implemented as PI controllers and that ﬁnally provide the voltage set-point for the
controlled voltage source. As common in the ﬁeld of control engineering, the inverter’s control is
modelled in state space. The state space model employs quantities represented in the inverter’s
local dq reference frame, which rotates with the frequency measured by a phase-locked-loop (PLL).
The interface connecting the electrical model with the controller’s model in state space depends on the
domain in which the electrical simulation is performed.
In case of an EMT simulation, the quantities are represented with respect to a stationary reference
frame. The grid quantities are represented in DPsim as real-valued phase-to-ground peak quantities
x = [ x̂a x̂b x̂c ] . To obtain the quantities in the inverter’s local reference frame rotating with ω PLL ,
they are transformed by means of the power-invariant dq transformation, according to


xd,ωPLL
xq,ωPLL



 
2 cos(θ PLL )
=
3 −sin(θ PLL )


cos(θ PLL − 2π
3 )
−sin(θ PLL − 2π
3 )

Tdq,θ

⎡ ⎤
 x̂
a
cos(θ PLL + 2π
)
⎢ ⎥
3
⎣ x̂b ⎦ .
2π
−sin(θ PLL + 3 )
x̂c

(5)

PLL

This means that the inverter’s input variables vC and i R2 , see Figure 1, are transformed to ṽC and
ĩ R2 according to


v
ṽC = C,d,ωPLL
vC,q,ωPLL



⎡

⎤
v̂C,a
⎢
⎥
= Tdq,θPLL ⎣v̂C,b ⎦
v̂C,c
 

(6)

vC



ĩ R2

i
= R2 ,d,ωPLL
i R2 ,q,ωPLL



⎡

⎤
î R2 ,a
⎢
⎥
= Tdq,θPLL ⎣î R2 ,b ⎦ .
î R2 ,c
 

(7)

i R2

The inverter’s controllers deliver as output the quantities in the local reference frame, which are
then transformed back to the grid’s stationary frame by means of the inverse dq transformation
⎡
⎤
⎡ ⎤



cos(θ PLL )
−sin(θ PLL )
x̂ a
2
⎢
⎥ xd,ωPLL
⎢ ⎥
2π
2π
.
⎣cos(θ PLL − 3 ) −sin(θ PLL − 3 )⎦
⎣ x̂b ⎦ =
3
xq,ωPLL
2π
x̂c
cos(θ PLL + 2π
3 ) − sin ( θ PLL + 3 )


−1
Tdq,θ

PLL
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Correspondingly, the controller’s output voltage vS is considered in the grid solution after the
back transformation of ṽS , according to
⎡

⎤


v̂S,a
vS,d,ωPLL
⎢
⎥
−1
vS = ⎣v̂S,b ⎦ = Tdq,θ
.
PLL
vS,q,ωPLL
v̂S,c
 

(9)

ṽS

In case of a DP simulation, DPsim uses complex phase-to-phase RMS quantities denoted as
 x ωc = [ xωc ,re  xωc ,im ] following Equation (2). In contrast to the next section, we consider at this point
exclusively the ﬁrst order DP at center frequency ωc . The grid quantities have the grid’s synchronous
frequency ωS as center frequency, which is usually equal to 50 or 60 Hz. Thus, the original EMT
quantities are related to the DP grid quantities by
⎧
⎡
⎤⎫
⎡ ⎤
1
⎪
⎪
x̂ a
⎬
⎨ 2
⎢ 2π ⎥
⎢ ⎥
 x ωS e jθS ⎣e− j 3 ⎦ .
⎣ x̂b ⎦ = Re
⎪
⎪
3
2π
⎭
⎩
x̂c
ej 3

(10)

with θS = ωS t. Instead, the inverter’s input and output quantities imply the local frequency ω PLL as
center frequency, which is deﬁned through the PLL’s angle θ PLL . Accordingly, the inverter’s quantities
are related to the original EMT quantities by
⎧
⎡ ⎤
⎡
⎤⎫
1
⎪
⎪
x̂ a
⎬
⎨ 2
⎢ ⎥
⎢ 2π ⎥
 x ωPLL e jθPLL ⎣e− j 3 ⎦
⎣ x̂b ⎦ = Re
⎪
⎪
3
2π
⎭
⎩
x̂c
ej 3

(11)

Comparing Equations (10) and (11) yields the following relationship between the DPs with two
different center frequencies

 x ωPLL =  x ωS e j(θS −θPLL ) .

(12)

Thus, the transformation from DPs with the grid’s synchronous frequency ωS as center frequency
to DPs with the inverter’s frequency ω PLL as center frequency looks as follows


 


cos(θS − θ PLL ) −sin(θS − θ PLL )
 x ωPLL ,re
 x ωS ,re
=
.
 x ωPLL ,im
sin(θS − θ PLL ) cos(θS − θ PLL )
 x ωS ,im



(13)

=:TDP,θS −θ PLL

Accordingly, the inverter’s input quantities can be obtained from





vC ωPLL ,re
vC ωS ,re
= TDP,θS −θPLL
ṽC =
vC ωPLL ,im
vC ωS ,im



(14)

vC



ĩ R2




i R2 ωPLL ,re
i R2 ωS ,re
=
= TDP,θS −θPLL
.
i R2 ωPLL ,im
i R2 ωS ,im


i R2

24

(15)
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Besides, the inverter’s output voltage is transformed back according to

vS =




vS ωS ,re
vS ωPLL ,re
= TDP,θPLL −θS
.
vS ωS ,im
vS ωPLL ,im



(16)

ṽS

It can be noted that the transformation matrix in Equation (8), which links the inverter’s
dq variables [ xd,ωPLL xq,ωPLL ] with the original EMT variables, is the same as the transformation matrix
obtained when resolving Equation (11), which links the inverter’s DP variables [ xωPLL ,re  xωPLL ,im ]
with the original EMT variables. That is, the described interfaces ensure that, from a theoretical
perspective, the inverter model in state space operates on the same quantities for EMT and DP
simulation, while from a simulation perspective these quantities can signiﬁcantly differ in terms of
accuracy, as shown in Section 4.1.
Using these interfaces, other state space controllers can be integrated into DPsim in the same
way. Control models operating on dq variables with respect to a local reference frame can be easily
integrated into DPsim and applied in both EMT and DP simulations.
3.2. Inverter Model Including Harmonics
Here, harmonic analysis is applied to determine the dynamic phasor quantities injected into the
grid by a unipolar single-phase full-bridge voltage source inverter. The harmonic frequency content
of power electronics topologies could also be determined by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
electromagnetic transient waveform, which reduces the mathematical effort, but it requires extra
computing capacity. Instead, the harmonic components of the PWM waveform can be computed
directly, which is more precise [12].
In the following, it is assumed that the PWM signal is generated by comparing a triangular carrier
signal and a reference signal of the form (17). The reference signal is deﬁned by the nominal grid
frequency ω0 , the modulation index Mr , and the reference signal phase ϕ.
sre f (t) = Mr cos(ω0 t + ϕ)

(17)

Applying double Fourier integral analysis, as explained in [12], the resulting PWM waveform can
be expressed in terms of Fourier coefﬁcients (18). With respect to [12], the following equations have
been reformulated in a way that allows fewer evaluations of the series term, which facilitates efﬁcient
implementation. Besides, a phase angle of the reference signal different from zero is considered. In this
case, double edge natural sampling is assumed for the PWM signal. This means that the carrier signal
is triangular instead of sawtooth (trailing edge), and switching is initiated whenever the carrier and
reference signal cross.
vinv (t) = And,1 cos(ω0 t + ϕ)

+

4Vin
π

∞

∞

∑

∑

m=2,4,... n=±1,±3,...

And,1 = Mr Vin
And,2 (m, n) =

Jn (mMr π/2)
sin
m



And,2 (m, n) cos(mωsw t + n(ω0 t + ϕ))

(m + n)π
2


(18)

Jn is the Bessel function deﬁned as:
Jn ( x ) =

 x 2k+n
(−1)k
.
k!Γ(k + n + 1) 2
k =0
∞

∑

25

(19)
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The switching frequency is ωsw , switching frequency harmonic is m and the nominal grid
frequency harmonic is denoted n.
Achieving natural sampling with a digital control system is challenging, because it is difﬁcult
to determine the exact point of crossing between reference and carrier signal. Therefore, alternatives
such as regular sampling are often implemented. Regular sampling means that the reference signal
is sampled and held for each carrier signal interval. Depending on the sample and hold time of the
reference signal, double edge regular sampling can be further divided into symmetrical or asymmetrical
sampling. In the symmetrical case, the reference is sampled once per carrier interval opposed to twice
in the asymmetrical case. The harmonic analysis for a symmetrical regular sampled reference with a
double edge carrier is deﬁned by Equation (20).
vinv (t) =

4Vin
π

∞

∑

n=1,3,...
∞

Ard,1 (n) cos(n(ω0 t + ϕ))

∞
4Vin
∑ Ard,2 (n, m) cos(mωsw t + n(ω0 t + ϕ))
π m=∑
1,2,... n=±1,±3,...


ω0 π
 

Jn n ωsw 2 Mr
ω0 π
Ard,1 (n) =
sin
n+n
ω0
ωsw 2
nω
 sw


ω0
 

Jn m + n ωsw π2 Mr
ω0 π
Ard,2 (n, m) =
.
sin
m+n+n
ω0
ωsw 2
m + n ωsw

+

(20)
If the ratio between the switching frequency of the inverter and the reference signal frequency is
an integer, the harmonic analysis can be applied to calculate dynamic phasors for the fundamental
and its harmonics. For consistency with the previous Equations (18) and (20), the harmonics are still
denominated in terms of multiples of the switching frequency and the reference signal frequency,
even though they could be expressed as multiples of n only if the requirement of an integer ratio is
fulﬁlled. Every time that the input variables Mr and ϕ change, the dynamic phasors must be updated
according to (22) when considering natural sampling and similarly for regular sampling.

v1 = And,1 e jϕ

(21)

vm,n = And,2 (m, n) e jnϕ

(22)

Subsequently, the inverter is represented by voltage sources behind the LCL output ﬁlter, which is
represented by basic components that are stamped into the nodal analysis system matrix. For each
dynamic phasor, there is one voltage source representing one harmonic of the reference signal frequency,
as depicted in Figure 2. Therefore, increasing the accuracy of the model by increasing the number
of dynamic phasors reduces the simulation performance in terms of minimum computation time
per simulation step, because the resulting equation set is larger. A solution to this challenge is described
in Section 3.4.

Inverter model

Network at
frequency #

Figure 2. Separate computation of nonlinear inverter model from the network that is split by
shifting frequency.
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3.3. Transmission Line
The travelling wave transmission line model has two advantages over the Pi-line model. For long
lines, it is more accurate than the Pi-line model and it enables the decoupling of network sections as
shown in Section 3.4.
The most simple transmission line model, the Bergeron model, which is also implemented in
the simulator, is based on the telegrapher’s equation. This model is derived from the equations of
a lossless line and losses are only approximated in a second step. The model parameters are computed
for a ﬁxed frequency, which means that they are inaccurate for deviating frequencies. Actually, the line
parameters vary, especially for high frequencies, where the skin effect has a notable impact. Dynamic
phasors have an advantage in this regard, because, in the best case, each phasor represents a narrow
frequency band signal. Each of these phasors can be treated differently by computing the transmission
line parameters for the center frequency of these bands.
The Bergeron model applied to nodal analysis can decouple the two end nodes of a transmission
line. This means two network sections that are only connected by transmission lines can be solved
separately and in parallel. Instead of having one large system matrix, two smaller system matrices can
be computed. These two subsystems are only coupled by their source vectors, which depend on the
solution of the other subsystem from the previous time step.
This transmission line model can only be used for lines, where the delay is larger than the
simulation time step. Therefore, this model is usually not suitable for simulations with large time steps
or networks with very short lines.
First, the commonly used EMT domain model is described. Subsequently, this model is adapted
for DP variables. The Bergeron model is derived from the wave propagation Equation (24) of a lossless
line with per line length inductance L and capacitance C  [25].
∂v( x, t)
∂i ( x, t)
= L
∂x
∂t
∂i ( x, t)
 ∂v ( x, t )
−
=C
∂x
∂t

−

(23)
(24)

The lossless line can be represented in nodal analysis by impedances and current sources,
as depicted in Figure 3, with ZE = ZC and the values of the current sources being computed from the
currents at time t − τ [23].

Figure 3. Equivalent circuit for a lossless line.

The time constant τ and the characteristic impedance ZC are calculated from the line length d,
as follows:
√
√
(25)
ZC = L /C  τ = d L C  .
Line losses can be approximated in the model by adding a resistance at the start and end of
each line section and modifying the history current sources. The equivalent impedance becomes
ZE = Z + R/4 and the history current is calculated as:
Ik (t − τ ) =

−Z
(vm (t − τ ) + ( Z − R/4) · imk (t − τ ))
( Z + R/4)2
R/4
−
(v (t − τ ) + ( Z − R/4) · ikm (t − τ )),
( Z + R/4)2 k
27

(26)
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with an analogous expression for Im (t − τ ).
It is necessary to understand how the time delay in (26) affects the DP variables in order to
develop the dynamic phasor model. A bandpass signal s(t) can be expressed as a baseband signal f (t)
shifted by ωs (27). The Fourier transform S(ω ) is given by (28).
s(t) = Re
S(ω ) =





f (t)e jωs t


(27)

f (t)e jωs t e− jωt dω = F (ω − ωs )

(28)

A time shift τ becomes a multiplication by e− jτω in the frequency domain. Hence, the time shifted
signal can be computed from the Fourier transform, as follows:
s(t − τ ) = Re


F (ω − ωs )e− jτω e jωt dω .



(29)

For y = ω − ωs , (29) becomes
s(t − τ ) = Re



F (y)e− jτ (y+ωs ) e j(y+ωs )t dy






= Re e j(ωs t−τωs ) F (y)e− jτy e jyt dy


= Re e j(ωs t−τωs ) f (t − τ ) .

(30)

This means that the time shift leads to an additional phase shift e− jτωs for the DP variables.
Therefore, (26) expressed in terms of dynamic phasors results in (31).


−Z
(vm (t − τ ) + ( Z − R/4) · imk (t − τ ))
( Z + R/4)2
R/4
−
(v (t − τ ) + ( Z − R/4) · ikm (t − τ ))
( Z + R/4)2 k

 Ik (t − τ ) = e− jτωs

(31)

In a dynamic phasor simulation, the carrier or shifting frequency is only considered after the
actual simulation in a post processing step. Without the additional phase shift, the time delay does not
affect the carrier signal and the simulation results would be incorrect.
A small example that consists of a voltage source and resistance connected by a transmission
line is simulated in order to demonstrate the correctness of the DP model. The parameters of the
components can be found in Table 2.
Table 2. Transmission line example parameters.
Attribute

Value

Vsec
R
L
C
Rload

100 kV
5Ω
0.16 H
1 μF
10 kΩ

The comparison of DP to EMT simulation shows that the results are the same if the phase shift is
correctly taken into account. At the beginning, transients are visible because the simulation does not
start from steady state. Figure 4 compares the current through the transmission line for the DP and
EMT model.
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Figure 4. Comparison of DP and electromagnetic-transient (EMT) resistor current results for the
transmission line model.

3.4. Parallelization of Subsystems and Frequency Bands
First, the solution process of the DPsim simulator is reviewed, including the decoupling and
parallelization implemented before power electronics were added to the simulator. Subsequently,
this concept is extended by a method that supports a more efﬁcient computation of networks with
many harmonics.
The main idea behind DPsim is to compute the network solution with nodal analysis [26] applied
to DP variables. Therefore, the solution for one simulation step consists of three parts:
•
•
•

calculating component states required for the network solution,
solving the network,
updating remaining component states from the network solution.

Most component related tasks can be executed in parallel as shown in Figure 5, because
the components do not interact with each other directly, but only through the network.
Pre Step
C1

Pre Step
C2

Pre Step
C3

Pre Step
C4

System Step / Solution

Post Step
C1

Post Step
C2

Post Step
C3

Post Step
C4

Figure 5. Parallelization of the component step calculations.

However, the network simulation is often the bottleneck. The TLM is commonly used in EMT
real-time simulation in order to decouple the network and compute the subsystems in parallel,
as shown in Figure 6. Because DPsim is computing DP variables, the EMT transmission line model has
to be adapted to the DP domain, as described in Section 3.3.
Pre Step
C1

System 1
Step

Post Step
C1

Pre Step
C2

Pre Step
C3

System 2 Step

Post Step
C2

Post Step
C3

Pre Step
C4

System 3
Step

Post Step
C4

Figure 6. Parallel solution of decoupled subsystems.
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As mentioned earlier, one of the main disadvantages of the dynamic phasor approach is that
the more phasors are used to represent a time domain variable, the larger becomes the number of
equations and variables to solve for. This is especially a problem for the network solution, which can
be already very large because of the number of network nodes. The idea is to split the network solution
into separate solutions for each frequency band, as depicted in Figure 7. The underlying assumption
is that the network is usually composed of linear components. An approach on how to separate
nonlinearities from the network model is proposed in [27]. Nonlinearities are implemented in the
components connected to the network and they can be treated separate from the network solution.
Hence, the network solution does not feature cross frequency coupling.
Pre Step
C1

System 1
Step
f1
Post Step
C1

Pre Step
C2

Pre Step
C3

System 2 Step
f1
Post Step
C2

Post Step
C3

Pre Step
C4

System 3
fn
Step
f
f1 2
Post Step
C4

Figure 7. Parallel solution of decoupled subsystems for each set of dynamic phasors associated to the
same shifting frequency.

4. Results
The ﬁrst section demonstrates a scenario featuring the averaged DP inverter model integrated
into DPsim in order to support the analysis of future energy systems with large shares of inverter
interfaced renewable sources. The simulation scenario is a variation of the CIGRE MV network with a
high share of renewable sources represented by averaged inverter models with controls, see Section 3.1.
The results show that a DP simulation can be as accurate as an EMT simulation for small simulation
time steps. For larger simulation steps, where the EMT simulation does not return useful results
anymore, the DP results show still a good accuracy while tending towards conventional phasor results.
Section 4.2 demonstrates the extension of the inverter model by harmonics, which results in a very
detailed representation of a switched inverter model. This model is compared to a switching EMT
inverter model implemented in Matlab/Simulink™. The detailed dynamic phasor model, including
harmonics, leads to a large set of equations, which has an impact on the computation time, especially
for the network solution.
Section 4.3 presents results for the parallelization of the detailed inverter model simulation.
The method is explained in Section 3.4 and it addresses the problem by splitting the solution of the
network into smaller tasks, which can be executed in parallel.
4.1. Averaged Inverter Model with Controls
This section shows an analysis of the simulation results that were obtained for a scenario with a
high penetration of renewables using two types of component models: DP and EMT models. That is,
all types of grid components in the simulation (transformers, lines, loads, and renewable sources)
are represented by DP or EMT models. The underlying research question is how an increase of
the simulation step affects the accuracy of the simulation results when using these two modeling
approaches. At this point, it should be noted that a ﬁxed-step solver is applied, which is particularly
suitable for real-time simulation, and the trapezoidal rule for numerical integration.
The two modeling approaches are investigated in the context of a grid simulation at medium
voltage level, where a high penetration of renewables requires an adequate simulation of the emerging
grid dynamics. The simulation scenario encompasses the ﬁrst feeder of the CIGRE MV grid,
see Figure 8, at a nominal voltage of 20 kV, and with a total load power of 4319 kW. In the following,
a scenario is considered with 100% penetration of photovoltaic systems, i.e., the installed nominal
power of the PV systems is equal to the total load power. For this, PV systems of equal size are
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connected to nodes N3 to N11 of the feeder. The PV systems are represented by inverters using
an averaged switching model. The inverters operate in grid feeding mode targeting the injection of
active and reactive power reference values. Section 3.1 outlines further details on the averaged inverter
model and its control.
Slack

N0

TR0

N1
L1-2
N2
L2-3

Load-H-3

N3
Load-I-3

L3-4

Load-H-4

L3-8
N8

N4

Load-H-8

L4-5
Load-H-5

L8-9
N5

N7

L8-9

N9

Load-I-9

L9-10
Load-H-10
N6

Load-I-7

N10
Load-I-10
L10-11

Load-H-6
N11

Load-H-11

Figure 8. Simulation scenario considering the ﬁrst feeder of CIGRE MV grid.

First, EMT and DP simulations are both executed with characteristic simulation steps.
The simulations are conducted with a duration of 5 s and apply a load step event at time instant
2 s by increasing the load power about 1500 kW at node N11. Figure 9 shows the current through the
line L11-10 100 ms before and 200 ms after the load step event. The DP simulation results have been
analogous to the EMT results linearly interpolated to 50 μs and additionally shifted back by 50 Hz.

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Cont.
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(c)
(d)
Figure 9. Comparison of EMT and dynamic phasor (DP) simulation results with the averaged inverter
model for time steps of 100 μs (a), 1 ms (b), 5 ms (c) and 10 ms (d).

The DP and EMT simulation results are compared for characteristic simulation steps against
a reference simulation, which was conducted as EMT simulation with a simulation step of 50 μs.
Figure 9a demonstrates that, for a step size of 100 μs, the simulation results in the DP and EMT domain
still match well with the results of the reference simulation. When increasing the simulation step to
1 ms, see Figure 9b, the results still appear very similar. However, it is noteworthy that both DP and
EMT results deviate from the reference during the ﬁrst oscillatory cycle. This seems to be feasible as
a simulation with a step size of 1 ms is not able to capture the wide frequency spectrum occurring
after the load step, for both the EMT and the 50 Hz shifted DP signal. Yet, except from this deviation
during the ﬁrst oscillatory cycle, the signals match well in the following oscillatory cycles after the
load step event.
For larger simulation steps of 5 ms and 10 ms, see Figure 9c,d, the EMT results differ signiﬁcantly
from the reference results. Instead, the DP results remain quite accurate for these larger simulation
steps. In particular, it is remarkable that the DP results still show the evolution of the oscillations
towards the steady state behaviour well.
In the following, the difference of DP and EMT simulation results is quantatively investigated
with respect to the reference results. For this, the DP and EMT simulation results obtained with steps in
the range from 100 μs to 20 ms are considered. The step size is increased by 200 μs in the microseconds
range and by 1 ms in the milliseconds range. For DP and EMT results of the line current L11-10,
the root mean squared error (RMSE) is calculated with respect to the reference results. The evolution
of the RMSE that is depicted in Figure 10 conﬁrms that both DP and EMT results are quite accurate for
simulation steps up to 1 ms.

Figure 10. RMSE of EMT and DP simulation results with respect to the reference results.
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In the range from 2 ms to 20 ms, the RMSE of the EMT results increases tremendously. This seems
reasonable as in EMTP-based simulation it is well known that an appropriate accuracy is obtained
only for simulation steps below 10% of the minimum cycle duration that is to be simulated [28].
This requires a simulation step below 2 ms for 50 Hz signals. As the simulated signals are shifted by
50 Hz in the DP domain, the RMSE of the DP results remains very low with respect to the EMT error.
4.2. Inverter Model Including Harmonics
One advantage of dynamic phasors is the ability to include selected harmonics, which is
particularly interesting for power electronics modelling. The simulations presented in this section
feature a DP inverter model that extends the inverter used in Section 4.1 by harmonics that are based
on harmonic analysis as explained in Section 3.2. This model, which does not include switches,
is validated against a switching Matlab/Simulink™ EMT model. For this comparison, the regular
sampling Equation (20) are used in the harmonic analysis.
The inverter model is connected to an equivalent grid model composed of an impedance and
a voltage source. Figure 11 depicts the circuit and Table 3 lists the parameters.

R1

L1

Vdc

R2

L2

C

Vgrid

Figure 11. Single phase inverter with LCL output ﬁlter connected to an equivalent grid represented by
a voltage source with series impedance R g and L g .
Table 3. Inverter simulation example parameters.
Attribute

Value

R1
L1
R2
L2
Rg
Lg
C
RC

0.1 Ω
600 μH
0.1 Ω
150 μH
0.001 Ω
0.001 H
10 μF
1 μΩ

The DP inverter model can be simulated with a varying number of harmonics. Here, eight and
28 additional harmonics are considered. Figure 12 shows the voltage at the output ﬁlter capacitor
of the circuit depicted in Figure 11 for DP with eight additional harmonics and the Simulink EMT
model. Figure 13a,b depict a smaller time interval of the simulation and demonstrate the difference
in accuracy when considering different numbers of harmonics and dynamic phasors, respectively.
The mean absolute error (MAE) for the results with eight harmonics is about 0.2 V, whereas the MAE
for 28 harmonics is 20 % smaller.
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Figure 12. Capacitor voltage of a DP inverter model including the fundamental and eight harmonics
compared to a Simulink EMT model.

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. Ripple of the capacitor voltage of a DP inverter model including the fundamental and 8
harmonics (a) or 28 harmonics (b) as compared to a Simulink EMT model.

The results of the simulation with eight harmonics do not represent the ripple as accurately. It can
determined from harmonic analysis that in this scenario, eight harmonics account for the phasors that
are larger than 10 % of the fundamental, whereas 28 harmonics covers all harmonics larger than 1 %
of the fundamental. In this example, the grid harmonics are considered up to the index nmax = 7,
whereas the maximum switching harmonic is mmax = 8.
Figure 14 depicts the spectrum computed from the DP and EMT signal and shows how frequencies
higher than the fundamental are accurately represented in the DP results up to a certain point,
which depends on the number of dynamic phasors. Figure 15 presents the difference between the two
spectra. It can be seen that high sideband harmonics are missing as well as high harmonics of the
switching frequency, whereas lower harmonics are covered by the DP model.

Figure 14. Spectrum of the DP inverter simulation with 28 harmonics as compared to Simulink EMT.
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Figure 15. Difference of the spectrum of the inverter simulation with 28 harmonics compared to
Simulink EMT.

4.3. Parallelization for Large Systems and Power Electronics
The previous two sections only considered the modelling accuracy, but not the simulation
performance in terms of computation time, which is important for real-time execution. Especially,
the DP inverter model including harmonics, described in Section 3.2, increases the number of variables
drastically with considerable impact on the computation time. To improve computation time, DPsim
parallelizes tasks that are not depending on each other. Larger tasks, such as the network solution,
require decoupling to be able to split the task into smaller tasks that can be executed in parallel,
as explained in Section 3.4.
The results for TLM decoupling in DP simulations were already presented in [15], but for
consistency with the following parallelization results, the study has been repeated on different
hardware, having two Intel Xeon E5-2643 v4 CPUs clocked at 3.4 GHz with 12 cores in total, running
Fedora 30, and using the most recent version of DPsim. From Figure 16, it can be seen that the
simulation using TLM decoupling outperforms the coupled simulation by up to about three times
for 20 copies. The number of copies refers to the number of WSCC nine-bus instances that are
interconnected through transmission lines for the TLM case or Pi-lines for the coupled case, respectively.
All of the simulations are using eight threads in this scenario. Although it is clear that the transmission
line model decoupling is better in terms of computation time, it should be noted that the transmission
line model is not equivalent to the Pi-line model and it yields different simulation results.

Figure 16. Parallelization results for eight threads comparing different decoupling methods.

The inverter model simulated in Section 4.2 and described in Section 3.2 results in many phasors of
different shifting frequencies being fed into the network. At ﬁrst glance, this seems to be a disadvantage
of dynamic phasors, because the simulation accuracy is increased at the cost of increasing the number
of equations with every phasor. As explained in Section 4.2, even considering only harmonics of
at least 10% of the fundamental requires eight additional phasors. Hence, if no measures are taken,
the network equation set does not only grow quadratically with the number of network nodes, but also
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the number of considered harmonics. To overcome this limitation of dynamic phasors, the spectral
parallelization that is explained in Section 3.4 is applied to the grid connected inverter example
presented in Section 4.2.
It can be seen in Figure 17 that this network split with regard to frequencies already improves
the computation time signiﬁcantly, even for the small example circuit that is depicted in Figure 11.
The computation time is almost two times shorter if the network is solved separately for each frequency
band. Besides, Figure 17 demonstrates the performance for different numbers of threads. As expected,
the improvement is not noticeable when the system is not split frequency-wise. If the system is
split, a higher number of threads seems to be beneﬁcial, but the impact is not very large because the
considered system is small when compared to the simulation of a complete grid.

Figure 17. Parallelization results for single phase inverter.

The inverter model is still computed sequentially, as depicted in Figure 2 but the network solution
is computed separately for each set of dynamic phasor variables that are associated to one shifting
frequency. In the open loop case, the computation of harmonics inside the inverter model could be
parallelized as well, but, in the general case, there could be cross frequency coupling, for example,
by means of the inverter control.
5. Conclusions
The presented simulation results fall into two groups: power electronics modelling and real-time
capability advancements by parallelization. The power electronics related results demonstrate that
dynamic phasors can bridge the gap between the simulation of EMT and conventional phasor
models and provide an easy method to represent either of the two modelling domains, depending
on the selected simulation step. When compared to EMT models of switching power electronics,
dynamic phasors allow for the user to determine and only simulate the harmonics that are relevant.
However, this also requires the user to ﬁnd out the relevant harmonics in advance before running the
simulation. A tool to provide this information to the user automatically would be beneﬁcial in the
future. The averaged model could be used in transient stability analysis and for testing frequency
control techniques. Extending the set of controllers by grid forming controllers would enable the
analysis of high frequency variation conditions. The detailed inverter model featuring harmonics
allows for the user to investigate the interaction of inverter dynamics at high frequencies.
The second group of results, related to advancements by parallelization, is crucial to understand
what methods can be effectively used to reduce the computation time and ensure real-time execution
for small time steps in the range of milli and micro seconds for real large-sized grids. Large-sized grids
may be simulated in real-time to conduct controller-in-the-loop (CiL) experiments and investigate
wide area oscillations. Smaller grids can be simulated at smaller time steps for hardware-in-the-loop
(HiL) experiments. As demonstrated in Section 3.4, these methods can be derived from techniques
employed in EMT real-time simulation or new methods speciﬁcally introduced for dynamic phasors.
While the dynamic phasor based transmission line method adopts a well known method applied
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in EMT real-time simulation, the parallelization of network frequencies mitigates the disadvantage
of dynamic phasors. A combination of subsystem and frequency wise parallelization improves the
real-time capability of DPsim for large grids featuring detailed power electronics models, which is
necessary for the simulation of future power systems.
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Abstract: This paper presents the hardware-in-the-loop simulation for dynamic performance test
(HILS-DPT) of power electronic equipment replicas using a real-time hybrid simulator (RTHS).
The authors developed the procedure of HILS-DPT, and as an actual case example, the results of
HILS-DPT of Static VAR Compensator (SVC) replica using RTHS is presented. RTHS is a co-simulation
tool that synthesizes real-time simulator (RTS) with transient stability program to perform real-time
dynamic simulation of a large power system. As power electronics applications have been increasing,
the electric utilities have performed HILS-DPT of the power electronics equipment to validate
the performance and investigate interactions. Because inspection tests are limited in their ability
to validate its impact on the power system during various contingencies, all power electronics
equipment newly installed in the Korean power system should take HILS-DPT using large-scale RTS
with replicas since 2018. Although large-scaled RTS oﬀers an accuracy improvement, it requires lots
of hardware resources, time, and eﬀort to model and simulate the equipment and power systems.
Therefore, the authors performed SVC HILS-DPT using RTHS, and the result of the ﬁrst practical
application of RTHS present feasibility comparing the result of HILS-DPT using large-scale RTS.
The authors will discuss the test results and share lessons learned from the industrial experience of
HILS-DPT using RTHS.
real-time hybrid-simulator (RTHS); hybrid simulation;
co-simulation;
Keywords:
hardware-in-the-loop simulation (HILS); dynamic performance test (DPT); real-time simulator (RTS);
testing of replicas

1. Introduction
As the power system has become larger and more complicated, the power electronic devices,
such as high-voltage direct current (HVDC) and ﬂexible AC transmission systems (FACTS), have been
increased to improve stability and controllability and ﬂexibility of the power systems. In the Korean
power system, three HVDCs and eleven FACTSs are in operation, four HVDCs are under construction,
and two HVDCs and seven FACTSs are under planning [1]. Power electronics applications are
located close to each other in the Korean power system, and concerns about interaction with adjacent
network dynamics among the equipment have increased [1–8]. The hardware-in-the-loop tests of
the power electronics equipment controller are required to demonstrate the equipment performance
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and validate the reliability of the equipment. Therefore, power electronics equipment planned to
be newly installed in the Korean power system has had to take a hardware-in-the-loop simulation
dynamic performance test (HILS-DPT) of the replica controller using a large-scale real-time simulation
(RTS) since 2018 [2]. Herein, we deﬁne DPT as a test that validates controller performance using HILS,
considering the power system dynamics of other equipment. Figure 1 shows the conﬁguration of DPT.
DPT should include the system-wide impact study for multiple power system scenarios with various
contingencies. Therefore, DPT requires a large-scale RTS with extensive hardware resources, time, and
eﬀort for modeling and simulation. KEPCO has enough RTS hardware resources to accommodate the
entire Korean network over a 154 kV transmission system and several HVDC and FACTS without
equivalent network and improved the process of simulation case development for eﬃcient modeling
and simulation. However, the power system becomes larger and larger, and the system conﬁguration
also becomes more and more complicated by applying various power electronics devices, such as
HVDC, FACTS, and renewables. The scale of RTS needs to be expanded to analyze the complicated
and expanded future power system, and expanding the RTS requires high techniques for modeling and
simulation. To overcome the issue, the authors investigated and explored the feasibility of applying
to HILS-DPT.

Figure 1. Conﬁguration of dynamic performance test (DPT) for equipment.

Real-time Hybrid Simulator (RTHS) is a co-simulation tool that synthesizes RTS with transient
stability analysis (TSA) tool to perform detailed real-time simulation of a large power system [2–5].
RTHS exchanges network power ﬂow data of RTS and TSA program via the ﬁber-optic communication
interface. A power system in RTHS is divided into electromagnetic transient subsystem in RTS and
transient stability subsystem in the TSA program. The TSA program has the strength to build a wide
area network, even though it lacks accuracy for power electronic equipment control and protection or
interaction study. RTS has better accuracy of dynamic performance simulation for power electronics
equipment. RTHS satisﬁes the accuracy of power electronics equipment dynamic performance in
a large power system. Besides, RTHS with actual hardware controller and replicas can be used to
study the interaction between power systems and power electronics equipment. Therefore, we will
investigate the feasibility of HILS-DPT using RTHS with a practical case of Shin-Jecheon SVC compared
to RTHS and large-scale RTS.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We will present the deﬁnition, conﬁguration,
requirement, responsibility, and industrial experience of DPT in Section 2. The procedure, beneﬁts,
and boundary determination principle of HILS-DPT using RTHS are described in Section 3.
As a representative case, HILS-DPT of the Shin-Jecheon SVC controller (+675/−225 MVar) using
RTHS is presented in Section 4. Conclusions are presented in Section 5.
2. HILS for Dynamic Performance Test in Large-Scale Power System
2.1. Deﬁnition and Features of HILS-DPT
DPT was one of the processes in the factory acceptance test (FAT) conducted at the manufacturer’s
factory, which is carried out with equivalent or small size of the power system (e.g., 1 or 2 RTDS racks).
DPT in FAT focuses on the dynamic response of the equipment itself. DPT in FAT cannot demonstrate
the interaction between the equipment and the large AC power system. However, those studies’ needs
have been increased, and the number of electric utilities performing HILS-DPT with a large power
system increases. We deﬁne that HILS-DPT is a test considering the dynamics of network and impact
on adjacent power electronics equipment, which cannot be achieved in FAT and Site Acceptance Test
(SAT). FAT has a limitation of test network scale, and SAT has an obstacle of available test items while
in energization or operation of equipment on site. Therefore, HILS-DPT is a signiﬁcant alternative to
overcome those limits or constraints of FAT and SAT.
HILS-DPT evaluates equipment from a power system perspective. The requirements of HILS-DPT
to accurately evaluate the role of equipment in a large power system are as follows:
•
•

•

A suﬃciently wide area of power system should be required to reﬂect the system dynamics and
control characteristics of an adjacent power electronics equipment.
A power system reliability study should be carried out whether it satisﬁes technical speciﬁcations
though contingency analysis. Actual operation strategies and schemes (e.g., special protection
scheme (SPS), emergency control) need to be applied.
Even though the parameters were approved in FAT, the controller parameter can be changed upon
request of electric utility based on the results of HILS-DPT.

Thus, HILS-DPT should be tested by the electric utility, due to an appropriate study network,
the contingencies of the power system, and intellectual property issues (other manufacturers model
and the replica controllers).
Figure 2 shows the procedure of HILS-DPT using large-scale RTS. The large power system is
modeled in RTS using initial network data of the design stage in Step 1. Modeled large-scale power
system interfaces with adjacent power electronics equipment models and other external hardware
controllers (e.g., replica controller, relay, external system, etc.), and operation strategy is applied to
test the power system model in Step 2. Functions, interaction, and contingency tests are conducted in
Step 3. In Step 4, parameters are optimized at the network data for the operation stage. HILS-DPT
evaluates and demonstrates its main role when the equipment works in the power system.
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Figure 2. The entire procedure of hardware-in-the-loop simulation for dynamic performance test
(HILS-DPT) using a large-scale real-time simulator (RTS).

2.2. Responsibility, Experience, and Lessons of HILS-DPT
HILS-DPT is necessary from an electric utility perspective, but it is quite a burdensome task for
the manufacturer. This is because many other factors are aﬀecting the condition of test equipment
operation. For example, HILS-DPT with a large power system may be challenging to clarify the
responsibility for the test results because network dynamics and adjacent power electronics devices
can unintentionally distort the control characteristics of the test equipment. There may be an argument
between an electric utility and manufacturer for the pass and fail, since it is diﬃcult to evaluate
quantitative criteria. Therefore, HILS-DPT is conducted as a witness test rather than an inspection
test because the adjacent equipment and network are best known and responsible by the electric
utility. HILS-DPT helps avoid the malfunctions that may occur during commissioning and commercial
operation through the dynamic control performance test in the present system condition shortening
the commissioning period by parameter tuning to the proper controller setting.
Figure 3 shows a practical case of parameter tuning for actual STATic synchronous COMpensator
(STATCOM, 300 MVar, Godeok) controller. It is worth noting that HVDC (1.5 GW, Bukdangjin-Godeok,
Line Commutated Converter) and STATCOM are installed at the same converter station. There are
potential risks for interaction between HVDC and STATCOM. Before commissioning, HILS-DPT with a
large-scale power system was conducted. The STATCOM step response considering HVDC operation
at the same converter station is one of the test protocols for the interaction study. As shown in Figure 3,
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voltage, reactive power of STATCOM, and HVDC DC power had an oscillation and damped out
slowly with initial parameter settings (blue line). STATCOM current controller gain was tuned, and
the dynamic response of the STATCOM and HVDC was improved (as the green line in Figure 3).
Figure 3 shows that the STATCOM controller was not well-tuned to present system conditions even
though the controller setting was approved in FAT. Therefore, HILS-DPT is very useful during HVDC
and FACTS projects, and its importance is to keep increasing.

Figure 3. An example of parameter tuning experience during HILS-DPT; step-response test; voltage
(ﬁrst row), reactive power of STATCOM (second row), and active power of high-voltage direct current
(HVDC; third row); before tuning (blue line) and after tuning (green line).

3. HILS-DPT Using RTHS
3.1. Features of HILS-DPT Using RTHS
A hybrid simulation is a powerful tool because power electronics applications in the power
system require detailed studies with Electro-Magnetic Transient (EMT) simulation investigating the
performance of the equipment, and electric utility also has needs of dynamic investigation in the
large power system [3–16]. Although many hybrid simulation methods and tools exist, improving
the accuracy and eﬃciency of a large power system simulation, those hybrid simulation tools are
based on non-real-time. KEPCO, Powertech Lab, and Yonsei Univ. jointly developed RTHS combining
the RTS and TSA program because there are needs of testing replicas in the KEPCO advanced
real-time simulation laboratory to investigate the future power system issues [2–6]. Figure 4 shows the
conﬁguration of RTHS. RTHS has following features for HILS-DPT:
1.

Wide network dynamics
The simulation case network using RTHS is divided into the network simulated with the RTS
as the internal subsystem and the remaining network simulated with the TSA as the external
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2.

subsystem. Wide area AC network dynamics, including hundreds of generators and transmission
lines, can be modeled in an external subsystem. This allows us to study the system-wide impact
eﬃciently and eﬀectively.
Flexibility

3.

The ﬂexibility of the simulation study is enhanced because the external subsystem network
topology can easily be modiﬁed with the TSA program. Various load conditions (such as peak and
oﬀ-peak cases) and models (such as dynamic load model, composite load model, and constant load
model), contingencies, operating points, and strategies can be applied in the external subsystem
unless internal subsystem has a signiﬁcant change of network topology. The dynamic load model
is especially diﬃcult to apply to large-scale RTS, due to the numerical instability and the highly
required computational hardware resources. Whereas, RTHS can apply for a dynamic load model
in the entire power system with the TSA program, and the power system characteristics using
a dynamic load model becomes more accurate than those using a constant load model. Thus,
RTHS with a dynamic load model enables the achievement of a more accurate response of power
system and power electronics equipment.
Economical advantage
Large-scale RTS requires more than 28 racks to simulation the entire Korean power system, and
the future power system will be larger and more complicated. Expanding RTS more and more is
not an economical solution for future power system studies. From the KEPCO experience since
2016, RTHS requires ﬁve or fewer racks to simulate the entire Korean power system, and RTHS is
free for the power system expanding issue.

Figure 4. Conﬁguration of real-time hybrid simulator (RTHS).

3.2. The Procedure of RTHS for HILS-DPT
Figure 5 shows the procedure of RTHS. The biggest diﬀerence between simulation using a
large-scaled RTS and simulation using RTHS is the boundary area. RTHS cannot be relied upon unless
the boundary buses are properly set. Setting up the boundary busses is the ﬁrst step of the HILS-DPT
using RTHS, and the boundary bus determination method for this practical SVC HILS-DPT will be
presented in Section 3.3. The second step is the extraction of an internal and external area with TSA
network data. Then, we can get two TSA network data; internal subsystem for RTS and external
subsystem for TSA. In the next step, internal subsystem network data is converted to the RTS model.
This RTS model includes only transmission lines, transformers, generators, and loads. Then, power
electronics equipment and communication interface models are added to the RTS model manually.
We call this step Power System Modeling (RTS) in Figure 5.
After conﬁguring the base case of RTS model of an internal subsystem, various RTHS case
with scenarios needs to be developed. In this step, an external hardware controller like a replica is
implemented for HILS-DPT. When test equipment replica or actual controller is connected to RTS,
HILS-DPT using RTHS is ready. All power electronics equipment in the RTS area must run at an
operating point based on the study network data before releasing the locks of the generator governor.
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Although the power ﬂow on the boundary buses must be the same as TSA power ﬂow, power ﬂow
mismatch between internal subsystem simulation and TSA power ﬂow can occur due to the diﬀerence
of the basic computation algorithm of the two diﬀerent tools. In our practical case of SVC HILS-DPT,
the mismatch was less than 100 MW. If the mismatch is greater than 1 GW, initialization failed. Once the
simulation setup is completed, HILS-DPT using RTHS can be performed. If an abnormal operation of a
controller or protection functions that were not found in FAT or interaction between power electronics
equipment and power system is found, the root cause must be analyzed and corrected.

Figure 5. The overall procedure of RTHS for HILS-DPT.
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3.3. Determination of Boundary Area of RTHS for HILS-DPT
The boundary buses can be set depending on the condition of the power system, fault location,
fault type, and interest study area. During the RTHS development from 2016 through 2018, we
concluded that RTHS requires at least three RTDS racks with six PB processor cards per rack for
the internal area of the entire Korean power system to achieve a similar response of a large-scale
RTS. In our experience, 4–6 racks of RTDS are required to perform HILS-DPT using RTHS under a
large-scale power system. It is worth noting that it is better to set a wide internal area in the RTHS.
The internal area determination algorithm based on the electrical distance between boundary buses
and fault location is introduced in [9,10]. Although the wide internal area of the RTHS oﬀers similar
simulation results to the large-scale RTS, it reduces the beneﬁts of the hybrid simulation. On the
contrary, the narrow internal area of the hybrid simulation decreases accuracy. Thus, the following
boundary determination principles of RTHS are applied in Shin-Jecheon SVC HILS-DPT.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select boundary buses with an electrical distance of more than a certain threshold (0.4) from the
bus with the most serious fault (765 kV transmission line fault).
Select boundary buses with an electrical distance of more than a certain threshold (0.4) from the
power electronics equipment, if the power electronics are nearby the boundary.
Select the boundary buses without island areas.
Include the generators in the RTS area, if there are the generators around the boundaries.
Determines the number of hardware racks of the RTS system, satisfying the above conditions.
Expand the RTS area as wide as possible.

The ﬂow chart of the boundary determination method for SVC HILS-DPT using RTHS is shown
in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The procedure of determination of boundary buses.
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The electrical distance (Dij ) between i bus and j bus is deﬁned as following (1) [10]

Dij = − log10 



δV
δQ ij



δV
δQ jj

= − log10

ΔVi
ΔV j

(1)

ΔVi is voltage sensitivity at i bus, and ΔVj is voltage sensitivity at j bus where the reactive power
(Q) changes at j bus. The electrical distance is calculated based on the voltage sensitivity derived from
QV part of the Jacobian matrix of the power system.
4. A Practical Application of HILS-DPT Using RTHS; Shin-Jecheon SVC HILS-DPT
4.1. Background and RTHS Case Set Up
The eastern part of the Korean power system is designed to transfer electric power from a huge
nuclear power plant to the load center. Total power generation from nuclear power plants is 8 GW,
and 345 kV and 765 kV transmission lines transmit those power to a metropolitan area near Seoul.
Because 5.4 GW of power is transmitted through the 765 kV transmission lines during peak case,
the contingency of 765 kV transmission lines might threaten the stability of the entire power system.
To avoid system instability, KEPCO planned to install multiple power electronics equipment around
the 765 kV and 345 kV transmission lines. Shin-Jecheon SVC is among those facilities, and it is installed
to improve voltage stability of 345 kV transmission line in 2018. Note that HILS-DPT of Shin-Jecheon
SVC using RTHS is the ﬁrst case of practical use of RTHS.
Table 1 presents one of the contingency scenarios for HILS-DPT of SVC, which tests 765 kV
transmission line fault and following reclose failure. Table 2 shows the power electronics equipment
location, control mode, operating point, and ratings in the test case and its modeling area. Because the
HVDC is far from the fault locations and the test equipment, it is modeled in the external subsystem
(TSA program). Because the rest of the power electronics equipment is located nearby the SVC,
they are modeled in the internal subsystem (RTS). Figure 7 illustrates the case study map, and the
internal subsystem details and simulation settings are listed in Table 3. The actual special protection
scheme for 765 kV transmission line fault is applied to HILS-DPT. When 765 kV fault occurs, four
Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC)installed at the 345 kV transmission line boost their
compensation level from 50% to 70%. As power ﬂows through the 345 kV transmission lines increases,
SVC and STATCOMs respond to compensate for the voltage drop.

Figure 7. Case study map of Shin-Jecheon SVC HILS-DPT using RTHS.
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Table 1. Contingency scenario for 765 kV transmission line fault.
Time (Cycle)

Action

0

Fault occurs

5

765 kV line circuit breaker open
TCSC compensation boost (50% → 70%)

9

Generator Trip (1.5 GW)

71

765 kV line reclose attempted

76

Reclose failure

Table 2. Power electronics equipment in the test case. SVC, Static VAR Compensator.
Type (Modeling Region)

Location

Control Mode (Setpoint)

HVDC (External)

Bukdangjin Godeok

Power control (1.0 p.u.)

1.5 GW

Sinyoungju

Impedance control (50%)

555 MVar (2)

Shin-Jecheon

Impedance control (50%)

595 MVar (2)

Donghae

Q reserve control (1.0 p.u.)

±400 MVar

Sinyoungju

Q reserve control (1.0 p.u.)

±400 MVar

Sinchungju

Q reserve control (1.0 p.u.)

±400 MVar

Shin-Jecheon

Q reserve control (1.0 p.u.)

+675/−225 MVar

TCSC (Internal)

STATCOM (Internal)
SVC (Internal)

Ratings (Number of Equipment)

Table 3. Simulation environment details of RTHS and the large-scaled RTS for Shin-Jecheon
SVC HILS-DPT.
Types

RTHS

Large-Scaled RTS

Number of RTDS rack

4

29

Number of bus

103

1140

Equipment

8
(1 SVC, 3 STATCOMs, 4 TCSCs)

10
(1 HVDC, 1 SVC, 4 STATCOMs, 4 TCSCs)

Generators

12 (11.12 GW)

228 (87.5 GW)

Time step

75 μsec (RTS), 4 msec (TSA Program)

75 μsec

The test is conducted by a large-scale RTS and RTHS to investigate the feasibility of RTHS
applying for HILS-DPT. The large-scale RTS needs 29 subsystems, with six PB5 processor cards for each
subsystem. RTHS uses four subsystems for the internal subsystem, and TSA program covers the rest
of the power system. The internal area of RTHS includes detailed modeling of large power generators,
transmission lines, STATCOMs, TCSCs, and SVC. During the development of the RTHS, we compared
the Korean power systems with the RHTS and Full-RTDS and found that the results of the hybrid
simulation are reliable when the electrical distance between boundary buses and the fault location is
0.4 or less in the Korean power system. Thus, the threshold for determining the boundary buses was
set to 0.4 empirically, but this depends on the power system condition, types of contingencies, and
HVDC and FACTS location. The energy data for each boundary bus is exchanged through ﬁber optic
communication cable [4–6,12,13]. This test case has 17 boundary buses. SVC actual controller is shown
in Figure 8. The list of DPT and contingency list of HILS-DPT are shown in Appendix A.
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Figure 8. SVC controller interfaced with RTHS.

4.2. Results of HILS-DPT Using RTHS and Large-Scale RTS
This section presents the simulation results of HILS-DPT using RTHS and large-scale RTS to
investigate the feasibility of RTHS applying HILS-DPT.
•

Case 1: A 345 kV line fault (3-phase to ground)

•

The 3-phase to ground fault is applied to Shin-Jecheon bus during six cycles at 0.5 s. During the
fault, the bus voltage drops to zero and SVC could not compensate it. After the fault is cleared,
the bus voltage recovers immediately, and the reactive power output of SVC increased according
to network recovery characteristics. Overall, the SVC dynamic performance of RTHS is almost the
same as HILS-DPT using large-scale RTS. Figure 9 shows the bus voltage at Shin-Jecheon and
reactive power of SVC of RTHS simulation and RTS simulation when 3-phase fault is applied. A
small diﬀerence of less than 10 MVar of SVC reactive power dynamics between RTHS and RTS
simulation can be seen in Figure 9. Even though the bus voltage has a small diﬀerence of less than
0.01 p.u., SVC responses to the voltage and reactive power output are slightly diﬀerent from each
other. The authors concluded that this amount of diﬀerence is acceptable, and HILS-DPT using
RTHS is feasible.
Case 2: A 345 kV unbalanced fault (single line to ground)

•

The A-phase to ground fault was applied to Shin-Jecheon bus during six cycles at 0.5 s. During the
fault, the bus voltage drops to around 0.9 p.u. Figure 10 shows the bus voltage at Shin-Jecheon
and reactive power of SVC of RTHS simulation and RTS simulation when a single-phase fault
is applied. Even though unbalanced fault is applied at Shin-Jecheon bus, the bus voltage at
Shin-Jechoen and reactive power output of SVC is almost the same. The authors concluded that
this amount of diﬀerence is acceptable, and HILS-DPT using RTHS is feasible.
Case 3: A 765 kV line fault (3-phase to ground), generator trip SPS, and emergency control
The 765 kV transmission double line fault has complicated sequences, such as TCSC boost up
and nearby generators trip, as shown in Figure 11. Moreover, its impact on the network is larger
than any other contingencies. The faulted location is just 3-level away from Shin-Jecheon bus,
where the SVC is installed. When the fault occurred at 0.5 s, the Shin-Jecheon bus voltage dropped
to around 0.7 p.u., and SVC fully outputs reactive power to compensate for the low voltage.
After the fault cleared, it recovered to a lower limit of voltage deadband and swing according to
the network dynamics. Figure 13 shows the bus voltage at Shin-Jecheon and reactive power of
SVC of RTHS simulation and RTS simulation when 3-phase fault is applied at 765 kV transmission
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•

lines. A small diﬀerence of less than 10 MVar of SVC reactive power dynamics between RTHS
and RTS simulation can be seen in Figure 13. Even in this case, HILS-DPT using RTHS and RTS
have almost the same dynamic. Therefore, the authors concluded that this amount of diﬀerence is
acceptable, and HILS-DPT using RTHS is feasible.
Case 4: A 765 kV line fault (3-phase to ground), generator trip SPS, and emergency control;
dynamic load model applied
As mentioned in the previous section, RTHS has the strength of ﬂexibility for modeling of the
external subsystem. For RTS simulation, it is not easy to apply various load models to the
entire network, due to its computational burden. However, it depends on the study purpose;
consideration of the various load models (e.g., induction motors and ZIP) in the external subsystem
could be required. Figure 12 shows the result for SVC responses using RTHS when diﬀerent the
load model is applied, and 765 kV 3-phase fault occurs. The simulation results of the constant
impedance load model (blue line) and induction motor and ZIP load model (green line) are shown
in Figure 12. Because the induction motor and ZIP load model absorb more reactive power than
the constant impedance load model, the voltage at Shin-Jechoen bus in Figure 12 shows that
voltage drop with induction motor and ZIP load model is higher than voltage drop with constant
impedance load model. This analysis might be important in future power system studies. As can
be seen in Figure 12, the ﬂexibility of the external subsystem will be great advantages of RTHS
for HILS-DPT.

Figure 9. A 345 kV line fault is applied at Shin-Jecheon bus; Shin-Jecheon bus voltage (ﬁrst row) and
reactive power of SVC (second row); RTHS (blue line) and large-scale RTS (green line).
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Figure 10. A 345 kV line unbalanced fault is applied at Shin-Jecheon bus; Shin-Jecheon bus voltage
(ﬁrst row) and reactive power of SVC (second row); RTHS (blue line) and large-scale RTS (green line)

Figure 11. 765 kV line fault sequence considering emergency control and SPS.

Figure 12. A 765 kV line fault nearby Shin-Jecheon bus considering induction motor and ZIP load
model; Shin-Jecheon bus voltage (ﬁrst row) and reactive power of SVC (second row); RTHS (blue line)
and large-scale RTS (green line).
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Figure 13. A 765 kV line fault is applied nearby Shin-Jecheon; Shin-Jecheon bus voltage (ﬁrst row) and
reactive power of SVC (second row); RTHS (blue line) and large-scale RTS (green line).

5. Conclusions
As the complexity of the modern power system grows, power system simulation and studies need
to be ﬂexible to investigate various operating points and conditions. Although a large-scale power
system modeling and simulation are useful, it is less ﬂexible than hybrid simulation as power systems
become more and more complicated, and as renewable energy resources increase. That is the reason
that hybrid simulation and co-simulation has been developed and expand their applications [4–18].
Hybrid simulation improves accuracy because equivalents, which represent areas of non-interest in
the power system, do not completely show the responses of the actual power system.
Real-time Hybrid Simulator supports system-wide impact study eﬃciently and eﬀectively because
hundreds of generators and transmission lines can be modeled in the TSA program. This improves
the ﬂexibility of the simulation study because the network topologies and load conditions in TSA
subsystem (which is called the external subsystem in this paper) can easily be modiﬁed. RTHS is free
for the power system expanding issue for the future power system. RTHS can be used in replica test
applications with real-time attributes. HILS-DPT, which test replica or actual controller of high-voltage
power electronics equipment, is one of the best applications of RTHS.
HILS-DPT using RTHS validates the controls and operation of newly installed power equipment
and shows its impact on the power system before its installation. It is worth noting that HILS-DPT
shortens the duration of SAT and ensures SAT progress smoothly, helping utilities take over the
equipment. HILS-DPT shows and validates the response of the equipment during the contingencies
that cannot be performed on FAT and SAT. This improves the reliability of the equipment and allows
the utility to have conﬁdence in the equipment. In particular, HILS-DPT using RTHS can apply the
saved hardware resources to the dynamic load model, while yielding similar results to the actual
power system. The saved hardware resources can be used for the renewable energy source model,
which is an important factor in the future power system. This will allow the interaction and inﬂuence
between power electronics equipment planned to be newly installed and renewable energy sources to
be studied. The authors investigated the feasibility of HILS-DPT using RTHS, and concluded RTHS is
applicable for HILS-DPT. KEPCO will continue to apply more HVDC and FACTS replica controllers,
and further research and development are being conducted related to its operation, and analysis
technology, and RTHS will help the engineers perform tests and studies eﬃciently and eﬀectively.
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Appendix A
The list of DPT is as follows:
•

Start and stop sequences test

•

Control modes test

•

Emergency stop test

•

Continuous operation test

•

Protection test (overvoltage, under-voltage, under frequency, and internal fault)

•

Mode change test

•

Dynamic response test during an AC fault

•

Veriﬁcation of black-box model

The contingency list of HILS-DPT is as follows:
•

765 kV transmission line trip with TCSC boost up and generator trip for special protection scheme
(2 cases)

•

345 kV transmission line trip (1 case)

•

Single-phase fault and line fault at 345 kV transmission line (1 case for each)

•

TCSC bypass (1 case)

•

STATCOM trip (3 cases)

•

Generator trip (1 case)
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Abstract: Recent and strict regulations in the maritime sector regarding exhaust gas emissions
has led to an evolution of shipboard systems with a progressive increase of complexity, from the
early utilization of electric propulsion to the realization of an integrated shipboard power system
organized as a microgrid. Therefore, novel approaches, such as the model-based design, start to
be experimented by industries to obtain multiphysics models able to study the impact of different
designing solutions. In this context, this paper illustrates in detail the development of a multiphysics
simulation framework, able to mimic the behaviour of a DC electric ship equipped with electric
propulsion, rotating generators and battery energy storage systems. The simulation platform has been
realized within the retroﬁtting project of a Ro-Ro Pax vessel, to size components and to validate control
strategies before the system commissioning. It has been implemented on the Opal-RT simulator, as the
core component of the future research infrastructure of the University of Genoa, which will include
power converters, storage systems, and a ship bridge simulator. The proposed model includes the
propulsion plant, characterized by propellers and ship dynamics, and the entire shipboard power
system. Each component has been detailed together with its own regulators, such as the automatic
voltage regulator of synchronous generators, the torque control of permanent magnet synchronous
motors and the current control loop of power converters. The paper illustrates also details concerning
the practical deployment of the proposed models within the real-time simulator, in order to share the
computational effort among the available processor cores.
Keywords: model-based design; HIL; multi physics simulation; marine propulsion; ship dynamic;
DC microgrid; shipboard power systems

1. Introduction
In recent years, complexity and interoperability requirements of industrial products and systems,
have seen a signiﬁcant increase. This has led to new challenges in both design and development of
innovative and competitive solutions. High-tech, automotive, and aerospace industries, have been
among the ﬁrsts to apply a model-based design (MBD) approach, exploiting information technologies
and CAD models [1] to assist designers in every stage of the development process [2]. The main idea
behind the MBD is the development of a complete system in a virtual environment, to reproduce the
expected behaviour of the real system, and to predict its performances before the building. Some
examples of MBD application are experienced for propulsion plant control purposes [3,4]. Figure 1a
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summarizes the main aspects of the MBD philosophy. More speciﬁcally, the workﬂow can be described
in four points: (I) requirements collection; (II) physical system and control deﬁnition; (III) veriﬁcation
and validation; (IV) test, performed with hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) setups. As depicted in Figure 1b,
these main points are not necessarily sequential, since the continuous veriﬁcation after each step is the
key aspect of the MBD design procedure. Several variations of this general structure are available in
literature, e.g., the V-model approach is often used. It consists of an iterative process, typically used for
software development and now also for microgrid design, which associates at each development step
a speciﬁc test phase for validation [5,6].
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Figure 1. (a) Model-based design philosophy [1]. (b) Model-based design workﬂow scheme [2].

In general, the application of the MBD for power system and microgrid studies regards control
and protection design and testing [7–9], generation sizing [5] and on-board power systems [10].
In this context the adoption of MBD can support the microgrid design phases [11], which typically are:
(1) deﬁnition of the system layout and voltage levels, (2) load analysis, (3) generators and storage sizing,
(4) distribution system and cables sizing, (5) fault current analysis and protection schemes selection.
The availability of a model allows to validate each step in a simulated environment, especially when
a microgrid is characterized by heterogeneous generation resources and technologies that increase
considerably the system complexity. Finally, HIL conﬁgurations introduce additional improvements
to the MBD procedure, by allowing the possibility to test real components, such as controllers or
protection devices [12,13].
The installation of innovative energy sources [14–17], to reduce harmful emissions as imposed by
recent regulations [18–20], has considerably increased on-board system complexity among all the assets
of the marine industry. Shipboard power systems have become modern microgrids where complex
technologies need to be integrated with high performance requirements. Such a complexity increase
has led shipboard power systems designers to consider the use of model-based design techniques to
achieve the goals of an efﬁcient and more cost-effective product development in a simple manner [21].
In this paper, a DC microgrid multi-physics real-time model is presented. This work has been
developed in the context of an industry project consisting in the retroﬁt of a roll-on roll-of (RORO)
ferry; starting from a conventional diesel propulsion plant a new diesel–electric hybrid system has
been designed and successfully tested. The aim of work is the development of a real-time simulation
setup in order to support the design of a new microgrid. The ship model, studied and developed
for a speciﬁc application, considering both electrical and ship dynamics, has been implemented in
Matlab/Simulink environment and deployed on Opal–RT simulator [22]. Such a HIL setup , as a
future development, will be integrated in a co-simulation environment provided by the ShIL research
infrastructure, of the University of Genoa. The ship-in-the-loop (ShIL) research infrastructure is a
project developed by DITEN, DIME and DIBRIS departments of the University of Genoa to build
up a co-simulation environment power-hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) in which shipboard microgrid,
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cyber range and ship dynamic behaviour tests can be driven simultaneously [23]. The project, started
in 2020 is co-founded by Regione Liguria.
As it is clearly depicted in Figure 2 the laboratory is equipped with different simulators and
facilities. In particular the Opal–RT simulator is connected to a power converter sized 15 kW at can
provide an active front-end and a DC bus where it is possible to connect Lithium-ion battery and
other DC sources. The ShIL infrastructure is composed of: four-quadrant power converters connected
to Opal–RT simulator, storage systems, 5 kW fuel-cell, ship bridge simulator which replicates ship
dynamics and human interaction, 5G and telecommunication simulators.

Figure 2. Co-simulation enviroment for HIL simulation.

The contributions of the paper are: (I) description of the model-based design methodology in
the context of a revamping project of a ferry; (II) presentation of the detailed models of shipboard
power system controls and components; (III) description and detailed modeling main propulsion
plant machinery and ship dynamics, not usually considered coupled with power system studies [24];
(IV) critical discussion of a real-time HIL setup, developed to allow components testing; (V) integration
of multi-level hierarchical controls including automation system and management of different
operating modes. The latter, is essential for the integration of the ship bridge simulator in the
co-simulation environment and it represents an improvement beyond the state-of-the-art.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 presents the main characteristics of the RORO ferry
case study, highlighting design choices and requirements for the electrical and the ship components.
Sections 3 and 4 describe the system models and control loops adopted. In Section 5, the model
deployment in Opal-RT is presented, and results obtained by the real-time simulations are described
in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and future developments are discussed in Section 7.
2. Revamping Project Overview
The case study used to test the proposed methodology refers to a ferry, designed for the navigation
in Lago Maggiore (Italy). It is a bi-directional ship with the hull that presents a bow-stern symmetry;
two propellers, located at bow and stern region, provide the thrust in both ahead and astern run.
This solution is quite common for RORO ships that connects ports close each other, since it reduces
the berthing time [25]. The main characteristics of the ship are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. Ro-Ro ferry main dimensions.
Flag
Displacement
Length between P.P.
Total passenger capacity

Italian
377 t
38 m
450

Draft
Length O.A.
Breadth
Total vehicle capacity

2.195 m
45.3 m
8.3 m
27

The older propulsion conﬁguration is composed of two diesel engines, MTU 12V183 TE62, 310 kW,
1800 rpm, that provide torque to the two independent shaft lines. The ship electrical power supply
was provided by a diesel generator, AIFO 8210M 220 V, and by 24 V uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) [26,27]. In the target conﬁguration, the diesel engines are replaced by two permanent-magnet
synchronous motors (PMSMs) in a microgrid architecture. The shipboard microgrid presents a
DC radial conﬁguration organised with two main DC buses, named Fore (FOR) and After (AFT)
switchboard, respectively [28]. DC systems are nowadays attractive, specially for low power range [29],
since, in respect to traditional AC systems, these solutions may lead to a not negligible reduction of
weight and distribution losses, improving in general the system efﬁciency. On the contrary, DC systems
require to deal with problems related to low short-circuit currents, dc-breaker technology, and system
standardization [30,31].
The electrical system is symmetric, each main bus presents a diesel generator (DG) connected to
the main switchboard with an active rectiﬁer, a battery energy storage system (BESS) interfaced with
a DC-DC two quadrants converter, a propulsion system drive, a PMSM and propeller. Additionally,
each DC bus bar presents a grid-forming inverter for the supply of the AC distribution system. Both the
DC and AC systems are symmetric, and they could be connected alternatively, through a DC tie breaker
or an AC tie breaker. Figure 3 shows the system one line diagram.
The power and energy management strategies assumed in the paper are deﬁned in accordance
with the project requirements, and tested with a speciﬁc mission proﬁle requested by the customer.
Component sizing is also deﬁned in accordance with these guidelines, as described in Section 6.4.
Nevertheless, the proposed framework can be applied to a wider set of study cases and projects [32].
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3. Components Modeling and Control Strategies
The ferry with the new power conﬁguration, should operates in three different operational modes:
full-electric, hybrid and diesel mode. In the ﬁrst case, the DGs are off and the energy to the propulsion
motor is provided by BESSs. In the second case DGs and BESSs cooperates for the power supply
while in the third case the BESSs are disconnected and the necessary power is provided by the DGs.
In order to fulﬁll requirements imposed by the different navigation modes, several solutions have been
developed. In this work, a DC voltage droop control scheme is considered and adopted when the
operation mode requires the coordination of multiple resources (DGs and/or BESSs) [33–35]. Instead,
a single DC voltage forming control scheme is used when the operative mode requires only one system
providing the DC bus regulation.
Figure 4 shows a synthesis of the higher level control loops of the system. Starting from the DG,
the AC voltage is controlled by an automatic voltage regulator (AVR) (IEEE-AC1A) while the speed is
regulated by a governor (modelled as a standard Woodward Diesel Governor DEGOV1). The DG is
connected to the DC bus through an active rectiﬁer which implements a proportional-integral (PI) DC
voltage regulator and a PI dq-axis current control, described in the following. Such a system is capable
to operate in stand alone DC forming mode or in multiple resources droop control mode.
The BESS are connected to the DC bus via a DC-DC buck-boost converter. According to the
different operating mode, the BESS can be controlled in order to regulate the injected current or the
DC bus voltage, both in stand alone or droop scheme.
The propulsion system implemented consists of a PMSM supplied by a variable speed drive.
The motor should provide the propeller required torque. The motor speed, and consequently the
propeller rotational regime, is controlled by an upper level closed loop control cruise control, based
on the error between the desired and the actual ship speed, evaluated using a one degree of freedom
motion equation [36].
The AC power system is supplied by two grid-forming converters, which can be operated alone
or in parallel both in grid-supporting mode [37].
Details on the adopted control strategies for the single devices are reported in the following.
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Figure 4. Shipboard microgrid main control loops.
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3.1. Battery Energy Storage Systems and DC-DC Converters
The BESS model is realised using a standard Simulink SimPowerSystem (SPS) Li-ion battery
model connected to the DC bus thought a DC-DC buck-boost converter, Figure 5a.
Three different control strategies can be selected. The ﬁrst one, Figure 5b, consists of a PI current
control with voltage droop. Speciﬁcally, the current reference signal given to the PI current control
∗ − V ).
is calculated as the sum of the current set point IB∗ and the voltage droop error signal, Kdr (Vdc
dc
∗ , V are the voltage DC bus reference and measured signal,
Where Kdr is the droop coefﬁcient and Vdc
dc
respectively. The duty cycle δ, for the pulse width modulation (PWM) is the sum of the PI output
signal and the measured battery voltage VB . This control mode allows to participate in the DC bus
voltage regulation and to implement state of charge (SOC) management strategies. When multiple
devices are involved in the DC bus droop regulation, the power sharing, and thus the contribution of
each resources, can be controlled by changing the reference current IB∗ [34,38].
The second control strategy, Figure 5c, is a DC voltage forming control. The DC-DC converter is
controlled alternatively either as a boost or buck converter. When the bus voltage Vdc is lower than its
∗ , the converter is controlled as a boost, when the previous condition is not respected
reference value, Vdc
it is controlled as a buck. The duty cycles, one for each control channel, are deﬁned by a PI regulator.
The third control strategy, Figure 5d, consists of a battery current control. This regulation strategy
allows to control precisely the battery output current and it can be used for SOC management strategies.
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Figure 5. (a) Battery DC-DC circuit diagram. (b) DC voltage droop control, (c) DC voltage forming
control, (d) battery current control.

3.2. AC-DC and DC-AC Three Phase Converters
The DG model consists of a standard SPS synchronous machine per unit model. The implemented
controls are the governor, Woodward Diesel Governor DEGOV1, and the AVR IEEE-AC1A [39].
The DGs are coupled with the DC bus thought an active rectiﬁer. The rectiﬁer model consists of a
three phase converter and a LCL ﬁlter in which the output L is realised with a transformer, Figure 6.
The rectiﬁer controls consist of a PI feed-forward current control and an outer DC voltage PI control
which deﬁnes the dq-axis current references. Similarly the two DC-AC converters which provides the
power supply to the AC subsystem have been implemented with the same scheme but implement a
grid-forming with supporting mode control strategy [40].
The LCL ﬁlters for both cases have been designed following criteria detailed in the
literature [41,42].
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3.2.1. Converter Control Loops
The convert control loops implement a hierarchical control system organization. In this context
we call device level controls the PI dq- current and voltage feed-forward controls, and system level
controls, all the other loops which deﬁne the reference for the device level loops according to speciﬁc
system requirements [43]. In this second group we consider the DC bus voltage regulation in case of
the AC-DC active rectiﬁer, and grid-forming control in case of the DC-AC converter.
The device level controls considered in this paper are dq PI current and voltage feed-forward
controls, Figure 6. The control system design is out of the purpose of the paper. As detailed in literature,
the current and voltage control loop can be modelled, considering the system of equation of the LCL
ﬁlter [44–46]. Thus, control parameters can be deﬁned according to the system eigen values and
desired control performance [44,47].
The reference frame for the dq-transformation, can be provided by a phase locked loop (PLL) or
can be generated internally by the controller according to the regulation strategy implemented by the
system level controls. More speciﬁcally, power converters can be in general divided into grid following
and grid forming units [43,48]. The grid following unit, can operate only with an already energised
grid, since it controls active and reactive power by regulating the current output according to the
voltage magnitude and phase. The active rectiﬁer, Figure 6a, is a grid following unit. It controls active
and reactive powers by properly changing the current dq reference in a synchronized way with the
voltage phase measured by the PLL. On the other hand, the grid forming unit can be considered as
voltage generators. It can control voltage magnitude ad frequency, and thus it can energize an AC grid.
The DC-AC converter in Figure 6b is a grid forming unit [37].
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Figure 6. AC-DC converters single line diagrams: (a) rectiﬁer control scheme (b) grid-forming scheme.

The diesel genset is connected to the DC bus by an active rectiﬁer, Figure 6a. The AC section is
energised by the generator and the converter has to control the active and reactive power in order to
regulate the DC and AC voltage, respectively. In this speciﬁc application two droop control schemes
have been adopted. The d-axis current reference is given by the DC current PI controller with DC
voltage droop [49,50]. The q-axis current reference is given by a reactive power PI controller whose
reference is given by AC voltage error multiplied by the AC voltage droop coefﬁcients.
The grid forming converter, Figure 6b, is used to supply the AC distribution system. The adopted
control structure is a grid forming with supporting scheme [37,40,48]. The supporting scheme is
required if the converter operates in parallel with other units. More speciﬁcally, the implemented
strategy corresponds to the one presented in [37]. It implements two separate control channels
in order to regulate the active and reactive power sharing. The voltage phase, and the frequency,
are controlled by the active power channel, which implements the so called reverse droop control
applied to the active power error. While the voltage magnitude is controlled by the reactive power
channel, which implements the reverse droop on the reactive power error [43]. Additionally, to improve
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the performance, the active power channel presents a low-pass ﬁlter which is used to avoid fast
frequency variations and allows an inertial response, while the reactive power channel implements
a virtual inertia control [37]. The adopted control strategy allows the systems to operate in both,
AC radial or meshed grid conﬁguration [51]. Notice that the same capability could be obtained even
with virtual synchronous machines (VSM) control strategies [43,52].
3.3. Propulsion Plant Dynamic
The propulsion plant simulator is composed of a PMSM, a propeller, and a DC-AC drive.
The motor shaft rotational speed is controlled by a PI, and the vector controller is realized by a
current hysteresis control, the layout is reported in Figure 7a. The PMSM is modelled as a standard SPS
which receives as input the required propeller torque computed by the propeller model. In order to
have a realistic and time-dependant propeller load, the propulsion plant dynamic has been modelled
using two differential equations, able to represent the transient behaviour of both shaftline and surge
motion. The shaftline acceleration and deceleration are derived by the Lagrange motion equation for
rotating rigid body:
IP

d
Ω(t) = Qem (t) − Q D (t) − Q F (t)
dt

(1)

where: IP is the total polar inertia of the system, and it includes motor, shaft and propeller inertia;
Ω is the rotational regime; Qem is the electromagnetic torque; Q D = QO /ηr is the delivered torque,
while Q F = (1 − ηs ) Q D is the torque losses due to friction in bearings and stern tube. For the paper’s
purposes, both the relative rotative efﬁciency (ηr ) and friction coefﬁcient (ηs ) have been kept constant.
The ship surge velocity (u) is obtain integrating the follow equation:

(mrb + m ad )

d
u(t) = − R T (t) + (1 − td f ) T (t) − Tenv (t).
dt

(2)

where mrb is the ship displacement (Δ), m ad = 0.08Δ is the added mass, both expressed in kg; R T is the
ship resistance in N, obtained using CFD methods. td f is the thrust deduction factor; T is the propeller
thrust and Tenv accounts for all the environmental forces due to either wind or wave, the environmental
disturbances are not considered at the current stage, and they will subject to further investigations in
future work.
Several methods are present in literature to evaluate the propeller performance, most of them
required a high computational time not suitable to be used in a real-time simulator. For such
a reason it has been decided to develop a quasi-dynamic model of the propeller, exploiting the
open water diagrams. The open water diagram reports the non-dimensional thrust coefﬁcient KT ,
the non-dimensional torque coefﬁcient KQ , their expression are reported hereinafter.
T
ρD4 n2
Qo
KQ =
ρD5 n2
KT =

(3)
(4)

where, ρ is the water density (assumed equal to 1000 kg/m3 since the ship operates in freshwater),
D is the propeller diameter expressed in m, n is the propeller speed in rps (revolution per second).
In addition, also the open water efﬁciency ηo , can be assessed as [53]:
ηo =

JKT
2πKQ
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Figure 7. (a) Propulsion system layout; (b) propulsion plant model; (c) propeller open water diagram
and (d) ship hull total resistance curve.

The open water diagram is shown in Figure 7c. The numerical values of these coefﬁcients,
stationary for deﬁnition, have been obtained from a 5-bladed Wageningen B series [54] and given in
function of the advance coefﬁcient J, computed as:
Va (t)
n(t) D

(6)

Va (t) = (1 − w)u(t)

(7)

J (t) =

where: Va is the advance speed at propeller plane in m s−1 , and w is the wake fraction. As it can
be seen, the advance coefﬁcient is a time-dependant variable so the propeller transient behaviour is
partially catch. Using the previous steps, it is possible to evaluate the last two terms not yet deﬁned
in (2) and (1) ,T (t) and Qo (t). For reader’s clarity, the schematic representation of the whole propulsion
model is reported in Figure 7b.
4. Ship Automation
The ship automation consists of the highest level control of the microgrid. At this level usually
operates the algorithm which performs the energy management strategy, mission control and the
human–machine interface (HMI). The development of these types of control is out of the purpose of
the paper, therefore, in this study, only the minimum possible control loops have been implemented in
the system. Nevertheless, the benchmark proposed will be used in the next steps of the retroﬁt project
for testing new control algorithms and interfaces. Thus, the automation system received as command
the devices on/off signals and some user-deﬁned setpoints such as ship speed and batteries charge
discharge controls. The main inputs and outputs of the implemented automation system are reported
in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Automation controls.

5. Implementation on Real-Time Simulation Platform
The practical implementation of the model in Opal-RT is described in Figure 9. The simulation
uses the computational power of three cores, the base model is coded in Simulink environment
using the SimPowerSystems blockset and the add-on advanced real-time electro-magnetic solvers
(ARTEMiS) [55]. The solver is the the state-space nodal (SSN) algorithm, a delay-free solver provided
with ARTEMiS [56].
ARTEMiS precomputes and discretizes all the state-space matrix which represents the network
and store them into cache memory,in order to simulate the system in real-time. The most switches
are in the network the most typologies are possible and therefore the most state-space matrixes
need to be stored in cache memory, causing overﬂows. To overcome this problem, the network is
decoupled, into many sub circuits reducing the total size of the state-space matrices in memory [56].
The decoupling is realized in two different ways, the ﬁrst solution exploits the fact that the transmission
lines introduce a natural delay to the propagation of the waves, thus when we deal with long
transmission lines, the delay naturally introduced is usually larger than the simulation step size,
while in the case of short lines, which provides a delay shorter than the time steps, an additional
external delay is introduced, since at the end we get at least one time step delay. The decoupling
in the case of short lines is realized with the ARTEMiS StubLines, which are used in the system to
divide the network in order to be simulated in parallel on different cores, Figure 9. When there are no
transmission lines, a second decoupling method is provided by the state-space nodal (SSN) approach.
Speciﬁcally, ARTEMiS provides the SSN solver, which combines the state-space approach with the
Nodal approach which is able to divide the electrical network into smaller electrical systems without
introducing any delay. This second solution for the decoupling is realised by the ARTEMiS SSN blocks
which divides the system into sub circuits which can be characterised as inductive group (V-type
port) considered as a voltage source connected to an inductive element, or as capacitive group (I-type
port) considered a a current source connected to a capacitive element. The system decoupling strategy
for the real-time (RT) simulations is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Opal-RT implementation.

The simulation step-size has been set to 30 μs and therefore with such a time step we are not able
to simulate PWM with high switching frequency. In order to overcome this limitation, PWM signals
are generated using the RT-EVENTS toolbox, which is capable to represent the logical state of static
switches, whose value can change inside a single simulation time-step. Ten RT-EVENTS have been
set for each time step, allowing the correct evaluation of PWM high frequency modulation signals.
Nevertheless, in a planned upgrade of the RT simulator an FPGA board will be available for the
simulation of power converters at high switching frequency.
In the described conﬁguration the real-time model can be simulated without any overrun, meaning
that at each time step the computation time of each step is less than the simulation time-step deﬁned
by the user. Numerical results are shown in the following section.
6. Simulation Results
The performances of the described real-time simulation setup are demonstrated with three
different simulations. The ﬁrst and the second ones aim to test the controls of the DC and AC system
respectively. The third one, proposes a simulation of the ship in realistic design condition reproducing
the the mission proﬁle that the ship will be facing with. The main parameters of systems and controllers
are reported in the Appendix A, Table A1.
6.1. DC Bus Regulation
All the devices in the microgrid operate to the system regulation which different strategies.
Figure 10a shows the results of a simulation in which the different DC bus control strategies are
exchanged. In the top graph of Figure 10a, the timeline of the different events is described. The initial
conﬁguration considers the two batteries, cooperating in droop control scheme to the regulation of the
two DC switchboard connected by the DC tie breaker. Then, the two buses are disconnected, the ships
accelerate to a speed of 6 kn and the two DGs are connected to the DC buses. At 180 s the two DC
buses are connected again and BESS control test starts. Firstly, some set points are driven to the BESSs
which operates in droop control scheme. Then, at 350 s the battery control strategy is changed to
current control mode. In this conﬁguration the BESS current is controlled directly and the voltage
regulation is left to the DGs. With this control mode some set points are sent to the BESS controllers
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and ﬁnally at 500 s the BESS droop control strategy is restored. For the last tests, the two DGs and the
FOR BESS are disconnected. In this conﬁguration, the AFT BESS is the only resources left to feed the
propulsion system in voltage forming control mode. Below of the time line plot in Figure 10a, some
measurements are shown, such as, DC voltage at the two main busbars, batteries current and state of
charge, generators speed and voltages and ﬁnally, generator powers.
Events time line
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Figure 10. (a) DC and (b) AC control system tests.

6.2. AC Bus Regulation
The performance of the AC regulation system are shown in Figure 10b. The timeline in the top
graph, summarize the commands sequence. Initially, the DC tie breaker is in state off, then, the two
DC-AC grid forming converters are activated and the AC grid is energised. At this stage the grid is
operated completely separated from starboard to port side, both AC and DC tie breakers are open.
At 160 s the AC tie breaker is closed, and the two side of the grid are connected. At 160 s the DC tie
breaker is also closed and the grid pass from a radial to a meshed conﬁguration. Finally, the AC tie
breaker is operated in order to disconnect the two AC grid, the port side converter is turned of and the
DC tie breaker is closed again in order to reach the conﬁguration in which all the AC supply is given
by the only starboard side converter. Below of the time line plot in Figure 10b, DC voltage, AC voltage
and AC frequency are shown.
6.3. Ship Mission
The whole system performance has been ﬁnally evaluated by simulating a realistic navigation of
approximately 5 nautical miles between the port of Intra and the port of Laveno on Lago Maggiore,
Italy. The mission considers a round trip of almost 1 h and it is described in the top graph of Figure 11.
Speciﬁcally, mission starts in port of Intra, the ship is moored and the power system is supplied only
by the two batteries with a SOC equal to 50%. After few seconds, the navigation starts; the engine set
point is set to obtain 6 kn, and this speed is kept constant for almost 300 s, the time needed to reach a
sufﬁcient distance from the coast and to switch to hybrid mode. Thus, one diesel generator is turned on,
the battery set-points are set 128 A (recharge), and the ship speed is increased up to 10 kn. After almost
23 min of navigation, with the DG running smoothly at half load, the ferry is close to the arrival port
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of Laveno, thus the battery recharge is stopped with a SOC about of 60% (suggested value by the
manufactures to extend the life cycle), the diesel genset is turned off, and the ship starts the manoeuvre
to enter the port in full electric mode with a speed of 6 kn. Once the port is reached, the ship is moored
and after a while the way back trip starts, following the same procedure described before. For sake of
completeness, in the lower sub-plot the ship speed and the propeller thrust are reported, pointing out
a symmetric behavior, without any peak. Some simulation results for the shipboard power system are
shown in the plots of Figure 11.

Figure 11. Simulation of a navigation mission between port of Intra and port of Laveno, Lago
Maggiore, Italy.

Figure 12 shows the real-time simulator core monitoring outputs provided by the OpMonitor
block [55]. The yellow line refers to the time step size, the time set by the user in which the simulator
has to complete a cycle of measurements–computation–commands [55]. The blue line represents the
number of overruns, meaning the number of times in which the time of computation exceeded the
deﬁned time step. The red line corresponds to the effective computation time, and the purple time
corresponds to the time idle, meaning the difference between the step size and the computation time.
As it can be seen, the simulation results to be stable, the systems is able to keep the real-time for all the
mission duration. The overall loading is 49.65% of the total computation power, divided as 35.30% for
core 1, 34.77% for core 2 and 78.88% for core 3.
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Figure 12. Real-time setup performance monitoring during the mission simulation.

6.4. Observations on the Ship Management Strategies
The mission simulation proposed in the previous section refers to the operating mode requested
by the customer. Speciﬁcally, the project requirements impose (I) to be able to operate in full electric
mode below 6 kn, (II) to operate the batteries between a minimum and maximum SOC in order to
extend their expected life, (III) to operate in hybrid mode, with one diesel genset as main supply at
cruise speed of 10 kn. Moreover, (IV) no shore connection capability is considered, thus, batteries
should be kept within the limits during all the operating time and even during the time at berth.
Nevertheless, other control strategies could be applied in order to improve the system efﬁciency [32].
7. Conclusions
The paper presents the development of a real-time simulation framework of a DC shipboard
microgrid, realized to support the retroﬁtting project of a RORO Pax vessel with a model-based
design approach. The shipboard microgrid model shows its capability to reproduce real operating
conditions including ship dynamics within the electrical power system study. Models include
propellers, prime movers, electrical machines, battery energy storage systems, power converters and
regulators. The proposed architecture has been realized to allow hardware-in-the-loop conﬁgurations.
Results show that several control schemes can be implemented, to test system performances
under different conditions, and to verify operational constraints during the expected ship missions.
Moreover, since the simulator has been developed following a modular and parametric approach,
it can be continuously tuned with experimental data to improve results ﬁdelity, and to realize the
digital twin of the ship during its entire life cycle.
Future works will regard the experimental validation of simulation results, the implementation of
the shore connection, and the inclusion of protection devices for short-circuits studies .
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Appendix A
The main parameters of the implemented real-time model are listed in Table A1.
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Nominal, maximum torque
Nominal speed
Nominal stator current

†

377 t
30.16 t
10 kn
383.4 kgm2
0.205 pu
0.235 pu

Ship model
Propeller diameter (D)
Density (ρ)
Resistance at 10 kn (R T )
Relative rotative efﬁciency (ηr )
Shaft efﬁciency (ηsha f t )
Ship speed PI ctrl. (K p , Ki )

TVR ‡ gain (k RV )
TVR ‡ HPF ∗ cut-off (ω RV )
LPF ∗∗ cut-off freq. (ωc )
Virtual resistance ( Rvi )
Lead-lag ﬁlter ( T1 , T2 )

DC-AC grid–forming converter
50 kVA
390 V/400 V
1.54 pu, 0.10 pu, 0.06 pu
0.02 pu
5

1.25 m
1000 kg/m3
18.06 kN
1.026 pu
0.98 pu
3 pu, 1 pu

0.09
16.66 rad s−1
31.41 rad s−1
0.6716 pu
0.033 s, 0.011 s

5000 Hz
1/0.05 pu

1 pu, 7 pu
0.2 pu, 0.5 pu
0.02 pu, 0.05 pu
0.05 pu, 0.05 pu

5.73 kN, 7.2 kN
450 rpm
347 A

0.17 s
600 pu, 0.05 s
8 pu, 0.05 pu

Value

Virtual impedance (VI); ‡ Transient Virtual Resistor (TVR); ∗ High-Pass Filter (HPF); ∗∗ Low-Pass Filter (LPF).

Displacement (Δ)
Added mass (m add )
Nominal speed (V )
Total polar inertia ( Itot )
Thrust deduction factor (td f )
Wake fraction (w)

Nominal power
Transformer (Vt1 /Vt2 )
LCL Filter ( L1 , Lt , C )
P and Q droop (m p , mq )
VI † ratio Xvi /Rvi (σX/R )

128 A h
440 V
0.25 Ω, 0.8 mH, 12 μF

Nominal capacity
Nominal voltage
DC-DC stage param. ( R, L, C )

Switching frequency
DC voltage droop (Kdr )

596 kW
Current PI regulator (K p , Ki )
480 V
DC voltage PI reg. (K p , Ki )
750 V
Reactive power PI reg. (K p , Ki )
1620 Hz
DC, AC volt. droop (KVdc , KEg )
1.29 pu, 0.09 pu, 0.07 pu
Battery Energy Storage System

AC-DC Active rectiﬁer

270 kW
480 V
22.5 Hz
10 pu, 15 pu

Propulsion motor PMSM

Inertia time constant
AVR (gain Ka , time const. Ta )
DEGOV1 (gain K, droop Kd )

Nominal power
Nominal AC voltage
Nominal DC voltage
Switching frequency ( f s )
LCL Filter ( L1 , L2 , C )

Nominal power
Nominal voltage
Nominal speed
Speed PI regulator (K p , Ki )

596 kW
480 V
1800 rpm, 60 Hz

Nominal power
Nominal voltage
Nominal speed, freq.

Variable Description
Diesel Genset

Value

Variable Description

Table A1. Main parameters.
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Abstract: Nowadays, the use of the hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation has gained popularity
among researchers all over the world. One of its main applications is the simulation of power
electronics converters. However, the equipment designed for this purpose is diﬃcult to acquire for
some universities or research centers, so ad-hoc solutions for the implementation of HIL simulation
in low-cost hardware for power electronics converters is a novel research topic. However, the
information regarding implementation is written at a high technical level and in a speciﬁc language
that is not easy for non-expert users to understand. In this paper, a systematic methodology using
LabVIEW software (LabVIEW 2018) for HIL simulation is shown. A fast and easy implementation
of power converter topologies is obtained by means of the diﬀerential equations that deﬁne each
state of the power converter. Five simple steps are considered: designing the converter, modeling
the converter, solving the model using a numerical method, programming an oﬀ-line simulation
of the model using ﬁxed-point representation, and implementing the solution of the model in a
Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). This methodology is intended for people with no experience
in the use of languages as Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language
(VHDL) for Real-Time Simulation (RTS) and HIL simulation. In order to prove the methodology’s
eﬀectiveness and easiness, two converters were simulated—a buck converter and a three-phase
Voltage Source Inverter (VSI)—and compared with the simulation of commercial software (PSIM®
v9.0) and a real power converter.
Keywords: design methodology; FPGA; hardware in the loop; LabVIEW; real-time simulation;
power converters

1. Introduction
A hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation is the implementation of a system model in embedded
hardware, which represents part of a real system. The main requirement of HIL simulation is that it
has to be in real-time [1]. HIL simulation plays a signiﬁcant role in the development of technology for
many applications, presenting advantages such as the short time to market for new products; low cost
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of prototyping; and risk reduction of damaging test equipment and, more importantly, of harming
people during testing.
There are commercial HIL real-time simulators available, such as RTDS® (Winnipeg, MB, Canada),
OPAL-RT® (Montreal, QC, Canada), Typhoon® (Somerville, MA, USA), and dSPACE® (Paderborn,
Germany), to name a few. The software used by these simulators allows the user to implement
the system through a graphical interface; these types of equipment are used for the simulation of
complex models and are tools that help designers and engineers all over the world. A review of the
state-of-the-art of Real-Time Simulation (RTS) technologies, both hardware and software, is presented
in [2]. Many examples of the use of this technology can be found in the literature, including simulating
power electronics converters. In [3], the simulation of a Voltage Source Converter (VSC), used in a
High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) system for distributed generation and power quality regulation,
is presented. In [4], it is used to test a new sliding mode controller for a standalone system based
on photovoltaic (PV) generation. In [5], it is used for evaluating modular multilevel converters.
Additionally, in [6], the authors propose an ultralow latency platform for the RTS, which can be used
for complex power electronics systems and, as a case study for this particular platform, a driver for
a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) is simulated. As shown in these references,
RTS is employed to test the controller used in power electronics converters and all simulations use a
commercial HIL system.
A drawback of these products is their high cost, which can amount to tens of thousands of dollars.
As a result, many universities or research centers cannot aﬀord the acquisition of this kind of equipment.
Due to this issue, some researchers have developed ad-hoc solutions using low-cost hardware.
For research purposes, three types of hardware are mainly used to achieve RTS: Digital Signal
Processors (DSP), Graphic Processing Units (GPU), and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA).
At present, FPGA is the most used hardware for RTS [7]. The use of FPGA for HIL testing of power
converters can be found in the references, such as [8–14]. This is due to its inherent characteristic of
parallel processing, which allows the fast resolution of many equations simultaneously, with short
times of integration, in the order of tens of nanoseconds.
Often, the preferred language for the implementation of the system model is Very High-Speed
Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language (VHDL). This language is the best option when the
objective is to minimize the FPGA resources and allows the time step to be minimized. However, the
use of VHDL requires an expert designer, capable of optimizing the capabilities and the implementation
of a proper FPGA application. Some FPGA manufacturers are beginning to oﬀer a more user-friendly
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) tool for their FPGA. These IDEs permit the development of
FPGA applications using high-level programming languages such as C. In addition, some manufacturers
use third-party software, such as MATLAB or LabVIEW, for FPGA applications [15,16]. Some authors
have proposed the fast development of power electronics models for HIL simulations using these
programs. In [17], the authors develop a new RTS method to test nonlinear control techniques and a
methodology to implement the RTS is described, but it is based in a Digital Signal Processor (DSP),
which is slower than an FPGA. In [18], the authors propose a methodology for the development
of a fast HIL simulation based in MATLAB, but it includes just a small part of the work and is not
detailed enough. In [19], the authors suggest fast HIL development based in MATLAB; however, the
methodology is only for the design of PV converters. In [20], a high-performance real-time simulator for
power electronics based in a novel massively parallel computational engine implemented in low-cost
FPGA hardware using VHDL is presented, but there is not enough detail in the implementation. In [21],
the HIL implementation of a validation system for an energy management system used in microgrids
is presented. This HIL simulation is performed on a PC and has an overall time step of 100 ms, which
is slower than the one reached using an FPGA. As a major advantage, the use of a PC means a lower
implementation cost.
The company National Instruments (NI) oﬀers reconﬁgurable industrial controllers, known as
Reconﬁgurable Input Output (RIO) controllers. This platform has huge potential for the development
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of control systems for power electronics applications and for the development of HIL systems.
It is based on an FPGA combined with a microprocessor, although recently, RIO systems were
implemented using System on Chip (SoC) technology, which has been demonstrated to work properly
in industrial environments.
LabVIEW is the name of the generic NI software development tool. There is a speciﬁc module for
developing FPGA applications: the LabVIEW FPGA module. It facilitates the generation of FPGA
applications using a graphical language that helps non-expert users to create complex and eﬃcient
FPGA applications [22].
In this paper, a step-by-step methodology for HIL power converter simulation using the LabVIEW
FPGA module is shown. The main diﬀerence between this approach and those reported in the literature
is that, in the latter, the methodologies used to perform this type of simulation are not clearly explained
or do not include enough details for implementation; the advantage of the proposal is that it employs
the pipelined technique of LabVIEW and results in a small time step. This methodology is intended to
be simple, in order to allow researchers with no experience in languages such as VHDL for RTS to carry
out HIL simulations with a reduced cost compared to other tools, but with an accuracy high enough to
obtain an appropriate real converter model. In the proposal, LabVIEW is used to allow relatively easy
and fast implementation. The methodology consists of ﬁve steps: The ﬁrst step is the design of the
power converter; in the second one, the converter model is obtained; during the third step, the model
is solved using a numerical method; the fourth step consists of programming an oﬀ-line simulation of
the model using ﬁxed-point representation; and ﬁnally, implementation of the numerical method in
the FPGA is conducted. In order to verify the results, a comparison of simulation software such as
PSIM, the HIL simulation proposed, and a real converter was carried out using a buck converter and a
three-phase voltage source inverter (VSI) as a case study.
2. Proposed Methodology
Figure 1 shows the ﬂow diagram of the suggested methodology. As mentioned before, it is
composed of ﬁve steps. A buck converter and a three-phase VSI are used as a case study. The ﬁrst step
is the design of the converter. Several ways to design both converters can be found in the literature.
The second step consists of modeling the power converter. For this purpose, the voltage and current
diﬀerential equations for every converter switching state are used. In the third step, the diﬀerential
equations obtained in step two are solved using numerical methods; in this case, by means of the Euler
method. During the fourth step, a simulation of the converter using a software tool is carried out,
in order to know the best ﬁxed-point representation for the variables involved in the converter, as
suggested in [23]. In the last step, FPGA implementation is conducted using the pipelining technique
and the single-cycle LabVIEW FPGA mathematical functions. If the simulation result is not satisfactory,
the ﬁxed-point representation should be changed and step four should be returned to.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of the methodology used to develop the hardware in the loop (HIL) simulation.

2.1. Power Converter Design (Step One)
As mentioned above, the buck converter (Figure 2a) and three-phase VSI (Figure 2b) were selected
to test the methodology. In order to design the buck converter, the steps proposed in [24] were considered.
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The design parameters of the buck converter and the three-phase VSI are shown in Tables 1 and 2,
respectively, while their calculated passive components are shown in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Topologies studied: (a) Buck converter; (b) Three-phase inverter.
Table 1. Design parameters of the buck converter.
Value

Parameter
Min
Switching Frequency
Input Voltage
Output Power
Output Voltage Ripple Percentage
Output Voltage
Eﬃciency

20
2

Nom
40
24
1
12
85

76

Units
Max
28
20

kHz
V
W
%
V
%
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Table 2. Design parameters of the three-phase Voltage Source Inverter (VSI).
Value
Switching Frequency
DC Voltage
Output Power
Cutoﬀ Frequency

Min

Nom

50
750

10
250
250
800

Units
Max

500
850

kHz
V
W
Hz

Table 3. Buck converter passive components.
Parameter

Value

Units

C
L
RL

10
500
0.75

μF
μH
Ω

Table 4. Three-phase VSI passive components.
Parameter

Value

Units

Lx
Rx

7
35

mH
Ω

2.2. Power Converter Modeling (Step Two)
2.2.1. Buck Converter Model
In order to model the converter, the following considerations were made: the switch (S) presents
an on-resistance (RDS(ON) ) and the diode (D) is considered as a DC voltage when it is conducting (VD ).
The buck converter presents three switching states, depending on the control signal and the inductor
current. The ﬁrst state occurs when the switch is turned on and the diode is not conducting, the
second state starts when the switch is turned oﬀ and the diode begins conducting, and the last state is
presented when the inductor current is equal to zero. However, when the power converter is working
in Continue Conduction Mode (CCM), only the two ﬁrst states occur. The diﬀerential equations are
obtained by using Kirchhoﬀ Law’s.
Diﬀerential equations for the ﬁrst state are:
Vs −iL (RL +RDS(on) )−vo
 L

dvC
vo
1
dt = C iL − R
vo = R+RESR (iL ESR + vc )

diL
dt

=

(1)

where vC is the capacitor voltage, iL is the inductor current, Vs is the input voltage, R is the load
resistance, L is the inductance, RL is the inductance series resistance, C is the capacitance, vo is the
output voltage, ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor, and RDS(ON) is the on-resistance
of the switch.
Diﬀerential equations for the second state are:
diL
−iL RL −vo −VD
dt =
 L

dvC
vo
1
dt = C iL − R
vo = R+RESR (iL ESR + vc )
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Diﬀerential equations for the third state are:
diL
dt = 0
dvC
vo
dt = − CR
vC R
vo = R+ESR

(3)

2.2.2. Three-Phase Voltage Source Inverter Model
The three-phase VSI considered in this study is shown in Figure 2b. The following considerations
were made in order to simplify the model: in this case, all switches are considered as ideal switches
and the inductance series resistance is neglected. Certainly, if a better representation is desired, the
non-idealities should be considered. The obtained system model is:
dia
dt
dib
dt
dic
dt

=
=
=

van −vA
La
vbn −vB
Lb
vcn −vC
Lc

(4)

where vxn is the phase ‘x’ inverter voltage, vX is the phase ‘X’ voltage, ix is the phase ‘x’ inverter current,
and Lx is the phase ‘x’ inductance.
The inverter output voltage is determined by the switching state or vector applied to the three-phase
VSI. Each vector is determined by the switches’ position. It is considered that the control signals of
complementary switches of each inverter leg are the opposite, and then just the upper switches’ control
signals (s1 , s2 , and s3 ) are used in the analysis; a logic 0 means that the device is turned “oﬀ” and a
logic 1 means that it is turned “on”.
The eﬀective voltage applied by the inverter is obtained considering the common-mode voltage,
as follows:
van = vaN − vNn
(5)
vbn = vbN − vNn
vcn = vcN − vNn
where vxN is the inverter voltage referred to node N and vNn is the common-mode voltage.
The voltage of the inverter referred to the node N is determined by
vaN = s1 VDC
vbN = s2 VDC
vcN = s3 VDC

(6)

where sx is the control signal of the switch and VDC is the inverter input DC voltage.
The common-mode voltage is deﬁned as:
VNn =

(s1 + s2 + s3 )VDC
vaN + vbN + vcN
=
3
3

(7)

Table 5 summarizes the values of the three-phase VSI voltages, depending on the vector applied.
Considering the Equations (4) and (7) and Table 5, the dynamic behavior of the system under a
switching state is fully determined. For example, if vector V 1 is selected, the following equations are
obtained:
(2VDC /3)−vA
dia
La
dt =
dib
dt
dic
dt

=

=

(−VDC /3)−vB
Lb
(−VDC /3)−vC
Lc

(8)

A similar procedure may be followed to obtain the equations for any other switching state
represented by its corresponding Vx vector.
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Table 5. Vectors and voltages of the three-phase VSI.
Switches

Vector
V0
V1
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7

Voltages

s1

s2

s3

vaN

vbN

vcN

vNn

0
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

0
0
1
1
1
0
0
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
VDC
VDC
0
0
0
VDC
VDC

0
0
VDC
VDC
VDC
0
0
VDC

0
0
0
0
VDC
VDC
VDC
VDC

0
VDC /3
2VDC /3
VDC /3
2VDC /3
VDC /3
2VDC /3
VDC

2.3. Solving the System Using a Numerical Method (Step Three)
In order to solve diﬀerential equations like (1)–(3), a numerical method should be used. Many
diﬀerent methods exist. The forward Euler method is used due to its algorithm simplicity, which leads
to less use of hardware resources, allows for a smaller time step simulation, and is easy to implement.
Convergence and stability are not an issue since the obtained time step is very small, in the order
of hundreds of nanoseconds [25]. Some other integration methods, as the 2nd order Runge-Kutta
approach, are more complex, resource-demanding, and should imply a more diﬃcult implementation.
These factors could be an obstacle for non-expert users or developers. Commercial HIL systems
implement basic integration algorithms, such as trapezoidal or backward Euler algorithms, to ﬁnd a
solution [2].
Generally, the numerical solution for a diﬀerential equation can be found using the following
algorithm:
yk+1 = yk + θh
(9)
where yk+1 is the next solution of the method, yk is the current solution of the method, θ is the slope of
the diﬀerential equation, and h is a ﬁxed time step.
Graphically, the method is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Graphic representation of the general solution using numerical methods.

The diﬀerence among the mathematical methods is the slope calculation. For the forward Euler
method, the ﬁrst derivative oﬀers a direct estimation of the slope at point tk , so it can be derived as:
θ=

dy
= f (tk , yk )
dt

(10)

The algorithm for the forward Euler method is:
yk+1 = yk + f (tk , yk )h
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In order to verify the concept, in the following sections, a buck converter case study will be
analyzed in detail. A similar approach can be used for the three-phase VSI.
Using (11) to solve Equation (1), the solution for iL(k+1) and vC(k+1) is:



Vs(k) − iL(k) RL + RDS(ON) − vo(k)

vo ( k ) 
vC(k+1) = vC(k) + Ch iL(k) − R


vo(k) = R+RESR iL(k) ESR + vC(k)

i L ( k + 1 ) = iL ( k ) +

h
L



(12)

where iL(k+1) is the next inductor current, iL(k) is the present inductor current, vo(k) is the present output
voltage, vC(k+1) is the next capacitor voltage, vC(k) is the present capacitor voltage, and Vs(k) is the
current input voltage.
The solution of Equation (2) is then:
iL(k+1) = iL(k) −



iL(k) RL + vo(k) + VD(K)

vo ( k ) 
vC(k+1) = vC(k) + Ch iL(k) − R


vo(k) = R+RESR iL(k) ESR + vC(k)
h
L


(13)

The solution to Equation (3) is:
iL ( k + 1 ) = 0



h vo ( k )
C R
vC(k) R
R+ESR

vC(k+1) = vC(k) −
vo(k) =

(14)

These equations can be programmed using any commercial software and using diﬀerent numerical
representations. In this paper, the use of ﬁxed-point representation is strongly recommended since the
implementation of a ﬂoating-point number in the FPGA is very resource-demanding [26].
2.4. Simulation of the Solution Using a Numerical Method (Step Four)
A simulation of the Equations (12)–(14) using ﬁxed-point representation was carried out in the
LabVIEW environment in order to determine the best numeric representation. The following step is
the implementation of the discrete model of the buck converter. Its ﬂow diagram is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Flow diagram for the implementation of the iterative discrete buck converter model.
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Figure 5 shows the discrete model programmed in LabVIEW. It can be seen that the equation terms
for h/C and h/L are considered constants and their values were previously calculated for the simulation.

Figure 5. Discrete buck converter model programming in LabVIEW.

In Figure 6, the ﬂow diagram for the main routine that solves the buck converter discrete model is
shown. In Figure 7, the implementation using LabVIEW is presented. Figure 7a shows a block diagram
of the LabVIEW program and in Figure 7b, its front panel is illustrated, where all parameters of the
converter model can be updated online. The only unknown parameter is the time step h. This parameter
will be determined after the FPGA implementation is conducted. For the simulation, a ﬁnal time step h
= 200 ns was selected. A value for the time step h must be proposed for the ﬁrst simulation.

Figure 6. Flow diagram of the oﬀ-line simulation of the buck converter.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 7. Block diagram of the programmed buck converter. (a) Discrete model; (b) Front panel of the
simulated buck converter.

2.5. FPGA Implementation (Step Five)
FPGA implementation consists of four modules. In the ﬁrst module, the diﬀerence equations
are programmed using the ﬁxed-point representation obtained in the previous step. Figure 8 shows
the Equations (12)–(14) implemented in the FPGA using LabVIEW predeﬁned DSP blocks, which
perform an operation in a single clock cycle. In LabVIEW software, the developed applications are
called Virtual Instrumentation (VI), and the potential of LabVIEW software lies in the hierarchical
nature of the VI. After a VI is created, it can be used in the Block Diagram of another VI called a
SubVI, which is a section of code that can be called from another program in a higher hierarchical
position (similar to a subroutine in high-level programming). There is no limit to the number of layers
in the hierarchy. This module is created as a SubVI, which will be called from the main VI. In order
to minimize the execution time required to solve the diﬀerence equations, the pipeline technique is
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used. Pipelining is a technique used to increase the clock rate and throughput of an FPGA. Pipelined
designs take advantage of the parallel processing capabilities of the FPGA to increase the eﬃciency of
sequential code. To implement a pipeline, the code is divided into discrete steps and the outputs of
each step are connected to the inputs of the next step through shift registers. The execution diagram of
the pipelining technique is shown in Figure 9a. It can be noticed that the ﬁrst valid output is obtained
after four clock cycles and a valid output is then obtained every clock cycle. In Figure 9b, the execution
is shown without a pipeline, in which a new output is obtained after four clock cycles, but it is always
necessary to wait for four cycles in order to obtain a valid output. Therefore, the pipelining technique
helps code run faster.

Figure 8. Implementation of Equations (12)–(14) in Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) using
LabVIEW predeﬁned Digital Signal Processor (DSP) blocks.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Execution diagram of the buck converter discrete model (a) using a pipeline and (b) without
a pipeline.

The second module allows data obtained from the diﬀerence equations to be sent to a Digital-Analog
Converter (DAC). This hardware converts the digital value of a variable to the voltage (Figure 10), and
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it is used to observe the response in an oscilloscope. It can be noticed that signal conditioning must be
performed for the voltage capacitor value, in order to scale it with a gain of 0.5. This is conducted with
the purpose of maintaining the capacitor voltage inside the full-scale voltage of the DAC converter.
Therefore, every volt of the capacitor will be shown in the oscilloscope as 0.5 volts.

Figure 10. Program used to make the analog representation of vo(k) and iL(k) values at the Digital-Analog
Converter (DAC) output available.

The third module is shown in Figure 11 and its function is to calculate the elapsed clock cycles
per iteration. It consists of a LabVIEW function that counts the clock cycles during an iteration and
subtracts them from the previous cycle’s count value. In this way, the number of cycles that the
program takes to calculate one solution of the model equations is obtained.

Figure 11. Program employed to obtain the clock cycles per iteration.

It can be observed that each part of the code is executed in parallel, reducing the simulation time.
In Figure 12, the main VI is shown.

Figure 12. The main code of the simulation system, with the diﬀerent modules.
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3. Results
In order to verify the proposed methodology, a real-time HIL simulation was implemented and
compared against an oﬀ-line simulation using PSIM as a reference simulator and also against a real
converter. Table 6 indicates the measured parameters of the buck converter.
Table 6. Buck converter measured parameters.
Parameter

Value

Units

C
L
RL

10
500
0.75
0.04
0.1
2

μF
μH
Ω
Ω
V
Ω

RDS(ON)
VD
ESR

The hardware used for the RTS is implemented in an NI cRIO-9067 that includes an FPGA
Zynq-7020 using a 40 MHz clock. In order to convert the RTS into an HIL simulation, the addition of
two modules is necessary: one is a digital I/O (NI9401) used for acquiring the control signals and the
other is a DAC module (NI6292) used to generate the output signals. In Figure 13, the front panel of
the main VI program for the buck converter is shown. It can be noticed that the loop rate is 6 clock
cycles, so the time required to ﬁnd every solution of the numerical method, with a 40 MHz clock, is
150 ns. The same parameters, which are shown in Figure 7b for the oﬀ-line simulation, were used to
perform the real-time simulation.

Figure 13. Front panel of the real-time simulation.

In Figures 14 and 15, the result of iL and vO for the real buck converter, the proposed methodology,
and the PSIM simulation can be observed. It can be seen that the signal obtained from the converter
and the signal obtained from the Real-Time simulation have a similar behavior, such as the shape, ΔiL
or ΔvO , and steady-state value.
In Table 7, the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) from the real converter signals against the Real-Time
simulated signals and PSIM waveforms is calculated. These results show that RTS is very accurate
compared with a real buck converter and is similar to the oﬀ-line simulation by using PSIM with the
same parameters.
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Figure 14. Inductor current of the real buck converter: real-time simulation and PSIM.

Figure 15. Output voltage of the real buck converter: real-time simulation and PSIM.
Table 7. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the real buck converter and simulation platform.
MAE

Signal
iL
vo

Units

Real Converter and RT Simulation

Real Converter and PSIM

0.0434
0.243

0.152
0.251

A
V

In Figure 16, the inductor current per phase for the three-phase VSI can be seen. For this converter,
the time required to solve the model is 750 ns due to the model’s complexity.
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Figure 16. Phase current of the three-phase VSI, real-time simulation and PSIM.

As mentioned above, in order to make the RTS an HIL simulation, the calculated output signals
can be externally monitored by means of the DAC module outputs. Figure 17 shows an oscilloscope
image comparing the signals obtained from the real buck converter and the HIL simulation. Figure 18
is a zoom under a steady-state, in which a time delay of 4 μs between the real converter and the HIL
simulation can be observed, which corresponds to the conversion time of the DAC converter used in
this test.

Figure 17. Output signals of the real converter and HIL simulation, simulated voltage (Channel 1),
simulated current (Channel 2), real voltage (Channel 3), and real current (Channel 4).
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Figure 18. Output signals of the real converter and HIL simulation with a time delay, simulated voltage
(Channel 1), simulated current (Channel 2), real voltage (Channel 3), and real current (Channel 4).

In Figure 19, the response of the real three-phase VSI and HIL simulation can be observed. The test
was conducted under a modulation index change (0.5 to 0.9). In Figure 20, a time zoom is shown; as
can be noticed, the behavior of the HIL simulation is close to the real currents (ia and ib ).

Figure 19. Output currents (ia and ib ) of the three-phase VSI and HIL simulation, simulated ia current
(Channel 1), simulated ib current (Channel 2), real ib current (Channel 3), and ia real current (Channel 4).
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Figure 20. Zoomed output currents (ia and ib ) of the three-phase VSI and HIL simulation, simulated ia
current (Channel 1), simulated ib current (Channel 2), real ib current (Channel 3), and ia real current
(Channel 4).

These results show that the methodology proposed in this article can be used for a real-time
HIL simulation of power converters. This may help to produce a fast and cost-eﬀective test cycle
for the development of new controllers. In addition, the proposed methodology for real-time HIL
simulation using LabVIEW can be used by students and researchers with basic knowledge regarding
numerical methods and LabVIEW programming. The paper is focused on providing an understandable
methodology for people with no experience in HIL simulation and text-based languages. The proposal
is very easy to follow due to its simplicity; however, accurate results can be obtained.
Another advantage of the proposal is the use of low-cost FPGA hardware (Table 8). The HIL
simulation was tested using the CompactRIO platform, which certainly has a lower cost compared
to other HIL platforms. However, a MyRIO board could also be employed to obtain similar results;
the diﬀerence would be the DAC converter included, which is slower than the hardware available in
the CompactRIO. In the case of the MyRIO board, switching frequencies should be limited to 20 kHz
or below.
Table 8. HIL platform prices.
Hardware

Description

Price (USD)

cRIO-9067
NI-9262
NI-9401

Digital platform
DAC module
Digital I/O

$3611
$1372
$355

An additional advantage is the creation of SubVI that can be shared between the community of
scientists and researchers around the world and can enrich this work with other contributions. Once a
SubVI is created, it can be used as many times as desired with a simple copy and paste operation.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, an understandable methodology for users with no experience in HIL simulation is
presented, in order to simulate power converters using a real-time HIL technique. This methodology
is based on NI hardware and software, allowing any non-VHDL expert to optimize power electronics
converters and their controllers. Besides the simplicity of the proposal, accurate results are obtained.
Using the hardware and following the detailed methodology proposed here, a good HIL simulation
for dc/dc converters and three-phase inverters was obtained, the time step of 150 ns for a buck converter
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and 750 ns for a three-phase VSI was achieved, and both cases used the main clock of 40 MHz.
The experimental result and the measured error (Table 7) allowed us to establish that the HIL
simulation developed with the use of the proposed methodology is accurate and close to the real
converters, so the HIL simulator can be employed satisfactorily by using LabVIEW.
The advantages provided by the proposed method are that the simulation is more realistic
since it can be used to evaluate a controller in real-time. Additionally, it is safe for components and
people, and the cost of controller implementation and testing, and the development time are reduced.
The proposed methodology facilitates understanding of the programming process and it is also an
easy and cost-eﬀective way to validate power electronics controllers.
As a drawback of the proposed methodology and tool, it should be mentioned that the modeling
technique used would be complex for converters with many switches, which determines the number of
equations. A higher number of equations implies more programming, greater hardware resources use,
and a long time to calculate a solution. This may mean that the implementation does not ﬁt in the FPGA
target and the time step is not short enough to minimize the error presented by the Euler method.
As future work, the connection of more than one digital platform could be made, in order to
increase the capacity to simulate more complex systems. Furthermore, a study of diﬀerent integration
methods could be pursued, in order to compare them and verify their performance. Additionally,
a bank of power converter models in LabVIEW software may be generated, which could be shared
between researchers and students.
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Abstract: It is widely recognized that in the transition from conventional electrical power systems
(EPSs) towards smart grids, electrical voltage frequency will be greatly aﬀected. This is why this
research is extremely valuable, especially since rate-of-change-of-frequency (RoCoF) is often considered
as a potential means of resolving newly arisen problems, but is often challenged in practice due to the
noise and its oscillating character. In this paper, the authors further developed and tested one of the
new technologies related to under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) protection. Since the basic idea
was to enhance the selected technology’s readiness level, a hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) setup with an
RTDS was assembled. The under-frequency technology was implemented in an intelligent electronic
device (IED) and included in the HIL setup. The IED acted as one of several protection devices,
representing a last-resort system protection scheme. All main contributions of this research deal with
using RoCoF in an innovative UFLS scheme under test: (i) appropriate selection and parameterization
of RoCoF ﬁltering techniques does not worsen under-frequency load shedding during fast-occurring
events, (ii) locally measured RoCoF can be eﬀectively used for bringing a high level of ﬂexibility to a
system-wide scheme, and (iii) diversity of relays and RoCoF-measuring techniques is an advantage,
not a drawback.
under-frequency load shedding; intelligent electronic device; proof of
Keywords:
concept; hardware-in-the-loop testing; real-time digital simulator; frequency stability margin;
rate-of-change-of-frequency

1. Introduction
In most of the developed world, EPSs are known for their robustness, eﬃciency and extremely
high reliability. It comes as no surprise that throughout the decades, this reputation eventually resulted
in most of the population taking the electrical energy supply for granted. If it were not for the
signiﬁcant environmental impact of associated activities, such as electrical energy generation and
its transmission, no noteworthy changes would be imposed on EPSs in the near future. However,
the reality of climate-related concerns has driven the need for technological development to such
a level that the conventional electrical energy supply paradigm was placed in front of a challenge
none of us had ever faced before. Among others, the sector of electrical energy generation is the most
notable example. In a relatively short period of time, signiﬁcant portions of conventional centralized
generating capacities were replaced by distributed renewable energy sources, mostly interfacing with
EPSs via semi-conductive power converters [1]. This can be seen as both a blessing and a curse, since
power converters are indeed able to provide a convenient fast-acting intervention, but unfortunately
not inherently.
Energies 2020, 13, 3607; doi:10.3390/en13143607
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The transition towards converter-based generation caused the vast amount of energy temporarily
stored within rotating masses of conventional power plants in the form of rotational kinetic energy
to decrease quickly [2]. This energy serves as a buﬀer when sudden active power imbalances occur
in the EPS, providing a limited energy source for a temporary load supply [3]. Withdrawing the
rotating energy causes generators to decelerate. The deceleration rate depends on the amount of
power imbalance and the overall stored rotational kinetic energy. As a consequence, conventional
EPSs are not prone to signiﬁcant RoCoF. Consequently, the more we advance toward the smart grid
paradigm, the more frequency (among several others quantities), measured from electrical signals
(voltage, current), becomes aﬀected [4,5].
For decades, frequency stability was of no concern to transmission system operators (TSOs).
An evident proof of this is the applied UFLS schemes in most developed networks around the world.
Apart from a few exceptions in countries whose isolated EPS of smaller dimensions is asynchronously
connected to larger interconnections, the great majority of them still use an approach introduced decades
ago (known as the conventional or traditional UFLS concept). The research community recognized the
problem of neglecting UFLS development quite some time ago, which resulted in an impressive number
of scientiﬁc publications (e.g., the latest [6–11]). Yet, most of those published methods appear complex
and require the use of advanced mathematical techniques, several of which are non-transparent. Many
of the methods rely either on real-time communication between a vast number of protective devices all
across the EPS [12,13] or the assumption of having accurate enough information about the involved
EPS inertia [14–16]. As a result, apart from a few individual pilot projects, no signiﬁcant progress has
been made in this ﬁeld so far, especially concerning practical applicability.
In this paper, we present a procedure for proving the concept of an innovative and practically
feasible UFLS [17] in terms of HIL simulations. For this purpose, a real-time digital simulator (RTDS)
was applied together with an IED selected for running a local UFLS algorithm. IED is a commonly used
term in the electric power industry to describe microprocessor-based controllers of EPS equipment [18].
During the HIL testing of the innovative UFLS method, we have developed a few improvements
related to a more straightforward deployment of the method: (i) improved ﬁltering for better resolution
and ﬁltering of anomalies, (ii) a proof that despite the RoCoF ﬁltering, introduced time delays do not
diminish the speed of UFLS, and (iii) easy deployment of the method on the existing IED-based devices.
For the reader’s convenience, a brief summary of the new UFLS methodology from [17] is provided in
Section 2, together with the IED-related implementation challenges and provided solutions for the
applicability of the method in a real environment. This is followed by the speciﬁcs of the experimental
HIL setup in Section 3 and the simulation results in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.
2. Methods
2.1. Innovative Use of Rate-of-Change-of-Frequency
The UFLS method, summarized in this section, was previously published in [17] and evaluated in
an oﬀ-line EPS-dynamics simulation tool PSS Netomac, which is a part of the PSS SINCAL Platform [19].
From this point on, it will be referred to as innovative UFLS. Since it is of great importance for the
reader to be acquainted with its main philosophy, it seems reasonable to provide its brief explanation
in this paper as well. After all, this paper is speciﬁcally about proving that the concept works in an
environment as close as possible to real-life conditions and providing the required improvements for
ﬁnal deployment.
The ﬁrst cornerstone of the innovative UFLS method [17] is the on-line calculation of the frequency
stability margin M(t) at all frequency relay locations across the EPS. M(t) is a time-dependent variable
that is, in its essence, the worst-case estimated time before the EPS frequency f (t) is expected to violate
the predeﬁned frequency stability limit (f LIM ). For this purpose, an assumption is made that if none of
the frequency control/protection functionalities intervene, the f (t) variation will follow the same trend
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as indicated by the respective RoCoF(t) measurement at the same instant. The local nature of the EPS
frequency dynamics that follows an active power imbalance ΔP incident means that in a selected point
in time, the calculated M(t) is diﬀerent in every busbar in the system (due to the oscillating nature
of the EPS [20]). In Figure 1a, the blue and yellow curves depict the EPS frequency response to two
unequal ΔP incidents (ΔP1 and ΔP2 respectively) assumed to have taken place in the same busbar.
At moment t = t1 , respective RoCoF(t1 ) indicates diﬀerent M(t1 ) values, depending on the underlying
ΔP incident. It is clear from Figure 1a that ΔP1 caused a less serious frequency excursion compared to
ΔP2 . This manifests in a larger M(t1 ) value, an indicator of having more time before f LIM is reached.
a)

Frequency f(t)

b)

Frequency f(t)

P incident
fn
f(t1)

P

fn
f(t1)

t1

f(t1)

f(t1)
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Time t
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Frequency-stability margin M(t)

M(t1)

Figure 1. EPS frequency f (t) response to diﬀerent ΔP incidents (a) and the corresponding frequency
versus frequency stability margin diagram (b).

The second cornerstone of [17] is an innovative representation of conditions in the f (t) versus M(t)
diagram (Figure 1b). After the ΔP incident, the operating point in the f (t)-M(t) diagram begins to drift
along the corresponding trajectory that points towards one of two possible directions: (i) coordinates
(M = 0, f = f LIM ) in the lower left part of the diagram (blue curve) or (ii) far away from the ordinate axis
in the right-hand side of the diagram (yellow curve). This conclusion makes one able to deﬁne a new,
double-criteria UFLS tripping function for each UFLS stage. The ﬁrst criterion remains identical to
conventional UFLS, being the violation of a predeﬁned frequency threshold f thr . The second criterion,
on the other hand, is a violation of a predeﬁned stability threshold Mthr and is monitored independently
of the ﬁrst. Only when both tripping criteria are simultaneously fulﬁlled, the trip signal is generated. A
simpliﬁed logical diagram of the process is presented in Figure 2 since the detailed version is a subject
to an international patent application submitted by the University of Ljubljana.

check for fthr
violation

f(t)

0/1

logic
AND
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-10-6

RoCoF(t)

limit

fLIM – f(t)
RoCoF(t)

M(t)
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violation

TRIP

0/1

-∞

Figure 2. A simpliﬁed logical diagram of the innovative UFLS process.

For the reader’s convenience, it appears reasonable at this point to describe the simpliﬁed logical
diagram of the innovative UFLS process in Figure 2. Since the main task of UFLS is to handle
frequency-decaying situations, the input RoCoF(t) value is limited to only negative values (indicating
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a frequency drop). Next, the calculation of a frequency stability margin M(t) requires the division
with a RoCoF(t) value, which is a consequence of applying a simple linear relationship graphically
described in Figure 1a. Since in stable cases the RoCoF(t) value is constantly somewhere around zero,
it is reasonable to provide an upper limit of RoCoF(t) to a value slightly below zero. Our analysis
showed that this simple precaution successfully stabilizes the division process. In the continuation,
the frequency and frequency stability thresholds are checked independently for a potential violation
and the trip signal is generated only when both criteria are met simultaneously (logic AND gate).
The most important feature of the described UFLS concept is that any RoCoF-related variety (be it
the diverse local frequency dynamics in the network or the diverse relay equipment performing RoCoF
calculation procedures and ﬁltering techniques) is inherently converted into an important advantage.
The resulting variety of calculated M(t) values across the network causes the Mthr criterion not being
violated simultaneously in diﬀerent locations. This can be seen as if one is dealing with a much larger
number of UFLS stages, which can eventually manifest as a ﬁne-tuning of UFLS (further explained in
the continuation of this paper).
2.2. Intelligent Electronic Device
For the purpose of RTDS testing of the innovative UFLS methodology presented in Section 2.1,
we used an IED based on our in-house developed and fully functional phasor measurement unit
(PMU). Therefore, to avoid any misunderstandings, from this point onward this device will be referred
to as PMU-IED. In the ﬁrst step, the PMU-IED was tested for whether its primary function was suitable
for use in the innovative UFLS. For evaluation purposes, we used one of the commercially available
PMUs, referred to as PMU-COMM. Both PMUs are compliant with the latest revision of IEEE Std
C37.118.1-2011 [21]. The advantages of deriving an IED from a PMU are mainly the compelling features
that the PMU-IED oﬀers, such as the 200 Hz reporting rate (FS ), high accuracy and short response times,
input/output (I/O) ports and real-time processing. By modifying the external quantities according to
the needs of the innovative UFLS method, we obtained a fully functional IED device that is ready
for deployment.
In the ﬁrst set of tests, we have extensively tested the response of both the PMU-IED and the
PMU-COMM along with an internal software-based PMU (since the RSCAD software we are referring
to is a part of the RTDS simulator, the internal PMU-8 model is denoted as PMU-RTDS). For the
PMU-IED and PMU-COMM, we used maximal reporting rates of 200 Hz and 50 Hz respectively.
For benchmarking purposes, the PMU-RTDS was set to have a 200 Hz reporting rate. The ﬁrst thing that
was noticed was that the PMU-RTDS represents an ideal case where any kind of environmental noise
does not inﬂuence the measured quantities, which is not the case for the PMU-IED and PMU-COMM
devices. To support this claim, a simulation of a signiﬁcant amount of active power deﬁcit, which
causes the RoCoF to suddenly change from the value of zero to approximately −0.4 Hz/s, is presented
in Figure 3a. As expected, the PMU-RTDS generates the RoCoF result almost completely without
noise (red curve in Figure 3a), since the only limiting feature is the ﬁnite precision of representing
ﬂoating-point numbers and the implemented frequency estimation method in the hardware. On the
other hand, both physical devices under test, the PMU-IED (cyan curve) and the PMU-COMM (black
curve), show a high degree of ﬂuctuation/noise around expected values. This is because, in its essence,
RoCoF is the derivate of frequency. As a result, any small and fast variations of frequency are most likely
to be ampliﬁed in RoCoF [22]. As expected, these ﬂuctuations have a high impact on the innovative
UFLS (see Figure 3b). Therefore, RoCoF ﬁltering needed to be addressed ﬁrst.
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Figure 3. The RoCoF(t) report of three applied sources (PMU-IED, PMU-COMM and PMU-RTDS) after
an RTDS simulation of an active power deﬁcit (a) and a corresponding frequency versus frequency
stability margin diagram (b).

2.3. Rate-of-Change-of-Frequency Filtering
By deﬁnition, RoCoF is a time derivate of the frequency f :
RoCoF =

df
Δf
= Δ f ·FS
≈
dt
Δt

(1)

Thus, high ﬂuctuations are expected in RoCoF in a noisy environment when one is dealing with
a high reporting rate FS . To decrease the noise, we could lower FS , but this would lead to a slower
response of the UFLS system depending on RoCoF. This is why it is of utmost importance to ﬁnd the
optimal response of the UFLS system while still getting meaningful values for RoCoF. In Figure 4,
the 200-ms-long windowing function was added to the RoCoF calculation (to both the PMU-IED and
the PMU-COMM) that averages all samples (moving average) in the window. Averaging reduces
the system response capabilities since, with a longer window, it passes only the DC component in its
limit in the frequency domain. As seen in Figure 4, the moving average ﬁlter greatly improves the
RoCoF reported by both devices. On the other hand, this is achieved on account of having a higher
output delay (around half of the window length, i.e., ≈100 ms, which can be noticed as a shift of the
PMU-IED and PMU-COMM curves with respect to the PMU-RTDS), which is also reﬂected in the
f(t)-M(t) diagram (Figure 4b).
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Figure 4. The improvement in reported RoCoF(t) after applying a moving average ﬁlter to the PMU-IED
and the PMU-COMM (a), and a corresponding frequency versus frequency stability margin diagram (b).

As expected, the PMU-COMM shows lesser improvement compared to the PMU-IED since it has a
lower FS (50 Hz) and the noise reduction is related to the square root of points used in the window [23].
In the next phase, we put our focus on the RoCoF report dynamics after a discrete active power
balancing event occurs in the EPS (either initial event causing frequency to deviate from the nominal
value or a UFLS intervention). In this case, the simulated power imbalance incident was twice as
large, so the RoCoF reaches values up to −0.80 Hz/s. Such events taking place result in momentarily
distorted measured electrical quantities (voltages, currents) and, consequently, both the frequency and
RoCoF as well. For the sake of clarity, a set of raw measurements (without the moving average ﬁltering
described above) are presented in Figure 5 for the case where the conventional UFLS scheme operates
at thresholds of 49.0, 48.8, and 48.6 Hz after the EPS was subject to a power imbalance incident.
After each event related to power balance, numerical oscillations are present in both the frequency
and RoCoF reports (Figure 5a), which is manifested in the f(t)-M(t) diagram (Figure 5b) as a signiﬁcant
deviation from the expected trajectory. These momentary oscillations needed to be ﬁltered out in
frequency and especially in RoCoF. The performed analysis showed that after every event, the RoCoF
momentarily increased in amplitude for several orders. Thus, one of the non-linear ﬁltering techniques
is required; otherwise (by using a moving average or similar linear-based ﬁlter), the unwanted
oscillation will disperse along the time axis, resulting in the need for a long linear-based ﬁlter that
would generate undesirable delays. Eventually, the use of such RoCoF in innovative UFLS might cause
unexpected load tripping (shedding) and fail the power re-balancing.
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Figure 5. The RoCoF(t) report of three applied sources (PMU-IED, PMU-COMM and PMU-RTDS) after
the RTDS simulation of an active power deﬁcit and three UFLS interventions (a) and a corresponding
frequency versus frequency stability margin diagram (b).

After careful consideration, we implemented the median ﬁlter whose impact on RoCoF reports
along with the moving average ﬁltering is depicted in Figure 6. Figure 6b shows that the described
approach is successful in ﬁltering out all disruptive anomalies and noise without scarifying the
response time. Finally, the PMU-IED was modiﬁed accordingly by changing the default output ﬁlter
(the one that complies with the IEEE C37.118 standard [24,25]) with a combination of ﬁlters as shown
in Figure 7. A thorough investigation revealed that the depicted sequence of ﬁltering represents an
optimal combination. First, the moving average ﬁlter (window length of 40 ms) improves the RoCoF
resolution and decreases the noise. Next, the median ﬁlter (window length of 110 ms), which proved
itself to be much more eﬃcient with an existing 40 ms pre-ﬁltering by the moving average ﬁlter, handles
the numerical anomalies. Finally, the second part of the moving average ﬁltering (window length of
100 ms) can further improve the resolution of the measurement for the sake of time delay.
As far as the frequency is concerned, a median ﬁlter (window length of 110 ms) was adequate to
solve the issue without causing any unwanted UFLS behavior.
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Figure 6. The improvement in reported RoCoF dynamics after applying a median ﬁlter to the PMU-IED
and the PMU-COMM (a), a corresponding frequency versus frequency stability margin diagram (b).
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Figure 7. The conﬁguration of ﬁltering applied to the reported frequency f and RoCoF.

3. Experimental Setup
3.1. HIL Setup—Overview
The assembled HIL setup consists of ﬁve hardware elements: (i) an RTDS simulator, (ii) an
Omicron CMS-156 ampliﬁer, (iii) a PMU-IED, (iv) a global-positioning system (GPS) antenna, and (v) a
personal computer (PC) which runs the RSCAD software and represents a human-machine interface
for accessing the simulated part of the setup. An overview of a HIL arrangement is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. A graphical representation of a real-time digital simulation setup.

3.1.1. Real-Time Digital Simulator
The RTDS simulates the operation of EPSs using parallel processing architecture that is speciﬁcally
designed to solve the transient electromagnetic simulation (EMT) algorithm in real-time. The RSCAD
interface software allows the user to perform all the necessary steps to prepare and run simulations
as well as visualize the results. Apart from processor cards, which present the main driving core
of the simulator itself, the RTDS contains analogue and digital input/output channels that enable
communication with external physical devices. This is achieved by means of a specialized analogue
output card that is used to produce analogue waveforms (see blue-shaded annotation 1 in Figure 8)
expected by the PMU-IED terminals. However, it is worth noting that the GTAO card produces a
low-level analogue signal with a maximum of ±10 V peak. Even though some IEDs can accept such
low-level signals directly (including the PMU-IED), this is not generally the case. To create a more
generalized testing platform, low-level signals were scaled up with an ampliﬁer (see blue-shaded
annotation 2 in Figure 8) before being fed to the PMU-IED. In contrast, for the purposes of the
UFLS scheme, the shedding signal generated by the PMU-IED is in a digital format (see blue-shaded
annotation 4 in Figure 8). A specialized digital input card in the RTDS simulator was therefore used to
bring the shedding/trip command back into the simulation and close the testing loop.
Another very important aspect of HIL testing is to keep all participating devices in synchronism.
A so-called GTSYNC card ensures that the simulator time-step remains locked to the GPS signal,
using either the IEEE 1588 precision time protocol (PTP), 1 pulse per second (PPS) or an inter-range
instrumentation group time code format B (IRIG-B) signal. The proposed test setup used the PPS signal
provided by the PMU-IED as the synchronization source (see blue-shaded annotation 3 in Figure 8).
3.1.2. Omicron CMS-156 Ampliﬁer
The omicron CMS-156 ampliﬁer features a three-phase voltage with neutral outputs and a
three-phase current with neutral outputs that are galvanically isolated from the inputs. The ampliﬁer
can produce three current signals of up to 25 A each and three voltage signals of up to 250 V each. At a
nominal frequency of 50/60 Hz, the ampliﬁer introduces 1.88◦ /2.26◦ of phase lag for current outputs
and 1.95◦ /2.34◦ of phase lag for voltage outputs respectively. For the purposes of HIL testing, phase
lags need to be properly accounted for. In the proposed HIL setup, the calibration oﬀset angles of the
PMU-IED were set accordingly.
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3.2. HIL Setup—Intelligent Electronic Device
A physical PMU-IED, described in Section 2.2, requires a three-phase voltage input that is used
for calculating the frequency f (t) and RoCoF(t). The voltages that have to be appropriately ampliﬁed
(see Section 3.1) are supplied to the PMU-IED by the RTDS simulator. On the output side, the PMU-IED
device enables six digital outputs (logical type 0/1) used as trip signals for each of the six UFLS
stages (see Table 1). These signals control the circuit-breaker models within the RTDS, inﬂuencing the
connection status of an individual EPS load.
Table 1. Conventional UFLS setting (frequency thresholds f thr ) along with supplemented frequency
stability margin (Mthr ) thresholds.
UFLS Stage Number

fthr [Hz]

Mthr [s]

EPS Load Decrease [%]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

49.0
48.8
48.6
48.4
48.2
48.1

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0

10
10
10
10
10
5

However, our laboratory capacities enabled us to include only one physical PMU-IED device
in the HIL experiments. In order for the overall UFLS scheme to function correctly, we had to build
a RTDS computer model of all PMU-IED devices that were not physically present in the laboratory.
For this purpose, a computer model of innovative UFLS was created in C-builder, running on f (t) and
RoCoF(t) measurements provided by the PMU-RTDS internally within the RTDS.
The RTDS simulator used in this paper can be handled through an RSCAD software
environment [26]. Apart from modelling elementary EPS elements (main high-voltage components,
protection and control functions), RSCAD enables the user to create custom-built components in a
module C-builder. Once created, any user-deﬁned component is used in the same manner as any other
component from the RSCAD library.
To create a representative copy of the PMU-IED in the RTDS simulator, the same amount of UFLS
stages had to be allowed in the model as well. To make it more general, we decided to allow the user
to specify an arbitrary number of UFLS stages (up to six). A corresponding number of outputs is also
enabled. Apart from that, a f LIM and all threshold values (f thr and Mthr ) can be provided separately,
together with window widths for ﬁltering described in Figure 7.
To verify the computer model of the PMU-IED running innovative UFLS logic, we performed a
large number of tests. Eventually, we were able to prove a satisfying compliance of the physical and
the modelled PMU-IED.
3.3. HIL Setup—Electric Power System
We adopted an IEEE 9-bus benchmark EPS as a basis, whose parameters and other speciﬁcs can
be found in [3]. This benchmark model consists of three synchronous generators (denoted by G1, G2
and G3 in Figure 9) together with corresponding step-up transformers, six transmission lines and
three equivalent loads (denoted by L5, L6 and L8). All machines are controlled by their respective
governor and excitation controllers. The total installed generating power is 567.5 MVA and 10% of
each machine’s rated power is selected to attribute to frequency control purposes, whereas loads are
modelled as a constant impedance.
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Figure 9. A single-line diagram of a IEEE 9-bus test system [3], used for the RTDS HIL testing.

To use this benchmark model for UFLS testing, several modiﬁcations had to be applied (Figure 9).
First, each of the three equivalent loads (L5, L6 and L8) was split into seven partitions. Six of them
correspond to individual UFLS stages (see Table 1) denoted by Lx -UFLS where subscript “x” represents
the number of the corresponding busbar. The seventh partition, however, represents the remaining
aggregation of all the consumers not included in the UFLS scheme (Lx -S). Second, an inﬁnite power
source was additionally introduced to the model, busbar 4, to be more speciﬁc. Its disconnection was
considered the main event causing active power deﬁcit conditions in the newly formed island. With this,
many diﬀerent power conditions can be simulated by changing the steady-state production of all three
generating units prior to the main event. An inﬁnite power source in all cases supplies/consumes
enough power to meet the power balance in a steady-state. Once disconnected, an EPS island is formed
with a certain imbalance between the production and the consumption of active and reactive powers.
In this paper, circumstances with a lack of active power were simulated, which cause an EPS frequency
to decay and consequently trigger UFLS.
Lastly, devices performing UFLS were included in the model. A single physical PMU-IED was fed
by voltage U5 on busbar 5 and was able to disconnect loads L5 -UFLS according to Table 1. The other
two load busbars (6 and 8) were monitored and controlled with a PMU-RTDS component within a
simulated environment, fed by voltages U6 and U8 , respectively.
4. Results
Both the conventional six-stage UFLS scheme currently used in Slovenia and the innovative UFLS
scheme were applied in simulation scenarios. Speciﬁcs of both UFLS settings are provided in Table 1.
Frequency thresholds f thr are taken from the Slovenian Grid code [27], and additional frequency
stability margin thresholds Mthr are selected with a one-second span between them since the analysis
showed there are no special diﬀerences when selected otherwise.
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In the base case, steady-state conditions before the main event were set so that the total loading of
the benchmark IEEE 9-bus system model (Figure 9) was 315 MW and the overall generating power was
319.6 MW. Apart from the base case, this research included 65 additional simulated cases (66 altogether),
in which the total generation capacity before the main event was gradually decreased by 1% per case.
In this way, the amount of power provided by the power source (and consequently power mismatch
between the generation and the consumption) in the moment of a simulated switching event increased
with each consecutive case. This was repeated to the point where all available frequency control and
protection mechanisms (primary frequency control and UFLS) were insuﬃcient to prevent frequency
decay bellow the f LIM .
In Figure 10, an overview of the results extracted from the entire set of 66 simulated cases is
provided. Cases are listed on the horizontal axis. Conventional UFLS results are depicted with cyan
markers, whereas black markers correspond to innovative UFLS. Figure 10a shows the percentage
of the EPS de-loading due to UFLS. Conventional UFLS is activated in 79% of all cases (52 out of 66).
Among these, innovative UFLS keeps more load supplied in 81% of cases (42 out of 52) while still
being successful in achieving frequency stabilization. This is marked by a green-shaded area between
the two curves in Figure 10a.

Figure 10. Overview of HIL results extracted from the entire set of 66 simulated cases; the total
amount of disconnected consumption in percentages (a) and recorded RoCoF after the last UFLS
intervention (b).

Another thing worth mentioning is that with a conventional UFLS scheme, shedding in all three
busses will nearly always take place simultaneously (92% of cases/48 out of 52 cases) and, consequently,
the entire UFLS stage will be tripped. However, partial UFLS activation is much more frequent for the
innovative UFLS scheme (31% of cases/16 out of 52), as can be observed in Figure 10a. The reason for
this is that even though the f thr and Mthr values are set to same values for all three devices participating
in a UFLS scheme, the variety of calculated M(t) values is much higher across the network than the
variety of calculated f(t) values. With three load busses, we therefore introduced three ‘’substages” for
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each of the UFLS stages, which can be seen as ﬁne-tuning power imbalance with UFLS. Furthermore,
in systems with more load busses, even ﬁner tuning could be achieved due to those inherently
introduced substages.
However, observing the amount of disconnected load is only one of several ways to highlight
the superiority of innovative UFLS. When evaluating the eﬃciency of UFLS, diﬀerent authors took
diﬀerent approaches in the existing literature (established in [28]), ranging from ranking the schemes
according to the time required before the frequency is returned back to the nominal value, to comparing
post-event steady-state frequency oﬀset or by observing frequency overshoots that might appear after
UFLS is activated. It was concluded in [28] that there is no uniﬁed scoring metric for this. One thing
is for certain though: the main objective of UFLS, by its deﬁnition, is to prevent a further frequency
drop [29] or, in other words, restore the balance [30] between generated and consumed active power in
the EPS in due time. Plainly speaking, this means that UFLS is to stabilize the frequency and bring
RoCoF to a value as close as possible to zero.
For this reason, Figure 10b shows the RoCoF value after the last UFLS intervention took place for
each case (this might be any of the stages, depending on the imbalance conditions). This observation is
independent of any other inﬂuential mechanisms, especially speciﬁcs of the governor and its control,
that often have a signiﬁcant impact on frequency response after UFLS is activated. The value of zero
was dedicated to RoCoF results when UFLS was not activated at all. When conventional UFLS was
activated, the re-balancing was unsuccessful in 52% of the cases (29 out of 52), since the last shedding
resulted in having a surplus of power generation. One might treat this as if dealing with a ﬂip of
a coin, i.e., pure guessing. On the other hand, innovative UFLS paused its intervention in the time
since it successfully recognized that the frequency is about to be stabilized without triggering the last
stage. The RoCoF values after the last UFLS intervention are kept below zero (average value around
−0.25 Hz/s) in 98% of the cases (46 out of 47) and frequency control is left to continuously ﬁne-tune the
power balance. At this point, it should be stressed that the paused stage triggering does not mean
that the stage is permanently blocked. Quite the opposite; shedding hibernates until conditions for
its triggering are met. This means that if the available frequency control is exhausted, the stage will
be triggered later on, once the M(t) value becomes low enough. An example of such conditions is
simulated case no. 56. However, as can be seen from Figure 10, such situations are extremely rare and
yet, they nevertheless successfully solve under-frequency conditions.
For simulated case no. 49, a time-domain response of the EPS frequency and RoCoF is depicted
in Figure 11a and Figure 11b respectively. From observing the diagrams, it becomes evident that at
the moment of reaching the frequency threshold of the ﬁfth UFLS stage, innovative UFLS detects that
there is still enough time available before frequency instability is endangered (M  8 s, Figure 12).
As a result, the ﬁfth UFLS stage is paused, which allows the frequency control to ﬁnish the frequency
stabilization process by itself. If that was not the case, the ﬁfth UFLS stage would have been triggered
later on when the frequency would have approached the selected frequency stability limit f LIM and,
consequently, the M criterion of the ﬁfth stage would have been triggered.
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Figure 11. A time-domain response of the EPS frequency f(t) (a) and RoCoF(t) (b), corresponding to
simulation case 49.
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Figure 12. Frequency f (t) versus frequency stability margin M(t) diagram of simulation case 49.
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There is another essential thing that has to be discussed. When the frequency is decreasing with a
signiﬁcant RoCoF(t), a prompt triggering of UFLS is required since any additional time delay might
be unacceptable. This is inherently achieved in conventional UFLS (triggering solely according to
the frequency criterion f thr ) and it is vital to be aware that this is also the case with innovative UFLS.
The initial concern with the innovative UFLS scheme was related to extreme scenarios, in which the
curve on the f(t)-M(t) plane is expected to make a rather abrupt jump from the upper right corner
(steady-state conditions) to the upper left corner of the diagram once power imbalance appears.
The delayed recognition of such critical conditions due to two additional moving average ﬁlters
(Figure 7) could, therefore, translate into f thr of a certain stage being violated before the corresponding
Mthr . This would in turn be observed as shedding at lower frequency compared to a conventional
UFLS scheme. However, our testing proved that even when dealing with an extreme initial RoCoF
(−10 Hz/s), the Mthr criterion is still violated suﬃciently prior to the fthr criterion. In Table 2, the actual
frequency at which the Mthr was met is given for each UFLS stage. Evidently, M criteria of all UFLS
stages were met before the frequency even reached the f thr value of the ﬁrst UFLS stage (0.483 Hz
margin in a worst-case scenario—see the last column in Table 2). This proves that the innovative UFLS
scheme would respond to such an extreme event identically as the conventional scheme, with no
additional time delay.
Table 2. Frequency values at which individual Mthr thresholds are violated (RoCoF = −10 Hz/s).
UFLS Stage
Number

fthr [Hz]

Frequency at Which M thr Criterion Is
Met [Hz]

Margin [Hz]

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

49.0
48.8
48.6
48.4
48.2
48.1

49.4830
49.4830
49.4623
49.4623
49.4364
49.3415

0.4830
0.6830
0.8623
1.0623
1.2364
1.2415

5. Conclusions
In the most common viewpoint of smart grids, the decentralization of electric power generation
is usually accompanied by the centralization of protection functions. In this paper, we proved the
concept of a RoCoF-based innovative UFLS which does not require centralization, yet still provides a
high level of eﬃciency and ﬂexibility. The main conclusion of this paper is that the innovative UFLS
is deemed feasible and robust in practical applications. A proposed transition from conventional
towards innovative UFLS is extremely simple; (i) an exceptionally simple logic based on RoCoF has to
be incorporated in each under-frequency relay and (ii) a second criterion has to be added (parallel to the
existing frequency threshold) for real-time monitoring. This new criterion is based on a patent-pending
frequency stability margin calculated in real-time from the RoCoF and frequency values.
HIL simulations proved that innovative UFLS is feasible for real-world scenarios and that applying
RoCoF does not aﬀect its robustness in any of the tested conditions if the correct ﬁltering techniques
are selected. The main advantages of the innovative UFLS can be observed in moderate RoCoF
conditions, being such from the very moment of a power deﬁcit occurrence or decreased later on by
UFLS intervention.
To summarize the main contributions of this research which all relate to the practical aspects of the
implementation of an innovative UFLS scheme under test: (i) a multi-stage RoCoF ﬁltering procedure
that enables using RoCoF for local frequency stability margin calculation and monitoring in real-time
for UFLS purposes. Filtering improves the resolution (linear ﬁlter stages) and ﬁlters out the anomalies
(non-linear ﬁlter stage) in RoCoF measurements, (ii) a proof that despite RoCoF ﬁltering, introduced
time delays do not diminish the speed of UFLS operation during fast-occurring events (tested for
−10 Hz/s) as long as RoCoF is used in an appropriate manner as suggested in [17], (iii) a proof that
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IEDs with speciﬁcations similar to the PMU can be used for UFLS, which decreases cost (i.e., using
the same device for EPS observability and UFLS protection) and opens up numerous possibilities,
including building business and market models for UFLS as a part of the end consumer response and
other market opportunities related to Smart Grids, and (iv) a new criterion for comparison between
several UFLS methods, being the remaining RoCoF after UFLS stops intervening.
The analysis revealed that the diversity of IEDs (e.g., relays) and RoCoF-measuring techniques
present in an EPS is beneﬁcial to the UFLS method under test. Further optimization of RoCoF ﬁltering
is possible to reduce time delays, but one has to keep in mind that optimization, according to the
noise requirements, has to be appropriately considered. Future work will be directed towards the
development of the UFLS concept in which bulk load shedding is left to conventional UFLS, whereas
handling the remaining power imbalance is left to smart devices (e.g., smart meters) located at end
consumers and, therefore, widespread within the entire EPS.
6. Patents
This work is a subject to a pending International Patent Application No. PCT/EP2018/059048 ﬁled
on 9 April 2018.
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Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to introduce, examine, and evaluate the industrial experiences
and eﬀectiveness of a Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) replica controller installed
in Korea in 2019 through a review of its conﬁguration, test platform, and practical application, and
further to propose operational guidelines for replica controllers. Four representative practical cases
were conducted: a Dynamic Performance Test (DPT) under a suﬃciently large-scale power system
prior to the Site Acceptance Test (SAT), pre-veriﬁcation for on-site controller modiﬁcation during
operation stage, parameter tuning to mitigate the control interaction, and time domain simulation for
Sub-Synchronous Torsional Interaction (SSTI). None of these four cases can be performed in a Factory
Acceptance Test (FAT) or on-site. Therefore, TCSC control performance was accurately veriﬁed under
the entire Korean power system based on a large-scale real-time simulator, which demonstrated its
eﬀectiveness as a powerful tool for operations including multiple power electronics devices. Our
review herein of these four practical cases is expected to show the usefulness of replica controllers,
to demonstrate their strength to deal with practical ﬁeld events, and to contribute to the further
expansion of the application area from a perspective of electric utility.
Keywords: replica controller; TCSC; HIL; DPT; real-time simulation; testing; control and protection;
large-scale power system

1. Introduction
With the increasing complexity of power systems and the growth in renewable energy resources,
rapidly increasing numbers of power electronic equipment, such as large capacity high-voltage direct
current (HVDC) and ﬂexible AC transmission system (FACTS), are being installed to enhance the power
system stability and acceptance limit [1–3]. Power systems with multiple, large-capacity HVDC and
FACTS are capable of fast, active, and ﬂexible operation, unlike previous passive power systems based
on conventional synchronous generators. However, this trend requires a higher level of analysis and
operation technology due to the possible severe impacts on power systems and potential unexpected
problems such as control interaction [4–6].
The Electromagnetic Transient (EMT) tool is commonly used to analyze power electronics devices,
and real-time simulators are used to connect with the actual controller based on EMT [7–9]. Recently,
as the area needed to be studied and the number of power electronics devices have increased, the
scale of real-time simulators has correspondingly expanded. Typically, Korea, China, Taiwan, and
Canada have established environments of large-scale real-time simulators capable of conducting over
1000 buses, and have organized expert departments for analyzing HVDC and FACTS. China Southern
Power Grid (CSG) established 33 racks of Real-Time Digital Simulator (RTDS) in 2012, which can
contain an entire CSG network above 220 kV. One of the applications of large-scale RTDS is to playback
Energies 2020, 13, 3343; doi:10.3390/en13133343
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for several contingencies in real world, such as single-phase to ground fault, main protection faults,
and HVDC block. In Operador Nacional do Sistema Elétrico (ONS) in Brazil acquired their 10 racks of
RTDS in 2009 to test Rio Madeira HVDC link hardware controller, which is the longest HVDC link
in the world. Manitoba Hydro in Canada operates 20 racks of RTDS to study the impact of HVDC
links and hydro generation. Southern California Edison (SCE) test control and protection systems,
equipment interoperability, and performance under numerous contingency scenarios. Recently, Saudi
Electricity Company (SEC) expanded its simulator and now operates more than 40 racks of RTDS. Its
purpose is to determine the optimal locations for load shedding for voltage collapse protection, and
to study the behavior of the actual controller and the interaction of FACTS with their future HVDC
links. Such large-scale real-time expansion is a world-wide trend for various applications, especially
for equipment testing under wide area power systems. Additionally, Korea installed 34 racks of RTDS
in 2017 to test control and protection systems and to study the interaction of HVDC with FACTS and
the network of the entire Korean power system [10,11].
Meanwhile, Hardware In the Loop Simulation (HILS) is to test a performance of an external device
and to validate an implementation of a new algorithm or control scheme embedded in actual hardware
that is interfaced with a real-time simulator [12]. Moreover, it is mainly applied to one-time tests to
approve the pre-performance of an external single device such as protective relay [13,14]. Typically,
the device is certiﬁed and installed in the ﬁeld if the performance test is approved in a testing institute
or laboratory. However, complicated control and protection systems like HVDC and FACTS should
be investigated regularly for continuous analysis of site issues, even after the Site Acceptance Test
(SAT). China, France, Canada, and England have established and operated HVDC replica controllers,
which have fully replicated the actual on-site controller since early 2010 [15–18]. China has installed
all of CSG’s HVDC replica controller for study, validation, and maintenance. England established
National HVDC Centre to support Caithness–Moray multiterminal HVDC project, which involves
multivendors. Therefore, the replica controller was also installed to mainly study interoperability for
each converter. Réseau de Transport d’Électricité (RTE) in France owns and installed IFA2000 link
replica controller for the purpose of maintenance in 2017 during a refurbishment project. Additionally,
in Korea, Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) will establish replica controller for of all of the
HVDC project and FACTS nearby the HVDC converter station.
The replica controller consists of the same hardware board and software as the actual
controller. Even though the measurement level can vary depending on the conﬁguration, the
internal communication is also the same as that of an actual controller, except for the cooling and
redundancy system [16,19]. Therefore, with HILS connecting the replica controller to the real-time
simulator, the simulator can reproduce and playback the issues arising in an actual controller. On the
contrary, the issues arising in the replica controller may occur in the actual controller. This strength has
raised the importance of the replica controller due to its advantage to perform various pre-tests and
postanalyses, and to investigate alternatives that cannot be conducted with an actual ﬁeld controller.
In addition, its other applications such as software update of on-site controller, maintenance, and
operator training are known to be very wide.
However, the use cases and experiences of the replica controller are not well shared or published.
In particular, the procedure of wide area network modeling for the large-scale real-time simulator that
is the basis to interface with the replica controller has not been revealed in detail. In this paper, we
introduce a replica controller planned by KEPCO, describe its purpose of adaptation, present some
practical cases, demonstrate its eﬀectiveness from an electric utility perspective, and suggest further
operational directions to operate replica controllers in the future.
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2. Replica Controller in the Korean Power System
2.1. Planning for HVDC and FACTS in the Korean Power System
Recently, Korea has installed several HVDC and FACTS on its mainland to enhance the power
system ﬂexibility and to improve the stability for a 765 kV transmission line fault [20,21]. Since 765 kV
line fault signiﬁcantly impacts on the network, a special control scheme is embedded in HVDC and
FACTS to support power system stability during such line fault. For example, Thyristor Controlled
Series Compensators (TCSCs) are operated for impedance compensation to reduce 765 kV line loading
rate in steady state. In addition, a special control scheme is embedded to boost the impedance
compensation level from 50% to 70% for 5 s to improve the transit stability during 765 kV line fault [22].
To maintain a reactive power margin, three static synchronous compensators (STATCOMs) and
static var compensator (SVC) are operated in reactive power reserve control mode at both ends of
TCSC. In 2025 and 2026, two Line Commutated Converter (LCC) 4GW bi-pole HVDCs will be built
nearby the 765 kV line. Figure 1 shows HVDC and FACTS planned for installation in the Korean power
system by 2022.

Figure 1. HVDC, FACTS in the Korean power system.

A total of 13 HVDC and FACTS will be built in the Korean power system within the next decade,
which has increased the need for replica controllers.
2.2. Large-Scale Real-Time Simulator and Wide Area Network Modeling to Interface with the Replica Controller
KEPCO set up the world’s largest RTDS in 2017 to analyze power systems accurately, including
multiple HVDC and FACTS at the EMT level [23]. These include 34 racks of RTDS that are capable of
accommodating any kind of future HVDC, FACTS, and transmission systems over 154 kV without
equivalent network. This large-scale simulator operation requires signiﬁcant know-how and operational
technology. Therefore, KEPCO has developed and operated a preprocessing in-house tool for stable
large-scale power system simulations that now can model, stabilize, and verify a large-scale RTDS
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case of over 1000 buses in about 2 days [24]. Wide area network modeling with real-time simulator
(RTS) is very important, since it is the basis for analysis interfaced with replica controller and for study
interaction of adjacent other power electronic devices with network dynamics. This paper suggests the
use of data conversion functions in RTS in case of large-scale power system modeling of RTS owing
to human error of dealing with huge network data. Most of RTS support data conversion function
Transient Stability Analysis (TSA) tool to RTS. Procedure of wide area network modeling with RTS
interfaced with replica controller is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Flow chart of wide area network modeling procedure for real-time simulator (RTS) interfaced
with replica controller.

It facilitates detailed analysis of the controller to reveal the dynamic characteristic of a wide area
network and the interaction between the facilities and power systems at the EMT level. Figure 3 shows
the real-time simulation laboratory established in KEPCO.

Figure 3.
Real-time Digital Simulator in the Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO)
Research Institute.
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2.3. Purpose of the Replica Controller
The main purposes of the replica controller are performing the tests that are unavailable in the
ﬁeld, overcoming the limitations of Software In the Loop Simulation (SILS), and performing more
precise and accurate analysis [25–28]. These purposes may vary internationally depending on the
conﬁguration of the test environment. KEPCO has deﬁned the following ﬁve criteria to set up a
replica controller:
•

•

•

•

•

Dynamic Performance Test (DPT) under large-scale power system: DPT is performed under
a suﬃciently wide area network to reﬂect the dynamic characteristics of the power system
considering other HVDC and FACTS facilities nearby.
Preveriﬁcation: If the controller needs to be modiﬁed, improved, or updated during operation
stage, such as adding a new function or in/output signal, the adequacy can be veriﬁed and de-risk
can be achieved using a replica controller, which cannot be achieved with an actual ﬁeld controller.
Parameter Tuning: The huge changes in power systems, such as an adjacent network topology
or the installation of a new power plant, require adjusting the controller parameters. KEPCO
conducts veriﬁcation and parameter tuning periodically for HVDC and FACTS operations for
potential severe events, such as 765 kV line fault and Special Protection Scheme (SPS), by planning
winter/summer operation strategies biannually.
Event Analysis: The replica controller can analyze the root cause of any malfunction or fault
due to its detailed internal protection functions. Particularly, KEPCO can simulate not only a
single replica controller but also the entire Korean power system, including all HVDC and FACTS
manufacturer models with EMT, which facilitates the interaction investigation of the power system
and power electronic devices.
Operator Training: Training to improve the skill level of the ﬁeld operators can be conducted.
Field operators have few opportunities to deal with actual controllers before project completion.
Therefore, the replica controller could be a perfect tool for practical training to gain experience
in emergency operation, reaction of communication disruption, alarm analysis, and insertion
and block.

For this purpose, KEPCO is planning to set up replica controllers for all HVDC and TCSC in the
future, starting with the four TCSC replica controllers installed in 2019.
2.4. TCSC Replica Controller
The TCSC is installed to compensate for line impedance by the reactance control (boost factor
control). The facility conﬁguration consists of a series capacitor, thyristor valve, reactor, and Metal-Oxide
Varistor (MOV). TCSC topology and its conceptual control block are shown in Figure 4 [29].

Figure 4. Thyristor Controlled Series Compensator (TCSC) topology and conceptual control block.
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TCSC topology and the entire network are modeled in a RTS, and the TCSC control and protection
systems are implemented on the replica controller. The replica controller receives three analog
signals from the real-time simulator: the series capacitor voltage, the thyristor valve current, and
the transmission line current. The thyristor ﬁring pulse, the bypass switch, and the boost signal are
connected to a digital signal. TCSCs were installed at Shin Youngjoo and Shin Jecheon converter
stations. The replica controller is composed of four cubicles: control, protection, operation, and
measurement panels. The control, protection, and operation panels have an identical hardware board
and embedded software, except for redundancy. Figures 5 and 6 show the actual controller on-site and
replica controller in KEPCO laboratory.

Figure 5. TCSC actual controller on-site.

Figure 6. TCSC replica controller in Korea Electric Power Corporation (KEPCO) lab.

The TCSC replica controller oﬀers easy playback and on-site problem analysis capability, because
users can adjust various control settings, protection settings, and several control block parameters on
the operator system.
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3. Practical Cases
3.1. Dynamic Performance Test (DPT) with Adjacent Multiple FACTS
KEPCO recently established a new DPT procedure between Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) and
SAT. As the controller DPT is based on large-scale real-time simulator interfaced with a replica controller,
it can overcome the barrier of the previous single unit test in FAT. Furthermore, it is a very realistic
test because it contains both system dynamics and multiple HVDC and FACTS control characteristics.
There are three STATCOM, one SVC, and 765 kV transmission line nearby TCSC. This case covers the
veriﬁcation results of TCSC’s boost control scheme to improve the transient stability and the control
interaction with nearby parallel FACTS in the event of 765 kV failure, as one of the DPT items.
The 2019 winter operation strategy study data were used as the base case. Large-scale system
modeling revealed that RTDS takes 28 racks (based on PB5 processor card), 1399 buses, and
358 generators, and the load is 88,734 MW. There are 22 GW bulk generations over 22 generators on
eastern coast of Korea, so two nuclear power plants’ trip SPS is applied to maintain transient stability
when a 765 kV line fault occurs.
As shown in Figure 7, TCSC maintains a normally capacitive mode (mode: 2) without a bypass or
any mode change when a 765 kV line fault occurs, and it follows the boost factor reference appropriately.
In addition, both STATCOMs and SVC operate properly to compensate for the low voltage of TCSC
and the network near 765 kV transmission line, and to ensure that any control interaction with TCSC
does not occur. DPT using the replica controller enables accurate veriﬁcation of the actual controller’s
reliability via realistic testing that reﬂects the network and control characteristics nearby other power
electronic devices on-site.

Figure 7. TCSC and other FACTS output.
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3.2. Preveriﬁcation of a Modiﬁed Function for an Actual Controller
In the case of TCSC line internal temporary fault, a reinsertion delay of about 1 s was applied in
force for stable synchronization of the internal phase lock loop (PLL) controller in the previous control
algorithm. After FAT completion, the manufacturer developed a new function called fast reinsertion,
and tried to implement it into the actual controller. However, such implementation directly into the
actual controller may incur a risk in the absence of any veriﬁcation using the actual controller. In this
practical case, a replica controller is used to pre-verify a new function or a controller improvement
to be updated with an on-site actual controller. Figures 8 and 9 show the veriﬁcation result using a
replica controller before and after improvement.

Figure 8. TCSC boost factor (before improvement).

Figure 9. TCSC boost factor (after improvement).

As shown in Figure 8, TCSC still maintains a bypass mode (mode: 4, 5) for about 1.3 (at 3–4.3 s),
even after successful line reclosing. However, after the improvement, TCSC is reinserted immediately
after successful line reclosing, as shown in Figure 9. In addition to this practical case, several other
tests were conducted to validate the reliability of the new function, and then on-site actual controller
was successfully updated.
3.3. Parameter Tuning for Control Interaction
During commissioning for Shin Jecheon TCSC#1 and #2, at 1 AM (light load) on November 2019,
TCSC#2 was permanently bypassed by a sudden reactance error protection operation shown below
Figure 10. Analysis of the fault recorder revealed that TCSC #1 and #2 were in a state of oscillation and
hunting each other while reaching to the light-load condition at dawn. As a result of modeling the
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network condition at that time with a real-time simulator and analyzing it using a replica controller,
the error value of the steady-state PLL controller was found to be continuously increasing rather
than decreasing.

Figure 10. TCSC bypassed on site.

To mitigate this control interaction, the sensitivity of the replica controller was tuned so that the
steady-state PLL proportional gain was changed from 4 to 3 and integration gain increased from 400 to
1000 via the heuristic method. Figure 11 shows the conceptual PLL control block.
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Figure 11. Phase lock loop (PLL) conceptual PI control block.

The analysis results of the before and after parameter tuning using the replica controller are
presented in Figure 12. The oscillation of TCSC was prevented even if #2 had been inserted during
TCSC #1 operation, and the steady-state PLL controller error term was also reduced, which veriﬁed
that the system was under normal control conditions. Several additional tests among the DPT were
conducted to verify whether such parameter tuning aﬀects other control performances, and then the
on-site controller parameters were ﬁnally tuned successfully. Finally, the steady-state PLL gain was
suitable for the current power system conditions.

Figure 12. Comparison between before/after parameter tuning.
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Low-level controller gain tuning does not commonly occur, but it may be needed due to changes
in the network condition. Therefore, periodic parameter tuning using the replica controller and the
eﬀect on the system should be veriﬁed in advance. In June 2020, two 1.4 GW nuclear power plants
will be connected to the power system nearby the TCSC sending end, and optimal parameter tuning
adapted to the changed network condition will be undertaken again.
3.4. Subsynchronous Torsional Interaction (SSTI) Validation under a Large-Scale Power System
During the operation stage, the actual SSTI analysis needs to consider the additional damping
provided by the adjacent generator, HVDC, and FACTS. Therefore, KEPCO modeled the entire Korean
power system without the equivalent network, interfaced with the TCSC replica controller, and applied
damping analysis to investigate the possibility of SSTI occurrence. In the event of SSTI, the target
generator is modeled with a multi-mass model and time domain simulation for the entire Korean
power system is carried out to identify the problem accurately. In this practical case, three STATCOMs
and one SVC are considered in addition to the target generator of SSTI analysis. Figures 13 and 14
show the single line diagram and damping analysis result, respectively, for Hanwool nuclear power
plant (NP) #2 and TCSC.

Figure 13. Single line diagram near TCSC.

Figure 14. Damping analysis result.

The Hanwool #3 and #4, which are the target generators for the analysis, are radially connected to
TCSC at the N-6 contingency, which has a little negative damping at the generator’s minimum output
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around 12.3 Hz mode frequency. We ﬁnally identiﬁed that it had positive damping through the time
domain simulation for SSTI possibility, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 15. Time domain simulation result in light load of generator.

4. Conclusions
The importance of replica controllers has recently increased owing to the expansion of HVDC and
FACTS facilities. Such replica controllers have been installed mainly in China, Canada, and Europe. In
this paper, we described the ﬁrst replica controller set up in Korea, and presented the more realistic
test, analysis, and operation as applicable and necessary under the actual network conditions. In
addition, we represented its usefulness for application to the following four practical cases: DPT under
a large-scale power system, preveriﬁcation parameter tuning, event analysis, and SSTI occurrence
veriﬁcation. The replica controllers that demonstrated the usefulness of their on-site application in
all four cases could not be performed on-site. The analysis results of these practical experiences oﬀer
great value by contributing to the stable future operation of multiple HVDC and FACTS. In particular,
since diﬀerent types and manufacturers of equipment are operated together in the real world, we will
prepare and study for interoperability and interaction using multiple replica controllers in the future
under an upcoming complicated power system.
Following on from the ﬁrst TCSC replica controller, KEPCO will continue to setup more HVDC
and FACTS replica controllers, and further research and development are being conducted related to
its operation and analysis technology for mutual control interaction issues from multivendor replica
controllers to adjacent facilities. The integration and comprehensive analysis of multiple replica
controllers in the future will require standardization of the replica controllers’ technical speciﬁcations
to optimize the ﬂexibility and interoperability from a perspective of electric utility.
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Abstract: The complexity of a smart grid with a high share of renewable energy resources introduces
several issues in testing power equipment and controls. In this context, real-time simulation and
Hardware in the Loop (HIL) techniques can tackle these problems that are typical for power system
testing. However, implementing a convoluted HIL setup in a single infrastructure can be physically
impossible or can increase the time required to test a smart grid application in detail. This paper
introduces the Joint Test Facility for Smart Energy Networks with Distributed Energy Resources
(JaNDER) that allows users to exchange data in real-time between two or more infrastructures. This
tool enables the integration of infrastructures, exploiting the synergies between them, and creating
a virtual infrastructure that can perform more experiments using a combination of the resources
installed in each infrastructure. In particular, JaNDER can extend a HIL setup. In order to validate
this new testing concept, a coordinated voltage controller has been tested in a Controller HIL setup
where JaNDER was used to interact with an actual On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) controller located
in a remote infrastructure. The results show that the latency introduced by JaNDER is not critical;
hence, under certain circumstances, it can be used to expand the real-time testing without aﬀecting
the stability of the experiment.
Keywords: HIL; CHIL; integrated laboratories; real-time communication platform; power
system testing

1. Introduction
In a global warming trend [1], the key enablers to manage the increasing emission of greenhouse
gases (GHGs) are energy eﬃciency and low-carbon technologies. Renewable sources, storage systems,
and ﬂexible loads provide enhanced possibilities. However, these new resources introduce several
issues that power system operators have to cope with and investigate. Indeed, an infrastructure with a
growing amount of heterogeneous components typically has a higher complexity than traditional power
plants [2]. Sophisticated component design methods, intelligent information and communication
architectures, automation and control concepts, and proper standards are necessary in order to
manage the higher complexity of such intelligent power systems (i.e., Smart Grids) [3–5]. Due to the
considerable higher complexity of such cyber-physical systems, it is expected that the validation of
smart grid conﬁgurations will play a major role in future technology developments.
During the last decade, a growing number of various research and technology development
activities have already been carried out in this area. This has been brought to form several research
infrastructures (RIs) performing experiments on smart grid activities. However, up to now, no
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integrated approach for analyzing and evaluating smart grid conﬁgurations addressing power system,
as well as information, communication, and control topics is available. The integration of cyber security
and privacy issues are also not suﬃciently addressed by existing solutions. In order to guarantee a
sustainable and secure supply of electricity in a smart grid system with considerable higher complexity,
and to support the expected forthcoming large-scale roll out of new technologies, a proper integrated
RI for smart grids is necessary.
In this context, ERIGrid project [6] came up with a tool for integrating laboratories, exchanging
data in real-time. This tool, the Joint Test Facility for Smart Energy Networks with Distributed
Energy Resources (JaNDER), allows users to exploit the synergies among the RIs in order to increase
the number of test cases that can be implemented without any further cost for hardware/software
extension. Obviously, some test cases can be performed in an integrated RI, while others, with strict
time constraints, cannot. Indeed, the exchange of information between the RIs introduces a delay
due to the communication latency that changes as a function of RI locations, the architecture of the
communication infrastructure, and the amount of data to exchange.
There are a few research papers that document real-time simulation using geographically
distributed resources. Ravikumar et al. [7] integrated two digital real-time simulator (DRTS) setups
based on a customized advanced data acquisition system. Similar setups have been used by
Faruque et al. [8] and Rentachintala [9]. In recent works [10] and [11] a geographically distributed
real-time simulation (GD-RTS) has been performed using VILLASframework [12], a set of tools that
can be used for integrating RIs. In particular, VILLASframework includes a lab-to-lab communication
mode, thorough the public internet, with an architecture very similar to that of JaNDER. While
VILLAS supports various integration modes with diﬀerent purposes and performances, JaNDER
makes lightness and simplicity of use its major strengths.
In Section 2, a description of the main challenges in power system testing are discussed to explain
why HIL techniques and the integration of RIs are important to tackle the upcoming issues in the
transition of the power system. Section 3 describes the architecture of JaNDER, and Section 4 presents
the results of the characterization tests performed. In the end, Section 5 presents a real application
involving two RIs to validate the concept of integrated RIs and to evaluate the performance of JaNDER.
2. Real-Time Simulation Testing
Real-time simulation and HIL techniques are gaining signiﬁcant attention as a testing procedure
for smart grid applications. These techniques allow the connection of physical devices (e.g., inverters,
controllers) to a DRTS that simulates the rest of the power system in real-time. Therefore, instead of
using simulated models of hardware equipment, which could be inaccurate compared to the actual
device, the actual hardware components are used providing a more realistic view of a smart grid
application. Under this setup, exhaustive testing can be achieved in realistic, ﬂexible, controllable, and
repeatable conditions leading to fewer problems at the commissioning phase and ﬁeld operation [13–16].
HIL approaches can be the closest representation that a laboratory test can get to a full hardware
application. However, as the HIL setup approaches the actual ﬁeld implementation, complexity and
interfacing challenges increase due to the introduction of various hardware components.
The implementation procedure of such convoluted setup could be quite time consuming. This is
derived from the fact that the engineers involved must gain adequate expertise on the diﬀerent
equipment, which could have been developed by various manufacturers, in order to address
communication, protection and interface issues between the hardware devices and the DRTS. The
physical space required, in the infrastructure hosting the HIL setup, can be another important
limitation factor.
To sum up, implementing a convoluted HIL setup in a single infrastructure can be physically
impossible or can increase the time required to test a smart grid application in detail. However, platforms
like JaNDER, which is described in this work, can be used to overcome the aforementioned issues.
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JaNDER allows the interconnection of diﬀerent infrastructures with very small communication
latencies and can be used, as presented in Section 5, to expand the HIL setup. This addresses the space
limitation issue and also reduces the time required to interface the diﬀerent equipment due to the
collaboration of diﬀerent personnel specialized in diﬀerent components.
3. JaNDER Concept
To better understand how an HIL setup can be extended on two or more RIs, it is useful to
explain how JaNDER works. At the heart of the JaNDER platform, there is the idea that several RIs,
linked with a standardized ICT solution, are integrated into a Virtual Research Infrastructure (VRI),
encompassing the simulation/experimental potential made available by each laboratory, and thus
being able to participate in tests of complex use cases. The overall idea of VRI is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Virtual research infrastructure concept.

Figure 1 shows the advantage of the VRI concept: the possibility for one RI to seamlessly access
the resources located at a remote site: these resources might be real ﬁeld devices, typically mediated
through a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system, or resources modelled inside a
DRTS. DRTSs are crucial components of smart grid laboratory experiments but are also very expensive
and the possibility of sharing them among RIs is a big advantage. Also, software artifacts such as
control algorithms (e.g., a voltage control algorithm, operating on both local and remote devices) can
be remotely connected. In practice, measurements and control signals transferred through the VRI’s
common interface can beneﬁt from higher levels of interoperability—at a basic level, there is the need
to transfer plain values associated to devices (either real or simulated), while a more semantic level can
be placed “above” the basic exchange of ﬁeld signals. In fact, this “layered” approach is the one used
by the JaNDER platform (under the terminology of “Level 0” and “Level 1”), as described in more
details in the following subsections.
3.1. JaNDER Level 0
JaNDER Level 0 implements the basic mechanism for exchanging live data (i.e., typically
measurements and controls) between diﬀerent RIs. The non-functional constraints associated to this
layer are the following:
•

Work with a “push” communication model, i.e., do not require any RI to accept incoming TCP
connections. This allows for a simpler deployment of the platform.
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•
•
•
•

Use the HTTPS protocol; the reason for this requirement is the same as the previous one.
It must be easy to integrate the platform in many diﬀerent existing laboratory environments, using
diﬀerent communication protocols and programming languages.
It must be secure. Since RIs are connected over the Internet, proper cyber security mechanisms
must be adopted in order to guarantee that only authorized parties can connect to the platform.
It must be “fast enough”; this actually means fast enough to support the foreseen test cases, both
in terms of latency and volume of data.

Given the above requirement, Figure 2 illustrates in a simpliﬁed manner the implemented JaNDER
Level 0 architecture, which is then explained in details.

Figure 2. Joint Test Facility for Smart Energy Networks with Distributed Energy Resources (JaNDER)
Level 0 architecture.

The starting point for each RI is a real-time repository used to collect measurements and controls
from the ﬁeld (or more often, as shown in Figure 2, from an already existing SCADA system or DRTS).
The reason for this repository is the decoupling of the JaNDER platform from any speciﬁc automation
solution already installed in the infrastructure. The idea is to have data points from each partner
available in the same basic format using a simple key-value repository. The remote connection of
remote infrastructures is then implemented by deploying a common real-time repository (which can
be hosted in a cloud environment, for example) that is automatically synchronized with all the local
real-time databases of the partners. In other words, the common repository acts as a central broker
for connecting the diﬀerent local repositories of the partners, and can be thought as a “virtual bus”
connecting all authorized facilities. The real-time repository is an existing open source product, called
Redis [17], which is a widely tested, supported, and documented solution with client libraries already
developed for many programming languages and environments. However, the HTTPS replication
logic is not part of the Redis product and has been developed originally within the project and then
released as open-source software.
A crucial implementation aspect of JaNDER Level 0 is the connection between Redis and the
existing SCADA system (or individual ﬁeld devices, depending on each laboratory architecture, such
as a DRTS); this link is of course diﬀerent for each partner, and therefore, the associated software
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development eﬀort can vary from a really straightforward task, in case the SCADA system provides
an open and well-documented interface for connection with external systems to a diﬃcult and
time-demanding task, in case there is no central SCADA system and each device must be integrated
separately (possibly with diﬀerent communication protocols). Given the impossibility to address each
of the partner’s ICT infrastructures in a uniﬁed way, it should be noted that the extremely simple data
model of the Redis database and the fact that client libraries are available in almost any programming
language and environment (including LabVIEW and Matlab, which are highly popular in laboratory
environments) helps in keeping the integration eﬀort minimal. In conclusion, all of the requirements
mentioned at the beginning of this section have been addressed with the described implementation:
the performance argument in particular is detailed in the next section.
The fully open source nature of JaNDER Level 0 [18] makes it easy to extend the VRI community
in the future with new participants, however external users will also typically be interested in having a
standardized protocol for interfacing: this is handled by the higher JaNDER levels, as described in the
next subsection.
3.2. JaNDER Level 1
JaNDER Level 1 is a software abstraction build on top of Level 0, and its purpose is to provide an
IEC 61850 interface on top of the very simple data structures deﬁned in Redis. The reason for adding
this level is of course to provide access to the VRI by means of an internationally accepted standard
where applicable, such as IEC 61850, which is a standard of primary importance in the ﬁeld of Smart
Grids. The high level architecture of JaNDER Level 1, as an extension of the picture presented for
JaNDER level 0, is the following.
In Figure 3, one RI wants to access some contents of its Redis database using the IEC 61850
protocol. It should be stressed that the data points which are in its repository can also come from
another RI by means of the JaNDER Level 0 replication mechanism. This means that the IEC 61850
server in the picture can give access to devices in infrastructure 2 but also in infrastructure 1, in a
seamless way; at the same time, since the IEC 61850 connection is local to infrastructure 2, there is
no need to setup sophisticated cyber security mechanisms for this connection, i.e., the basic MMS
protocol without any encryption can be safely used. Of course this is possible because strong cyber
security mechanisms are already implemented at Level 0, and are therefore completely transparent for
Level 1. The “Mapping” and “CID” ﬁles shown as inputs in the above ﬁgure are the fundamental
inputs needed by the IEC 61850 server in order to work. More in detail, the conﬁgured IED description
(CID) is the standard IEC 61850 ﬁle used for conﬁguring a device (an IED) and contains a data model
representing (a subset of) the contents of the Redis repository in terms of IEC 61850 logical nodes.
Apart from this ﬁle, it is of course necessary to link the data attributes deﬁned inside it with the live
values stored in Redis: this is done by means of a mapping ﬁle, which is a text ﬁle where each line
contains an IEC 61850 data attribute name and a corresponding Redis data point name. The server will
use this ﬁle in order to connect the IEC 61850 data model speciﬁed in the CID to Redis.
The IEC 61850 server software is completely open source [19] and based on the OpenIEC61850 Java
library provided by Fraunhofer ISE [20] and others in the context of the wider OpenMUC framework.
The library has been integrated with a Redis interfacing mechanism which allows the implementation
of the behavior discussed above. The interfacing is of course bidirectional, so that measurements can
be retrieved and control commands can be issued. (It should be highlighted that the more advanced
IEC 61850 control services (enhanced security and select-before-operate) have not been implemented
since the direct control with normal security is adequate for the testing scenarios.) In conclusion, the
Level 1 of the JaNDER platform provides a simpliﬁed way of adding an IEC 61850 standard interface
to a RI, built on top of the Level 0 basic solution.
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Figure 3. JaNDER Level 1 architecture.

4. JaNDER Characterization
4.1. JaNDER Characterization Introduction
To better understand the behavior of JaNDER in diﬀerent contexts a characterization of the
diﬀerent JaNDER levels is necessary. First of all, two of the principal features that are usually taken
into account in a distributed system have been considered: latency and response time. In this work
only one level has been tested: JaNDER Level 0. The diﬀerence between JaNDER Level 0 and Level 1,
in terms of latency, is negligible; the delay introduced by JaNDER Level 1 is only few milliseconds due
to the mapping between the two layers. For this reason, only a single test has been performed. For this
type of architecture, it is important to evaluate the latency to exchange measurements between a single
RI and the cloud platform. The next subsection introduces a useful platform to log the measurements
used during the tests in order to characterize JaNDER and the test procedure adopted for testing
JaNDER Level 0.
4.2. Logging Data Platform: a Big Data Solution
Since the characterization of JaNDER needs a large number of experiments, to simplify the
management of the test, a Big Data solution has been developed. The idea is to automate the analysis
of test results as much as possible and to make it easy to manage the collection and analysis of data
with a Big Data platform. The platform for data analysis is deployed using the Amazon AWS [21]
infrastructure. Databricks [22] was used for the Big Data analysis. Every single RI records the ﬁles
coming from tests, and at the end of the test, these logs are sent to the single cloud repository (AWS S3
in Figure 4). Using the framework Apache Spark [23] in Databricks, it is possible to aggregate and
explore the data coming from all the tests performed by the RI in a single place with powerful Big Data
tools and save the results again in AWS S3 to be eventually visualized or processed with other tools.
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Figure 4. Logging data platform.

To permit that every single test is realized without the overlap of other tests, scheduling the tests
is recommended in order to automatically run the test for every RI. In this way, the latency of every
single measurement is not compromised by other tests. In the next paragraph, the JaNDER Level 0 test
is described.
4.3. Test JaNDER Level 0: Test Description
The layer considered for this test is JaNDER Level 0. Figure 5 shows the conceptual model of
this test. It aims to measure the time required for the data synchronization from an RI to the Cloud
Platform: t2 − t1 . In practice this time should be similar to the latency value of a public network such
as the Internet. Since the Internet is not a deterministic network and does not present Quality of
Service (QoS), but it is based on best-eﬀort service, obviously the results must always consider this
characteristic of the Internet, so it means that sometimes the measured latency may contain outliers
with very high values (also in the order of tens of seconds).

Figure 5. Conceptual model to test latency for JaNDER Level 0.

Every single RI, at the scheduled time, will send 1000 times a group of measurements. The test
is repeated for four times with groups of 1, 10, 100, and 1000 measurements every time. The tests
have been executed for a week, in slots of 30 min from 09:00 to 17:00, for each single RI. As already
mentioned these experiments were performed using a scheduler in such a way as to have at any
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moment only a laboratory connected for the tests. The test parameters for JaNDER Level 0 can be
summarized as follows:
•
•
•

Target measure: latency of updating data on cloud platform;
N◦ of measurements: 1, 10, 100, and 1000 repetitions for every single test (one hour per day for
each RI);
The synchronization between the machines is obtained using NTP.

For this type of test, a lot of data was collected—16 tests a day, four for every partners for four
number of measurements. Every test consists of 1000 repetitions, for a total of 16,000 single repetitions
for day. This was possible thanks to the automatic script system. Here a test summarizations (after a
data cleaning):
• n◦ of considered tests:
• n◦ of measurement synchronization (local to cloud):
• n◦ of 1 measurement sync:
• n◦ of 10 measurement sync:
• n◦ of 100 measurement sync:
• n◦ of 1000 measurement sync:

67
66,580
16,820 (hours 7–8)
18,985 (hours 9–10)
17,775 (hours 11–12)
13,000 (hours 13–14)

Figure 6 shows that during the test the server has no Central Processing Unit (CPU), memory,
network problems (of course, there is only one active client). This means that the latency measurement
is not inﬂuenced by the machine (an Amazon AWS EC2 c3.large).

Figure 6. CPU, memory, network measurements during the tests.

4.4. Test JaNDER Level 0: Test Results
This paragraph shows some results of the JaNDER Level 0 characterization. Considering one of
the RI, Figures 7–10 show the latency as function of the number of measurements sent from the RI to
the cloud for every single repetitions.
The ﬁrst set of tests considers one single measurement for repetition. Figure 7 shows the results
coming from tests related to a single RI for JaNDER Level 0 test.
In this case the picture on the right shows that there are 3997 measurements exchange between the
RI and the cloud platform. The average latency is 32.7 ms, and the third quartile is equal to 29.3 ms.
The second set of experiments considers 10 measurements for time. Figure 8 displays the results.
In this case, the third quartile is equal to 31 ms.
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Figure 7. Single research infrastructure (RI) results for JaNDER Level 0 test: one single measurement
for every repetition.

Figure 8. Single RI results for JaNDER Level 0 test: 10 measurements for every repetition.

Figure 9. Single RI results for JaNDER Level 0 test: 100 measurements for every repetition.

The third experiment considers 100 measurements for time. Figure 9 shows the results. The third
quartile is equal to 31.6 ms. The latency is practically in line with previous tests.
The fourth and last test is with 1000 measurements sent from the RI to the cloud platform. Figure 10
shows that the third quartile is equal to 132 ms. This means that with 1000 measurements at a time, the
latency increases from about 30 ms to 130 ms.
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Figure 10. Single RI results for JaNDER Level 0 test: 1000 measurements for every repetition.

Figure 11 presents a summary of the tests. Figure 11 compares all the tests for diﬀerent number of
measurements (1, 10, 100, 1000) and showing the total statistics (grand total). Blue points represent the
outlier of every test. The Internet latency, and thus the JaNDER Level latency, is sometime more than
one second.

Figure 11. RI results for JaNDER Level 0 test.

The JaNDER Level 0 test results conﬁrms that applications with time constant in the range of
seconds are feasible with a number of measurements lower than 1000 measurements.
5. Example of Application: Integration of a Remote OLTC Controller
Real-time testing, using HIL techniques, can evaluate equipment performance in realistic
conditions. This could lead in a decrease of their integration time while also reducing potential
risks in their ﬁeld deployment [14]. Components such as controllers and power equipment that are
part of actual applications make the HIL setup more realistic and close to the actual conditions.
However, there might be a limitation on how many devices a research infrastructure can host, due
to space limitation or due to the fact that diﬀerent components probably are developed by diﬀerent
manufacturers. Therefore, it might be diﬃcult to investigate if any integration issue occurs between
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the devices in a safe laboratory environment prior to ﬁeld implementations. For example, possible
issues might exist due to communication delays between the diﬀerent IED’s control devices.
In this section the adequacy of JaNDER platform to serve as the interface between equipment
located at remote RIs coupling them in the same HIL setup is investigated.
In order to illustrate that, a Coordinated Voltage Controller, which aims to reduce voltage
deviations utilizing diﬀerent inverters and an On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) located in a Low Voltage
(LV) benchmark grid, will be tested in a Control Hardware in the Loop (CHIL) setup. At the same time,
it will utilize JaNDER to interact with an actual OLTC controller located in a remote infrastructure.
Finally, in actual ﬁeld implementations, an interface with an industrial communication protocol is
established between a centralized controller and remote IEDs. Therefore, using the JaNDER Level 1
platform, which integrates diﬀerent components located in remote infrastructures with the industrial
protocol IEC 61850, a more realistic environment can be achieved.
5.1. Test Description
In the aforementioned setup, a centralized voltage controller (CVC) operates in the premises of
Electrical Energy Systems Laboratory (EESL) of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA).
The aim of this controller is to minimize the voltage deviations, power losses and the required OLTC
operations [14]. In order to do that, the CVC receives measurements such as the load demand, the PVs’
production, the batteries state of charge (SoC), and the OLTC’s tap position. Then, an optimization
problem is solved providing the required setpoints for the PV and battery inverters as well as the
OLTC’s required tap changes in order to achieve the aforementioned goals. The aim of this optimization
is to minimize the voltage deviation from the nominal value while at the same time to ensure that
the power losses are not increased considerably, due to the additional reactive power injection, and
the OLTC operations are restricted to avoid its wear. This optimization problem is solved with a
commercial solver that is able to ﬁnd a local minimum for non-linear problems. The timestep of each
iteration is around 1 min [8].
In this setup, a DRTS located in the EESL, is the backbone of a CHIL setup. Under this setup, the
centralized controller can receive and send measurements in real-time. Therefore, both its behavior
and its impact on the power system can be investigated under realistic conditions. In the DRTS, the LV
Cigre benchmark network is simulated in a similar way to previous works [14,15]. The main goal of
the test-case described in this work is to demonstrate the ability of JaNDER to further enhance the
setup including an OLTC controller located in a remote installation. Therefore, possible interaction
issues between the CVC controller located in EESL in Athens, Greece, and an OLTC controller located
in the UDEX laboratory at the Ormazabal premises in Bilbao, Spain, have been investigated. It should
be highlighted that the CVC controller has been integrated through the JaNDER Level 1 platform
with the OLTC controller. To meet the test setup requirements, an OLTC controller emulator has
been used instead of the actual transformer with the OLTC. This controller emulator includes the
control of the OLTC and also serves as a real-time simulator of the whole OLTC system. This is
achieved by including in the emulator the expected behavior of the OLTC hardware, such as delays in
changing taps [24,25]. Therefore, through the JaNDER platform, a HIL setup is interconnected with a
custom-made real-time simulator.
JaNDER-Level 1 was used to receive measurements (tap position) and send commands
(tap changes) to the OLTC controller. Finally, the tap position measured by the OLTC controller
is forced to a simulated OLTC in the DRTS at NTUA’s premises in order to include the impact of
the actual OLTC’s changes to the simulated system. The described advanced setup is presented in
Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Test setup using JaNDER.

5.2. Results
The operation of CVC controller in parallel with the OLTC controller was tested for a daily scenario
with increased PV production. Under this scenario, the CVC is expected to utilize the OLTC in order to
mitigate voltage rise issues.
In Figures 13 and 14, the voltage proﬁles with and without the CVC operation are presented. In
Figure 15, the Tap position forced to the OLTC controller by the CVC controller is presented.

Figure 13. Voltage proﬁle at consumer premises without the centralized voltage controller (CVC).
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Figure 14. Voltage proﬁle at consumer premises with the CVC.

Figure 15. On Load Tap Changer (OLTC) position changes.

Under this setup, the ability of JaNDER platform to enhance real-time testing was investigated.
The CVC was tested and validated against an OLTC controller and real-time simulator designed by
specialized personnel in a diﬀerent location. This test case clearly showed that JaNDER can be used
for testing applications, like the CVC controller with equipment in diﬀerent RIs without aﬀecting
its operation due to the time delays introduced by the interface. In Figure 16, the delays measured
during a request for a tap position by the CVC to the OLTC are presented. The most signiﬁcant
delay is introduced by the OLTC controller/OLTC real-time simulator which emulates the actual
performance of an OLTC in a transformer. The inverters, which are simulated in the DRTS located
in the same infrastructure as the CVC controller, receive their setpoint faster, which results in faster
acknowledgement of the setpoint implementation by the CVC controller. Therefore, both the distributed
DERs implement their setpoints in diﬀerent time frames and the CVC controller acknowledges those
setpoints at diﬀerent time stamps.
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Figure 16. Time delays introduced in the setup.

However, the CVC time step (~1 min) is signiﬁcantly larger than the time required from the CVC
controller to send the setpoints to the DERs and OLTC and acknowledge their implementation (~5 s).
Therefore, the overall behavior of this application is not aﬀected by the diﬀerent time frames that the
devices react to the CVC controller setpoints.
As shown in Figure 16, the most signiﬁcant delay is introduced by the OLTC operation according
to the CVC request. This delay could diﬀer according to the OLTC manufacturer. It is clear of
course that if the OLTC controller’s response is comparable to the centralized controller’s timestep,
the overall behavior of the system would be aﬀected. For example, during online operation the
centralized controller initiates a sequence by sending setpoints to all the local devices. If the OLTC
controller response is comparable to the centralized controller timestep, then it is possible that the
tap position will remain the same when the central controller begins measurements in the next
timestep. The central controller would then send an additional request (e.g., tap increase) to the
OLTC controller. If the OLTC controller implements those request in series, the resulting tap position
would be wrong leading to undesired operation of the OLTC. To avoid this, the CVC controller should
request, for example acknowledgement from the local controllers that the ordered setpoints have been
implemented. The setup presented can eﬀectively reveal such weaknesses of the controller design in a
safe laboratory environment.
In this implementation, the most signiﬁcant factor of failure is the OLTC response compared
to the CVC timestep, since the platform’s delays are insigniﬁcant compared to the CVC timestep.
Nevertheless, the platform delays can aﬀect the overall stability of the setup and the accuracy of the
results, if applications requiring faster response are considered. The stability of a control system
considering the sample rate of the controller for systems with communication network delays has
been investigated in [26,27]. A controller with slower response or slower sample rate is usually a
way to increase the robustness of the control against communication delays. This is not applicable in
setups with several controllers located in remote locations, since altering their response might lead to a
behaviour diﬀerent than anticipated in the ﬁeld deployment. A general rule of thumb when using the
JaNDER platform to create a testing setup is to compare the network delays introduced by JaNDER,
with the actual network delays expected in the ﬁeld deployment or to ensure that the controller has
a sample rate that is not aﬀected by the communication delays. Otherwise, the testing setup is not
suitable, as shown in the example of decentralized secondary voltage and frequency control of an
islanded microgrid under varying time delays [27].
6. Discussion
From the point of view of the CVC users, this test case using JaNDER was more realistic
by interfacing their DRTS with the industrial product. At the same time, the collaboration with
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the experienced industrial personnel has assured a safe and fast interfacing of both devices, since
every team was able to prepare the equipment in their area of expertise, thus boosting the overall
implementation time.
From the point of view of the industrial partner, the JaNDER implementation has provided
an insight on state-of-the-art approaches on smart grid applications. At the same time, the
introduction of their equipment in such application presented a new opportunity for future research
and investigation area.
Since most of commercial real-time simulators have a considerable capital cost, from the overall
project perspective, JaNDER can promote collaboration between diﬀerent infrastructures in order to
expand their real-time testing capabilities without spending signiﬁcant resources in the upgrade of
their equipment and can provide considerable beneﬁts for both a commercial and academic ﬁeld by
connecting geographically distributed real-time simulators.
On the other hand, since the industrial protocol (IEC 61850) is widely supported by JaNDER
platform, studying the impact of this communication alongside the electrical grid in real-time, can
provide a valuable insight on the impact of the delays and interfacing issues of both networks.
Finally, connecting power components (e.g., inverters) to diﬀerent infrastructures can also be
utilized through this platform to study the latency impact and to test slow varying phenomena of these
components. Knowing that this platform was proven as a reliable and valuable tool with no critical
latency, it is interesting to expand it in real-time testing without aﬀecting the stability of the experiment.
7. Conclusions
The integration of distributed renewable energy resources to the grid is increasing its complexity
and, therefore, new ﬂexible system test methods are needed to study their impact and to ensure their
eﬃciency and security. A novel HIL setup, based on remote hardware integration, is presented in this
paper. This new testing setup is available thanks to the real-time communication tool developed in the
context of ERIGrid project called JaNDER.
To demonstrate this new testing setup, a real test case, interfacing an industrial device like an
OLTC controller with a remote DRTS with a LV network model, has been implemented. The test results
shows that the latency for data exchanging due to JaNDER is lower than 300 ms. Hence, this platform
is suitable for testing remote hardware/software and analyzing slow varying phenomena. Indeed the
latency does not aﬀect the stability of the experiments.
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Abstract: Grid operators are now considering using distributed energy resources (DERs) to provide
distribution voltage regulation rather than installing costly voltage regulation hardware. DER devices
include multiple adjustable reactive power control functions, so grid operators have the diﬃcult
decision of selecting the best operating mode and settings for the DER. In this work, we develop a
novel state estimation-based particle swarm optimization (PSO) for distribution voltage regulation
using DER-reactive power setpoints and establish a methodology to validate and compare it against
alternative DER control technologies (volt–VAR (VV), extremum seeking control (ESC)) in increasingly
higher ﬁdelity environments. Distribution system real-time simulations with virtualized and power
hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL)-interfaced DER equipment were run to evaluate the implementations
and select the best voltage regulation technique. Each method improved the distribution system
voltage proﬁle; VV did not reach the global optimum but the PSO and ESC methods optimized the
reactive power contributions of multiple DER devices to approach the optimal solution.
Keywords: voltage regulation; distribution system; power hardware-in-the-loop; distributed energy
resources; extremum seeking control; particle swarm optimization; state estimation; reactive power
support; volt–VAR

1. Introduction
Installed variable distributed renewable energy is continuing to grow, with much of this growth
being related to distribution systems [1]. In the past, utilities could assume unidirectional power
ﬂow and regulation of grid voltage within ANSI Standard C84.1 [2] limits. The penetration of
distributed energy resources (DER) presents challenges for distribution circuit voltage regulation [3]
because ﬂuctuating DER current injection on the feeder from renewable energy resources leads to
voltage perturbations [4]. The voltage swings are currently corrected by load tap changing (LTC)
transformers, capacitor banks, and other voltage regulation equipment—often designed or placed
prior to the addition of the DER systems. Many distribution system operators (DSOs) are concerned
about increasing DER deployments, and often create screening criteria to limit the deployments [5–7],
because they cannot guarantee power quality in high DER penetration scenarios [8].
New grid code requirements in Hawaii, California, and at the national level (i.e., IEEE 1547-2018 [9])
are requiring newly installed DER grid support functions, including volt–watt, ﬁxed power factor,
and volt–VAR. When these functions are conﬁgured correctly, distribution hosting capacity can be
drastically increased by mitigating thermal and voltage excursions, minimizing losses, and maintaining
ANSI limits [10,11].
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Extensive research has been conducted to mitigate voltage deviations on distribution systems
and can be categorized into three broad areas. The ﬁrst area uses standardized DER grid support
functions and can be further separated into supervised or unsupervised methods. The second area
uses machine learning algorithms to mitigate the voltage deviations. The third area uses OLTCs and
other distribution equipment to solve the voltage deviation problem, however, this is out of the scope
of this paper.
Unsupervised functionality relies on the autonomous functionality in DER equipment and
is characterized by speed and simplicity. Many of the original unsupervised voltage regulation
studies were conducted by EPRI, Sandia National Laboratories (Sandia), National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL), and Georgia Institute of Technology in the 2010s, and typically focused on the
autonomous voltage-reactive power (volt–VAR) function which adjusts DER-reactive power based on
local grid measurements [12–15]. There has also been extensive research into the optimal placement of
DER assets to avoid reaching voltage and thermal constraints [16,17].
Unfortunately, unsupervised voltage regulation algorithms rarely achieve the global optimal
operation for a DER ﬂeet because each DER does not have visibility into the rest of the circuit.
Supervised control algorithms pull in data from multiple sources of telemetry in order to achieve
greater control accuracy, accounting for the voltages at multiple points on the distribution circuit.
These optimal DER setpoints are achieved with more sophisticated techniques combining distribution
state estimation [18,19], and centralized or decentralized controls [20,21]. Other researchers have
investigated the coordination of on-load tap changing (OLTC) transformers and wind systems reactive
power control [22] and DER active power curtailment for voltage regulation [23]; while others have
studied control of demand response loads [24] and community energy management systems on
voltage regulation [25]. These supervised methods depend on bidirectional communications and novel
optimization algorithms which require knowledge of the feeder states, topology of the circuit, and
DER locations. Unfortunately, these approaches are currently infeasible because DSOs often do not
have in-depth knowledge of their distribution system designs, locations where customer-owned DER
equipment is interconnected, or the communications to end devices.
The two primary contributions of this work are (a) the development of a novel DER management
system (DERMS), called the Programmable Distribution Resource Open Management Optimization
System (ProDROMOS) [26], and (b) developing a standardized methodology to tune, evaluate,
and compare diﬀerent distribution voltage regulation approaches in increasing levels of ﬁdelity.
ProDROMOS was designed to ingest real-time feeder data to provide extensive visibility into
distribution circuits using the Georgia Tech-developed Integrated Grounding System Analysis program
for Windows (WinIGS) distribution system state estimation tool [27] and then optimize the DER-reactive
power settings to meet voltage regulation and economic objectives. In the case of supervised voltage
regulation methods, there are varying degrees of visibility into the power system. In some of the
approaches (e.g., [28,29]), the DER are only aware of the other DER interconnection voltages and they
adjust their reactive power to improve the visible voltage levels. In more sophisticated control methods,
like that developed in ProDROMOS, distribution system state estimation [26,30–32] is used to expand
the visibility into the distribution system, and therefore improve the ability of the DER to optimize
their reactive power contributions to optimize the voltage proﬁle across the entire feeder.
The second contribution is a standardized evaluation methodology comparing three DER-reactive
power technologies using two diﬀerent levels of ﬁdelity: real-time (RT) power simulations and RT
power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) simulations. For this project, the following voltage regulation
methods were compared:
1.
2.
3.

an unsupervised, volt–VAR (VV) function, deﬁned by the IEEE 1547-2018 standard;
a real-time communication-based optimization technique called extremum seeking control
(ESC) [33–36];
the ProDROMOS particle swarm optimization optimal power ﬂow (PSO OPF) method.
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In each of the ﬁdelity levels, timing, control, and communication parameters were adjusted to
enact the desired voltage regulation controls. A comparative analysis of the three methods was then
performed to evaluate the eﬀectiveness of each voltage regulation method for two reduced-order
utility distribution circuits from Albuquerque, NM and Grafton, MA. The results showed that ESC
and ProDROMOS provided the best voltage regulation and maintained ANSI C84.1-2011 Range A
limits and reached near-optimal reactive power setpoints when controlling multiple DER. While not
presented here, the results in this paper provided suﬃcient conﬁdence in the control techniques that
they were then executed on a live feeder in Grafton, MA—the results of the ﬁeld demo are included
in [26].
The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the voltage regulation
problem, the DER control methods and the RT simulation platform; Section 3 describes the simulation
tests and results; Section 4 provides a discussion of the results; Section 5 provides a conclusion to the
study. The Supplementary Materials section provide access to portions of the non-proprietary models
and code used for these experiments.
2. Voltage Regulation Methods
In a distribution circuit without generation, power ﬂows from a substation to customers and
the voltage generally drops from source to load. As previously stated, the utility will regulate the
voltage with LTC transformers, capacitor banks, and other voltage regulation equipment. However,
a distribution circuit with DER may create bidirectional power ﬂows and increase voltages at the
point of common coupling (PCC). The increasing voltage operating envelope and variable power
output of the DER create voltage perturbations and may violate ANSI C84.1 Range A limits. The
voltage perturbations increase the mechanical operations of the utility-owned voltage regulation
equipment [8,35]. This equipment was not designed for such rapid switching, which increase
operations and maintenance (O&M) costs and decreases the DSOs ability to provide safe and reliably
power [8]. An alternative solution is to use the equipment that is causing the voltage rise to mitigate
the problem by using the DER grid support functions with reactive power capabilities. In this paper,
we investigate volt–VAR, ESC, and ProDROMOS controls. Volt-var is a common function required
by many European and North American grid codes and interconnection standards [37–39] included
in most DER devices. ESC and ProDROMOS are more sophisticated controllers which calculate the
target reactive power of DER and then set a power factor function to produce the reactive power level.
It should be noted that in new DER interconnection standards, such as IEEE Std 1547-2018, there are
constant reactive power modes—but these functions were not available in the equipment at the time of
these experiments.
2.1. Autonomous Volt–VAR Control
The volt–VAR (VV) function adjusts the reactive power of the DER based on the PCC voltage
measurements according to an adjustable curve of (voltage and reactive power) points. This distributed
autonomous control function was the ﬁrst reactive power factor evaluated. In this project, the VV
curve for the RT experiments was deﬁned with non-aggressive voltage points = {95%, 99%, 101%,
105%} and Var points = {25%, 0%, 0%, −25%} because there were oscillations between the simulated
DER device and the power simulation.
2.2. Extremum Seeking Control
Extremum seeking control (ESC) is a real-time optimization technique for multi-agent, nonlinear,
and inﬁnite-dimensional systems [33–36]. The decentralized, model free control algorithm operates by
adjusting the reactive power to optimize measured outputs, in this case, feeder voltage. The system
adjusts inputs; (u); via a sinusoidal injection, demodulates system outputs; (J(u)); to extract approximate
gradients, and ﬁnally performs a gradient descent. A block diagram of this approach is shown in
Figure 1. The designer sets the parameters k, l, h, a and ω. Additionally, unique probing frequencies for
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each controllable DER are chosen, but one must ensure that l and h << ω, ensuring proper operation of
the high and low pass ﬁlters in each ESC loop. The reader is referred to [36] for more details.

Figure 1. Block diagram of extremum seeking control (ESC). Refer to [36] for description.

The optimization function for the simulations is given in Equation (1):
J=

3
n
2
1  
Vi,ph − Vnom,i,ph
n

(1)

i=1 ph=1

where Vi, is the voltage measurement at Bus i and Vnon is the nominal voltage. This is a proposed new
grid support function that can achieve the global optimum. We assume that each bus in the circuit
feeder, can provide measurements in these experiments and more details will be provided in the RT
simulation platform section.
Extremum Seeking Control Parameter Selection
These parameters were chosen based on prior experience with ESC simulations and laboratory
demonstrations [33–36], and a systematic debugging process that considered communication latencies,
DER power factor (PF) accuracies, and prior lessons learned. The sequence to implement ESC
control follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The ProDROMOS manager constructs the objective function, J.
The ProDROMOS manager conﬁgures the DER with unique ωs to avoid controller conﬂict while
producing 10 or more data points per cycle.
The parameters l and h are set signiﬁcantly less than ω, such that the perturbation is passed
through the washout ﬁlter s/(s + h) but is removed by the lowpass ﬁlter l/(s + l).
Parameter a is selected to produce the smallest reactive power oscillation that is observable in the
objective function, J.
Parameter k is set based on designer experience, the stability of ESC simulation, and desired time
to reach local minimum of J.
The ProDROMOS monitors the objective function and makes PF changes to each DER to improve
the performance of the system.

The optimization of ESC parameters is a future research interest due to the time requirements
necessary to tune the parameters for the application. The use of the ProDROMOS platform and the RT
simulator allowed the ESC designer conﬁdence in the parameters before real world deployment.
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2.3. ProDROMOS
The ProDROMOS system completed the DER-reactive power setpoint optimization in multiple
stages. Initially, intelligent electronic devices (IEDs) from the power system would collect data from
the RT, PHIL, or live feeder and send those to the WinIGS state estimation system tool. For the RT
and PHIL experiments, these data were collected from virtualized micro-phasor measurement units
(μPMUs) and formatted in IEEE C37.118 format using a physical SEL-3373 Phasor Data Concentrator
(PDC) in the Distributed Energy Technologies Laboratory (DETL) at Sandia National Laboratories.
These data were then parsed into diﬀerent sections of the WinIGS feeder. By segmenting the state
estimation problem into smaller feeder pieces, WinIGS was able to solve the state estimation at 30 Hz.
Details of the construction of the WinIGS models for the Public Service Company of New Mexico
(PNM) and National Grid (NG) feeders in NM and MA are presented in [26]. The solution to the state
estimation included active and reactive power values for diﬀerent loads in the model. These values
were passed to the optimization routine as another IEEE C37.118 data stream.
The Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was used to determine the Optimal Power Factor (OPF)
settings for the DER devices because of the nonconvex ﬁtness landscape [26]. PSO OPF uses a
time-series OpenDSS simulation wrapped in a PSO loop to calculate the OPF values. The load data
for OpenDSS were populated with state estimation solutions before each run of the optimization
routine, which occurred every 1 or 2 min. A solar production persistence forecast was created to
estimate the solar energy over the next time horizon (5 min). This forecast was used as the photovoltaic
(PV) power proﬁle in the OpenDSS simulation. The WinIGS software and the python-based PSO
code were implemented in a portable Connected Energy cloud-based Windows virtual machine (VM)
that allowed geographically distributed developers to access the environment. Figure 2 provides a
simpliﬁed approach of the PSO OPF method.

Figure 2. The particle swarm optimization optimal power ﬂow (PSO OPF) optimization method and
information ﬂows.

Once populated with the anticipated PV production and the current—and assumed static—active
and reactive power levels for the loads in the OpenDSS simulations, the PSO ran the OpenDSS
model with diﬀerent DER PF setpoints to calculate the optimal setpoints for each of the DER
devices. The optimization formulation was designed to capture the voltage regulation and economic
considerations of operating PV systems with a non-unity power factor (PF):
Minimize[w0 δviolation (V) + w1 σ(V − Vbase ) + w2 C(PF)]
PF
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where
δviolation (V) = 1

(3)

|V| > Vlim

(4)

σ(V − Vbase )

(5)

if any

is the standard deviation of V − Vbase
C(PF) =



1 − |PF|

(6)

V is a vector of bus voltages, V base is a vector of the nominal voltages for each bus, and PF is a
vector of the DER PFs. The objective function is minimized when the bus voltages are at V base and
PF = 1. Vlim was selected to be the ANSI C84.1 Range A limits of ±0.05 per unit (pu), so any solutions
outside the limits would be highly penalized. The third term was a simpliﬁed method to discourage
solutions that moved away from unity power factor, because these solutions would curtail active power
(and expense the PV owner through net metering, power purchase agreements, etc.) at high irradiance
times. More sophisticated methods for determining the curtailment magnitude were considered, but
the simple approach shown here was implemented. For the experiments conducted in this project,
w0 = 1.0, w1 = 2.0, and w2 = 0.05. The optimization was conﬁgured so that if all the bus voltages were
within an acceptance threshold (set to 0.2% of nominal voltage) the PSO would not run. If any of the
voltages were outside ANSI Range A the PSO would run. Furthermore, if the new PF values did not
change the objective function by an objective threshold (set to 1 × 10−7 ), the new PFs would not be sent
to the DER devices to minimize communications and DER memory writes.
3. Evaluation Environments
3.1. Distribution Systems of Study
Several distribution systems models were acquired from PNM and NG for evaluation. The PNM
models were in the SynerGEE software format and NG models were in the CYME software format.
To run the power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) experiments, a series of conversions were needed
to convert the models to OPAL RT-Lab-compliant formats (MATLAB/Simulink). The CYME and
SynerGEE models were ﬁrst converted to OpenDSS. The objective of the project was to show voltage
regulation with 50% PV penetration level (deﬁned by feeder PV nameplate/peak feeder load). For
those feeders that did not meet this threshold, additional residential PV systems were randomly added
to the buses in the model to meet this goal. Time-domain RT-Lab simulations are not possible with
feeder models with thousands of buses, so the full OpenDSS models were reduced in complexity to
be incorporated in the RT-Lab and WinIGS platform. The circuit reduction algorithms reduced the
number of buses in a model while maintaining an equivalent voltage proﬁle throughout the model at
feeder locations of interest [40,41]. Ultimately, a commercial 12.47-kV PNM feeder and a suburban
13.80 kV NG feeder were used for the evaluation of the diﬀerent voltage regulation algorithms. The
PNM reduced order feeder that was used in these experiments is shown in Figure 3 and the NG feeder
is shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. One Line Diagram of PNM Feeder.

Figure 4. One-line diagram of National Grid (NG) feeder.

3.2. Real-Time Evaluation Platform
The evaluation platform could be run in a software-in-the-loop (SIL), a power-hardware-in-the-loop
(PHIL), or a combination of SIL and PHIL setup. The SIL and PHIL simulations were conducted with
an Opal-RT OP5600 real-time digital simulator running distribution feeder models in RT-LAB with a
100 us timestep. To complete the PHIL experiments, a physical 3.0-kW inverter was interfaced to the
power simulation via a 180 kVA Ametek RS180 grid simulator. The current waveform was measured
by a Person CT110 and returned to the power simulation via an analog input channel. The DC side of
the inverter was connected to an Ametek TerraSAS PV simulator conﬁgured to represent a 3.0-kWp
silicon PV system.
In the RT simulations, the EPRI-developed DER Simulator [42] software, emulated smart solar
inverters with several grid support functionalities and communication interfaces. Any number of
DER devices, with diﬀerent nameplate capacities and phasing conﬁgurations, were instantiated with
independent irradiance proﬁles. The EPRI-developed TCP/IP protocol called Data Bus (DBus) was
used as the co-simulation interface to exchange data between the OPAL-RT simulator and the DER
simulator. The DER simulator determined the active and reactive power of the DER devices based on
irradiance proﬁles, voltage, frequency, and DER settings. The active and reactive power outputs are
exchanged via DBus with the RT simulation. The RT simulation passed the voltage and frequency of
the points of common coupling (PCCs) where the DER were interconnected to the feeder.
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The PHIL simulations used the RT simulation environment but replaced one of the EPRI PV
systems with a 3.0-kW residential inverter that was then scaled to a device in the PNM model (inverter
3, 258 kW) and NG feeder (inverter 1, 658 kW). The 258-kW and 684-kW inverters were three-phase
balanced output inverters where each phase produced the same current magnitude and phase angle.
The 3-kW inverter was scaled to match its per phase output to the 684-kW inverter for the NG
experiments and the 258-kW inverter for the PNM experiments. The advantage of incorporating
a physical inverter into the simulations was twofold: the control algorithms had to be built with
communication interfaces to interact with real equipment over the public internet networks and the
abnormal operations of physical equipment (e.g., startup times, ramp rates, non-optimal maximum
power point tracking, converter losses, etc.) were represented in the power simulation and needed to
be managed by the control algorithms. Scaling a residential PV system to represent a utility-owned site
likely produced higher reactive power errors because of the lower-cost control and power electronics
components in the 3-kW inverter, but this helped approximate inverter interoperability and control
functionality, with the expectation that the ﬁelded system would perform better.
4. Results for PNM Model
4.1. Simulations with the PNM Model
The PNM model included two scenarios. In the ﬁrst scenario, there were three simulated EPRI
PV inverters, and in the second scenario, the 258-kW inverter at bus 15 was replaced with a physical
single phase 3.0 kW that was then scaled to the 258-kW rating in the simulation. The EPRI simulator
provided three correlated, highly variable irradiance proﬁles from a PV site on the US east coast to
feed the simulated inverters. These proﬁles were generated from a single Global Horizontal Irradiance
(GHI) measurement and then shifted and scaled to account for geographical separation of the PV sites.
The PV irradiance proﬁles were then smoothed based on the plant sizes using the Wavelet Variability
Model [43–46] to account for spatial averaging with large PV systems. To understand the impact of
spatial averaging on the irradiance proﬁles the reader is invited to review [47,48]. The ﬁnal PV proﬁles
are shown in Figure 5. The smoothed irradiance proﬁles are used because clouds do not instantaneously
shade larger PV systems and it takes time for them to pass over the entire array. Additionally, variable
load proﬁles were used on loads connected to bus 6 and bus 13 to create transient voltage variability.

Figure 5. PV irradiance proﬁles for the Public Service Company of New Mexico (PNM) model.
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4.2. Baseline Simulation
The PNM model was simulated using P/Q data passed from the EPRI DER simulator to the RT
power simulation using the Data Bus (DBus) exchange. The hardware PV inverter was interfaced
using the Ideal Transformer Method (ITM) [48]. The simulated PV inverters connected to bus 12
and bus 14 were simulated using a P/Q controlled PV inverter model [49]. In this feeder model,
controllable capacitor banks were removed. At each PV site, irradiance is converted to AC power
using pvlib-python [50]; an example of the power simulation is shown in Figure 6. The voltage proﬁle
for each of the 15 buses is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen from these results, there is relatively little
voltage rise when the PV systems inject power at their points of common coupling (PCCs). Overall,
the feeder maximum voltage is driven by the 10-MW PV system on this feeder.

Figure 6. PV power levels for 4- hour simulation.

Figure 7. Bus voltages for baseline simulation.
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4.3. Volt–VAR Simulation
The volt–VAR function was implemented by programming the VV function in the EPRI DER
devices using a DNP3 command. The deadband was set to ±0.01 pu so the DER would support the
feeder voltage. Aggressive VV parameters produced reactive power oscillations because the EPRI
simulator-to-Opal-RT communication rates were limited to once/second—e.g., DBus read the DER bus
voltage once a second and then DBus updated the Opal-RT DER-reactive power set point on the next
DBus write. As a result, a stable VV curve deﬁned as V = {92, 99, 101, 108} pu, Q = {25, 0, 0, −25}%
nameplate VA capacity were used for the simulations. The reactive power contribution from the
10-MW plant was modest, but it reduced the maximum and average feeder voltages, as shown in
Figure 8—where the minimum, maximum, and average voltages were plotted using for all buses and
all phases. The line represents the average voltage for all the buses and the colored patch represents
the range of voltages over time for the feeder. Notice from the simulation results that the VV function
can bring the average bus voltage closer to the desired nominal value. These eﬀects can also be
observed from the maximum voltage, reducing the voltage band created from the maximum and
minimum values.

Figure 8. Volt–Var (VV) vs baseline feeder voltage comparison.

4.4. Extremum Seeking Control Simulation
ESC was implemented with a RT model of the PNM feeder using multiple parameter sets. When
selecting ESC parameters, there are multiple tradeoﬀs that make it challenging. For instance, large
probing magnitudes help the objective function signal stand out from feeder noise, but it causes larger
voltage deviations once a solution is reached. The normalized voltage deviation objective function
was used with probing signal frequencies that could be independently demodulated. Ultimately, the
parameters shown in Table 1 were used. As shown in Figure 9, the reactive power from the DER
devices to move the average bus voltage toward the nominal set point, i.e., 1 pu as compared to the
baseline simulation. The maximum and minimum bus voltage values were adjusted closer to nominal
as well. The reactive power probing signal’s impact on the feeder voltage is clearly seen in the results.
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Figure 9. ESC results for the PNM model with parameter set 2 for a period of 4 hours.

4.5. State-Estimation-Based Particle Swarm Optimization
The setup for the PSO simulations is shown in Figure 2. In this case, the state estimation was used
to update the load data in the OpenDSS time series simulation and forecasts of three-minute average
DER power were used to update the OpenDSS power levels. Figure 10 illustrates the average power
forecasts. The forecasts track the average irradiance reasonably well with some lag as is common for
persistence forecasts. Note that it takes 1 h for the forecast to begin because it uses prior production
data and the clear sky index to generate the power prediction.
The OpenDSS time series simulation was run multiple times using PSO to determine the optimal
PF set points for each of the DER devices. It was found that absolute care must be taken to use the
same component and settings for the Simulink/RT-Lab and OpenDSS models; otherwise erroneous
solutions were found. Binary variables (e.g., capacitor banks) and discrete variables (e.g., tap changes)
must also be re-initialized (i.e., reset) with each new run of the OpenDSS time series simulation to
prevent initial conditions from being set by the prior simulation—an unfortunate byproduct of using
the OpenDSS communication interface implementation. As shown in Figure 11, the reactive power
from the DER devices to move the average bus voltage toward the nominal set point, i.e., 1 pu as
compared to the baseline simulation. Interestingly, with the constraints placed on updating a new PF
level (e.g., the solution must be a certain amount better than the previous one), there are only 3 times
the DER devices had their PF setting updated as shown in Figure 12. This threshold can be tuned, but
it is desirable because it reduces the number of PF write commands and shows the solution is robust
to changing PV irradiance. As seen in Figure 12, the initial PF setpoints for DER 1 and 2 absorbed
reactive power while DER 3 injected reactive power. For this feeder topology and DER locations, the
global optimum required reactive power absorption or injection to minimize the voltage deviation
from nominal at all buses in the feeder.
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Figure 10. Irradiance and PV Energy Forecast Proﬁles. 1000 W/m2 produces 1pu of Active Power.

Figure 11. PSO results for the OpenDSS PNM model without Switching Capacitor Banks.
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Figure 12. PSO PNM target reactive power levels for each distributed energy resources (DER). The target
reactive power is calculated from the PSO power factor (PF) set point and the PV forecast at that time.

5. Results for National Grid Model
5.1. Simulations with the National Grid Model
Like the PNM model, VV, ESC, and PSO voltage regulation approaches were compared on the NG
feeder model. In this model, there is a 684-kW utility-owned three-phase PV site and 30 single phase
PV systems. The NG system was unbalanced, with phase B above nominal voltage, phase C below
nominal voltage, and phase A operating approximately at nominal voltage. This prevented many of
the voltage regulation methods from making signiﬁcant improvements to the feeder voltage proﬁle
when only the three-phase utility-owned inverter was controlled. Therefore, we proposed controlling
all 31 DER on the NG model for further testing.
5.2. Baseline Simulation with National Grid Model
Four-hour irradiance proﬁles, at one second resolution were created for the 31 DER devices in this
model. Figure 13 shows the voltage proﬁles for each of the phases.

Figure 13. Voltage proﬁles for the NG simulations with each phase colored.
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5.3. Volt–VAR
There were negligible reactive power contributions from the utility-owned 684-kW PV site because
the average voltage at the PCC was within the VV dead band. However, the single-phase inverters
were able to shrink the feeder voltage envelope, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 14. Minimum, maximum, and average bus voltages vs time for the VV test compared to the
baseline data controlling all PV inverters.

5.4. Extremum Seeking Control
ESC was conducted on the NG feeder model. In this feeder, there was signiﬁcant phase imbalance
and at the PV system: phase A voltages are close to nominal (~0.99–1.01 pu), phase B voltages are
signiﬁcantly above nominal (at times >1.05 pu), and phase C voltages are <0.95 pu—as shown in
Figure 15. This presented a challenge for the ESC approach (like all the other voltage regulation
methods) because the DER can only inject symmetric (positive sequence) reactive power. This means all
the phase voltages are shifted in the same direction with a change in the DER power factor. Grouping
the DER based on what phase they were interconnected was a good method of limiting the number
of probing frequencies but allowed each of the phases to adjust their reactive power contributions
independently. Unfortunately, this also produced a sizable voltage ripple on the power system because
all the inverters on each phase had the same probing frequency. Ultimately, the parameters shown
in Table 2 were used for ESC testing on the NG model, and the feeder voltage proﬁle is shown in
Figure 16.
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Figure 15. Imbalanced phase voltages; DER device during ESC simulation using parameter set 1.
Table 2. ESC parameters for all inverters in the NG feeder model.
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5.5. State-Estimation-Based Particle Swarm Optimization
The DER PF PSO optimization technique wrapped NG OpenDSS time-series simulations. The code
was conﬁgured to execute once a minute to determine the optimal set point for all the DER devices.
Using the same swarm size of 60, the solution often took 10 iterations, where it was capped. In those
cases, it took longer than 60 s, so the optimization was conﬁgured to run every two minutes. As
shown in Figure 17, optimizing 31 DER devices were diﬃcult with a swarm size of 60 because the ﬁrst
two solutions produced results that pushed the minimum or maximum voltages outside the baseline
envelope. However, after a few more solutions, the PSO signiﬁcantly improved the voltage proﬁle of
the feeder for the remainder of the simulation. It should be noted that we did not attempt to optimize
the PSO code to minimize run time.

Figure 17. Minimum, maximum, and average bus voltages vs time for the PSO test compared to the
baseline results controlling all PV inverters.

6. PHIL Results
To further validate the operational eﬀectiveness of the PSO voltage regulation method, realistic
DER power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) simulations were conducted with both the PNM and NG
feeder models. These simulations provide better ﬁdelity because they show ProDROMOS can work
with real PV communications systems and ramp rates.
6.1. PNM Baseline
To validate the PHIL setup for the PNM feeder model, a comparison was made between active
power, reactive power, and bus voltage for the RT and PHIL simulations. Figure 18 shows the voltage
proﬁle for the RT and PHIL simulations. The positive and negative reactive power changes around
1000 s in the baseline case were due to setting the PF setpoint on the 10-MW system to +0.85 and −0.85
to verify communications and that the PHIL simulation was closed-loop. Overall, the RT and PHIL
simulations are closely matched.
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Figure 18. Comparison between simulated and power hardware-in-the-loop (PHIL) baseline minimum,
maximum, and average bus voltages for the PNM model.

6.2. PNM Particle Swarm Optimixation PHIL
The only change from the RT simulations was that commands were communicated with the
physical device to change the power factor and the DER was connected to the power simulation using a
PHIL interface, as opposed to DBUS. The 258-kW system was recreated by scaling a 3-kW DER device.
It was found that the physical equipment recreated the power proﬁle reasonably well. Slight diﬀerences
in the active power are due to eﬃciencies of the devices and slightly oversizing the simulated PV
system in the Ametek PV simulator. The PSO solutions were repeatable for multiple runs. There were
some deviations in the reactive power contributions from the PSO solutions, but overall, they matched
well, as shown in Figure 19. Do note the PHIL PSO simulation was not started for approximately 10
min at the beginning of the RT-Lab simulation, which is why it takes some time for the reactive power
on the physical DER to change. Similar results for the NG RT and PHIL simulations are described
in [26].
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Figure 19. Comparison between simulated and PHIL baseline minimum, maximum, and average bus
voltages for the PNM model.

7. Discussion
Each of the voltage regulation methods have their advantages and disadvantages in terms of
communications and computational overhead, implementation complexity, and availability in DER
equipment. Overall, each of them can reduce the voltage deviation from nominal and maintain the
feeder well within ANSI Range A voltage limits. For the PNM model, the DER PCC voltages are
barely outside the dead-band, so the DER does not absorb much reactive power. The ESC method
produces a DER-reactive power probing signal that causes a voltage ripple on the feeder, but it allows
the DER to track the optimal reactive power setpoint well. The PSO method is the most complicated
to implement, but issues optimal set points to each DER every minute. A comparison of each of the
voltage regulation methods is shown in Figure 20. The simulation results indicate ESC and PSO can
regulate the voltage closer to nominal, compared to VV.
To better understand the diﬀerences in these approaches, an analytical score was developed to
summarize the eﬀectiveness of each voltage regulation method, and a best score was calculated where
the voltage regulation approach drove the solution to 1 pu:
1
score =
T

tend
t=0

N

1 
vbl (t) − vnom − vreg (t) − vnom dt
N

(7)

b=1

best score =

1
T

tend
t=0

N

1 
vbl (t) − vnom dt
N

(8)

b=1

where vbl is the baseline voltage, vnom is the nominal voltage (1 pu), vreg is the voltage from the voltage
regulation method, T is the time period of the simulation, b is the bus, and t is the simulation time.
The scores representing the average voltage improvement for all buses averaged over a four-hour
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simulation period in units of pu. Table 3 summarizes the eﬀectiveness for the PNM model of each
approach per phase as well as the average of each phase, calculated with:
Impact =

score
best score

(9)

VV slightly improved the average bus voltage, with an impact percentage of 12.3%. Implementing
ESC and PSO demonstrated a larger impact on the feeder, with an average impact percentage of 74.5%
and 73.7% respectively. A more detailed look at the impact of this regulation approaches per phase,
shows that, since the system is relatively balanced, each phase is aﬀected equally.

Figure 20. Comparison of voltage regulation approaches for the PNM feeder.
Table 3. PNM voltage regulation scores.
PNM Feeder Score
Phase A (×1000)

Phase B (×1000)

Phase C (×1000)

Average (×1000)

VV

0.467

0.468

0.466

1.401

12.9%

ESC

2.745

2.748

2.591

8.084

74.5%
73.7%

PSO

2.727

2.731

2.541

7.999

Best Score

3.650

3.681

3.519

10.850

Average Impact (%)

A comparison of the bus voltages for the NG model is illustrated in Figure 21 for each of the
control methods. VV, ESC, and PSO all collapse the voltage envelope toward nominal voltage. In this
case, ESC slightly outperforms the other two methods, shown in Figure 21. Table 4 summarizes the
eﬀectiveness for the NG model of each method. Interestingly, all the methods caused phase A (that was
close to nominal to start) to deviate from the nominal voltage. The phases of the distribution system are
coupled; in order to reach the global minimum for the system, and substantially improve the voltages
on phases B and C, there is an adverse impact on phase A. This results in phase A deviating further
from the nominal voltage.
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Figure 21. Comparison of minimum, maximum and average voltage regulation approaches for the NG
feeder controlling all PV inverters.
Table 4. NG feeder score results controlling all PV inverters.
NG Feeder Score Controlling All PV
Phase A (×1000)

Phase B (×1000)

Phase C (×1000)

Average (×1000)

VV

−0.058

1.855

1.281

3.078

Average Impact (%)
15.2%

ESC

−0.345

4.971

3.068

7.694

38.0%

PSO

−0.345

1.878

2.079

3.612

17.8%

Best Score

2.937

9.624

7.678

20.238

8. Conclusions
The novel RT and PHIL platform and scoring criterion introduced in this paper allow for the
development of a standardized methodology to tune, evaluate, and compare diﬀerent inverter-based
distribution voltage regulation approaches on diﬀerent feeder models. Utilities and distribution system
operators generally do not have the sensor infrastructure or DERMS communication network to execute
centralized control of DER. However, as the number of measurement devices and interoperable DER
increases, it will become possible to calculate power system states and calculate optimal DER setpoints
to provide voltage regulation and provide protection assurance on the system. These capabilities were
demonstrated in this project with both SIL and PHIL simulations.
This project investigated and compared three voltage regulation approaches: volt–VAR, extremum
seeking control, and particle swarm optimization. Each of the approaches were shown to help provide
voltage support on a feeder with symmetrically elevated phase voltages. In the case of the imbalanced
NG feeder voltages, the approaches were ineﬀective when employed with only the three-phase inverter,
but an aggregate of single-phase devices were shown to improve the NG feeder voltage proﬁles. This
was demonstrated using RT simulations with simulated PV devices and power hardware-in-the-loop
simulations with a 3-kW PV inverter. The extremum seeking control voltage regulation technique was
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shown to be eﬀective at controlling groups of DER devices to improve feeder voltages, even in cases of
phase imbalance. This is the ﬁrst reported demonstration of this ESC application. The particle swarm
optimization approach worked well when the OpenDSS feeder matched the RT/PHIL simulation
environment. The technique incorporated live telemetry and PV forecast data to generate the optimal
PF setpoints for a collection of PV systems over a ﬁxed time horizon.
9. Patents
A U.S. Provisional Patent titled “Digital Twin Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS)
and Methods” was ﬁled on 9 March 2020 based on this work.
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Alternating Current
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Distributed Energy Resource Management System
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Distribution System Operator
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PHIL
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pu
PV
RT
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National Grid
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Real-Time
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Abstract: The smart-grid era is characterized by a progressive penetration of distributed energy
resources into the power systems. To ensure the safe operation of the system, it is necessary to evaluate
the interactions that those devices and their associated control algorithms have between themselves
and the pre-existing network. In this regard, Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) testing approaches
are a necessary step before integrating new devices into the actual network. However, HIL is a
device-oriented testing approach with some limitations, particularly considering the possible impact
that the device under test may have in the power system. This paper proposes the Power System
Hardware-in-the-Loop (PSHIL) concept, which widens the focus from a device- to a system-oriented
testing approach. Under this perspective, it is possible to evaluate holistically the impact of a
given technology over the power system, considering all of its power and control components.
This paper describes in detail the PSHIL architecture and its main hardware and software components.
Three application examples, using the infrastructure available in the electrical engineering laboratory
of the University of Sevilla, are included, remarking the new possibilities and beneﬁts of using PSHIL
with respect to previous approaches.
Keywords: Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL); Control HIL (CHIL); Power HIL (PHIL); testing of smart
grid technologies

1. Introduction
The power system is undergoing a revolution nowadays, with the fast evolution of new hardware
and software technologies. Power electronics, automation, cloud computing, big data, information,
and communication technologies are some of the key components of the so-called smart grid.
These new technologies are the enablers of the electricity sector decarbonization pursued by a society
worried about energy dependence and the environmental impact of the consumed energy [1]. Without
any doubt, the fulﬁllment of the Kyoto protocol [2] for restricting CO2 emissions and other greenhouse
gases is resulting in drastic changes in terms of the generation mix of the power system, where a more
active participation of renewable energies is required, but also the electriﬁcation of the transportation
sector [3].
As a result, the operation and planning of power systems both in the transmission and distribution
sides turn out to be even more complex than before. In fact, the uncertainty associated with renewable
power sources and electrical vehicle charging, the security of supply and power quality expected by
the ﬁnal users with competitive energy prices and the constrained investment on network assets are
stressing the power system [4]. At the same time, however, the technologies required for reducing
this stress and also improving network operation are ready, but their network deployment has to be
Energies 2020, 13, 3858; doi:10.3390/en13153858
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carefully done. This is of utmost importance for those components that interact with the power system
in an active manner, i.e., generators, protection devices, capacitor and reactor banks, On-Load Tap
Changers (OLTCs), Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS), High-Voltage DC links (HVDC), etc.
Given the current automation level of the power system, where different control devices widespread
along the network react to either local conditions or set points determined by a control center, it is
mandatory to be sure that any new component does not interfere with the already existing ones.
For this purpose, simulation tools have brought a cost-effective solution to ﬁgure out the
performance of a device or a system from its initial design stages, reducing the development costs and
the time to market. The current available simulation tools cover almost all of the electrical engineering
ﬁelds from electromagnetic transients to steady-state analysis. These design-support tools provide
invaluable information, especially in the case of complex devices and systems. Simulation, however,
is just one of the design process steps, experimental validation through a prototype or proof of concept
always being required before any commercial product or even a pilot project. In fact, not all physical
phenomena can be reproduced on a computer simulation tool because the reality is quite complex.
In this regard, a recent branch of research, namely Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL), focuses on the use of
hardware and software tools to test devices and systems in the most realistic possible way and with
a low investment. The main idea is to take advantage of the real-time simulation capabilities to test
controllers or devices in a situation as close as possible to the reality. Two different and complementary
options have been proposed in the HIL paradigm: Controller-Hardware-in-the-Loop (CHIL) and
Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHIL). Figure 1 describes these two HIL options and compares them
with simulation tools. This ﬁgure highlights the simulated and physical devices (green and blue
colored parts, respectively), the information ﬂow, the power ﬂows, and the interfaces between the
actual and simulated environments. Let’s consider that the objective of the simulation is to validate
the performance of a device, i.e., the Device Under Test (DUT), connected to a power system. For this
purpose, it is required to model all of the system components with the required detail level, but also
the DUT including its control algorithms. The simulation tool can be executed on a conventional
computer or a Real-Time Control System (RTCS) [5–9]. A step forward on the technology validation
consists of applying CHIL [10–13]. In this case, all of the power components (power system and
power components of the device) are still simulated in a RTCS, but the device control algorithm is
embedded into a physical controller, e.g., a digital signal processor, with the objective of its real-time
testing. The interface between the DUT (physical controller) and the RTCS is done using adequate
analog/digital input/output ports as shown in Figure 1. It is possible, however, to move a step
forward towards the reality by incorporating power components in the tests using a PHIL approach.
This requires a power ampliﬁer, which acts as a front end between the simulated and physical parts.
The power ampliﬁer is in charge of imposing the voltage at the point of common coupling with
the DUT, which is computed by the RTCS considering its reaction. For this purpose, it is required
to feedback the DUT injected current in the real-time simulated power system by using adequate
analog/digital input/output ports [14–19].
In spite of the beneﬁts provided by HIL testing, it is also important to point out that these
techniques, and especially PHIL, are devoted to analyzing the behavior of a single DUT connected
to a network node. Therefore, some aspects related to the introduction of a new technology in the
power system can be masked. Interactions between different DUTs, the impact on the power system of
a massive deployment of a new smart grid technology or the interaction between physical devices
(DUTs) and the algorithms in charge of determining their setpoints are just some of these. In order to
overcome these shortcomings, this paper proposes to extend the PHIL approach by: (i) introducing
the algorithms determining the DUT setpoints, i.e., Algorithm Under Test (AUT); (ii) expanding
the test focus from the current device-oriented approach to a system-oriented concept including the
impact of the tested technology on the power system. This new approach, namely Power System
Hardware-in-the-Loop (PSHIL), may allow the evaluation of the impact of a given technology over the
power system in a holistic manner, considering all its power and control components.
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Figure 1. Possible testing setups for assessing the effect of a new smart grid technology in the power
system: (a) Simulation, (b) Control Hardware-in-the-Loop (CHIL), (c) Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop
(PHIL).

The structure of this document is as follows. Section 2 elaborates on the PSHIL architecture and
components. Then, the PSHIL functionalities and beneﬁts with respect to simulation and conventional
HIL approaches are outlined. Subsequently, Section 4 describes the PSHIL environment of the
Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Sevilla. Section 5 shows some case studies to
evidence the wide range of possibilities that PSHIL testing may offer to the power community. Finally,
the paper closes with the main conclusions and future lines of research.
2. PSHIL Architecture
This section describes the different PSHIL components and how they interact each other. Basically,
a general PSHIL architecture is shown in Figure 2, where the simulated and physical environments
are differentiated. On the simulation side, all the components, including network, generators,
loads, and AUTs, are represented using adequate models which interact on a real-time simulation
platform. In contrast, the physical side comprises a set of actual elements which may involve networks,
generators, loads, DUTs, and AUTs implemented in different ways. The interaction between the
simulated and the physical environments must be done through adequate interfaces. Finally, note that
a management layer is required to coordinate the simultaneous testing in both environments. The next
subsections are devoted to detailing each of these components.
2.1. Real-Time Simulated Power System
In this case, the power system used for testing purposes is simulated using an RTCS. Buses,
branches, loads, generators, etc. are fully simulated. The physical devices (DUTs) are connected to
this simulated network through a controllable voltage source, which acts as a power ampliﬁer [20]
as shown in Figure 2. The purpose of this ampliﬁer is to physically reproduce the instantaneous
voltage on a given bus of the real-time simulated network. Then, the DUT connected to the ampliﬁer
reacts to this voltage according to its control algorithm. This reaction is normally reﬂected in a current
absorption/injection from the power ampliﬁer, which is measured and sent back to the RTCS to be
considered in the real-time simulation. In this way, it is possible also to evaluate the DUT’s local impact
in the simulated network. Note that this is quite convenient for testing local controllers (LCs) and
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hardware components of a single DUT (PHIL). However, it is also possible to envision conﬁgurations
with multiple power ampliﬁers for simultaneously testing different DUTs. In this case, it should be
possible to evaluate the interactions between the DUTs through the real-time simulated network, but at
a cost of requiring one power ampliﬁer for each tested DUT.
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Control

DUT
Control
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Control
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Simulated Element

COM

Power
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Figure 2. Generic scheme describing the Power System Hardware-in-the-Loop (PSHIL) conﬁguration.

2.2. Physical Power System
Two alternatives can be presented in this case: full-scaled networks and scaled-down networks.
In the ﬁrst case, different buses are interconnected through electrical lines and the DUTs are full-scale
prototypes that interact with the different network components. Without any doubt, this testing
environment gives to the test results the highest credibility because it is quite close to an actual ﬁeld
deployment. The space requirements and cost for high-voltage an high-power applications have to be
considered, however. On the other hand, it is possible to use scaled-down networks where a change of
the system base (rated voltage and rated power) is applied to scale down a given original network
to an adequate value to be used on a laboratory environment. In this way, the main scaled-down
magnitudes (voltage, current, and power) expressed in per-unit values are exactly the same as the ones
in the original system. The buses of the scaled-down systems are interconnected through resistors
and inductors with adequate values for emulating the original electrical lines. This network requires
physical generators and loads that will be analyzed later. The main advantage of these physical
testing environments is that some phenomena difﬁcult to reproduce in simulations, such as heating
and electromagnetic interference, always appear. The main disadvantage, however, is the reduced
ﬂexibility to modify either the topology or the parameters of the electrical network. This may hamper
the impact of the DUTs on networks with different characteristics.
It is important to highlight that the PSHIL approach also considers that simulated and physical
networks may coexist in a testing environment, as shown in Figure 2. This may provide an extended
ﬂexibility degree, which will be later exempliﬁed in Section 5.1.
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2.3. Power Supply
The objective of the power supply used in the physical network is to energize the testing
environment providing the required power for the loads and DUTs. For this purpose, it is possible to
consider the following not mutually exclusive options:
•

•

•

•

External network. This is the most cost-effective option to supply the PSHIL platform since only
a connection with an available external network is required. This usually corresponds to a node
of the laboratory network in case of scaled-down distribution systems. The rated power and
voltage depend on the characteristic of this connection node. This, however, has limited ﬂexibility,
as the PSHIL voltage and frequency are mainly imposed by the laboratory network. Therefore,
intentional events such as voltage and frequency disturbances required for testing the provision
of ancillary services [21–23] cannot be reproduced in a straightforward manner. This option,
however, is adequate for analyzing the interaction of different DUTs and the power system in
quasi-steady-state conditions [24–27].
Synchronous generator. In this case, a synchronous generator driven by a primary energy source
(steam/hydraulic turbine, diesel motor, DC machine or induction motor fed with a variable
speed drive) provides the power to the network [28]. Note that without a connection to an
external network, the physical environment is operated in islanded mode. This endows the
system with greater ﬂexibility because it should be possible to reproduce frequency and voltage
disturbances. Moreover, with the adequate control actions on those prime movers based on
electrical machines (DC machine or induction motor fed with a variable speed drive), it should be
possible to reproduce the dynamic behavior of any actual generator driven by a hydraulic/steam
turbine or diesel motor without any complex auxiliary systems [29].
Controllable voltage source. This is the power-electronic counterpart of the synchronous generator
where the mechanically coupled rotating machines are substituted by two voltage-source
converters (VSCs) in a back-to-back conﬁguration. This allows a total controlability of the
output voltage with really fast dynamics. Note also that controllable voltage sources are an
indispensable component for interfacing the real-time simulated with the physical network if
required. The main drawback of these devices is the high cost, especially for those that are based
on linear technology.
Actual renewable generators. This type of power supply, including photovoltaic and wind
generators, provides realism to the testing. Its main drawback, however, refers to the impossibility
of controlling the primary energy source, which considerably limits the replicability of the
testing conditions.

2.4. Loads
The loads are elements that absorb power from the buses of the physical power system under
study. These can be classiﬁed into passive or active elements depending on the control capability:
•

•

Passive elements. These are elements with no control capability to change their operating states
according to setpoints. Resistors, inductors, and capacitors are within this group. The main
advantage of these elements is that they are inexpensive, but at the cost of providing a limited
flexibility, which may limit the testing scenarios.
Active elements. This kind of load allows controlling the power demand according to setpoints,
with adapting the testing scenarios according to the user needs being possible. Moreover, this capability
allows reproducing the daily load profiles of different customer types (domestic, commercial,
and industrial loads). Commercial electronic loads or VSCs supplied from the DC side with an
external DC source may act as a controllable active element. The main drawback, however, is that
they are complex devices involving different technologies like power electronics and control and
communication systems.
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2.5. Devices and Algorithms under Test—DUTs and AUTs
DUTs correspond to an actual device whose functionality and impact on the power system is
tested using a PHIL approach. The possible list of devices that can be found in the specialized literature
is endless, ranging from photovoltaic (PV) inverters [30], wind generators [31], HVDC [32], FACTS [14],
energy storage systems [33], electric vehicle charging stations [26], OLTCs for power transformers [34],
to digital protective relays [35]. Similarly, the functionalities that can be tested are numerous:
primary control of voltage and frequency of Distributed Energy Resources (DERs) [36], current
control in VSCs, inertia emulation in DERs [37,38], protection of VSCs during short-circuit faults [20],
high-frequency power smoothing of renewable energy resources [39], MPPT in PV systems [40,41], etc.
The simultaneous implementation of these strategies in several DUTs within a PSHIL environment
allows evaluating the global impact on the power system under study, but also, mutual interactions
between different DUTs can be analyzed, such as the elimination of zero-sequence current ﬂow
between transformerless grid-connected VSCs with a common DC bus [42] or the resonance frequencies
originating between VSCs [43] .
The PSHIL approach, in addition, considers the possibility of also testing algorithms (AUTs)
for optimizing real-time system operation and which may interact with DUTs through adequate
setpoints. Therefore, the PSHIL concept extends the testing capabilities associated with the PHIL
approach. Several objectives can be implemented for centralized or decentralized control structures,
such as voltage control [44–46], minimization of power losses [47], congestion release [48], or the
optimal allocation of ancillary services provided by different distributed control resources [49], among
others. Basically, these algorithms are implemented on a computer that receives all of the network
information (static and real-time data) following the general scheme outlined in Figure 2. The AUT
computes and sends the DUT setpoints according to the available information and the intended
objective. Furthermore, the PSHIL approach allows including in the loop the validation of other
components such as the communication infrastructure, e.g., communication latencies, which are key
for a comprehensive assessment of the real-time control strategies.
Therefore, the PSHIL concept simultaneously combines device- and system-oriented testing,
which provides a new holistic approach especially suited to complex smart grid technologies.
2.6. PSHIL Management
The objective of the management layer is to coordinate the different components involved in
the PSHIL testing platform. Basically, it consists of a hierarchical control architecture comprising
two layers:
•

•

Local controllers. The ﬁrst control layer consists of the different LCs associated with each element,
i.e., loads, generators, or DUTs. The objective of each LC is to guarantee that the corresponding
device follows speciﬁc setpoints during the tests, which are sent by the centralized PSHIL
management. Additionally, LCs are in charge of monitoring and protecting the controlled device.
Centralized PSHIL management. This layer is in charge of several tasks, which can be broadly
classiﬁed into two main categories [24]: off-line and on-line tasks. On the one hand, off-line tasks
are devoted to conﬁguring the testing scenario by: (i) adjusting the topology and parameters of the
networks; (ii) deﬁning the operation of loads and generators; and (iii) setting the functionalities
of DUTs and AUTs. On the other hand, online tasks are committed to controlling and supervising
the tests. Control tasks are required to send to the different LCs the adequate setpoints according
to the deﬁned testing scenario. Note that some of these setpoints are deﬁned by the ofﬂine
tasks, e.g., active power demand of a load, but other ones can be determined in real-time by the
AUT, e.g., optimal reactive power of a distributed generator. In any case, all of these setpoints
are managed by this centralized management layer. In turn, supervision tasks are in charge of
monitoring the relevant electrical magnitudes with a twofold objective: guaranteeing the safe
operation of all of the physical components (network, loads, generators, and DUTs) and gathering
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all of the required measurements. These measurements are provided to the AUTs, which may use
them to compute the DUT setpoints, but are also stored for later analysis.
The information ﬂow between the central management and LCs of generators, loads, and DUTs,
as well as the interfaces between the simulated and physical networks, are key for proper PSHIL
operation. Following a top-down description, the centralized PSHIL management layer is connected
with each LC by using digital signals according to a communication protocol (CAN, Modbus, UDP, etc.)
over a communication channel (RS-232, RS-485, Ethernet, etc.). Communication latencies depend on
the performed tests, but usual values are in the order of seconds. Then, LCs are in charge of following
these setpoints commanded by the centralized management layer, usually based on closed-loop
algorithms to achieve a good dynamic response. For this purpose, it is required to manipulate analog
signals related to the physical controlled device. This control loop latency depends on the required
control bandwidth, but typical values are around dozens of microseconds. Regarding the interfaces
between the simulated and physical environments, an information exchange as rapid as possible is
required to avoid the problems generated by the time delays [50]. For this reason, the information
exchange from the real-time simulation to the physical environment, and vice versa, is done by means
of analog measurements that are regularly sampled at dozens of microseconds.
2.7. Energy Management
The energy management between the components of the PSHIL depends on whether the system
under study is connected to a main electrical network or operates in islanded mode. In the ﬁrst case,
the electrical network is responsible for supplying or absorbing the energy necessary to maintain the
power balance between loads and generators in the system. In islanded mode, however, it is required
to provide adequate energy management to assure this active and reactive power balance. In this
regard, two operation modes are clearly distinguished: communication-based and communication-less
schemes [51]. The former schemes collect data from the PSHIL components (voltage, current, power,
etc.) using a communication infrastructure in order to set the output power of the generators.
Two alternative energy management algorithms within this group are usually implemented: centralized
and decentralized energy management schemes [52]. The centralized algorithms receive all of the data
from the PSHIL components in the Centralized PSHIL management layer and sets the operating points
of the generators according to an objective, such as minimizing system operation and maintenance
costs, environmental impact, or power losses [53,54]. In decentralized energy management schemes,
local controllers of generation units exchange information through a communication bus. This information
is used by the local controllers to determine an adequate setpoint by means of an optimization algorithm
based on the shared information. Artificial-intelligence-based methods such as neural network or
fuzzy systems [55] along with genetic algorithms have been used for this purpose [56]. Conversely,
in communication-less schemes each generator operates independently without a communication
infrastructure to exchange information with a control center or other generators. Droop-based strategies
for frequency and voltage control implemented in each generation local controller are the most common
techniques for energy management in this case [57].
3. PSHIL Beneﬁts
The ﬂexibility provided by the PSHIL approach clearly enlarges the testing capability with respect
to the HIL concept. Basically, PSHIL may simultaneously test device and system functionalities
provided by the DUTs and AUTs, as shown in Table 1. In this regard, it is interesting to note that
the PSHIL approach is as powerful as a simulation tool but within an actual hardware environment
close to the reality. Some examples of the functionalities tested using a PSHIL approach have been
reported in [25,26]. In the ﬁrst work, an Optimal Power Flow (OPF) for losses minimization (AUT)
using an OLTC, a DC link, and distributed generators (DUTs) have been tested in a scaled-down MV
distribution system. The second work deals with the integration of an electric vehicle charging station
in an LV distribution network (DUT) to balance the MV/LV transformer loading (AUT). Both works
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reveal that the PSHIL approach allows us to obtain speciﬁc conclusions about the DUT and AUT’s
performance but also the global impact of the tested technology on the network.
It has to be said, however, that this proximity to the reality is at the cost of relying on a physical
network, which is difﬁcult to reconﬁgure or adapt to other scenarios. In spite of this limitation,
the PSHIL concept has several advantages with respect to simulation and conventional HIL strategies:
•
•
•
•

Simultaneous testing of different DUTs considering their mutual interaction through the real-time
simulated or actual power system.
Simultaneous testing of DUTs and AUTs, which analyzing the performance of closed control loop
actions in real conditions.
Simultaneous testing of different technologies such as power electronics, control software,
communication infrastructure, etc., which may interact each other.
Power-system-oriented testing capability in addition to the classical device-oriented approach.
Table 1. Testing approaches for DUTs and AUTs.
Tested Element

Simulation

CHIL

PHIL

PSHIL

DUT
AUT
AUT & DUT

•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

4. PSHIL Infrastructure at the University of Sevilla
This section is devoted to describing the PSHIL infrastructure implemented in the Department of
Electrical Engineering at the University of Sevilla. Figures 3 and 4 show a scheme and a view of this
laboratory, respectively, whose main components are the following.
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Figure 3. PSHIL platform of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Sevilla.
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Figure 4. PSHIL layout of the Department of Electrical Engineering at the University of Sevilla.

•
•

•

•

•

Real-time simulated network. OPAL-RT is available for simulating in real-time any transmission
or distribution network.
Physical electrical network. The PSHIL infrastructure has a scaled-down version of the MV
distribution network proposed by the CIGRE Task Force C06.04.02 for the analysis of the
distributed generation [58]. This physical system, whose one-line diagram is shown in Figure 5,
is fully described in [24]. Basically, it is composed of two feeders with 14 nodes where different
loads, generators, and DUTs can be connected. The lines between the different nodes are emulated
using their corresponding lumped resistive and inductive parameters. This physical system is
rated to 400 V and 100 kVA at the head of the feeders.
Power supply. Three different possibilities are available: laboratory LV network, synchronous
generators, and power ampliﬁer. The laboratory LV network, 400 V and 100 kVA, is the common
option for the grid-connected analysis of the network under study. For those tests where a precise
control of the supply voltage is required, a Regatron TC.ACS power ampliﬁer shown in Figure 6a,
400 V and 50 kVA, is used. This power ampliﬁer can also be connected to the OPAL-RT platform
for interfacing a DUT. The synchronous generators shown in Figure 6b, 3 units rated to 400 V and
15 kVA, can be used for testing the network in islanded conditions. In this case, the synchronous
generators are driven by induction motors fed with a variable speed drive.
Loads. The PSHIL infrastructure is equipped with active loads able to change their operating point
(active and reactive powers) according to an external reference provided by the management layer.
The active loads are based on the Omnimode Load Emulator (OLE) concept [24]. Basically, an OLE
is composed pf a controlled VSC that is connected to a node of the scaled-down distribution
network in its AC side. Additionally, the DC side is connected to a common DC bus that is
controlled by an additional VSC in charge of providing the required active power of each OLE
connected to the DC bus. Note that the OLEs can be used for emulating loads or generators,
and the balanced VSC, which is connected to the laboratory LV grid, has to provide just the net
power injected to the physical scaled-down distribution network. Each individual OLE, shown in
Figure 6c, is based on a two-level VSC that is controlled following a classical PI approach in dq
coordinates [24]. All of the OLEs are rated to 400V and 20 kVA, while the balanced VSC in charge
of regulating the DC bus voltage is rated to 400 V and 100 kVA. The OLEs are connected to the
buses N3, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, N10, and N14.
DUTs. Two DUTs are so far available to be tested in this PSHIL infrastructure. First, a DC link
between the nodes N8 and N14 for controlling the active power transfer between the feeders
and also the reactive power injections at these nodes as shown in Figure 5. The DC link is
rated to 400 V and 20 kVA. Second, a static OLTC based on thyristor technology coupled to a
400 ± 5%/400 V transformer installed at the connection point with the laboratory network, which
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•

allows regulating the supply voltage on load. In addition, it is important to highlight that the
design of this PSHIL infrastructure is quite ﬂexible, being possible to incorporate also as DUT
some of the already analyzed OLEs, or any other device. In fact, [25] analyzes the minimization
of power losses (AUT) in the scaled-down distribution system using the static OLTC, the DC link,
and the reactive power injections of some distributed generators emulated with the OLEs.
PSHIL management. It has been implemented in a real-time platform provided by SpeedGoat.
Particularly, this management system provides a bidirectional communication channel with the
OLEs, DUTs, and AUTs by means of an UDP/IP communication protocol. The time latency with
the local controllers of OLEs and DUTs is in the range of hundreds of microseconds, while the
characteristic latency of AUTs depends on the algorithm but are in the range of minutes.
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Figure 5. One-line diagram of the MV physical network within the PSHIL infrastructure at the University
of Sevilla.
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Figure 6. Elements of the PSHIL: (a) Regatron system, (b) synchronous generator, (c) OLEs Electrical cabinet.

5. PSHIL Example of Application
This section is devoted to describe a PSHIL application example using the University of Sevilla
infrastructure presented in the above section. The objective is to evidence some of the main
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functionalities of a PSHIL testing environment to validate the integration of different DUTs and
AUTs and their global impact on the power system under study. This application example revolves
around the beneﬁts that active distribution network management may bring to the operation of
distribution systems with a high distributed energy resource (DER) penetration. This is usually studied
in the MV and LV levels separately, but this section presents a simultaneous analysis of these two
voltage levels. In order to do so, three different test cases following a step-by-step procedure will be
presented to reach the pursued ﬁnal goal.
5.1. PSHIL Infrastructure Used in the Application Example
The proposed application example comprises MV and LV distribution networks. The scaled-down
distribution network supplied from the laboratory network previously described is used for this
purpose. The LV network selected in this case is the residential feeder of the LV benchmark network
proposed by the CIGRE Task Force C06.04.02 for the analysis of distributed generation in LV systems,
shown in Figure 7 [58]. This LV network is simulated in real time using the OPAL-RT platform. It has
been assumed that the LV network is connected to bus N14 of the MV scaled-down network as shown
in Figure 5. The interface between these networks is done by the OLE connected at this bus following
the scheme shown in Figure 8. To do so, the active and reactive powers of the LV network computed
 , Q ) are sent to the corresponding OLE as references using the
in the real-time simulation (PM0
M0
OPAL-RT analog outputs. Conversely, the voltage measured in bus N14 of the MV scaled-down
network is sent to the real-time simulation to be considered as the bus M0 voltage using the OPAL-RT
analog inputs. Note that the OLE connected to bus N14 also has to emulate an industrial load with


power references (P14ind
, Q14ind
) sent from the management layer. Therefore, the OLE reference powers
 , Q ) are the sum of these two setpoints.
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Figure 7. PSHIL application example. One-line diagram of the LV real-time simulated network.
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Figure 8. PSHIL application example. Integration of the LV real-time simulated network and the
physical MV network.

Regarding the MV scaled-down physical network, the OLEs are connected to the following
buses: N3, N5, N6, N7, N8, N9, and N10. Each bus has a combination of generators (photovoltaic
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and wind turbine) and loads (industrial and domestic types) with a peak power deﬁned in Table 2.
These peak power values correspond to those of the scaled-down system being required to apply the
corresponding scale factor to obtain the values referred to the original system (20 MVA/100 kVA).
A constant power factor of 0.87 for industrial loads and 0.98 for domestic loads has been assumed.
The 24-h active power proﬁles of loads and generators are detailed in Figure 9 in per-unit values.
The DUTs to be tested connected to this physical system are the distributed generation emulated by
OLEs, the OLTC, and the DC link. These DUTs follow the optimal setpoints computed by an OPF that
minimizes the power losses (AUT) [25].
Table 2. Peak power of loads and generators connected in each node of the MV scaled-down
distribution network.
Node
N3
N5
N6
N7
N8
N9
N10
N14

Generation (kW)

Load (kW)

PV

Wind Turbine

Industrial

Household

4.34
7.04
6.52
0.00
6.52
7.04
6.52
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
6.07
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

2.82
0.00
0.00
0.91
0.00
6.75
0.80
9.05

2.52
6.61
5.01
0.00
5.36
0.00
4.35
0.00

1.00

Active Power (pu)

Active Power (pu)

1.00
0.75
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0.25
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Figure 9. PSHIL application example. Daily profiles in per-unit (a) Load profiles, (b) Generation profiles.

Similarly, the loads and generators connected to the LV real-time simulated network get the same
power profiles than the ones used in the physical system and represented in Figure 9. The peak power
of the load and generators connected to each node is summarized in Table 3. Note that these values
correspond to the original system rather than a scaled-down one because this network is simulated.
,
Therefore, the corresponding scale factor must be applied to compute the reference powers (P14

Q14 ). The AUT to be tested considers the reduced communication infrastructure associated with LV
distribution systems, which prevents the use of secondary controllers like the one applied in the MV
network. In this case, it is proposed to test an AUT that assigns a voltage reference to each distributed
generator of the network, computed on a planning stage based on historical data. The local controllers of
the distributed generators apply a reactive power droop strategy to achieve the assigned voltage reference.
5.2. PSHIL Test Cases
The test cases used to demonstrate the beneﬁts of an active management of MV and LV distribution
systems have been organized in a step-by-step manner as follows:
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•

•

•

PSHIL MV and LV network coupling (PSHIL-1). This test case evaluates the performance of
the DUT in charge of interfacing the physical network and the real-time simulated network.
This corresponds to the OLE connected to bus N14 of the physical system.
PSHIL MV control assets (PSHIL-2). The MV network DUTs (DERs, OLTC, and DC Link) are
added to the previous case with setpoints computed by an AUT based on an OPF to minimize
power losses. In addition to the assessment of each individual DUT, this case is focused on the
impact of MV control assets to both MV and LV networks.
PSHIL MV/LV control assets (PSHIL-3). This case adds to the previous case the voltage control on
the LV network using a local reactive power droop strategy. Therefore, it should be possible to
evaluate how the LV network control assets react with the MV and LV network changes.
Table 3. Peak power of loads and generators connected in each node of the LV original distribution network.
Node

PV
Generation (kW)

Household
Load (kW)

M7
M8
M9
M10
M11

15
52
55
35
47

15
52
55
35
47

Table 4 collects the DUTs/AUTs and the functionalities tested in each case. This table clearly
shows the step-by-step procedure followed to reach the ﬁnal goal of simultaneous testing of an active
management of MV and LV distribution systems with a high DER penetration.
Table 4. DUT/AUT and functionalities of the test cases.
DUT/AUT

Case PSHIL-1

Case PSHIL-2

Case PSHIL-3

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

MV/LV network interconnection
HV/MV OLTC
MV DER reactive power
DC link
LV PV reactive power
Functionalities
Current control (DER, DC link)
Reactive power control (DER, DC link)
Active Power control (DC link)
OLTC tap Control
OPF for MV power losses minimization
Local droop for LV voltage control

5.3. PSHIL Experimental Results
5.3.1. PSHIL-1 Results
Figure 10a shows the 24-h active and reactive power proﬁles of the OLE connected to bus N14
for the test case PSHIL-1. This OLE is in charge of emulating an industrial load, detailed in Table 2,
and also the integration of the LV real-time simulated network into the physical MV scaled-down
system. The continuous lines represent the actual OLE active and reactive powers, while the dashed
lines correspond to the setpoints (sum of the industrial load and LV real-time simulated network).
It can be observed that there is hardly any difference between the power references and the actual
injected values. In addition, Figure 10b compares the voltages measured at bus N14 and the ones
used in the real-time simulation for bus M0. Both voltages are practically coincident, similarly to what
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happens with the powers. Therefore, these results conﬁrm an adequate integration of the LV real-time
simulated network into the physical MV scaled-down network.
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Figure 10. PSHIL-1: N14 industrial load and integration of the LV real-time simulated network within
the MV scaled-down physical system. (a) 24-h evolution of active and reactive power injected by the
OLE connected to bus N14. (b) 24-h evolution of voltages in bus N14 (physical network) and M0
(real-time simulated network).

Figure 11a shows the daily voltages of buses N3, N6, and N14 where undervoltage situations
(voltages below 0.95 pu) during some periods are noticed. These undervoltages are more severe in
those buses located farther away from the primary substation and mainly concentrated during the
hours without DER injections. Conversely, these are responsible for the voltage peaks around 11:00 in
nodes N3 and N14 because of the DER-related active power proﬁle shown in Figure 9. It is interesting
to note that this effect is not reproduced in bus N14 because the DC link is not connected in this test
case and the net active power of the industrial load and the real-time simulated LV network is always
negative (consumption), as shown in Figure 10a.
Figure 11b illustrates the nodal voltages of buses M1, M4, and M7 within the real-time simulated
LV system. Similarly to the MV system, undervoltages arise around 20:00 and peak voltages around
11:00 when PV generation is peaking. Note that this effect is more prominent in bus M7, where PV
generation is connected, becoming even higher than voltages in buses M4 and M1, which indicates a
reverse power ﬂow in the lines connecting these nodes. Bus M1 voltage is barely modiﬁed during this
period of PV peaking because of its proximity to the MV/LV transformer. It can be observed, anyway,
that the general voltage trend in the LV network is imposed by bus N14 of the MV network, especially
in those periods without LV DER injections. These conclusions arise from the simultaneous analysis of
the MV and LV networks facilitated by the proposed PSHIL approach.
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Figure 11. PSHIL-1. Impact on the MV and LV distribution networks. (a) 24-h evolution of the MV
network voltages at buses N3, N6, and N14. (b) 24-h evolution of the LV network voltages at buses M1,
M4, and M7.
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5.3.2. PSHIL-2 Results
The AUT in the test case PSHIL-2 is an OPF for minimization of power losses in charge of deﬁning
the setpoints of the MV DUTs (OLTC, DERs, and DC link), whose daily evolution is detailed in
Figure 12. The following comments can be stated for each of these DUTs:
•

•

•

OLTC. Figure 12a shows the 24-h OLTC tap position and the voltage of bus N3. The tap position
is maintained most of the time in the lowest position in order to increase the MV voltages to
reduce the power losses as much as possible. However, the tap is changed to its central position
during the period when the DER injects the maximum power to fulﬁll the maximum voltage
constraint imposed by the OPF (1.05 pu).
DERs. The reactive power injections of DERs connected to buses N3 and N10 are depicted in
Figure 12b. These show a proper tracking of the setpoints computed by the AUT. Note that the
reactive power injection in bus N10 is higher that in bus N3 because of the electrical distance.
This bus is farther away from the initial node of the MV scaled-down network and, therefore,
experiences a larger voltage drop caused by the loads. This requires a higher reactive power
injection to maintain the voltages as high as possible.
DC link. The 24-h active and reactive power ﬂows through the DC link are depicted in Figure 12c
and 12d, respectively. The setpoints computed by the AUT are tracked without errors by the DC
link. Both DC-link sides inject reactive power to their corresponding connection nodes to increase
the voltages locally. In addition, the DC link transfers active power from N8 to N14 around noon
when the PV generation injects the maximum power. The opposite situation happens in the rest
of the day, where the DC link acts to equalize the load of each MV scaled-down distribution
feeder to reduce the active power losses as much as possible.

Therefore, it can be claimed that the adequate control actions are computed by the AUT and
executed correspondingly by the corresponding DUTs.
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Figure 12. PSHIL-2. DUT performance using 24-h evolution of: (a) OLTC tap position and voltage of
bus N3. (b) DER reactive power injections in buses N3 and N6. (c) DC-link reactive power injections.
(d) DC-link active power transfer from N8 to N14.

Regarding the impact of the AUT on the tested power system, it is interesting to note the evolution
of the MV and LV voltages shown in Figure 13. This ﬁgure represents the voltages of the same nodes
represented in Figure 11 for the test PSHIL-1. Regarding the MV nodes, it can be clearly noticed that
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1.06

1.06

1.02

1.02

Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

most of the time the voltages are above 1 pu and very close to 1.05 pu, which is the maximum voltage
considered in the OPF. In addition, a ﬂatter voltage proﬁle can be observed compared to those of
Figure 11a in spite of the highly variable DER generation. On the other hand, the evolution of the LV
buses detailed in Figure 13b shows a similar evolution than the voltage of bus N14. This is reﬂected
in a voltage increase of all LV buses thanks to the AUT and DUTs of the MV network, which avoid
undervoltage situations (below 0.95 pu). This effect is especially remarked around hour 11, where
the OLTC action drastically reduces the voltages of the LV buses. Finally, it is interesting to note the
AUT effect on the power losses of the MV and LV networks, which have been reduced with respect to
PSHIL-1 from 0.584% to 0.465% and 7.086% to 6.382%, respectively.
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Figure 13. PSHIL-2. Impact on the MV and LV distribution networks. (a) 24-h evolution of the MV
network voltages at buses N3, N6, and N14. (b) 24-h evolution of the LV network voltages at buses M1,
M4, and M7.

5.3.3. PSHIL-3 Results
In this case, the same voltage reference was imposed for all of the LV PV generators, for simplification
purposes. Figure 14 shows the voltage and the active and reactive powers injected in by the PV connected
in node M7. The bus voltage is compared with the reference voltage (1.05 pu) to compute the reactive
power injection using a linear droop strategy. Note that the reactive power injection shown in Figure 14b
is always positive because the nodal voltage is most of the time below the reference voltage, as shown
in Figure 14a. This is especially noticeable at night when the voltages are low due to the network
loading and the PV uses most of its capacity to inject reactive power according to the rated power
detailed in Table 3.
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Figure 14. PSHIL-3. (a) 24-h evolution of voltage in bus M7. (b) 24-h evolution of PV active and reactive
power injections in bus M7.

Regarding the impact of these control actions on the distribution system, Figure 15 shows the
daily voltage proﬁles on the MV and LV networks. The MV voltages, shown in Figure 14a, are almost
the same as those presented in PSHIL-2 because only one LV distribution network has been simulated
and, therefore, its effect on the MV side is barely noticed. The analysis of the LV voltages, however,
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Voltage (pu)

Voltage (pu)

reveal some differences due to the voltage control algorithm implemented in this network. During the
midday hours, the PV power injection causes the voltage in bus M7 to be higher than the voltage in bus
M1, revealing an inverse power ﬂow between these two LV nodes. During the evening, with the peak
load and the absence of PV active power injection, the voltage decreases. However, the inﬂuence of
the reactive power injection using the spare PV converter capacity is noticeable comparing the voltage
of buses M4 and M7. Note that in this evening period, the voltage at bus M7 is very close to that of
bus M4, even though its electrical distance to the head node is larger. This effect is also noticeable
when comparing these nodal voltages in the test PSHIL-2 (Figure 13b), where no LV control actions are
applied. Finally and regarding the power losses, the LV local voltage control achieves a reduction of
power losses from 6.382% reported in PSHIL-2 to 4.590%.
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Figure 15. PSHIL-3. Impact on the MV and LV distribution networks. (a) 24-h evolution of the MV system
voltage in buses N3, N6, and N14. (b) 24-h evolution of the LV system voltage in buses M1, M4, and M7.

6. Conclusions
This paper has presented a new HIL approach for simultaneously testing several DUTs and
AUTs interacting with each other in a power system. In this way, the proposed PSHIL approach can
be considered a natural evolution of the PHIL concept, which is mainly focused on the individual
performance of a DUT connected to a network node. The PSHIL architecture has been depicted including
a description of its main actual and simulated components classified according to their functionalities.
The PHSIL infrastructure available at the electrical engineering laboratory of the University of
Sevilla has been used as an example of application to evidence the PSHIL testing functionalities,
analyzing the active management of a MV and LV distribution system with high penetration of
renewable generation. Different cases have been tested, each of which evidences some of the possible
functionalities of the PSHIL approach.
The ﬁrst test (PSHIL-1) shows how to integrate an LV real-time simulated network into a physical
scaled-down MV system. The second one (PSHIL-2), using the ﬁrst test as a starting point, elaborates
on the use of an OPF (AUT) for power losses minimization in the physical MV scaled-down network
combined with several DUTs (OLTC, DER reactive power, and a DC link) in charge of following the
OPF-computed optimal setpoints. Finally, the third test case (PSHIL-3) introduces a voltage control
algorithm in the LV network based on local conditions in buses where DERs are connected.
In conclusion, the staged testing procedure has demonstrated the PSHIL capacity of simultaneously
analyzing an MV and LV distribution system in a hardware environment. Moreover, the results shown in
the previous section evidence that the individual performance of each DUT can be successfully studied,
as well as their impact on the power system. The PSHIL concept allows an evolution from a deviceto a system-oriented testing approach, providing a powerful framework for the study of smart grid
technologies and allowing an assessment of the potential beneﬁts that new technologies may bring to
the power system.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AC
AUT
CHIL
DC
DER
DUT
FACTS
HIL
HVDC
LC
LV
MV
OLE
OLTC
OPF
PHIL
PSHIL
POI
PV
RTCS
VSC

Alternating Current
Algorithm Under Test
Controller-Hardware-in-the-Loop
Direct Current
Distributed Energy Resource
Device Under Test
Flexible AC Transmission System
Hardware-in-the-Loop
High-Voltage DC
Local Control
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Omnimode Load Emulator
On-Load Tap-Changer
Optimal Power Flow
Power-Hardware-in-the-Loop
Power-System-Hardware-in-the-Loop
Point of Interconnection
Photovoltaic
Real-Time Control System
Voltage Source Converter
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Abstract: This paper presents an approach to extend the capabilities of smart grid laboratories
through the concept of Power Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHiL) testing by re-purposing existing
grid-forming converters. A simple and cost-effective power interface, paired with a remotely located
Digital Real-time Simulator (DRTS), facilitates Geographically Distributed Power Hardware Loop
(GD-PHiL) in a quasi-static operating regime. In this study, a DRTS simulator was interfaced
via the public internet with a grid-forming ship-to-shore converter located in a smart-grid testing
laboratory, approximately 40 km away from the simulator. A case study based on the IEEE 13-bus
distribution network, an on-load-tap-changer (OLTC) controller and a controllable load in the
laboratory demonstrated the feasibility of such a setup. A simple compensation method applicable to
this multi-rate setup is proposed and evaluated. Experimental results indicate that this compensation
method signiﬁcantly enhances the voltage response, whereas the conservation of energy at the
coupling point still poses a challenge. Findings also show that, due to inherent limitations of the
converter’s Modbus interface, a separate measurement setup is preferable. This can help achieve
higher measurement ﬁdelity, while simultaneously increasing the loop rate of the PHiL setup.
Keywords: geographically distributed real-time simulation; remote power hardware-in-the-Loop;
grid-forming converter; hardware-in-the-loop; simulation ﬁdelity; energy-based metric;
energy residual; quasi-stationary

1. Introduction
Sustainable energy needs for the future are driving the increasing adoption of Renewable Energy
Sources that have altered the makeup of the traditional power grid. The increasing complexity
and scale of the power system requires tools that can carry out large scale simulations to study
its interactions and interoperability with newer hardware and novel control schemes and develop
advanced assessment methods. This entails a radical shift from static, ofﬂine load ﬂow simulations
towards dynamic, online real-time simulations with higher-ﬁdelity. With the help of specialised and
powerful computational tools, such as OPAL-RT and Real-time Digital Simulators (RTDS), real-time
simulation and Hardware in the Loop (HiL) testing has emerged as an attractive option to study
complex power system conﬁgurations in detail [1–4]. However, the capability of existing single
real-time simulator-based infrastructures is still limited. Simulation of large-scale power grids with
detailed distributed energy resource models and control systems is a major challenge. Furthermore,
HiL-based testing has a major limitation in scalability, as only limited number of components or devices
Energies 2020, 13, 3770; doi:10.3390/en13153770
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can be tested or investigated in a single scenario. Thus, scaling real-time power system simulations with
HiL testing for large models is a challenging task [5]. Most importantly, the availability of adequate
hardware interface of power HiL (PHiL) testing in the form of fast linear ampliﬁers is limited due to
a high cost. These challenges can be addressed by Geographically Distributed Real-time Simulation
(GD-RTS) [5,6], Geographically Distributed Power Hardware in the Loop (GD-PHiL) testing and
reducing dynamic ﬁdelity requirements on hardware in test platforms [7]. While a conventional PHiL
setup consists of a digital real-time simulator (DRTS), power interface/ampliﬁer and a hardware under
Test (HuT), GD-PHiL extends it by a real-time virtual gateway, which handles data exchange between
the two sites, as shown in Figure 1.
Site #1

Site #2

Digital Real-time
simulator (DRTS)

Real-time
virtual gateway

(RTDS,

(VILLASnode,

OPAL-RT, etc.)

JaNDER, etc.)

Converter
or
Amplifier

Hardware
under
Test (HuT)

Figure 1. The general GD-PHiL layout.

These advanced concepts enable the ability to interface and test larger systems through distributed
experiments, giving rise to ’Power System in the Loop’ based testing [8,9], which is also the objective of
this work.
In this paper, we demonstrate the application of commercial grid-forming converter hardware
for PHiL experiments, using the example of an ABB ship-to-shore converter, which overcomes
the unavailability of a dedicated power ampliﬁer. In contrast to purpose-built ampliﬁers for this
application, a grid-forming converter cannot be controlled with instantaneous voltage signals but is
rather controlled by a set of Root Mean Square (RMS) voltages and frequency. This limitation may
pose challenges in the context of ensuring ﬁdelity of PHiL setup with such ampliﬁers and requires
evaluation. In addition, these types of converters usually lack digital or analog interfaces for fast
and direct update of control parameters or the acquisition of measurements. However, laboratories
may have grid-forming converters in their facilities, which could be utilised for PHiL experiments
without the hefty costs of purchasing a new dedicated PHiL ampliﬁer. Due to their comparatively
slow interfaces and built-in protection measures, the PHiL integration cannot be dynamic, but instead
is considered ’quasi-static’. On the other hand, most of these commercial converters are relatively safe
to operate and exhibit a reasonable robust control behaviour, which gives the opportunity to integrate
complex multi-device systems with multiple power components and software controls in a Power
System-in-the-Loop (PSiL) setup, such as to emulate a distribution feeder with multiple distributed
energy resources.
GD-RTS and GD-PHiL environments enable the coupling of different software and hardware
subsystems through discrete-time communication, time-varying delays and packet loss in the
communication channel between two or more subsystems can result in artiﬁcial energy [10]. This is
either stored or generated at the interface and may give rise to artiﬁcial energy artifacts in the system
dynamics. Consequently, due to energy generation, these co-simulation systems can become unstable.
Thus, it is advisable to observe this artiﬁcial energy generated at the interface and use it as metric,
as well as possibly in the future online compensation. In [11], a non-iterative energy-conservation-based
co-simulation algorithm is investigated using residual energies for adaptive step size control and
evaluating the stability of the co-simulation, by which the accuracy and efﬁciency of the co-simulation
is remarkably enhanced as compared to constant step sizes. A monitoring framework is proposed
in [12] to keep track of the excess energy and then a dissipation method is implemented to eliminate that
energy. Thus, artiﬁcial energy monitoring and compensation can help co-simulations achieve stability
in spite of artiﬁcial interface energy. However, thus far, applications of dissipative co-simulation
interfaces are limited to automotive and mechanical systems. Sources of ﬁdelity degradation in
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real-time co-simulations using non-iterative solvers and interface algorithms differ from the factors
that deteriorate ﬁdelity in GD-PHiL, where communication delays, sampling rates of measurement and
control signals and dynamic response of PHiL ampliﬁers are the main issues. However, the objective
is in both applications to address sources of ﬁdelity degradation by achieving energy conservation at
the interface. To this end, a metric based on artiﬁcial energy at the interface is considered in this work
for ﬁdelity evaluation.
The key contributions of this paper are as follows:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Experimental demonstration of a Quasi-static PHiL (QsPHiL) power interface using a
grid-forming converter, in a geographically distributed multi-rate PSiL setup.
Identiﬁcation of limiting factors for the use of converters as interface hardware in
QsPHiL experiments.
A compensation method that takes advantage of the different timescales to accelerate convergence
of the iterative quasi-static interface, to make up for inherent delays in the QsPHiL setup. This
was experimentally veriﬁed by a reduction in voltage overshoot and convergence time.
First application of a novel Energy-Based Metric (EBM) in GD-PHiL.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses the important aspects of
remote coupling and QsPHiL experiments. Metrics for ﬁdelity evaluation are covered in Section 3,
while Section 4 delves into the implementation details and applied interface algorithm along with
compensation method. Further, Section 5 presents and discusses the key ﬁndings of this work, while,
in Section 6, key conclusions are drawn.
2. Remote Coupling and Quasi-Static PHiL
The conventional PHiL setup leverages a simulator that performs electromagnetic transient
simulation in real time and a power ampliﬁer controlled by instantaneous values of voltage waveform
provided by the simulator at sampling rates similar to the real-time simulator, such as 10 kHz to 20 kHz,
which allows investigations of transient phenomena and hardware response to, e.g., anomalous or
disturbed system states, such as protection response or fault-ride-through behaviour. By contrast,
testing needs in smart energy systems also include long-term behaviours relevant, e.g., for the study of
load behaviour connected in complex distribution networks, voltage support and ﬂexibility through
coupling to other energy domains [7]. Fidelity requirements here apply to sampling rates of 10 Hz
and below. Thus, simpliﬁed forms of the conventional PHiL can be considered, with reduced model
granularity, lower sampling rates for simulator and interfaces, and simpliﬁed dynamics. These
simpliﬁcations allow for increased scalability, reduced demands on equipment and model accuracy,
thus generally reduced testing cost. To accurately describe the method and impact of results, this section
introduces the QsPHiL concept, terminology and related literature on simpliﬁed and mixed-ﬁdelity
PHiL setups, and then focuses on power interfacing issues.
2.1. QsPHiL and Other Reduced-Fidelity PHiL Conﬁgurations
The QsPHiL approach introduced and analysed here refers to a power interface (converter,
communications and interface algorithm) that aims at ﬁdelity for stationary RMS frequency and RMS
voltage levels, corresponding to a time scale of 0.1 Hz and slower, and thus reducing requirements at the
power interface [7]. Quasi-static here refers to ability to emulate the global energy balance and stationary
power ﬂows using stationary RMS frequency and voltage parameters. Alternate reduced-ﬁdelity
approaches achieve quasi-dynamic ﬁdelity, meaning that the power interface and simulation are accurate
and responsive such that RMS voltage and frequency dynamics can be accurately represented, i.e.,
above 1 Hz, sufﬁcient to model frequency dynamics for inertia and primary frequency control [9].
Mathematically, quasi-dynamic setups reduce the represented dynamic states as compared to fully
dynamic setups; quasi-static setups eliminate dynamic states and are only accurate as stationary
representation. In a quasi-static interface setup, convergence of interface parameters is an iterative
process where the test casts the number of iterations and time between stationary (equilibrium) states.
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A quasi-static ﬁdelity can thus also be considered when power-ﬂow simulation models are applied
in a PHiL setup. Quasi-static and quasi-dynamic PHiL setups therefore have many precursors in the
literature (see, e.g., [13–15]). To classify a PHiL, in terms of dynamic ﬁdelity, we consider: (a) the
intra-emulator ﬁdelity (at what resolutions are the emulated dynamics accurate?); and (b) the
inter-emulator ﬁdelity (at what rate is the mutual representation of the other emulator through
the interface accurate?).
Reduced-Fidelity PHiL in the Literature
The authors of [13] referred to quasi-static time series (QSTS) based models in their setup,
operating with a 2 s time step in the simulated systems, which is also employed in [14,15]. A quasi-static
power system setup can be applied in a quasi-dynamic multi-domain setups, where ﬁdelity for dynamic
states, e.g., in the heat domain, is preserved [16]. In [17], the reduced ﬁdelity setup operates with
a model using PowerFactory “quasi-dynamic” simulations and thus their setup is referred to as
“quasi-dynamic” PHiL. Note that PowerFactory deﬁnition of “quasi-dynamic” is only quasi-dynamic
for frequency, but quasi-static for voltage regulation at distribution grids, such that deﬁnitions
may overlap.
While conventional PHiL setups pose high challenges to be implemented in GD-PHiL manner
as instantaneous values of waveforms must be exchanged between simulator and power ampliﬁer,
QsPHiL setups are suitable to be considered for GD-PHiL application [7]. A remote control hardware
in the loop test, which remotely couples a distribution system simulated in RTDS located in Greece
with an actual On-Load-Tap-Changer (OLTC) controller in Spain, is implemented in [18]. This test
uses a virtual platform called JaNDER for data exchanging in real-time between two laboratories with
the latency lower than 300 ms. A trans-paciﬁc quasi-static closed-loop system test is conducted for a
GD-PHiL setup, as presented in [13]. The work uses a power distribution network simulator with
physical PV/battery inverter in the loop at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden,
CO, USA and a physical PV inverter at power at the Commonwealth Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research
Organisation’s Energy Centre in Newcastle, NSW, Australia.
A common challenge in quasi-static co-simulation and PHiL setups where either dynamic
simulators (as here) or a highly dynamic power interface is involved, as, e.g., in [14], is that a difference
of sampling rates needs to be accommodated by a suitable interface model and algorithm.
2.2. Mixed-Fidelity PHiL and PSiL
The present setup is characterised as:
•
•
•
•

Subsystem A: RTDS @ 10 kHz
Subsystem B: SYSLAB @ 1 Hz to 10 Hz (measurement limitations)
Inter-emulator A → B: approx. 1 Hz: converter set point updates
Inter-emulator B → A: 10 Hz: measurements

Considering typical power system dynamics, accurate representation of both frequency and
voltage dynamic parameters cannot be represented, even though both parameters can be set at
the interface: the response of the Power Interface hardware is in the order of 2.5 Hz for voltage
and several seconds, 0.3 Hz, for frequency, returning measurements of converter current and phase
(RMS P/Q values) at a rate of 16 Hz. Several iterations of A → B and B → A are required for
convergence of parameters at the interface, leading to an expected interface-based ﬁdelity at about
0.5–1 Hz for voltage events and 0.1 Hz for frequency events.
2.3. Interface Fidelity of GD-PHiL Setups
In energy systems simulation, it is essential that energy is preserved across simulator interfaces.
However, for most conﬁgurations of interface variables, this quality cannot be achieved in practice
within a single step: e.g., when an interface is deﬁned by transfer of P/Q information, package loss
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equates to loss of energy or simply due to the communication delay or inaccurate synchronisation
of two simulations. It is possible, however, to log and recover the energy loss incurred through lost
packages as in this example, using a corrective mechanism. Therefore, the multi-step interpretation of
the exchange quality is important. With the dynamic of exchange in consideration, the convergence of
interface variables and stability of invariant qualities within tight error bounds and a deterministic
convergence horizon are key qualities to be achieved. An invariant, such as the conservation of energy,
can thus be re-formulated as a residual value. This residual can be monitored for possible divergence.
In a second step, this monitoring approach can be employed to correct the exchange variables, enabling
a stabilisation of the coupling. For further study, this approach should be employed to ﬁrst log, and
then possibly improve the low-rate and multi-rate coupling between Co-simulation and hardware in
the loop (QsPHiL) and co-simulation interfacing DRTS .
In addition to the measures for synchronisation, it is also critical to consider the qualities of
the simulation interfaces and exchange variables. When sub-systems (simulations) are coupled at a
physical layer, algebraic loops arise (cyclic dependencies). As the state of the exchange variables is
computed independently in each simulator, in principle, only an iterative and explicit coupling would
allow for accurate simulation. In all real-time HiL and SiL, one necessarily degrades the overall system
state coherency to allow for the simulation to take place without such iterations. Under this notion of
synchronisation, there is an inherent trade-off between the degree of coherency of the overall system
state, i.e., to which extent it approximates a monolithic simulation, and the idle time allowed by the
choice of simulator computational cycle time T. To wit, the greater one chooses T, the lower the degree
of state coherency.
As a consequence, a concern is to preserve essential properties of the global system state as much
as possible. To manage this trade-off, it is possible to identify qualities of global exchange variables to
be maintained in spite of said coupling losses.
In [19], an integrated test setup for a remote coupling test is examined. The test couples a
full-scale hybrid electric vehicle power system simulated in real time at the U.S. Army TARDEC
simulation laboratory with a hybrid power train located at the another laboratory in San Jose, CA,
USA. This application uses bi-directional real-time communications over the open Internet using Army
assets of two different laboratories 2450 miles apart. In this study, leaked energy is calculated for both
sites to evaluate how closely the model matches the behaviour of the real hardware and then proposes
robust control techniques that compensate for asynchronous Internet communication delays for the
closed loop operation.
However, the aforementioned work is missing a generic compensation method to account for
different timescales and inherent delays in any remote QsPHiL setup. Hence, this is one of the key
research contributions of this work.
3. Fidelity Evaluation and Monitoring Approach
GD-RTS and GD-PHiL are naturally limited by delays incurred by geographical distances. Thus,
phenomena of interest on timescales shorter than these delays are generally not presentable in a
GD-RTS implementation. Such experiments include fast transients in transmission networks, ripple
due to power electronic switching or effects due to harmonics. Experiments in GD-RTS and GD-PHiL
instead target facets of the power system described by the RMS-values of the system, including voltage
and frequency response, energy exchange tracking or controller operation.
Due to this focus of GD-RTS and GD-PHiL compared to conventional PHiL, evaluation of the
ﬁdelity of a GD-RTS implementation can only to a limited extent apply methods of validation
commonly used for PHiL systems, e.g., comparison of voltage and current waveforms during
transient response with the objective to achieve high ﬁdelity for a wide range of frequencies, including
harmonics [20]. Instead, validation metrics in GD-RTS and GD-PHiL should focus on consistency of
RMS values in the emulated grid across boundaries of emulators, and on longer-term drift of associated
values, e.g., integrated complex energy exchange.
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Another challenge in GD-RTS and GD-PHiL is the evaluation of simulation ﬁdelity itself, as a key
performance indicator. In the context of GD-RTS, ﬁdelity can be deﬁned as the degree of similarity
of a system response in the GD-RTS environment to the response of a monolithic simulation model.
A common approach for ﬁdelity evaluation is to utilise a monolithic simulation to obtain reference
results. However, in a real-world GD-RTS or GD-PHiL application scenarios, the monolithic model
would typically be unavailable.
The lack of reference results means comparison, both between runs of the same implementation
and across implementations, of model outcomes is the sole indicator of ﬁdelity available. Metrics
of comparison for these outcomes should be based on the target metric of the experiment, and they
should be informed by any artefact of the interface that may impact this metric.
Our purpose here is then threefold:
1.
2.
3.

Establish a general set of metrics under which GD-PHiL interfaces can be evaluated even when a
reference signal is unavailable.
Provide sets of observables and parameters that allow characterisation testing of a
GD-PHiL interface.
Develop a GD-PHiL interface that directly targets these metrics to demonstrate this characterisation.

We proceed in this section to discuss Points (1) and (2) in general terms, with Point (3) treated in
Section 4.
3.1. GD-PHiL Interface Models as Two-Port Networks

IA1

Comm.

A co-simulation interface can be modelled and analysed as a 2-port network, as illustrated in
Figure 2. Here, a voltage measurement at the primary side is transmitted through an interfacing
actuator (I A1 ) to the secondary side across a communication channel (Comm.) and subsequently
translated to be actuated by a voltage source on the secondary interfacing actuator I A2 . Similarly,
a current measurement is transmitted from the secondary side and actuated on the primary side via a
current source. Note that, as far as the interface is concerned, there is no difference if the voltages and
currents are due to a simulation in an DRTS or represent physical ﬂows due to a hardware component.
The treatment in this section does not distinguish if either side is physical or simulated, only that they
represent a power ﬂow.

IA2

Figure 2. Generic GD-HiL/GD-RTS interface model represented as a two-port network.

For an ideal interface, voltage and current on primary and secondary sides match at all times,
and thus in particular instantaneous powers match at all times:
v1 ( t ) i1 ( t ) = v2 ( t ) i2 ( t ).

(1)

When dealing with non-ideal interfaces, Equation (1) will be modiﬁed to account for,
e.g., communication delay and jitter, intermittency of operation, multi-rate operation of primary
and secondary loops and calibration offsets. As an example, suppose there is a consistent delay τ
between v1 occurring on the primary side and v2 being actuated on the secondary side, with the same
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delay τ between i2 and i1 . Neglecting other sources of error and assuming no compensation, the power
balance now writes
v1 ( t − τ ) i1 ( t + τ ) = v2 ( t ) i2 ( t ),

(2)

which clearly does not respect energy balance for the two-port system in general.
3.2. Fidelity Evaluation Metrics
Given the ideal behaviour in Equation (1), a metric to examine an interface’s ﬁdelity can be
derived as:
Eobs [n] = Ts

n

∑ (i1 [k]v1 [k] − i2 [k]v2 [k]),

(3)

k =0

which compares the difference in instantaneous power between Ports 1 and 2 over a time horizon,
with measurements i1 [k ], . . . sampled isochronously at rate 1/Ts .
In experiments where a system event causes the system to go to a steady state, one can use the
new steady state of the system as a reference value from which ﬁdelity metrics can be derived. For
such an experiment where an event affects the signal v1 (t) at time t = 0, leading to a new steady state
value of v1 at vˆ1 , the under- and overshoot of the signal are deﬁned as

≡ max (v1 (t))
vovershoot
1

(4)

≡ min (v1 (t))
vundershoot
1

(5)

t≥t

t≥t

where t is the ﬁrst crossing time where v1 (t ) = vˆ1 .
Further, the stabilisation time under tolerance d is deﬁned as
tstab (d) = min {ts > 0 | ∀t > ts : |v1 (t) − vˆ1 | < d} ,

(6)

and the RMS deviation is deﬁned as
RMSDv1 =



∞
0

(v1 (t) − v̂1 )2 dt

(7)

In applying these formulations to signals which respond to the event through the interface, i.e, v2 ,
i2 and i1 , one takes t = 0 as the ﬁrst time step for which the event translates to these variables.
Suppose more than one event is included in the experiment at times 0 < τ2 < τ3 < . . ., with all
variables reaching steady states for an event before the next event occurs. Then, the steady-state is
deﬁned for each event separately, and all formulations above span over the intervals [0, τ2 ), τ2 , τ3 ), etc.
instead of the interval [0, ∞). Note that the times of each event occurring should be taken according to
when each variable responds.
3.3. Hypotheses
To conduct tests of a GD-RTDS interface, the testing regime must take into account both the
action of the system under test and the action of the test bed on which that system is implemented.
Considerations thus naturally divide along two axis: On the ﬁrst axis, one distinguishes parameters,
which are decision on free experimental variables made prior to the experiment, and observables, which
are recorded during or calculated after the experiment. On the second axis, one distinguishes intrinsic
aspects, which concern the signals transported by the interface, and extrinsic aspects, which concern
the interface’s handling of those signals.
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The parameters which can be altered for a characterisation test can be divided into intrinsic
parameters, which affect the signals transported by the interface, and extrinsic parameters, which affect
the interface’s handling of those signals.
Altering the intrinsic parameters reveal how well the interface is able to represent the electrical
system connected at either side, i.e., to which extent the interface is able to maintain transparency of
electrical operation. Examples of such parameters include: The size of voltage step on primary side;
and the size of a current/impedance step on secondary side. In general, altering intrinsic parameters
only affects intrinsic observables, as deﬁned below.
In contrast to intrinsic parameters, extrinsic parameters seek to trace how the interface performs
under performance degradation. By artiﬁcially degrading the performance of the interface in a
quantiﬁable way, it may be possible to extrapolate observables to those that would be obtained using
an ideal interface. Examples of such parameters include: Adding artiﬁcial delay on the primary or
secondary side by inserting sleep commands in the loop; or reducing the rate of sending and actuating
by only applying every n = 1, 2, . . . set points. Altering the extrinsic parameters of the system will
affect both the intrinsic and extrinsic observables of the system, as deﬁned below.
For both types of parameters, one can deﬁne analogous intrinsic and extrinsic observables for
the interface; intrinsic observables relate to the signals transported, which are discussed in detail in
Section 3.1, while extrinsic observables relate to the timing of the messages carrying these signals.
Pertinent extrinsic observables include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

the time between each message being sent from the primary side (primary side sending rate);
the delay between a voltage occurring on the primary side and a message being sent reﬂecting
this voltage (primary side sending delay);
the delay between a message being sent from the primary side and the message being received at
the secondary side (primary side communication delay);
the delay between a message arriving at the secondary side and the content of that message being
reﬂected on the physical system (secondary side actuation delay); and
the equivalent timings for messages originating at the secondary side.

Taken together, these parameters and observables form a complete set of dimensions for
characterisation. For a given interface between given electrical systems at the primary and secondary
side, and for a given set of intrinsic and extrinsic variables, the ability of the interface to form a
transparent interconnection is given by the intrinsic and extrinsic variables.
With these general considerations in mind, the following section relates the development
of a compensation interface aiming to improve each intrinsic metric compared to an
uncompensated interface.
4. Implementation in Distributed Environment
To further study the QsPHiL concept, a case-study was implemented and demonstrated in a
real lab setup. This section describes system architecture and interfacing details while Section 5.1
introduces the test grid.
In this case-study, a RTDS real-time simulator at DTU Lyngby and a grid-forming Back-to-Back
power converter (B2B) at SYSLAB were interconnected to a simple dump load. This setup poses two
challenges to its implementation:
1.
2.

Latencies and jitter due to geographical distance between simulator and converter
Limited controllability and observability of the converter due to the Modbus interface of
the converter

The objective is to achieve identical or at least comparable results in the distributed and monolithic
environment without exchanging large packets with signal vectors. Here, the distributed environment
was represented by the case-study using the SYSLAB laboratory. The monolithic environment was
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an equivalent model of the lab setup, which was purely simulated in the DRTS at Lyngby as a
reference case.
This section describes the architecture and techniques used to achieve this goal. These include the
exchange of GPS synchronised timestamps and sequence numbers, asynchronous programming and a
ﬁne tuning of the converters Modbus communication.
4.1. Architecture and System Setup
Figure 3 shows the layout of the GD-PHiL setup of this study. The distribution system was
simulated in RTDS located in the Lyngby campus of DTU while the hardware part belonged to the
SYSLAB laboratory situated in DTU Risø campus, which is approximately 40 km away. The locations
are interconnected by the public Internet.
Risø Campus
Lyngby Campus

VILLASNodes

GT-NET

Risø Network
ZeroMQ

SYSLAB
Network

SYSLAB Loop
Modbus serial

SYSLAB Hardware

RTDS

B2B converter

RTDS Network

Cables

Load

Figure 3. The PHiL setup layout.

A VILLASnode instance located in DTU Risø campus operates as a gateway for real-time data
exchange between the RTDS simulator and the SYSLAB hardware. VILLASnode is a gateway for
co-simulation interface data [21]. It converts various protocols and (de-)multiplexes signals to and
from multiple sources. The gateway supports over 18 different protocols and interfaces, which include
general purpose broker-based messaging protocols such as Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
(AMQP) and Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), as well as industry standard protocols
such as IEC 61850, Web protocols like WebSockets and HTTP/REST and Interfaces to Simulators and
custom Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA). It collects statistics about the exchanged data such as
packet loss, one-way delay and jitter and provides a network emulation to simulate the conditions of a
geographically distributed co-simulation. VILLASnode is a C/C++ application executed on a Real-time
optimised Linux machine.
Data exchange between RTDS and the VILLASnode gateway is performed via a GTNET card and
using the UDP protocol. Communication between the VILLASnode gateway and the SYSLAB loop
uses the ZeroMQ publish/subscribe protocol due to ﬁrewall restrictions which forbid direct UDP
communication between SYSLAB and RTDS. Lastly, the SYSLAB loop communicates with the B2B
converter via serial Modbus. The SYSLAB loop was implemented in Python and relies heavily on
asynchronous programming (asyncio) to realise non-blocking forwarding of measurements and set
points [22].
SYSLAB is an experimental facility at DTU Risø campus, designed as a test bed for advanced
control and communication concepts for intelligent distributed power systems. Figure 4 shows a
section of the 400 V, three-phase grid which, with a total of 16 bus bars and 119 automated coupling
points serves as the electrical backbone of the facility and allows a large variety of different grid
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topologies. All equipment on the grid is automated and remote-controllable. Each unit is supervised
locally by a dedicated computing node which acts as a communication gateway. Nodes contain
measuring and network equipment, data storage, backup power and an interfaced computer, which
can be used for hardware and software platform test. The whole system can be run and monitored
remotely and as such is a good test bed for the (Power) System-in-the-Loop testing objective of
this paper.

Figure 4. SYSLAB topology.

The HuT in this case-study is a dump load (DL) connected via a combination of long low-voltage
underground cables to the PHiL interface. While the PHiL interface is our Objection under Investigation
(OuI), it is not considered to be part of the HuT. The DL consists of eight different resistors which
can be combined in any way possible by several remote controlled relays to achieve the power
targeted set-point. The resistor sizes in kW are 0.42, 0.75, 1.45, 3.02, 6.0, 11.75, 23.4, 31.3. Depending
on the targeted set point, the DL controller activates a subset of these resistors by enabling the
respective relays.
As PHiL interface, a B2B converter is used. Built by ABB, the PCS100 Static Frequency Converter is
designed for ship-to-shore operation and operates at 50 or 60 Hz on low voltage distribution grids and
is rated for a nominal output power of 125 kVA. Figure 5 shows the simpliﬁed electrical layout of the
B2B converter. Its internal inverter is controlled by the set points provided from the simulation model
in the DRTS in the form of RMS voltage (Vrtds ) and frequency ( f rtds ). Measured power at the converter
output terminals Pb2b and Qb2b is monitored and fed back into the simulation where they are injected
by a controlled current (see Section 4.4). The B2B converter is a three-phase device. However, it is
only controllable in a balanced mode by a single set of RMS voltage and frequency set point. Voltage
measurements are provided individually for each phase, whereas power measurements are aggregated
for all phases. This restricts the test system to balanced three phase grids. The required modiﬁcations
to satisfy this constraint are described in Section 5.1.

Figure 5. Simpliﬁed electrical layout of B2B Converter (ABB PCS100 Brochure).
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For the purpose of Power System in the Loop (PSiL) testing, the paper follows the terminology of
Heussen et al. [23]:
System under Test (SuT) is the IEEE benchmark system, the SYSLAB laboratory and OLTC within
the simulation.
Object under Investigation (OuI) in the context of this paper is the power interface, namely the
GD-PHiL setup, the B2B converter, Interface Algorithm and the Compensation.
Hardware under Test (HuT) is the hardware portion of the SuT, namely the cables and Dump Load,
but not the B2B converter as it belongs to the OuI.
4.2. Synchronisation and Time Stamping
The sequence diagram in Figure 6 shows the communication of signals and timestamps between
simulator and SYSLAB loop. Both sites of the setup provide their own time reference via either a
dedicated GPS synchronised GTSYNC card for RTDS or an NTP server in the case of SYSLAB. While
the NTP server exhibits an inferior accuracy in contrast to the GTSYNC card, it is still obtains its
time reference via a direct attach GPS receiver (Stratum 0). The resulting time stamping precision
is estimated in the range of a few hundred μs and still adequate for this setup as other sources of
uncertainties in the system are around 2–3 magnitudes larger (jitter by B2B controller and ZeroMQ
publish/subscribe). The exchange of timestamps alongside the signal value allows for the calculation
of a round-trip time (RTT) and an estimated one-way delay (OWD).
RTDS loop

SYSLAB loop

tmodbus

t1

t1Update
tloop

(t1 )

trtt

t)
Vrtds, tsp (+ offse
fset)
Vb2b, tv2 (+ of
et)
PQ, tpq2 (+ offs

t )
(t 1, t v2, p2

t3
Store
(t1, tv2, tpq2, t3)

Figure 6. Time exchange protocol and associated loops.

Initial tests revealed that our experiment is dominated by the response time of the Modbus
connection on the inverter tmodbus . The average response time of the converter is tmodbus = t pq2 − tv2 ≈
20 ms for each measurement or set point update. The total round-trip time between simulator
and converter is estimated as trtt = t3 − t1 + tupdate /2 ≈ 5 ms which results in an OWD of
towd ≈ trtt /2 ≈ 2.5 ms that is around a magnitude lower than the Modbus request time. Therefore, the
inﬂuence of the geographical distance in this experiment is minor in comparison to the peculiarities of
the B2B converter due to its Modbus interface and internal control.
The time of a blocking Modbus request is the main limiting factor for a faster execution of the
SYSLAB loop, as the execution of each request is strictly sequential. Ideally, the requests would be
directly synchronised to signals received by the DRTS, which for a stable interconnection over the
public internet should not exceed 1 kHz to 5 kHz [6]. To reach such high update rates, the number of
Modbus requests must be reduced the minimum required for the HiL test and subsequent analysis
(set points and measurements). A total of nreg = 3 Modbus requests is used to exchange the following
signal with satisfactory timing for the application.
The signals are listed in the order of their respective Modbus requests:
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•
•
•

RMS Voltage set point for the converter outputs
RMS Voltage measurements for each phase of the converter Vb2b,abc (RMS)
Active/reactive power of the converter Pb2b , Qb2b

These requests are continuously communicated in a tight loop with the B2B converter. This results
1
in an an average loop cycle time tloop = nreg × tmodbus ≈ 60ms or f loop = t−
loop ≈ 16 Hz, which is at
least a magnitude larger than the targeted update rate by the DRTS.
To simplify the experiment setup, all signals are collected by the simulator resulting in a single
ﬁle per run. In post processing, timestamps for signals originating from the laboratory are corrected by
−towd in the case of Pb2b , Qb2b and −(towd + tmodbus ) in the case of Vb2b,abc .
4.3. Multi-Rate Interfacing
When coupling discrete systems with differing rates, issues with lack of system state information
arise. In the present case, a fast system (DRTS rate of 20 kHz) is coupled with a slow system
(SYSLAB loop rate of ≈ 16 Hz). Due to the limited sampling rate of the SYSLAB loop, the simulation
lacks information about the present current drawn by the DL + Lines in the SYSLAB environment which
are needed for controlling the current injections in the model. Similarly, voltages from the DRTS (Vrtds )
are sent at a rate faster than the converter can actuate due to the bottleneck of the Modbus interface.
As described in the previous subsection, the SYSLAB loop is running without synchronisation to
the DRTS in order to maintain the maximum loop rate. To avoid congestion of the communication
network between DRTS and SYSLAB loop, the DRTS should avoid sending update for every simulation
time step as this would result in 1/Δt = 20 kHz network packets per second. To avoid this,
the communication rate from DRTS to SYSLAB loop was reduced to 100 Hz, which provides the
SYSLAB loop with a new set point every 10 ms. The B2B converter will pick up this new set point on
average with a 5 ms delay, as the time offset between arrival of a new set point and the next Modbus
request can be expected to be uniformly distributed. In contrast, the measurements of the B2B converter
are forwarded to the simulator after the respective Modbus read-register requests have been fulﬁlled.
As shown in Figure 6, two Modbus requests are required for reading voltage and power measurements.
The SYSLAB loop always performs both requests and sends the combined measurements to the DRTS.
Consequently, the measurements are taken with a slight offset of t pq2 − tv2 which are corrected later on.
One way to address this issue is to build a virtual model to represent what the slow system would
do if it could respond quickly enough. For instance, given a voltage set point u f from the fast system,
the interface would report a current value i f = f s (u f ), using a function f s inferred from measured
values of the slow system. Provided the characteristics of the slow system change slowly, f s will
provide a good estimate of the actual current response of the slow system. If, however, parameters of
the lab setup are changing, the virtual model must be capable of detecting these changes and adapt
accordingly. An interface algorithm satisfying these requirements is introduced in Section 4.4.
4.4. Interface Algorithm
The PHiL setup in this work consists of a DRTS, which performs electromagnetic transient
simulation, and a power converter, which ampliﬁes the reference voltage signal received from the
DRTS and electrically interfaces the HuT, in this case DL and lines (DL + Lines). While simulation
time step of DRTS is 50 μs resulting in a 20 kHz, SYSLAB measurements at power converter are only
available at a rate three magnitudes lower on average. Therefore, it is not feasible to apply Interface
Algorithms (IA) based on instantaneous values of voltage and current waveforms.
Instead, the IA is based on RMS of voltage, frequency and power quantities. On DRTS side,
the RMS of the voltage waveform is calculated at the fundamental frequency and forwarded to the
power converter along with estimated system frequency. The power that is withdrawn or injected
by DL + Lines is measured at the power converter terminals and forwarded to the DRTS. The IA in
DRTS calculates current waveform based on the received power measurements and local voltage
measurement. IA is illustrated in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Overview of the interface algorithm.

The RMS voltage Vrtds (t) at the DRTS terminal of the interface is sampled with a frequency
of 100 Hz and available at B2B controller with time delay towd . Response time of B2B converter
tb2b results in the delayed voltage Vb2b (t) = Vrtds (t − towd − tb2b ) at B2B terminal with respect
to the voltage measured at DRTS terminal of the interface. Power measurements at the B2B
terminal, Pb2b (t) and Qb2b (t), represent HuT response to the delayed voltage, which results in
Pb2b (t) = f (Vb2b (t)) = f (Vrtds (t − towd − tb2b )). These power measurements and voltage measurement
Vb2b (t − tmodbus ) are sampled with f loop ≈ 16 Hz and communicated with the DRTS where they are
available with additional towd time delay. Therefore, power measurements of DL + Lines that are
available in DRTS are delayed for communication time delay towd and for B2B time response tb2b since
they represent DL + Lines response to the voltage at B2B terminal that is delayed with respect to DRTS
voltage. Calculation of the current reference value ire f (t + TS ) is conducted in direct-quadrature (dq)
synchronous reference frame. The calculation is based on the power reference Pre f (t + TS ) and requires
a Phase Locked Loop unit to track the voltage phase at the interface to the simulated electrical grid.
Figure 8 illustrates the calculation method. Note that ire f (t + TS ) represents a sample of the current
waveform and it is updated at every simulation time step TS .

Figure 8. Calculation of the current reference.

4.4.1. Compensation Method
Limitations in terms of the Modbus communication rate and response dynamic of the converter
represent the main factors of ﬁdelity degradation. As it is not feasible to alter the response dynamic of
the B2B converter, the compensation method utilised in this work aims at leveraging measurements
available in the DRTS to compensate time delays. Power and voltage measurements of the B2B
converter are utilised in the DRTS to estimate impedance of DL + Lines, which is used along with local
voltage measurements in RTDS to correct power reference for current source in the DRTS.
The compensation method described above relies on following equations:
2
2
ΔP(t + TS ) = (Vrtds
(t) − Vb2b
(t − towd − tmodbus )) · GDL+ Lines

GDL+ Lines =

Pb2b (t − towd )
2 (t − t
Vb2b
owd − tmodbus )

Pre f (t + TS ) = Pb2b (t − towd ) + ΔP(t + TS )
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In Equation (9), the conductance GDL+ Lines of the HuT is estimated based on received
measurements Pb2b and Vb2b . The reference for the current source for the next time step in the DRTS is
corrected by ΔP(t + TS ) and calculated based on Equation (10).
5. Results
5.1. Test System
The test system used in this study is a modiﬁed version of the IEEE 13-bus feeder, which was
modelled in RSCAD and executed on a PB5-based RTDS simulator. It was interfaced with the HuT
at the node 634 by the B2B converter connected to a controllable DL through a long electric cable as
shown in Figure 9.
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Load
+
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Figure 9. IEEE 13 node test feeder with PHiL test system.

To accommodate limitations of the laboratory setup, the original IEEE 13-bus feeder was modiﬁed
as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All loads of the system were balanced to account for the missing controllability of individual B2B
converter phases.
The frequency of the main voltage source in the system was adjusted to 50 Hz to account for the
frequency limits of the B2B converter.
A simple OLTC tap change control scheme was implemented based on [24].
The load at branch 634 was replaced by an ideal current injection controlled by the IA in Figure 7.
Current injections based of measurements from the real-world DL were scaled by a factor of 40.

The simulation model contains an OLTC between busses 650 and 632. This OLTC controls the
voltage in the distribution network to compensate voltage drops caused by varying the DL in the lab
setup. As a constant impedance load, the DL in turn reacts on voltage step caused the tap change
event. Hence, the OLTC and DL are a suitable to demonstrate the interactions between simulation and
lab setup by a sequence of events propagating between the two sides.
The simple OLTC control was implemented inside the test system with a voltage bandwidth
BW = 0.05 pu, a step size ΔV = 0.025 pu and a delay time tdelay = 2 s [24].
5.2. Test Scenario
A scenario of a load step increase from 0 kW to 20 kW of the DL (0 kW to 0.8 MW in RTDS
simulation) was investigated in this test. The DL’s maximum rated power was speciﬁed with
78 kW. Even when operated at its maximum rating, the load change of the DL will not produce
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a signiﬁcant disturbance in the grid. Therefore, a scaling factor of 40 was used for the power of load
in RTDS to overcome the hardware capacity limitation. Firstly, open loop tests were implemented to
characterise connection timing and hardware components (DL and B2B converter). Then, the proposed
compensation method was evaluated via a closed loop.
This test scenario triggers a series events of which only this step change of the DL set point
originates from the real-world lab setup. The step change of the DL causes a voltage dip in the test
system and leads to the activation of the OLTC in order to restore the voltage level in the distribution
network. The OLTC controller delays the activation of the tap change for about 2 s after the initial
transient produced by the DL. The tap change operation produces as a consequence another transient,
which now originates from the simulation and propagates to the real-world lab setup.
This test scenario was chosen as it contains events both originating from the lab setup as well as
from the simulation. Hence, the the compensation method described in Section 4.4 could be evaluated
for both cases.
5.3. Test Procedure
The target test case for this study reviewed the suitability of a grid-forming converter for QsPHiL
by studying the closed-loop interaction between a real-world DL and a simulated OLTC in the test
model. At the same time, it targeted the evaluation of the introduced compensation method.
For this test case, many test runs were performed to demonstrate the repeatability of the test setup.
In addition, parameters such as the measurement sampling rate were varied to study their impact.
Before the closed-loop test, two open-loop tests were performed to characterise the B2B converter
and DL step responses. For the remaining closed-loop tests, the following procedure was used:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Conﬁgure SYSLAB topology for connecting B2B converter with DL.
Start SYSLAB loop.
Initialise B2B converter.
Initialise DL with initial set point of 0 kW.
Start real-time simulation with disabled coupling (no current injection).
Await steady-state of simulation.
Check initial state of tap changer and other parameters.
Activate coupling by enabling of current injections into the simulation model.
Await steady-state of simulation.
Initiate transient by changing DL set point from 0 kW to 20 kW.

5.4. Comparison Metrics
To evaluate the the ﬁdelity and accuracy of the PHiL setup, several metrics were selected to
quantify the improvement by the compensation method.
Vovershoot a voltage overshoot which can be observed after the DL step.
Vundershoot a voltage undershoot which can be observed after the DL step.
Ts a settling time until convergence of interface quantities (voltage/power).
max (ΔEbal ) the energy balance before and after the event. It provides an indicator if the interface
injects or absorbs energy.
RMSDV the root mean square deviations (RMSD) between bus voltage at the interface Vrtds and the
reference case of a monolithic simulation of the full setup (no PHiL).
RMSDP the root mean square deviations the active power measurement at the interface Prtds and the
reference case.
For comparison, a monolithic simulation solely in the DRTS was performed. For this purpose,
the laboratory was modelled by two constant impedance loads which were toggled between the on
and off state of the DL and the respective steady state values seen by the converter in the real-world
case. Initial open loop tests showed that these lines load the B2B with a signiﬁcant amount of reactive
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power (≈ 1 kvar). The use of real-world steady state measurements instead of the known impedance
of the DL for the monolithic simulation model was therefore motivated by the fact of other unknowns
such as lines parameters connecting B2B and DL in the lab.
For the analysis, the monolithic simulation was used as the reference case for comparing the
above mentioned metrics. Other metrics were compared only against other PHiL runs with different
parameters such as the measurement sampling rate or (de)activated compensation.
5.5. Open-Loop Characterisation of Laboratory Hardware
To characterise the B2B converter, an open-loop test for a step-change in voltage from 400 V to
370 V with and without DL was examined. As can be seen clearly in Figure 10, the voltage response
experiences various step changes before reaching the reference, which takes roughly tb2b ≈ 400 ms.
This transient is represented by only 6–7 samples due to the limited sampling rate of the converter
measurements.

Figure 10. Open-loop B2B characterisation.

Similar results were reached for the inverse step as well as different step sizes. Overall, the voltage
response of the B2B converter can be qualiﬁed as acceptable for the use in this study, due to the
Quasi-stationary properties of the PHiL setup. Repeating similar tests with changes of the frequency
set point show that the B2B converter reveals a slower response to frequency adjustments than
voltage. Since the present scenario does not exhibit any frequency transients, the frequency of the B2B
converter was ﬁxed to f = 50 Hz. This simpliﬁcation is permissible due the frequency invariance in
the distribution grid caused by an ideal voltage source at the PCC. Besides, the lack of frequency set
point updates saves an additional Modbus request and hence speeds up the SYSLAB loop.
Similarly, an open-loop test with a step change in the DL power from 0 kW to 20 kW at a constant
voltage was investigated to characterise the DL. It takes approximately 100 ms for the DL relay response
to hit the targeted set-point, which can impact the voltage response and compensation method in
the closed loop. The results show that the B2B reacts immediately to this load change with only a
negligible voltage dip. In addition, the constant impedance behaviour of the DL was veriﬁed during
this open-loop test, as described in Section 4.
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Especially for the fast DL step response, the sampling rate achievable over the B2B Modbus
interface is hardly sufﬁcient to reproduce the transient. These initial results necessitate the
optimisation of the SYSLAB loop’s Python code for a more efﬁcient readout of measurements via
the Modbus interface.
The internal design of the DL described in Section 4 suggests that the response of the DL should
be an ideal step. However, Figure 11 shows two different variants of the DL step response which
could be traced back to small timing differences in the switching behaviour of individual relays which
activate the resistors. Out of 10 runs, ﬁve exhibit one-step response, while the others show the two-step
response. This non-deterministic behaviour falsiﬁes the closed-loop test runs. Therefore, subsequent
test runs in which a two-step behaviour was detected were discarded from further analysis.
Another undesirable side-effect which was detected during open-loop characterisation tests is
a an internal droop-control of the B2B converter. This droop control was subsequently disabled
by reprogramming the converter control. The tests also showed internal limits for the voltage and
frequency set points, which when exceeded trigger a safety shutdown of the converter. To avoid
these shutdowns, signal limiters were added to the simulation model (48 Hz < f < 52 Hz, 360 V <
Vrms < 440 V). As a result of the converter’s frequency limit, the IEEE 13-bus distribution network was
modiﬁed to a 50 Hz system.

Figure 11. Open-loop DL characterisation.

5.6. Closed-Loop Characterisation of Compensation Method
Figures 12–14 show the results of a closed-loop test run with and without the compensation
method, as described in Section 4.4.1. The DL step of 20 kW (0.8 MW scaled) results in a voltage drop
of about 25 V. This drop triggers the OLTC control, which in the following 4 s of the DL step performs
two tap changes, to restore the nominal voltage in the grid.
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Figure 12. Inset graphs of voltage response during closed-loop test: DL step (left); and OLTC tap
change (right).

Figure 13. Inset graphs of power change during: DL step (left); and OLTC tap change (right).

Figure 14. Inset graphs of interface energy during: DL step (left); and OLTC tap change (right).

A full version of the results can be found in Figure A1 in Appendix A.
The scenario generates two different types of transients. The ﬁrst transients induced by the DL
step (t = 0 s
) propagates from the hardware setup to the simulation, whereas the two OLTC events
(t = 2 s, t = 4 s
) propagate in the opposite direction.
To discuss these two events, the results are represented as inset graphs and only OLTC tap change
event following t = 2 s is shown.
5.6.1. DL Step Change
The initiating load change of the DL causes a voltage dip in the feeder, as shown in Figure 12.
The results show that the voltage response was improved by the compensation on the RTDS side (
vs.
). At the same time, the compensation caused no degradation of the response on the B2B side
(
vs.
). Similarly, the overshoot in the power response on the RTDS side was improved by the
compensation, as shown in Figure 13 (
vs.
). However, the respective undershoot in the power
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response on the RTDS side differs from the B2B side, and hence leads to a residual energy imbalance
between the two ports. This energy imbalance is a natural consequence of improving power response
on one side, but not the other.
In the case of the power response, the compensation failed to improve the initial DL step
reaction, as the compensation distorts the current waveform. However, in the case of the OLTC
tap changes, the compensation is capable of reducing the settling time (see Figure A1 t = 2 s and
t = 4 s, compensated
vs. uncompensated
).
5.6.2. OLTC Tap Change Event
In contrast to the DL step event, the OLTC tap change originates from the RTDS simulation as
the simulated OLTC control gets activated by the lasting under-voltage contingency on the feeder.
The response of voltage and power was improved by the compensation in the same way as for
the preceding DL step response. In addition, the power response on B2B side was also improved
by compensation.
5.6.3. Energy-Based Metric
In Figures A1 and 13, the energy balance on PHiL interface is shown as Ebal . The energy balance
accounts ingress and egress energy on both ports of the interface.
Notably, the DL step event results in a negative energy balance ΔEbal across the interface while
the subsequent OLTC events produce a positive contribution ΔEbal and thereby absorb the generated
energy of the DL step resulting in a more balanced outcome. However, this fact is only a coincidence
caused by the present scenario. In the notation used here, a negative balance is caused by the interface
injecting additional energy into the system, while a positive balance indicates absorption of energy
(see Equation (11)).
Ebal (t) =

 t

−∞

Prtds dt −

 t

−∞

Pb2b dt

(11)

The constant decline of Ebal is an indicator for a small steady state error between simulation and
laboratory signals. The step at t = 0 s shows the absorption of energy during the transient.
5.7. Impact of Reduced Hardware Sampling Rate
To further investigate the inﬂuence of the measurement sampling rate, a series of tests was
conducted with reduced rate. For the decimation factor nds , values 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10 were chosen, which
reduces the sampling rate by a factor of nds .
Figure 15 shows the impact of the sampling rate reduction using the same scenario as in the
previous sections. All runs were aligned at t = 0 to the drop of the simulated bus voltage Vrtds .
This choice for alignment may be debatable, as we do not align the results to the DL step which triggers
the event as in Section 5.6. However, with higher decimation ratio, the the sampling instant of the
measurements differ more and more from the time of the DL step. Therefore, runs are not comparable
due to the random alignment of DL step and sampling. With reduced sampling rates, we see a larger
time lag before the ﬁrst response in the simulation. For example, for nds = 10, the effective sampling
rate is reduced to around 1.6 Hz, which in the worst case could delay the propagation of the DL step
for up to 0.625 s.
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Figure 15. Voltage response of DL step at PHiL interface with varying sampling rates.

Table 1 lists the key metrics for the different decimation rates.
Table 1. Metrics under reduced sampling rates. RMSDV and RMSD p are given relative to the smallest
value obtained.
nds
1
2
5
7
10

Vundershoot [V]

Vovershoot [V]

RMSDV [%]

RMSDP [%]

max(ΔEbal ) [MWh]

Uncomp.

Comp.

Uncomp.

Comp.

Uncomp.

Comp.

Uncomp.

Comp.

Uncomp.

Comp.

367.30
367.01
371.79
364.91
364.91

373.40
371.80
370.70
371.00
370.90

377.11
377.96
376.77
376.75
376.10

374.30
376.60
377.32
376.30
375.10

133
134
137
187
201

100
100
112
107
110

124
127
124
146
168

112
116
101
100
108

0.029
0.029
0.074
0.361
0.474

0.030
0.122
0.040
0.327
0.399

The results reveals two trends:
•
•

The compensated runs show better metrics for all decimation ratios.
For most runs, a higher decimation ratio yields worse results.

The convergence time Ts is around 1.4 s to 1.5 s. No correlation of nds or the compensation
is visible.
6. Conclusions
The results demonstrate the feasibility of Geographically Distributed Power Hardware in the
Loop experiments using a commercial grid-forming ship-to-shore converter. A ﬁrst PHiL experiment
was conducted in DTU’s SYSLAB smart-grid laboratory with support of a RTDS real-time simulator
located at a 40 km distant DTU campus.
A set of open-loop tests characterises the controllable dump load (DL) and converter for the
application in the GD-PHiL setting.
The Modbus interface of the converter was optimised for a high throughput of measurement
readouts and set point updates. However, the Modbus interface remains the main bottleneck for more
frequent updates between simulator and the internal converter control. The maximum update rate of
16 Hz contributes signiﬁcantly to the overall delay of the loop and directly limits the sampling rate for
acquisition of interface quantities.
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For similar low-cost PHiL setups, the authors suggest the enhancement of existing power
converters with dedicated measurement equipment to achieve a higher sampling rate and reliable time
stamping. A dedicated measurement setup would in turn allow for more frequent set point updates in
the converter, as the Modbus interface is relived from the pressure of retrieving measurements. At the
same time, set point updates of the converter could be synchronised to the real-time simulator.
The compensation method used in this study attained a ﬁdelity improvement in the interface
signals by reducing voltage over- and undershoot. However, after evaluation of the energy balance,
it becomes evident that it failed to improve the conservation of energy across the interface. The residual
energy imbalance indicates that a complementary compensation (e.g., based on an Integral controller)
may be able to improve response.
Eventually, the chosen compensation method depends on the objective of the PHiL experiment.
In the present study, the ﬁdelity of the voltage signal is prioritised, while other studies may focus on
more long-term phenomena in which an accurate reproduction of the exchanged energy is of capital
importance (e.g., battery energy storage systems).
The studied power system in this paper is a common multi-bus low voltage distribution grid
feeder. Modern distribution grids are however increasingly characterised by the presence of renewable
energy generation (REG). Future work should therefore target new test-cases demonstrating the
penetration of REG using the presented QsPHiL coupling methodology. New REG components
offering new control functionalities requires improved management of distribution grids to ensure
power quality and avoid stability issues. Thorough testing of such components must go beyond the
common component level PHiL testing and could be realised by PSiL testing. An example for such a
test case could be multi-level voltage control or efﬁcient system integration of REG for electric vehicle
(EV) charging.
The test case in this paper is characterised by a uni-directional power ﬂow at the PHiL interface,
in which the B2B converter only sources power to the Hardware-under-Test (HuT). Future test-cases
might also result to a reversed power-ﬂow at the PHiL interface. The employed power interface in the
present laboratory setup could support this scenario due to its back-to-back topology.
Tests with a reduced sampling rate showed a reduced effect of the compensation method with
lower sampling rates. Hence, it is inferred that higher sampling rates will yield an increasing
improvement by the compensation.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AMQP
B2B
DL
DRTS
EBM
FPGA
GD-PHiL
GD-RTS

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
Back-to-Back Converter
Dump Load
Digital Real-time Simulator
Energy-based Metric
Field Programmable Gate Arrays
Geographically Distributed Power Hardware in the Loop
Geographically Distributed Real-time Simulation
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HuT
HiL
IA
JaNDER
MQTT
OLTC
OuI
OWD
PHiL
PSiL
Qs
QSTS
RMS
RMSD
RTT
SiL
SuT
VILLAS

Hardware under Test
Hardware in the Loop
Interface Algorithms
Joint Research Facility for Smart Energy Networks with Distributed Energy Resources
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport
On-Load-Tap-Changer
Object under Investigation
One-way delay
Power Hardware in the Loop
Power System in the Loop
Quasi Static
Quasi-static time series
Root Mean Square
Root Mean Square deviations
Round-trip time
System in the Loop
System under Test
Virtually Interconnected Laboratories for LArge systems Simulation/emulation

Appendix A. Complete Results

Figure A1. Closed-loop test results.
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Abstract: The transition to an inverter-dominated power system is expected with the large-scale
integration of distributed energy resources (DER). To improve the dynamic response of DERs already
installed within such a system, a non-intrusive add-on controller referred to as SPAACE (set point
automatic adjustment with correction enabled), has been proposed in the literature. Extensive
simulation-based analysis and supporting mathematical foundations have helped establish its
theoretical prevalence. This paper establishes the practical real-world relevance of SPAACE via
a rigorous performance evaluation utilizing a high ﬁdelity hardware-in-the-loop systems test bed.
A comprehensive methodological approach to the evaluation with several practical measures has been
undertaken and the performance of SPAACE subject to representative scenarios assessed. With the
evaluation undertaken, the fundamental hypothesis of SPAACE for real-world applications has been
proven, i.e., improvements in dynamic performance can be achieved without access to the internal
controller. Furthermore, based on the quantitative analysis, observations, and recommendations
are reported. These provide guidance for future potential users of the approach in their efforts to
accelerate the transition to an inverter-dominated power system.
Keywords: control; inverters; inverter-dominated grids; power system transients; predictive control

1. Introduction
The integration of renewables within the electrical power system is a trend encouraged in many
countries driven by environmental policies, fossil fuel restrictions, and energy security requirements.
US Energy Information Administration projects that renewables (e.g., solar, wind, and hydro)
will provide nearly half (49%) of the world’s electricity demand by 2050 as end-use consumption
experiences increasing electriﬁcation. For comparison, in 2018, only 28% of global electricity was
generated from renewable energy sources, more than half of which was from hydropower.
In particular, both the United States and United Kingdom have increasingly installed more
renewables over the past few years. In the United States, electricity generation from solar and wind
resources has been steadily increasing since 2013. Wind and solar accounted for 6.8% and 2.8% of
the total electricity generation in September 2019, a 31% and 15% increase from the same period in
2018 (while the total energy production increased by a mere 0.9%). Similarly in the United Kingdom,
the share of generation from renewables grew to 38.9% in the third quarter of 2019, marginally
exceeding generation from gas for the ﬁrst time. On- and offshore wind dominated the renewables
share at 19% with biomass second at 12%.
The increasing incorporation of power electronically interfaced renewables is accelerating
the paradigm shift from a traditional synchronous generation dominated power system to an
Energies 2020, 13, 4237; doi:10.3390/en13164237
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inverter-dominated power system. In a renewables-rich inverter-dominated grid, the operation and
control under low and variable inertia conditions need renewed attention for the following reasons.
First, lower inertia corresponds to a larger deviation of the system variables from their reference set
points for any given system disturbance. Moreover, some disturbances may cause enough deviation to
lead to instability. Second, the inverters themselves, due to their semiconductor switches, are more
sensitive to such deviations which may cause physical damage. Third, the expected diurnal changes in
the generation-load patterns can require frequent retuning of the controllers.
Several efforts have attempted to design robust set point tracking controllers to accommodate
such emergent requirements. The established approaches in the literature, as summarized in
Table 1, require either the system model or access to the internal parameters of the controller.
These requirements present limitations due to vendor practices that do not always provide access
to the internal parameters of the inverter and the unavailability of the system model with inverters.
These approaches are often decentralized, implemented within an inverter, to ensure fast and high
precision set point tracking-yielding a dynamically robust performance. The response of more than
one inverter can be coordinated to support the response of a particular individual inverter or to achieve
a global common objective. Such approaches, referred to as distributed control approaches, have been
abundantly proposed in the literature [1–4]. However, the focus of this paper is on decentralized
approaches to improve the dynamic response of inverters.
Table 1. Comparison of methods to improve the dynamic response of a system
Approach

References

PI gain scaling
Set point ramping
Model predictive control
Adding a D-term to PI
Extremum seeking
Posicast
Sliding mode control
Model free control

[5,6]
[7–11]
[12–14]
[15–22]
[23–28]
[29–32]
[33–38]

No Model

Noninternal



X
X

X
X


X

X
X
X

X
X

It is also important to note that the control approaches summarized in Table 1 are mutually
exclusive, i.e., only one chosen approach can be implemented for a given set point tracking objective.
An alternative approach is to supplement the existing controllers with an add-on controller to enhance
its performance under abnormal circumstances. Examples of such control approaches in the literature
are adaptive gain adjustments of controllers using methods such as fuzzy logic [39–41] or more
recently machine learning (also referred to as data-driven or artiﬁcial intelligence methods) [42,43].
Although such approaches are supplementary to the existing controllers, modiﬁcation of the
gain/parameters requires access to the internal control itself.
In [44], an add-on controller, referred to as SPAACE (set point automatic adjustment with
correction enabled), that employs predictive set point modulation (SPM) to ensure robust performance
subject to uncertain system conditions is proposed. SPAACE modiﬁes the reference set point
without the need for access to the low-level controller or knowledge of the system, in contrast to
formerly described controls. Furthermore, SPAACE can be incorporated within any set point tracking
application, independent of the primary control approach utilized (such as Proportional-Integral or
model predictive control). Such an approach can be incorporated within existing devices within the
ﬁeld, improving their response by (i) reducing the overshoot, (ii) reducing the settling time, or (iii)
both—thereby enhancing the utilization of existing infrastructure. The effectiveness of SPAACE to
enhance dynamic performance of a system with (i) no access to its internal controller and (ii) minimal
system knowledge is shown in [45]. SPAACE uses prediction of the response behavior, and a number
of predictors are proposed, with their applicability for varied applications demonstrated in [46–49].
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Theoretically, the SPAACE approach is well-established, with extensive mathematical
formulations, stability analysis, and simulation-based performance evaluation published. However,
the following research gaps still exist:
•
•

•

The choice of predictor for a given application has not been discussed.
The fundamental hypothesis of SPAACE, i.e., the feasibility of its incorporation without requiring
access to an internal controller, has not been veriﬁed. One reported experimental evaluation of
SPAACE was limited to the implementation of SPAACE within the development environment of
an inverter controller itself [45].
SPAACE is a generic approach with wide application potential, yet its adoption and
deployment are limited due to a lack of established evidence of its practical feasibility for
real-world applications.
This paper addresses these three identiﬁed gaps via the following contributions:

•

•

•

The practical feasibility and robustness of SPAACE have been established utilizing a high
ﬁdelity hardware-in-the-loop systems level test bed. Conventional approaches to DER validation,
commonly undertaken as equipment testing [50], are unable to de-risk the performance of the
control when connected to an unknown and continuously changing system. The systems level test
bed, with its reproduction of close to real-world environments, enabled the rigorous validation of
SPAACE, endowing high conﬁdence in its performance.
For the DER controller application under consideration, a comprehensive evaluation with a set of
practical variations is undertaken, i.e., analysis of choice of predictors, implementations (within
and outwith the DER inherent controller), expected modes of operation and subject to a selected
range of day to day operational scenarios.
The methodological approach to ascertain computational and dynamic performance,
and the subsequent detailed quantitative analysis, form the basis for the observations and
recommendations reported. These are intended to serve as a reference guide for potential future
users of the approach.

Therefore, this paper, with its key contributions and ﬁndings, provides archived evidence of the
feasibility and applicability of SPAACE for DERs, building conﬁdence for its adoption in the real world
(by distribution system operators, virtual power plant operators or demand aggregators) and thereby
facilitating the transition of the power system to an inverter-dominated grid.
2. Predictive Set Point Modulation
The predictive set point modulation approach, referred to as SPAACE, is a control method
proposed to enhance the dynamic performance of a system with limited model information and no
access to its internal controller parameters. Its incorporation enables the realization of a dynamically
robust overall control architecture. In this section, the fundamentals of SPAACE are explained,
including the theoretical foundation and the role of prediction strategies, and this is followed by the
practicalities of parameter selection and real-world applications.
2.1. Fundamentals of Space
2.1.1. Theoretical Foundation
Consider a single-input single-output (SISO) unit (dashed box in Figure 1a); denoting the reference
set point of this controlled unit as xsp and its measured output as x (t), the system representation with
the incorporation of SPAACE as an add-on to the existing controllers of the unit is shown in Figure 1a.
The primary controller is typically a PI-based controller designed for set point tracking; the secondary
controller is a higher-level controller that decides the system reference set points. SPAACE monitors
the response x (t) and based on its trend and proximity to the constraints, applies a temporary change
 , to achieve the desired response trajectory.
in the reference set point xsp (t), denoted by xsp
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Secondary
Controller

xsp

xsp

Primary
Controller

SPAACE

x(t)
Unit

Response

(a) Relationship between SPAACE and existing controllers.

band

Reference and
modified set points

band

sp
sp

Time

(b) Demonstration of SPAACE performance. Top: the response with and without SPAACE; bottom: the modiﬁed
set point created by SPAACE.
Figure 1. Fundamentals of the SPAACE operation.

To explain this further, consider the example presented in Figure 1b. The original system response
is referred to as the inherent response while the response with SPAACE is referred to as the modiﬁed
response. For a step change in the reference set point xsp from x1 to x2 (x2 > x1 ), the inherent and
modiﬁed responses of the system are presented. The inherent response exhibits undesired dynamic
characteristics such as large overshoot and a long settling time. Conventionally, such characteristic
behavior of the controller can be alleviated by controller redesign- requiring knowledge of system
parameters and access to the internal controller parameters. In contrast to the conventional approach,
SPAACE responds to such a scenario by treating the original controller as a black box. As shown in
Figure 1b, SPAACE deﬁnes a tolerance band around the set point and upon digression of the response
 is issued to remedy the situation as
outside the deﬁned tolerance band , a modiﬁed set point xsp


xsp

⎧
⎪
⎪
⎨ x2 ,
= (1 − m ) x2 ,
⎪
⎪
⎩ (1 + m ) x ,
2

+ > x (t) > x−
xband
band

+
x (t) > xband

x (t) <

(1)

x−

band

where m is a scaling factor. By shaping the response to be limited to the band around the set point,
smaller overshoot and shorter settling times are obtained represented by the modiﬁed response.
A negative step change (x1 > x2 ) is dealt with similarly.
SPAACE does not limit itself to issuing only one temporary set point modiﬁcation; if after
one set point modiﬁcation the response still does not follow the desired trajectory, SPAACE issues
subsequent set point changes. However, SPAACE includes logic to avoid (i) issuing too many set point
modiﬁcations within a short period of time which may subject the system (especially if mechanical) to
stress, and (ii) applying indeﬁnite set point modiﬁcations if for any reason they do not improve the
system response.
The theoretical foundations pertaining to the existence of an improved response for several classes
of dynamic systems can be found in [46–48].
2.1.2. Prediction Strategies
The operation of the SPAACE as deﬁned in Equation (1) is responsive. The performance of
SPAACE can be further improved if a preemptive operation is enabled by utilizing a predicted value of
x (t), denoted by x (ˆ t) [49]. For a given response x (t), the prediction method estimates the response at
time Tpred into the future, where Tpred is the horizon of prediction. Any prediction method relies on n
past historical data points and the number n depends on both the prediction method and the emphasis
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on historical data points: a smaller n produces predictions that rely only on recent past data but may
suffer from noise, whereas a larger n produces smoother predictions but may slow down the response.
Each prediction method ﬁts a parametrized function to the past measurements of the controlled
variable x (t) and uses this ﬁt to estimate the future value of x (t). Data ﬁtting is performed using
well-established methods such as least-square error (LSE). To ensure real-time implementation,
the predictors typically employ cases of LSE that allow for signiﬁcant simpliﬁcations, enabling their
use for SPAACE with a smaller sampling time.
In this paper, we discuss and compare the results for three prediction methods as reported in the
literature: linear, quadratic, and exponential. Other prediction methods have also been employed in
SPAACE, e.g., lead compensator in [45] and Lagrangian polynomials in [47].
(a)

Linear prediction: Linear prediction, arguably the simplest predictor, uses the following
ﬁtting function:
x̂ (t0 + Tpred ) = x (t0 ) + r (t0 ) Tpred ,
(2)
where r (t0 ) is the average rate of change calculated over the historical data based on LSE.
With only one historical data point, linear prediction essentially results in the current value of
x (t) being equal to the average of the historical data point and the predicted term:
x̂ (t0 + Tpred ) = 2x (t0 ) − x (t0 − Tpred )

(b)

(c)

(3)

Quadratic prediction: In quadratic prediction, two parameters need to be calculated based
on LSE:
1
2
(4)
x̂ (t0 + Tpred ) = x (t0 ) + r (t0 ) Tpred + q(t0 ) Tpred
2
where r (t0 ) is as deﬁned previously and q(t0 ) is a measure of the second derivative of historical
data—both calculated based on the LSE formulation.
Exponential prediction: Exponential prediction assumes that in the short-term, the response of
the controlled system can be approximated as an exponential rise or decay. Consequently, it ﬁts
an exponential function to the historical data as
x̂ (t + Tpred ) = aeb(t0 +Tpred )

(5)

where a and b are calculated based on LSE.
2.2. Implementation Considerations
2.2.1. Parameter Selection
The fundamental premise of SPAACE is to ensure that parameter selection does not represent a
complex task. This is achieved through the adaptive nature of SPAACE as it continually monitors the
response and its reference tracking performance. However, the discussion below offers some insights
on best practices for choosing SPAACE parameters:
(a)

(b)

Scaling factor: Selecting a smaller m creates modiﬁed set points that are closer to the original
set point and thus changes to the set point are smaller and smoother. In contrast, a larger m
introduces more severe set point changes that can help with achieving faster damping. In most
cases, a modest value of m = 0.2 seems to produce reasonably fast results. A more detailed
discussion of the effect of m on the system performance is presented in [47,49]; an analytical
discussion is presented in [46].
Prediction strategy and prediction horizon: Several parameters can affect the accuracy of the
prediction. In addition to the nature of the system response which suggests the type of ﬁtting
function (prediction strategy), prediction horizon Tpred , and window of prediction history Tpast
are important design parameters. In general, Tpred should correspond to the inverse of the
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(c)

system dominant natural frequency ω0 . That is, a faster system needs a smaller Tpred and
vice versa. Heuristically, an acceptable rule of thumb is to choose Tpred = 10 × 2π/ω0 .
Tolerance band: Typically the band is chosen to be symmetrical around the set point, but this is
not a requirement for SPAACE operation, rather a design preference.

2.2.2. Real-World Implications
(a)

Feasibility: Most real-world systems are non-linear in nature, for which linear (taking advantage
of established linearization methods) and non-linear control approaches have been widely
utilized. As SPAACE is an add on controller, its incorporation is independent of the control
approach (linear or non-linear) and the non-linearities within the unit under consideration.
Therefore, in theory, SPAACE can be incorporated within a unit under consideration for any
application where precise and high-speed set point tracking is imperative. By enabling the unit
under consideration to be treated effectively as a black box, SPAACE can increase the potential
utilization of the existing infrastructure by reducing transients, which in turn reduces the need
to overdesign the system.
Furthermore, the stability of SPAACE was discussed in [46]. It was shown that the incorporation
of SPAACE within an apparatus does not impact the stability of the wider system, i.e., if the
system with the apparatus was stable without SPAACE, it will remain stable with the
incorporation of SPAACE. Therefore, SPAACE can readily be adopted within power system
applications, ranging from small isolated systems such as electric propulsion applications
to larger systems such as HVDC segmented power systems.

(b)

(c)

(d)

This paper, in particular, discusses the incorporation of SPAACE in DERs coupled to the
remainder of the power system via power electronic interfaces (inverters or converters).
This choice is motivated by the current practices and challenges faced by the community:
transition to a renewable rich inverter-dominated grid (utility systems), interest in incorporation
within small-scale systems with variable and ﬂexible architectures (remote microgrids and
propulsion applications), to name a few. Furthermore, it provides a more relevant example for
demonstration as DER manufacturer’s practices historically present limitations in access to the
internal parameters of the inverter and the unavailability of the system model with inverters.
Architecture and Communications: SPAACE is designed for incorporation within an individual
apparatus with a view to improving its dynamic response. SPAACE does not require any
additional information outwith the apparatus, and therefore no communication is required.
From an architectural perspective, the implementation of SPAACE can be referred to as
decentralized. Depending on whether SPAACE is incorporated within the controller of the DER
or on an external controller, very short distance communications via analog connection may
be present.
Responsibility: The responsibility to incorporate SPAACE would essentially lie with the owner
of the DER. An end user, such as a residential customer with a battery energy storage system
(BESS) interfaced via an inverter, might not have an incentive for the incorporation of SPAACE.
However, the beneﬁts the approach brings to the wider grid system might interest distribution
system operators, virtual power plant operators, or demand aggregators to provide incentives
to the end user for its incorporation. Alternatively, this can be set forth as a requirement by a
demand aggregator for any end user BESS unit to participate within ancillary service markets.
Commercialization: The details of the implementation of SPAACE and its corresponding
prediction strategies have been summarized in this work. SPAACE does not exist as a
commercial product, however, the entities identiﬁed above (distribution system operators,
virtual power plant operators, or demand aggregators) can develop their own solutions with
conﬁdence instilled in real-world applicability through contributions of this paper.
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3. Experimental Setup
This paper validates several variants of the SPAACE algorithm in both an experimental setup and
a real-time HIL environment to determine its practicality.
3.1. Test Rig
The performance evaluation of SPAACE is undertaken at the University of Strathclyde’s
Dynamic Power Systems Laboratory (DPSL). DPSL Microgrid is a 115 kVA, 400 V three-phase facility;
its simpliﬁed one-line diagram is shown in Figure 2a. DPSL comprises equipment representing both
conventional and non-synchronous generation, static and dynamic loads, arranged in such a way
as to be able to run as three independent islands (or cells, as in Figure 2a) or brought together in
any combination as a single system. State-of-the-art HIL techniques such as seamless initialization
and synchronization of large test setups [51], experimental setup time-delay characterization [52]
and measurements delay identiﬁcation [53] and compensation [54] enable the realization of a high
ﬁdelity systems-level testing facility able to robustly de-risk novel control solutions for emerging
power systems.

(a) Simpliﬁed one-line diagram of DPSL microgrid.

(b) DPSL hardware-in-the-loop conﬁguration.

Figure 2. Test rig and hardware-in-the-loop conﬁguration.

3.2. Test Conﬁgurations
The DPSL hardware-in-the-loop conﬁguration utilized for the validation is presented in Figure 2b.
A 15 kVA back to back (B2B) power module by Triphase is used as the DER unit, referred to as TP15
henceforth. The rest of the network constitutes a 90 kVA B2B Triphase power module serving as a grid
emulator, two 12 kVA load banks, and a 7.5 kVA induction motor. A simple network, comprising a
synchronous generator (SG) and an on load tap changer (OLTC) simulated within a digital real-time
simulator (DRTS), provides the reference voltage for reproduction by the 90 kVA power interface.
The chosen conﬁguration is one of many conﬁgurations made possible by the ﬂexible architecture
of the DPSL Microgrid (Figure 2a). The two bus conﬁguration is representative of a community
microgrid with a lumped representation of residential customers, water pumps, and energy storage
systems [55,56]. Larger system studies can be undertaken owing to the power hardware-in-the-loop
capability of the DPSL, although this has not been fully exploited here. Examples of such setups for
varied applications can be found in [57–60].
As SPAACE is an add-on controller, two different implementation approaches for its real-world
applications are possible as described next.
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3.2.1. Spaace within the Der Controller
If the controller of the DER is open for modiﬁcations by the user, the SPAACE algorithm can
be implemented within the development environment of the DER controller. This is the most
straightforward implementation of SPAACE. This implementation within the DPSL is shown in
Figure 3a where the SPAACE algorithm is implemented within the controller (real-time target–RTT) of
the TP15 power module.

(a) Implementation within the DER.

(b) Implementation external to the DER.

Figure 3. Network and test conﬁgurations within the DPSL.

3.2.2. Spaace Outwith the Der Controller
As discussed previously, SPAACE does not necessarily need access to the lower-level controls
of the DER, it can be implemented within an external RTT or microcontroller. This still requires the
DER to accept analog or digital communications, which most vendors provide, speciﬁcally when the
development environment is closed for users. This implementation within the DPSL is shown in
Figure 3b. The network conﬁguration remains the same as explained earlier except that SPAACE is
implemented within an external controller communicating with TP15 using analog communication.
A twisted pair copper wire is used for the analog communications, with a propagation speed of
∼2 ×108 m/s and the distance between the microcontroller and TP15 of approximately 50 m, yielding a
delay of approximately 2.5 μs.
3.3. Controls for Grid-Connected and Islanded Operation
To demonstrate the applicability of SPAACE, two scenarios are considered for the operation of
the DER: (i) grid-connected, and (ii) islanded. The incorporation of SPAACE in these two modes are
discussed below:
3.3.1. Grid-Connected Operation
In the grid-connected mode, the DER is operated as a current-controlled voltage source. The real
and reactive power set points are received by the DER controller. The incorporation of SPAACE within
such DER control is shown in Figure 4a, where Psp , Qsp are the real and reactive power set points;
 , Q are the SPAACE-modiﬁed real
Pmeas , Qmeas are the measured real and reactive powers; and Psp
sp
and reactive power set points. Vdq is the direct and quadrature components of the voltage obtained
by Park’s transform. The inputs of the inner current control loop are the direct and quadrature
components of the current Idq ; its output is sent to the modulation block for the generation of the
gating signals. SPAACE modulates the real and reactive power reference set points to improve the
dynamic response.
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(a) Grid connected DER control with SPAACE.

(b) Islanded DER control with SPAACE.
Figure 4. SPAACE incorporation within the DER control.

3.3.2. Islanded Operation
In the islanded mode of operation, a DER is responsible for regulating the voltage and frequency
at its output terminal. A single DER responsible for maintaining the voltage and frequency of a small
microgrid is considered in this paper. The incorporation of SPAACE within such DER control is shown
in Figure 4b, where Vsp , f sp are the voltage and frequency set points; Vmeas and f meas are the measured
 , f  are the SPAACE-modiﬁed set points of voltage and frequency.
voltage and frequency; Vsp
sp
4. Performance Evaluation
This section analyzes the performance of SPAACE. The methodology for the evaluation is
presented followed by the computational and dynamic performance evaluation.
4.1. Methodology
The performance of the three variants of SPAACE discussed in this paper are quantitatively
evaluated within both grid-connected and islanded modes of operation of the DER based on the
following metrics:
4.1.1. Computational Complexity
Computational complexity refers to the processing resources required for the execution of an
algorithm. Computational complexity plays an important role in experimental validations due to
the limited resources of RTTs and microcontrollers. This analysis presents the complexity of the
different variants of the SPAACE algorithm with respect to the RTT utilized for its run and therefore is
application- and scenario-agnostic. The following two key indicators are deﬁned:
•
•

Execution time: This refers to the time taken for the execution of SPAACE represented by Texec .
Memory requirement: This refers to the memory requirement of the algorithm as represented
by M.

4.1.2. Dynamic Response
The performance of SPAACE is assessed for a change in the DER reference set point and
by subjecting DER to a set of predeﬁned common external disturbances based on the following
key indicators:
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•

Settling time: The settling time Tsettling is the time elapsed from the time of the disturbance to the
time when the measured output signal x (t) stays within the deﬁned tolerance band .
Tsettling = argmin{ Tsettling ∈ R | ∀ t > Tsettling :
+
−
< x (t) < xband
}
xband

•

Overshoot: Deﬁning the maximum excursion of x (t) subject to an external disturbance or after a
step change in the reference set point as xmax , the overshoot is calculated as
!
!
! xmax − xsp !
!
xos = !!
!
xsp

•

(6)

(7)

Cumulative tracking error: Cumulative tracking error is deﬁned as the sum of the tracking errors
at every time step Ts from the application of the step or the disturbance to the time when the
measured output signal has settled, i.e., Tsettling .
Se =

N

∑

k =0

"

#
xsp [k ] − x [k ] Ts

(8)

where N = Tsettling /Ts . A smaller Se corresponds to better set point tracking capability.
4.2. Computational Complexity Evaluation
The time and space complexity comparison of the three variants of SPAACE are presented in
Figure 5 and Table 2 respectively. All implementations of SPAACE (linear, exponential, or quadratic)
have a few common functions within and for the purpose of comparison only the mutually exclusive
functions are considered. As can be observed from Figure 5, the linear predictor is computationally
most efﬁcient with an average Texec = 4.01 μs, followed by quadratic with an average Texec = 4.95 μs.
The exponential predictor is computationally the most expensive with an average Texec = 185 μs.
The space complexity is calculated in terms of the number of bits of storage required at a given
point in time to allow for the prediction strategy to operate. The linear implementation requires only
32 bits (1 ﬂoat value), followed by quadratic that requires 64 bits (2 ﬂoat values) while the exponential
prediction strategy has the highest space complexity requiring 320 bits (10 ﬂoat values). The space
complexity of linear and quadratic prediction strategies does not increase with larger prediction
horizons for real-time implementation. On the other hand, the space complexity of exponential
strategy increases linearly with the increase in the prediction horizon.
Table 2. Memory requirement comparison.

M

3

Linear

Exponential

Quadratic

32

320

64

10-4

Execution Time (s)

2.5
2
10-6

1.5
1

Linear
Exponential
Quadratic

10
5

0.5
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

Time (s)

Figure 5. Execution time comparison.
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4.3. Dynamic Response
4.3.1. Grid-Connected Operation
The DER dynamic response improvement is characterized subject to seven different events
as summarized in Table 3. These events are chosen to be indicative of common scenarios in an
inverter-dominated power system. The response of the DER subject to these seven events is presented
in Figure 6a,b, where the former presents results when SPAACE is implemented within the DER while
the latter where the SPAACE is implemented outwith the DER. The subﬁgures (a), (b), and (c) in both
ﬁgures represent linear, exponential, and quadratic prediction strategy respectively. The results are
further discussed below.
Table 3. Cases under consideration for the grid-connected operation

(a)

(b)

(c)

No.

Event

Change

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Real power set point change
Voltage change
Voltage change
Virtual impedance change
Virtual impedance change
Real power set point change
Induction motor energization

2 kW to 6 kW
1 pu to 1.1 pu
1.1 pu to 1 pu
50 μH to 5 μH
5 μH to 50 μH
6 kW to 2 kW
7.5 kVA soft-start

Set point change in real power: Events 1 and 6 emulate the day to day operations of a DER where,
for example, the reference real power set point of a DER is changed based on its commitment
to contribute to frequency control. The response of the DER subject to a real power set point
change from 2 kW to 6 kW at t = 0.1 s and from 6 kW to 2 kW at t = 5.1 s is shown in columns 1
and 6 of Figure 6a,b with the performance indicators presented in Table 4. When SPAACE is
incorporated, a minimum overshoot reduction of 16.52% for set point increase and 11.25% for
set point decrease is observed. For step increase in set point, a minimum of 84.4% reduction in
settling time is observed while for step decrease in set point the system response did not violate
the tolerance band and therefore the settling time reported as 0 s.
Grid voltage set point change: Events 2 and 3 represent a set of transient conditions that can
be expected within a distribution grid with high penetration of solar photovoltaic installations.
A sudden cloud cover across a distribution feeder can lead to a drop in voltage, and the
clearing of the cloud cover can lead to an increase in voltage. In this case study, the voltage
magnitude is changed using the 90 kVA B2B module. The response of the DER subject to a grid
voltage set point change from 1 pu to 1.1 pu at t = 1.1 s and from 1.1 pu to 1 pu at t = 2.1 s
is shown in columns 2 and 3 of Figure 6a,b with the performance indicators presented in
Table 4. The inherent controller employed for the grid-connected mode, in this case, works as
a poorly tuned controller, for which the increase in system voltage causes oscillations in the
power output. With SPAACE, the response of the system is well damped with improvement in
overshoot observed.
Impact of system short-circuit ratio (SCR): Events 4 and 5 evaluate the dynamic performance of
the DER subject to a change in system short circuit ratio (SCR). For 100% inverter-penetrated
microgrids, changing the virtual impedance Zv of individual inverters is an effective solution
to improve overall system stability [61]. Changing Zv of individual inverters in turn impacts
the SCR of the system. The response of the DER to a change in virtual impedance is shown
in columns 4 and 5 of Figure 6a,b, where Zv is reduced from 50 μH to 5 μH at t = 3.1 s and
increased back to 50 μH at t = 4.1 s. The minimum improvement with SPAACE observed for
overshoot reduction is 5.67%. With SPAACE, the response of the system does not violate the
tolerance band , thus having a 0 s settling time.
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Table 4. Dynamic response performance indicators for the seven events under the grid-connected
mode for operation.
Inherent

Linear

Within DER
Event
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

xos

Within DER

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

21.75
18.95
15.64
8.72
9
16.2
96.75

0.44
0.34
0.18
0.17
0.22
0.33

2.34
5.34
2.01
0.43
0.36
0.91
1.53

xos

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

4.72
2.72
0
2.06
1.93
4.95
91.9

0.07
0
0
0
0
0.31

0.55
0.22
0.02
0.01
0.06
0.66
0.9

Exponential
Outwith DER

xos

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

5.23
3.63
0
2.57
1.37
1.8
84.55

0.06
0
0
0
0
0.246

0.42
0.28
0.06
0.04
0.15
0.63
0.89

Within DER
xos

Quadratic

Outwith DER

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

4.13
2.87
0
2.2
2.96
4.45
91.15

0.05
0
0
0
0
0.25

0.59
0.08
0.06
0.09
0.06
0.65
0.94

xos

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

4.36
3.52
0
3.32
2.97
2.5
90.85

0.06
0
0
0
0
0.25

0.49
0.28
0.13
0.18
0.15
0.63
0.96

Within DER
xos

Outwith DER

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×106

(%)

(s)

×106

4
3.03
0
2.15
1.83
4.65
91.1

0.06
0
0
0
0
0.25

0.38
0.25
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.64
0.92

5.1
5.25
0
3.33
3.33
2.3
86.95

0.07
0
0
0
0
0.25

0.46
0.47
0.14
0.09
0.1
0.5
0.93

(a) SPAACE implemented within the DER controller.

(b) SPAACE implemented outwith DER controller.
Figure 6. Dynamic response evaluation of SPAACE under grid connected mode of operation with.

(d)

Induction motor energization: Event 7 evaluates the response of the DER subject to a switching
transient on the network. For the system under study, the switching transient is emulated by
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(e)

(f)

the energization of a 7.5 kVA induction motor. The response of the DER is shown in column 7
of Figure 6a,b. From the performance indicators presented in Table 4, it is evident that SPAACE
improves the system performance with minimum overshoot reduction of 4.85% and a 7.4%
reduction in settling time.
Cumulative tracking error: Table 4 also presents a comparison of the cumulative tracking error
(Se ) for the inherent controller and the three variants of SPAACE under both implementations
(within and outwith the DER). All variants of SPAACE reduce Se for each of the seven events
under consideration under both implementations. There is no distinctive performance difference
between the three variants and the two implementations.
Summary: In this subsection, the dynamic performance of a weak controller operating in
the grid-connected mode is evaluated. For the seven events under consideration, SPAACE
considerably improves the dynamic performance with respect to each of the key indicators
deﬁned. This paper shows the feasibility of the implementation of SPAACE outwith the
DER. In most cases, the performance of SPAACE when implemented outwith the DER is
slightly inferior to its performance when it is implemented within the DER controller. This can
be attributed to the communications delay to communicate the modiﬁed set point from the
microcontroller to the DER internal controller. SPAACE’s performance can be further optimized
by considering the time delay during the design of the predictor.

4.3.2. Islanded Operation
The performance of SPAACE in the islanded mode of operation is evaluated for the DER subject
to two events: (i) set point change in voltage from 1 pu to 0.9 pu at t = 1.1 s and (ii) increase in the real
power of the load from 2 kW to 8 kW at t = 2.1 s. Figure 7 shows the DER response with SPAACE
implemented outwith the controller, where subﬁgures (a), (b), and (c) represent linear, exponential,
and quadratic prediction strategies, respectively. The performance indicators for islanded operation
are summarised in Table 5.
Table 5. Dynamic response performance indicators for the two events under the islanded mode
of operation.
Inherent

Linear

Within DER
Event

1
2

Within DER

Exponential
Outwith DER

Within DER

Quadratic

Outwith DER

Within DER

Outwith DER

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

xos

Ts

Se

(%)

(s)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

(%)

(ms)

×104

0
0

2.81
0

0.05
3.24

0
0

1.75
0

0.02
3.22

0
0

1.81
0

0.03
3.24

0
0

1.76
0

0.03
3.23

0
0

1.81
0

0.03
3.23

0
0

1.75
0

0.03
3.23

0
0

1.82
0

0.04
3.24

The DER controller utilized for islanded operation typically needs to be well-tuned and robust
to be able to maintain the voltage under varied load conditions. As can be observed, although the
inherent controller does not present any overshoot for a change in voltage set point, SPAACE still
does improve the speed of its response. The increase in load causes a transient in voltage that is
well mitigated by the inherent controller; SPAACE brings the system to the steady-state even faster.
This behavior is corroborated by the cumulative tracking error Se presented in Table 5, where reduced
Se for event 1 corresponds to the increase in response speed. No signiﬁcant difference in performance
under a step increase in load is observed.
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Figure 7. Dynamic response evaluation of SPAACE under the islanded mode of operation. SPAACE is
implemented outwith the DER controller.

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a high-ﬁdelity hardware-in-the-loop experimental test bed has been utilized
to prove the practical real-world feasibility of an add-on controller, SPAACE, designed to
improve the performance of existing controllers in an inverter-dominated power system.
Following a methodological approach, ﬁrst, an application- and scenario-agnostic computational
performance evaluation of three prediction strategies for SPAACE is undertaken; followed by an
application-oriented dynamic performance evaluation. With the deﬁned computational and dynamic
performance metrics, the following observations are highlighted:
•

•

•

•

The linear predictor is computationally the most efﬁcient with the least time and space complexity.
In addition, the time and space complexity of a linear predictor does not increase with an increase
in the prediction horizon.
The choice of predictor only marginally impacts the dynamic performance and therefore, based on
the computational performance evaluation, the use of a linear predictor is recommended. This is
an application-speciﬁc recommendation, however, the trade-off between computational and
dynamic performance should be assessed, speciﬁcally given the demonstrated close performance
of linear and quadratic predictors.
With a weak controller (in grid-connected mode), the incorporation of SPAACE leads to
improvement in the dynamic properties (at least one of settling time, overshoot, and tracking
error) of the response subject to the studied disturbances. With a strong controller (in islanded
mode), the impact of SPAACE is limited to bringing the system to steady-state faster.
The set of events chosen are non-exhaustive but sufﬁcient for demonstration of the performance
of the approach under a broad range of circumstances. However, given the versatility of its
operation, the improvement of dynamics under unknown system conditions can be expected.

Furthermore, in this paper, SPAACE’s implementation external to a primary controller has been
demonstrated. A slight deterioration in the performance of SPAACE compared to its implementation
within the primary controller is observed. This deterioration in performance is associated with the time
delay of the implementation that highlights an important aspect of future work, i.e., to incorporate
time delay within the design of the predictor.
The requirement for incorporation of SPAACE is the existing capability DER controller to accept
external setpoints (implementation outwith DER) or access to the internal control (implementation
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within DER). However, this does not present as a limitation as without either one of the above
requirments, the DER would not be able to participate within ancillary services provision.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations
SPAACE
SPM
DER
HIL
SISO
LSE
DPSL
B2B
RTT
SCR
HVDC
BESS
DRTS
Variables
xsp
x
x1
x2

xsp
m
Tpred
n
x̂
r
q
Psp
Qsp
Pmeas
Qmeas

Psp

Qsp
Vdq
Idq
Vsp
f sp
Vmeas
f meas

Vsp

Set point automatic adjustment with correction enabled.
Set point modulation.
Distributed energy resource.
Hardware-in-the-loop.
Single input single output.
Least square error.
Dynamic power systems laboratory.
Back to back.
Real time target.
Short circuit ratio.
High voltage direct current.
Battery energy storage system.
Digital real-time simulator.
Reference set point.
Measured output.
Initial reference set point.
Final reference set point.
Modiﬁed set point.
Scaling factor.
Horizon of prediction.
An integer value.
Predicted value of x.
Average rate of change of historical data.
Second derivative of historical data.
Real power set point.
Reactive power set point.
Measured real power.
Measured reactive power.
Modiﬁed real power set point.
Modiﬁed reactive power set point.
Direct and quadrature components of voltage.
Direct and quadrature components of current.
Voltage set point.
Frequency set point.
Measured voltage.
Measured frequency.
Modiﬁed voltage set point.
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f sp
S1 − 6
L1−2,v
Texec
M
Tsettling
xmax
Ts
Se
xos
Zv
Tpast
+
xband
−
xband

ω0

Modiﬁed frequency set point.
Switches within the utilized network.
Line impedances within the utilized network.
Execution time.
Memory requirement.
Settling time.
Absolute maximum value of x.
Time step.
Cumulative tracking error.
Overshoot.
Virtual impedance.
Window of prediction history.
Upper threshold of tolerance band.
Lower threshold of tolerance band.
Tolerance band.
Dominant natural frequency.
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Abstract: Variable Speed Hydro-Electric Plant (VS-HEP) equipped with power electronics has
been increasingly introduced into the hydraulic context. This paper is targeting a VS-HEP Power
Hardware-In-the-Loop (PHIL) real-time simulation system, which is dedicated to different hydraulic
operation schemes tests and control laws validation. Then, a proper hydraulic model will be the key
factor for building an efﬁcient PHIL real-time simulation system. This work introduces a practical and
generalised modelling hydraulic modelling approach, which is based on ‘Hill Charts’ measurements
provided by industrial manufacturers. The hydraulic static model is analytically obtained by using
mathematical optimization routines. In addition, the nonlinear dynamic model of the guide vane
actuator is introduced in order to evaluate the effects of the induced dynamics on the electric control
performances. Moreover, the reduced-scale models adapted to different laboratory conditions can
be established by applying scaling laws. The suggested modelling approach enables the features
of decent accuracy, light computational complexity, high ﬂexibility and wide applications for their
implementations on PHIL real-time simulations. Finally, a grid-connected energy conversion chain of
bulb hydraulic turbine associated with a permanent magnet synchronous generator is chosen as an
example for PHIL design and performance assessment.
Keywords: hydro-electric plant; variable speed operation; ‘Hill Charts’; reduced-scale model;
power hardware-in-the-loop; real-time simulation; testing and validation

1. Introduction
Hydropower, as a type of cost-competitive renewable source, has played a signiﬁcant role
in electricity mix [1,2]. In recent years, hydropower contributes to balancing the intermittent
electricity resources [3,4]. However, the conventional hydro-electric plants do not perfectly meet
these new demands because of its slow reaction dynamics. The power adjustment dynamics can
be enhanced by introducing Power Electronics (PE) converters [1]. Moreover, the efﬁciency of
hydraulic energy conversion can be improved through the variable speed operation when the hydraulic
conditions change frequently [5,6]. In addition, the previous research indicates that variable speed
operations can alleviate water hammer effects and optimize various hydraulic transients [2]. Therefore,
Energies 2020, 13, 5764; doi:10.3390/en13215764
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a Variable Speed Hydro-Electric Plant (VS-HEP) equipped with PE has been increasingly introduced
into the hydraulic context [1,2,6–8]. Limited to the PE capacity, the variable speed technique is
mainly implemented into small hydro-electric plants [9–13]. The Run-of-River (RoR) scheme is
economic and environmentally friendly as no dam is required, which have been suggested for small
hydropower applications [9]. In an RoR scheme, a class of hydraulic turbines such as semi-Kaplan or
Kaplan [5,10,13], propeller [11], and bulb turbine [12] has become the favourable prime mover because
of their high efﬁciency under low water heads and fast ﬂow-rates. In the work, to highlight, we will
therefore focus on a class of small-scale hydraulic turbines.
VS-HEPs present many advantages in hydraulic applications but bring problems of the controls,
disturbances rejections, and induced constraints as well [7,8]. Advanced control techniques continue
to be needed to achieve higher robustness and enable faster control dynamics for VS-HEPs [14–17].
Reduced-scale PHIL benchmarks become necessary to test and validate control laws in hydraulic
schemes because repetitive deterministic experiments cannot be conducted under a real disturbed
environment [18–20]. The key question of designing a successful VS-HEP PHIL real-time simulation
system is how to build a proper mathematical model for the concerned hydraulic turbine. However,
unlike well-developed wind turbines [19], there is no general efﬁciency expression for hydraulic
turbines. The hydraulic efﬁciency depends on both the turbine geometrical design and its practical
operating conditions [21]. Various models have been proposed in previous works. The Kaplan turbine
is described by a linear decreasing line of the mechanical torque versus the turbine speed in [10],
while both the pitch adjustment and the guide vane opening are not considered. The hydraulic losses
model of a bulb turbine is approximated by a 2D expression of the ﬂow rate and the turbine speed
in [12]. In another work [11], a 2D efﬁciency model of a propeller turbine is achieved by numerical
approximations as well. The 2D models generally ﬁx the guide vane angle or neglect its effects on
the obtained hydraulic models. The real-time efﬁciency model is considered in [13]; however, precise
measurements of water ﬂow rate are still a critical challenge. A group of static data, measured from a
real-life full-scale hydraulic electric plant, are then discretely stored in the look-up tables in [22,23].
If a control method works on the condition that the system must be continuous, such as the optimal
control (Casadi, IPopt, etc.), a continuous model would be required [24]. Then, a class of look-up
table based models is not able to be employed in such control schemes. A class of nonlinear or linear
dynamic hydraulic models has been discussed in [25,26]. They are commonly used for hydraulic
dynamics control test under ofﬂine simulations environments. However, the computational burden
would increase by introducing large hydraulic dynamics. If the digital processor in use cannot satisfy
the computational rapidity for real-time simulations, the modelling complexities of hydraulic turbine
have to be sacriﬁced. Otherwise, the behaviours of implemented controllers could be deteriorated [19].
Hydraulic features are regressed to be singly linked to the rotational speed in [27], which is particularly
suitable for a propeller turbine with a ﬁxed guide vane angle. In a recent work of [28], the water ﬂow
rate is approximated by a third-degree polynomial, and the efﬁciency model is determined by the
Multi-Layer Perception (MLP) of a neural network. However, the model determination process based
MLP is complicated; meanwhile, a large scale of measurements are required to ensure the efﬁciency
accuracy [28]. The Euler turbine equations are considered in [17,29]. The input is the turbine’s main
geometry at the best efﬁciency point of operation. However, the performance of hydraulic turbine can
be affected by the hydraulic conditions of its localisation; moreover, the system efﬁciency feature can
also change due to the ageing [28]. The discussions above indicate that a practical and generalised
modelling approach regarding various hydraulic turbines is still required for achieving efﬁcient PHIL
real-time simulations.
In this paper, a generalized hydraulic modelling approach is presented for achieving efﬁcient PHIL
real-time simulations. The static models are based on the commonly used ‘Hill Charts’ measurements
provided by industrial manufacturers. The regression models of water ﬂow rate and hydraulic
efﬁciency are computed by using optimization routines. The optimization routine is deﬁned with
the objective of minimizing the difference between the measured data points and the determined
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regression models. In addition, we can update the models with recent ‘Hill Charts’ measurements to
avoid the model deviations due to the ageing or localisations. Furthermore, this work introduces the
nonlinear dynamic model of the guide vane actuator. The dynamic model helps to more accurately
evaluate how the hardware parts react to the induced dynamics and what would be the impacts on the
whole closed-loop control performances. The scaling rules of hydraulic turbine and the mechanical
drive train are described as well. Then, reduced-scale models can be ﬂexibly obtained according to
various laboratory conditions. Some features are enabled for its implementations on PHIL real-time
simulations: decent accuracy, high computation efﬁciency, signiﬁcant ﬂexibility, and wide applications.
Furthermore, a bulb hydraulic turbine associated with a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator
(PMSG) is chosen as an example for the performance assessment. Based on the ﬂexible hybrid PHIL
benchmark in the laboratory [19], a VS-HEP experimental benchmark is built, which is adapted to the
obtained reduced-scale turbine model.
This rest of this paper is organized as follows: A ‘Hill Charts’ based modelling approach is
presented in Section 2, where a bulb turbine with adjustable guide vane actuator is chosen as an
example to assess the performance. In addition, scaling rules of hydraulic turbine and the mechanical
drive train have been described in this section as well. In Section 3, a VS-HEP PHIL real-time simulation
system is developed that is adapted to the obtained reduced-scale turbine model. Experiments have
been conducted to assess the performance of the proposed reduced-scale models under the built PHIL
simulation benchmark in Section 4. Remarks are concluded in Section 5.
2. ‘Hill Charts’ Based Hydraulic Modelling
In this section, the static features are ﬁrstly modelled based on the ‘Hill Charts’ data. The dynamic
model of guide vane actuator is then considered and described. Moreover, the scaling rules regarding
both the hydraulic turbine and the mechanical drive train are discussed as well. Finally, the modellings
discussed in Section 1 and the proposed hydraulic model in this work for their implementations on
PHIL simulations are generally compared and analysed. The following assumptions are made before
the modelling:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The RoR scheme is considered for for small hydropower applications in this work. A constant
water head is generally required in RoR schemes [13,30]. A separate Proportional-Integral
(PI) controller can be used to regulate the water levels [13]. The variations of water level are
much smaller compared to the water head. Therefore, the inﬂuences of water head variations
on the hydraulic static models can be neglected, which then helps to reduce the modelling
complexities [28]. Such modelling rule is commonly employed by industrial manufacturers such
as General Electric (GE), as it is sufﬁciently practical to reﬂect the real hydraulic behaviours.
Most RoR hydro-electric plants are equipped with either Kaplan turbines or bulb turbines [31].
There are very few turbines with penstocks, which only happen when the water heads reach
above 45 m up to 60 m [32]. Regarding bulb turbines, there are usually no real penstocks for a
RoR regime, while a concrete intake can be built. The dynamics of penstocks are ﬁnally not taken
into account in this work [33].
A ﬁxed-pitch bulb turbine is considered. The turbine is assumed to be single regulated in this
paper. Only varying guide vane ratio γ is considered, and the pitch angle (δ) is ﬁxed at 0.27.

2.1. Static Features Modelling
The general procedure of obtaining the reduced-scale hydraulic model is schematically described
in Figure 1, which will be detailed in the following parts. This method differs from the scenario
discussed in [34], as an actual full-scale ‘Hill Charts’ data of a bulb turbine is used in computing the
mathematical model, without the need of removing the unstable region (S-region) [35]. In addition,
being different from the modelling approach proposed in [28], the models of water ﬂow rate and
efﬁciency are regressed through solving optimization problems.
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Figure 1. Procedure of a ‘Hill Charts’ based modelling.

2.1.1. Static Model Generation
Hydraulic turbines conventionally use the ‘Hill Charts’ (see Figure 2) to describe the steady-state
relationships of the turbine speed N (r/min), the guide vane opening γ (ratio) if it exists, the water
head H (m), the water ﬂow rate Q (m3 /s), and the mechanical torque T (Nm). The unitary variables
N11 , Q11 , and T11 are generally used to represent the ‘Hill Charts’ in the hydraulic context. The ‘Hill
Charts’ measurements are usually provided by the industrial manufacturers.

Q11

Q11'

K1 ! K 2 ! K3

K3
K2

K max

K1

Q11''

K '' K 2  K ' K1
N 11'' N 11'

N11

Figure 2. Diagram of ‘Hill Charts’ and the variable speed operation, η represents the turbine efﬁciency.

The variables N11 , Q11 , and T11 with turbine’s diameter D (m) for each guide vane opening γ can
be derived as follows [35]:
ND
Q
T
√ ; T11 = 3
N11 = √ ; Q11 =
2
D
H
H
D H
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Based on the data points (Q11 , T11 , N11 , γ) provided by the industrial manufacturer, the regression
models Q̃11 and T̃11 are deﬁned by
Q̃11 ( BQ , γ, N11 ) = AQ (γ) BQ CQ ( N11 ) T

(2)

T̃11 ( BT , γ, N11 ) = A T (γ) BT CT ( N11 )

(3)

T

where:

$
%
$
%
AQ (γ) = 1 γ . . . γmQ ∈ R1×(mQ +1) , A T (γ) = 1 γ . . . γmT ∈ RmT +1
%
$
%
$
n
nT
CQ ( N11 ) = 1 N11 . . . N11Q ∈ R1×(nQ +1) , CT ( N11 ) = 1 N11 . . . N11
∈ Rn T +1

where the parameters mQ , nQ , m T , and n T need to be chosen. The optimization routine lsqlin deﬁned in
Matlab is chosen to solve the related optimization problems (4) and (5) to get the regression parameters
BQ ∈ R(mQ +1)×(nQ +1) and BT ∈ R(mT +1)×(nT +1) . By solving the least square optimization problems
(4) and (5), we minimize the mismatch between the chosen regression model and the provided data
points, while making sure that, whenever γ = 0, we get Q = 0 regardless of the rotational speed,
in addition to ensuring that T = 0 when γ = 0 and N = 0:
min
BQ

&

1
2

Q11 − Q̃11 ( BQ , γ, N11 )

BT

s.t.

(4)

Q̃11 (γ = 0) = 0

s.t.
min

'2

1
2

&

T11 − T̃11 ( BT , γ, N11 )

'2
(5)

T̃11 (γ = 0, N11 = 0) = 0

The choice of the regression parameters mQ , nQ , m T , and n T is made such that the relative
regression errors can be minimized; meanwhile, the high sensitivity due to over-ﬁtting must be avoided.
If higher order polynomials are considered, then we may get undesirable oscillatory behaviours, since it
does not represent the nature of the measured data used for regressions and causes higher regression
errors. The procedure is as follows: ﬁrstly, the parameters mQ , nQ , m T , and n T can be gradually
increased; the regression errors are then computed; the optimal values of mQ , nQ , m T , and n T are
chosen just before the data points start to be over-ﬁtted, which in turn can cause oscillatory models.
Figures 3 and 4 show the comparative curves the original unitary industrial data points and the
generated regression models with the deﬁned parameters mQ = 3, nQ = 2, m T = 2, and n T = 5.

























Figure 3. Q̃11 vs. N11 for different values of γ.
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Figure 4. T̃11 vs. N11 for different values of γ.

Figures 5 and 6 show the relative regression errors of Q11 and T11 . The relative regression errors
are always less than 5% in the range of interest. These optimization models can provide satisﬁed
regression results due to the fact that the main patterns in the ‘Hill Charts’ have been captured by the
chosen functions.

























Figure 5. Relative error of Q11 regression (%).
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Figure 6. Relative error of T11 regression (%).

2.1.2. Efﬁciency and Mechanical Power
The mechanical torque and the ﬂow rate can be derived by combining Equations (2) and (3) and
the deﬁnitions of the unitary variables (1) to get:

√
Q(γ, ω, H, D ) = Q̃11 D2 H

(6)

T (γ, ω, H, D ) = T̃11 D3 H

(7)

Once the water head H and the turbine’s diameter D are speciﬁed, Equations (2)–(7) are then
used to compute Q and T for each given N and γ. The efﬁciency η and the mechanical power Pm (W)
are then computed using Equations (8) and (9), for H = 1 m and D = 0.25 m, which are shown in
Figures 7 and 8, respectively:
η (γ, ω, H, D ) =

T (γ, ω, H, D ) N
ρgHQ(γ, ω, H, D )

Pm (γ, ω, H, D ) = η (γ, ω, H, D )ρgHQ(γ, ω, H, D )

(8)

(9)

where ρ (kg/m3 ) is the volume density of water, g (m/s2 ) is the gravitational acceleration, and ω = 2πN
60
(rad/s) is the rotational speed.
The water head is supposed to be ﬁxed with respect to the derived static hydraulic features
η (γ, ω, H, D ) and Q(γ, ω, H, D ). The reason and its rationality have been analysed in the beginning of
Section 2. However, the water head variations are essential to be considered for the hydraulic power
computation regarding the variable speed control. The expression (9) is then modiﬁed to (10), in which
the water head variations ΔH are taken into account:
Pm (γ, ω, H, D ) = η (γ, ω, H, D )ρg( H + ΔH ) Q(γ, ω, H, D )
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Figure 7. η (γ, ω, H, D ) where negative values are set to zero.




















Figure 8. Pm (γ, ω, H, D ) where negative values are set to zero.

This section provides a ﬂexible philosophy on obtaining mathematical models for a class of
hydraulic turbines with ’Hill charts’ efﬁciency characteristics. Different deﬁnitions of Q̃11 and T̃11
can be adapted depending on the provided ‘Hill Charts’ data. The application scope of the proposed
modelling approach is thus expanded.
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2.2. Guide Vane Actuator Dynamic Model
The work in [34] assumes that the guide valve can be opened and closed almost instantaneously.
However, it makes sense to consider the guide valve acting process in order to replicate the hydraulic
dynamics. The introduced dynamics can help more precisely evaluate how the physical hardware
reacts to the dynamics and what would be the impact on the electric control performances [19].
The full nonlinear dynamic model of the guide vane actuator used at GE is schematically presented
in Figure 9, which is introduced in this work. The saturation blocks are used to impose limits on the
guide vane angle γ and the change rate of the guide vane γ̇, respectively. This model can correctly
replicate the nonlinear dynamic behaviours of the guide vane actuator used for a bulb turbine.

Jc





1
Td s

1
Ts s

J

1

1
Figure 9. Actuator’s schematic, Ts and Td are time constants of the chosen actuator, γc represents the
reference of guide vane opening.

2.3. Scaling Operations
2.3.1. Scaling of Hydraulic Turbine
The full size ‘Hill charts’ data provided by GE have been used to generate the models; these data
are related to a 59 MVA bulb turbine rotating at around 8.5 rad/s. The ‘Hill charts’ can be generated
under different working conditions by using the homothetic scaling laws [36,37]. In order to adapt to
the laboratory experimental conditions, the diameter of the hydraulic turbine and the water head both
can be adjusted, and the resulting regression models can be rescaled as follows:
s
(γ, ζ × N11 ) = α × Q̃11
Q̃11

(11)

s
(γ, ζ × N11 ) = β × T̃11
T̃11

(12)

where the scaling coefﬁcients α, β, ζ > 0.
2.3.2. Scaling of Drive Train
The hydraulic turbine is coupled with the PMSG through the drive train. The dynamic equation
between the hydraulic driven torque T (γ, ω, H, D ) and the electromagnet torque Te (Nm) of PMSG
can be formulated by
dω
J
= Te − T (γ, ω, H, D ) − Bω
(13)
dt
where J (kg·m2 ) is the total inertia, and B (Nm·s) is the friction factor [14].
A Direct Current Motor (DCM) is used to emulate the hydraulic torque in response to the turbine
speed (detailed in Section 3). Some similitude concerns must be conﬁrmed to precisely emulate
the turbine dynamic model [38]. The original inertia J in Equation (13) needs to be corrected for
the emulated system. The scaling rules for a category of turning systems can be found in [38].
The launching time Ts (s) of the turbine emulator is required to be identical to that of the desired
turbine as given by
2
Jωn2
Je ωne
Ts =
=
(14)
Pn
Pne
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where Je (kg·m2 ) is the emulator’s inertia, Pn (W), and Pne (W) are the rated power, ωn (rad/s), ωne
(rad/s) are the rated rotational speed, and index ‘n’ and ‘ne’ indicate rated parameters of the original
turbine and its emulator, respectively.
The inertia Je employed to compute the emulated inertial torque can be corrected as the following:
Je = J · m2 /n

(15)

where the scaling factors are respectively given by m = ωn /ωne and n = Pn /Pne [38].
2.4. General Comparison with Previous Modellings
The hydraulic models discussed in Section 1 and the proposed model regarding their
implementations on PHIL simulations are generally compared in Table 1, which are discussed from
the following aspects: accuracy, computational rapidity, and scalability.
Table 1. Comparisons of different modellings for their implementations on PHIL benchmarks.
Modelling Approaches
Linear torque model [10]

Accuracy

Computational Rapidity

Scalability
Low

Low

High

2D hydraulic model [11,12]

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Real-time efﬁciency model [13]

Moderate

Low

Moderate

Look-up table based model [22,23]

Moderate

High

Low

Dynamic hydraulic model [25,26]

High

Low

Moderate

Previous regression model [27]

Moderate

Moderate

Low

Previous ‘Hill charts’ based model [28]

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Proposed ‘Hill charts’ based model

Moderate

Moderate

High

2.4.1. Accuracy Analysis
Compared to the linear torque model [10] and 2D hydraulic models [11,12], more effectors
including water ﬂow rate Q, guide vane ratio γ, water head H, and turbine speed ω have been taken
into consideration. In addition, we introduce the dynamic model of guide vane actuator, which can
help more deﬁnitely evaluate the induced effects by the dynamics on the whole control system. Note
that the efﬁciency feature of hydraulic turbine can deteriorate due to the ageing [28]. Then, we can
update the models with recent ‘Hill Charts’ measurements.
2.4.2. Computational Rapidity Analysis
Transient dynamics are usually considered for various ofﬂine simulation models for hydraulic
dynamics study in [25,26]; however, the increased computational burden would be a challenge for
real-time simulations. If the execution time devoted to the real-time simulation model exceeds the
sampling period, the control system behaviour can be deteriorated. Consequently, the complexity
of hydraulic model has to be sacriﬁced in order to achieve a rapid computational speed. In fact,
the hydraulic transient dynamics are much slower compared to that of the electrical control; therefore,
there are no great effects induced when the transient dynamics are neglected.
2.4.3. Scalability Issues
The scalability refers to the analyticity, the ﬂexible scaling, and the application ﬁeld. In this work,
an analytical modelling approach is proposed by taking use of optimization routines. By following
the similarity laws, reduced-scale models are ﬂexibly established for various laboratory operation
conditions, the modelling ﬂexibility is thus improved. In addition, this approach is based on
‘Hill Charts’ data, which can be adapted to various types of hydraulic turbines but not be limited to a
particular turbine type. Furthermore, either a continuous model or a discrete model can be chosen,
which depends on its application ﬁelds.
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It can be remarked that the proposed modelling approach enables positive features for their
implementations on VS-HEP PHIL real-time simulations systems: decent accuracy, light computational
complexity, and high scalability.
3. PHIL Real-Time Simulation System
Based on the ﬂexible hybrid PHIL benchmark in the laboratory [19], a VS-HEP test rig is built as
shown in Figure 10, which is adapted to the obtained reduced-scale hydraulic model. A systematic
PHIL design procedure implemented to wind power systems is described in [19], whose main design
steps can be followed. The global design schematic is illustrated in Figure 10a. The experiential
benchmark under test is shown in Figure 10b. The primary elements are:
Real-time Software Simulator (RTSS): the obtained reduced-scale mathematical model of a
concerned hydraulic turbine
Actuator: Direct Current Motor (DCM) and its drive
Device under test: the controller (dSPACE controller)
Physical system: the PMSG, back-to-back power electronics converters, the power grid,
and measurement sensors

-
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Figure 10. PHIL-based hybrid real-time VS-HEP simulation system, (a) global design diagram,
with Thdy the emulated hydraulic torque, Km the torque constant, i DCM the direct current of DCM,
(b) PHIL experiment benchmark

Furthermore, the detailed descriptions of the main subsystems illustrated in Figure 10 will be
respectively provided in the following subsections.
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3.1. dSPACE Modular, dSPACE Controller, and dSPACE Environment
The dSPACE as a rapid-prototyping system allows the implementation of numerical models and
any control structures for energetic conversion systems [39,40]. In this work, the model of hydraulic
turbine and the control diagram are both achieved with the dSPACE real-time digital simulator based
on the MATLAB/Simulink environment. The processor of the dSPACE card is dedicated to compute
the model and synchronised on a timer; this allows for running the model in real time [41]. Moreover,
some extra hardware interfaces are provided to facilitate the design of hardware prototype, such as
Analog to Digital (ADC), Digital to Analog (DAC), Pulse Width Modulation (PWM), Encoder, Resolver,
etc. In addition, dSPACE provides add-in toolboxes to Matlab/Simulink software which allows for easy
setting of interface cards and easy development of control system in a Simulink environment [39,40].
The dSPACE system under use is composed of a processor card and a number of input/output
cards. From the dSPACE host PC, the system can convert the Simulink models into real-time executable
codes via the Real-Time Workshop. Then, the codes are executed on one or several processors [41].
The RTI dSPACE 1005 system is currently used in the laboratory, which consists of a DS1005 PowerPC
processor card (as the motherboard) that operates at 480 MHz, a DS2003 measurement acquisition
card with 32 analog inputs, a DS2101 display card with ﬁve analog outputs, a DS3002 speed card
with six high resolution inputs for incremental encoders, a DS4003 card with 96 logic inputs/outputs,
and ﬁnally a DS5101 card with 16 PWM outputs of a resolution 25 ns [41]. The parameters of the
dSPACE real-time digital simulator in our work have been conﬁgured as follows: the discretization
time step Ts = 0.1 ms, the analogue outputs of ±10 V, and the computation method ode1 (Euler).
More details of the controls development and implementation with the dSPACE software under
Matlab/Simulink environment can be found in [39–42].
3.2. Real-Time Physical Emulator
Real-Time Physical Emulator (RTPE) is the core module of the PHIL benchmark, which includes
two key elements: the RTSS and the actuator (see Figure 10). The RTSS can digitally emulate the
hydraulic behaviours by using the obtained mathematical model. In addition, the computed torque
and the measured rotational speed information exchange at the interface. The RTSS computes the
torque reference and sends it to the DCM control system, and the coupling turbine speed value is
then sent back to the RTSS. The hydraulic model is generated in the Matlab/Simulink environment
with the dSPACE modular (DS1005). The torque control is implemented in the DSP TMS320F240.
The DC/DC power electronics converter is composed of a four-quadrant Pulse Width Module (PWM)
IGBT chopper connected with a diode rectiﬁer [19].
The RTPE could correctly emulate the hydraulic physical dynamics and the control algorithms
could be executed in real time, and the following conditions must be met:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The computational time devoted to the RTSS needs to be shorter than that of DCM controls in
order to replicate hydraulic physical dynamics and static features. The dSPACE modular used in
the simulation system has not been renewed for decades due to its high costs. The computational
capability is thus even weaker. This is also one of the reasons that some nonlinear transient
hydraulic dynamics are neglected for practical considerations.
The torque control dynamics must be faster than the real physical dynamics. The driven torque
of DCM is proportional to the induced current; therefore, a direct current controller can be
employed to regulate the emulated torque [38]. As the current control relates to the electrical
control category, which is sufﬁciently faster than mechanical dynamics.
The overall execution time of the complete simulation system (the computational time of
hydraulic model, the execution time of control laws, the time on ADC and DAC process,
etc.) must be shorter than the sampling period of the simulation diagram under the dSPACE
environment. Otherwise, if the computational demands of the overall program make the
processor take more time than the sampling period, an overrun condition would happen. Then,
we could not ensure real-time execution of the control program [40].
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3.3. Control Laws under Test
The controllers under test are running with the Matlab/Simulink based on the dSPACE DS1005.
The control input is then converted to switch commands for the power electronics converters in real
time [19]. The digital variables and the analog measurements are exchanged via the I/O interface.
The control diagram of the grid-connected VS-HEP is presented in Figure 11. In the ﬁgure,
i g ( a, b, c) represents the grid currents, im ( a, b, c) are the machine currents, v g ( a, b, c) are the grid
∗ and i ∗ are
voltages, i∗gd and i∗gq are the d-axis and the q-axis grid currents references, respectively, imd
mq
the d-axis and the q-axis machine currents references, respectively, Pg is the grid-injected active power,
ω is the rotational speed, ω ∗ is the rotational speed reference, L f and R f are the ﬁlter inductance and
the ﬁlter resistance, respectively, Vdc is the DC-link voltage, and C is the DC-link capacitance.
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Figure 11. Control design diagram of grid-connected VS-HEP.

The VS-HEPs have two mostly common operating conﬁgurations: the grid following mode and
the grid forming mode [43]. This paper is targeting on the grid following case. Then, the control design
is mainly involved in two aspects as follows:
-

-

Machine-side converter control: An adaptive maximum power point tracking method proposed
in [5] is employed in this paper. The electrical machine is vector-controlled based on the Park
model (dq frame). Proportional Integral (PI) controllers are used in both the outer speed loop and
the inner current loop [34].
Grid-side converter control: A dual-loop control structure is commonly designed for grid-side
controls [5,34]. A Phase-Locked Loop (PLL) is employed to obtain the phase of grid voltage [44].
The outer voltage loop maintains a constant DC-link voltage, where the PI controller is employed.
The inner current loop is controlled by three Proportional Resonant (PR) controllers. The PR
controller is efﬁcient for the grid-side currents control because the grid frequency used to be
around the nominal value (50 Hz or 60 Hz).
In fact, the PI controller can ensure a unit gain and zero phase lag for DC components or very
low-varying signals [45]. Otherwise, if the reference signal has AC components, it is almost
impossible to ensure the zero steady-state error in terms of its amplitude and phase. Moreover,
the error would increase with the increasing frequency. The steady-state error can be reduced
by increasing the controller gain. However, some limitations have been proved in previous
works [45,46]. By introducing a high control gain, the closed-loop bandwidth would be increased.
Finally, the system stability is possible to be deteriorated [46].
A PR controller (16) has a proportional term and a resonant integrating term with the frequencies
to be corrected. The resonant term introduces theoretically inﬁnite gains at the resonance
frequencies, and the static error is hence eliminated:
HPR (s) = k pr +
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where ω0 is the resonant frequency, kr is the integration gain, and k pr is the proportional term.
To reduce the noise sensitivity [46], the PR controller applied in this work is modiﬁed by
integrating the parameter ωc as follows:
HPR (s) = k pr +

2kr s
s2 + 2ωc s + ω02

(17)

The controller achieves inﬁnite gains at the resonance frequencies for expression (16). The design
corresponding to the (17) can still achieve a relatively high gain at the deﬁned resonant
frequency. The steady-state output phase and magnitude error in the closed-loop system would be
approximately zero [46]. Furthermore, the multi-resonant controller (18) can be used to correctly
control the currents with harmonics injected [47]:
2 · k ir · s
2 + (ω 2 )
s
i =1
i
h

H MR = k pr + ∑

(18)

with ωi being the angle frequency of i-order harmonic, and k ir the corresponding integration gain.
Note that, due to the variable speed operation, the frequency of machine currents are not constant
but varying with time. Consequently, it is difﬁcult to control machine side currents by using a PR
controller with a ﬁxed resonant frequency ω0 [45]. This is why a PI controller upon the dq frame
is more appropriate for the machine side converter control.
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that this work is dedicated to the modelling of hydraulic turbines
for its implementation on PHIL benchmark. We have not provided many results regarding
the comparisons between PI and PR controllers. More comparative experiments between them
therefore will be conducted based on the PHIL real-time benchmark discussed in this work.
3.4. Physical System Conﬁgurations
The emulated hydraulic shaft by DCM is coupled to a PMSG connecting with power grids through
back-to-back power electronics converters as shown in Figure 10b. Some ancillary devices such as
voltage, current, and position sensors are included as well [34]. The key parameters of the VS-HEP
PHIL simulation system are given in Table 2.
Table 2. Parameters of the PHIL experiment benchmark.
RTPE Parameters
Water head H
Turbine diameter D
DCM normal power
DCM normal speed
DCM inertia

1m
0.25 m
6 kW
3000 rpm
0.0275 kg·m2

Parameters of Physical System
Armature Rs
d-axis Lq
q-axis Ld
Magnet ﬂux
Friction factor

0.17 Ω
0.0017 H
0.0019 H
0.11 Wb
0.01 N·m·s

Pole pairs
PMSG inertia
DC bus voltage
Power grid
Switch frequency

4
0.004 kg·m2
400 V
179 V, 50 Hz
10 kHz

4. PHIL Performance Veriﬁcation and Analysis
Experiments are conducted to assess performance of the obtained reduced-scale model for its
implementation on the built PHIL benchmark. The static hydraulic features are ﬁrstly veriﬁed to be
correctly replicated by the actuator (the DCM). Then, the key parameters regarding dynamics and the
dynamic response of the real-time physical emulator are veriﬁed as well. The control laws employed
to machine-side and grid-side controllers are validated in the end.
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4.1. Replication of Static Features
In order to obtain the static curves, the opening ratio of guide vane and the turbine speed are set
manually. The opening ratio of guide vane is ﬁrstly set to a speciﬁc value. When the actuator reaches
the steady state, the rotational speed is then adjusted. Figure 12 illustrates the emulated hydraulic
features and the regression models obtained in Section 2: the ﬂow rate in Figure 12a, the torque in
Figure 12b, and the output hydraulic power in Figure 12c. Firstly, the results indicate that the hydraulic
model emulated by the RTPE can correctly replicate the established regression models. Then, we can
observe some features from Figure 12: the water ﬂow rate Q will decrease when the rotation speed
increases for a constant valve opening γ; the water ﬂow rate and the output torque both will increase
when we increase the opening ratio of guide vane γ; there always exists an optimal rotational speed
that maximizes the gained hydraulic power for each given guide vane opening γ.
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(a) Water ﬂow rate vs rotational speed

(b) Torque vs rotational speed
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(c) Power vs rotational speed
Figure 12. Static hydraulic features assessment, (a) water ﬂow rate vs rotational speed, (b) hydraulic
turbine torque vs rotational speed, and (c) output hydraulic power vs rotational speed.

4.2. Dynamics Veriﬁcation
In the dSPACE environment, the execution time of each model part can be measured via atomic
subsystems, which has been answered in [48]. In a real-time program, there is a variable named
‘turnaroundTime’ for each task, which can indicate how much time it takes to execute the complete
task. The key dynamics parameters are provided in Table 3. Firstly, the execution time taken on
the hydraulic model is fast enough compared to the actuator’s dynamics and the sampling period.
Then, the overall executional time of the complete simulation system (the computational time of
hydraulic model, the executional time of employed control laws, the time on digital/analog and
analog/digital conversion process, etc.) is shorter than its sampling period. The hydraulic dynamics
depend on its capacity, adjusted range, and its device mechanism, which can range from several
seconds to minutes [49,50]. The operation time of the guide vane actuator in this work is around 2∼4 s.
The torque control of DCM with a settling time of around 4ms ensures that the emulated mechanical
torque can efﬁciently replicate the hydraulic dynamics.
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Table 3. Key parameters regarding dynamics.
Dynamics Parameters

Time Values

Executional time of hydraulic model
Executional time of whole PHIL system
Sampling period
Settling time of DCM current control
Dynamics of guide vane actuator

4 μs
0.08 ms
0.1 ms
4 ms
2∼4 s

The hydraulic dynamic features in the ofﬂine simulation in Matlab/Simulink and the PHIL
real-time simulation are presented in Figures 13 and 14, respectively. A soft starting is employed
in the beginning; the variable speed control starts at t = 40 s, with the guide vane opening of
γ = [0.5, 0.6, 0.5]. The two ﬁgures show that the emulated hydraulic torque Thdy , the water ﬂow rate
Q, and the output hydraulic power Phdy in real time could achieve similar dynamic features as that
of ofﬂine simulations. However, we notice some differences on the dynamic behaviour; the most
relevant difference is dealing with the overshoot that affects the torque. Two possible reasons could
have caused this difference. Firstly, our PHIL implementation is based on the existed ﬂexible hybrid
PHIL benchmark in the laboratory. The reason could be coming from the actuator which emulates the
turbine, i.e., the DC motor of Figure 10, as its internal control is not accessible, we cannot change its
internal controllers. Another reason could be the aging of the physical system. The ofﬂine simulation
models (PMSG, converters, line ﬁlter, etc.) are deﬁned by applying the parameters originally provided
by the manufacturer. However, the hardware system under test has been used for many years.
The parameters of the PMSG, the values of line inductance and resistance, etc. could have changed
due to the aging factor. The parameters shifts could cause the differences on the control dynamics
response. In fact, this is also one of the critical reasons why the control laws must be validated with
the real-time PHIL benchmark. Moreover, compared to ofﬂine simulations, one of the simulated parts
is replaced by the hardware devices in the PHIL system, and the real physical constraints are thus
taken into account in the real-time simulation loop. This would help more precisely evaluate the whole
electric performances.
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Figure 13. Hydraulic dynamics process in the ofﬂine simulation.
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Figure 14. Hydraulic dynamics process in the real-time simulation, Phdy the generated hydraulic power
(100 w/div), Thdy the turbine torque (2 N·m/div), Q the water ﬂow rate (0.05 m3 /s/div).

4.3. Control Laws Test
Figure 15 presents the machine-side control performances under the built PHIL benchmark
with/without introducing the dynamic model of guide vane opening. In the control design,
a soft-starting process is considered in order to smoothly start the machine as follows:
-

Firstly, a very small initial torque is increasingly added to overcome its friction torque, and
the rotational speed goes up slowly;
Then, the speed controllers start working under no-load state at t = 9 s, and the speed soon
reaches the reference value;
At t = 40 s, the variable speed control mode is enabled and the rotational speed changes with
guide vane opening adjustments in order to maximize the grid-injected power.

Compared to Figure 15a, the actuator dynamics process could deteriorate both speed and current
control performances as shown in Figure 15b. Thus, it makes sense to assess the effect of the induced
dynamics on the electrical-side control performance.
The grid-side control results are presented in Figures 16 and 17. In the soft staring process,
the DC-link voltage increases until reaching the steady state; no hydraulic power is sent to the grid
until the guide vane actuator acts. In the Maximum Power Point Tracking (MPPT) process, the active
power Pg and reactive power Q g (controlled to be zero) injected to the power grid change with the
adjustment of guide vane opening; the DC-link voltage Vdc almost stays constant. Figure 17 shows
the control performance of grid-injected currents. In the beginning, the injected sinusoidal current
synchronizes with the grid voltage of phase A well. Then, the reactive current reference steps from 0 A
to 2 A, and a phase shift occurs between the grid voltage and the injected current. The grid-injected
currents are correctly controlled by using PR controllers.
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Figure 15. Machine-side control performances with/without introducing guide vane opening dynamic
model, the q-axis current imq (5 A/div), the d-axis current imd (5 A/div), the rotational speed ω
(20 rad/s/div).
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Figure 16. Grid-side control performance, the DC-link voltage Vdc (100 V/div), the active power Pg
(200 W/div), the reactive power Q g (200 VarA/div).
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Figure 17. Grid-injected current control, i ga the grid current of phase A (5 A/div), v ga the grid voltage
of phase A (100 V/div), i gq the reactive current (2 A/div), i gd the active current (2 A/div).

5. Conclusions
In this paper, a reduced-scale hydraulic modelling approach is proposed for achieving efﬁcient
PHIL simulations. The static features are modelled based on the ‘Hill Charts’ measurements, which are
analytically generated by using optimization routines. Furthermore, the nonlinear dynamics of the
actuator model are introduced in order to evaluate the effects of the induced dynamics on the whole
electric performance. Moreover, the reduced-scale models can be established for different laboratory
conditions. The suggested modelling approach enabled positive features for its implementations on
PHIL simulation systems: decent accuracy, light computational complexity, and high scalability.
A bulb turbine coupled to a PMSG with back-to-back PWM converters is chosen as an example
for PHIL design and performance assessment. Some conclusions could be highlighted based on the
experimental results: Firstly, the RTPE can correctly replicate the hydraulic static features. In addition,
the computational time taken on the RTPE is rapid enough to ensure that the emulated turbine torque
can efﬁciently track the hydraulic dynamics. The controls of variable speed operation and the grid-side
integration are validated under the established PHIL testing benchmark in the end. The established
benchmark can be used for advanced control techniques study of VS-HEPs. Furthermore, the ﬂexible
PHIL real-time test benchmark can be adapted to different hydraulic regimes such as pumped-storage
hydropower plant for future research.
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Abstract: The integration of smart grid technologies in interconnected power system networks
presents multiple challenges for the power industry and the scientiﬁc community. To address these
challenges, researchers are creating new methods for the validation of: control, interoperability,
reliability of Internet of Things systems, distributed energy resources, modern power equipment for
applications covering power system stability, operation, control, and cybersecurity. Novel methods
for laboratory testing of electrical power systems incorporate novel simulation techniques
spanning real-time simulation, Power Hardware-in-the-Loop, Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop,
Power System-in-the-Loop, and co-simulation technologies. These methods directly support
the acceleration of electrical systems and power electronics component research by validating
technological solutions in high-ﬁdelity environments. In this paper, members of the Survey of Smart
Grid International Research Facility Network task on Advanced Laboratory Testing Methods present
a review of methods, test procedures, studies, and experiences employing advanced laboratory
techniques for validation of range of research and development prototypes and novel power
system solutions.
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1. Introduction
Increasing deployments of distributed energy resources (DER) and smart grid technologies in
cyber–physical energy systems, has driven the scientiﬁc community and power industries to develop
novel technologies. Such technology allows the energy systems to be operated and controlled more
optimally, however, its inclusion brings challenges to the power system stability, operation, control,
protection schemes, device interoperability, substation automation, wide-area protection mechanisms,
cybersecurity, and additional reliance on Internet of Things (IoT) devices, to name a few examples.
In order to ensure a smooth transition to a more distributed grid with higher penetration of renewable
energy units, new procedures and methods for testing and validating interoperability, reliability,
and stability must be developed.
To address this need, researchers have developed advanced laboratory evaluation methods based on
real-time simulation (RTS) and Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) including: Power Hardware-in-the-Loop
(PHIL), Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop (CHIL), Power System-in-the-Loop (PSIL), and co-simulation
that improve the ﬁdelity of smart grid simulation tools. Now physical equipment or controllers can
be inserted into real-time (RT) or faster than RT simulations to validate equipment performance
characteristics. The development of multi-domain simulation environment is also providing new
information about the interactions of cyber–physical environments.
To draw a baseline for the reader, a brief explanation of the deﬁnitions of RTS and HIL techniques
mentioned in this review are provided:
•
•
•

•
•
•

RTS is a simulation, which is solely digitally executed in a real-time way on an RTSM.
Co-simulation is a test setup that combines at least two different software tools executed on one
or more computational systems.
HIL is a test setup that combines a real-time simulated system with a physical hardware
component or system, where interfaces with physical and simulated systems enabling closed
loop interactions.
Controller HIL or CHIL is a HIL technique where the sensors and actuators of a physical controller
are interfaced with a real-time simulation.
Power HIL or PHIL is a HIL setup, where at least one of the bi-directional interfaces of a setup
exchanges power with real, physical power hardware through a Power Ampliﬁer.
Power System in-the-Loop or PSIL is a novel HIL concept where more than two domains interface
each other in order to perform holistic experiments, e.g., a connection between a virtual simulated
system (where RTS and co-simulation occur), a controller component (where CHIL occurs),
and physical power system (where PHIL occurs).

1.1. Motivation of the Review
This review brought together technical experts from multiple investigation areas to identify
state-of-the-art testing method trends. The Smart Grid International Research Facility Network (SIRFN)
is a worldwide network of smart grid research and test-bed facilities participating under the Annex 5
of the International Smart Grid Action Network (ISGAN). The testing and evaluation capabilities of
SIRFN allows the international community to enable: improved design, implementation, and testing
of smart grids and their functionalities, including the reliable integration of clean energy technologies.
The SIRFN task on Advanced Laboratory Testing Methods (ALTM) addresses state-of-the-art
testing procedures and develops recommendations on future testing techniques of electrical power
systems and their domains. SIRFN implements new recommendations by collaborative activities
among test infrastructures and identiﬁes potential common activities for future application of advanced
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methodologies within the network. This community has a good perspective on the quickly evolving
landscape of novel simulation techniques such as RTS (PHIL, CHIL, PSIL, etc.) and is in an excellent
position to identify promising upcoming advanced laboratory testing methods for other research teams
and the power system industry.
1.2. Review Structure
In this survey, state-of-the-art capabilities afforded by new simulation tools are enumerated for
applications covering power system design, smart grid control, power electronics, communications,
and cybersecurity. Speciﬁcally, this review surveyed recent activities of the SIRFN ALTM task
participants about ongoing and recently ﬁnished ALTM, RTS, and HIL research techniques, including
the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interfacing methods of PHIL, CHIL, and PSIL simulation;
HIL testing of power system protection and control;
HIL testing of smart grid/microgrid controllers, energy management systems, and power
electronic converters;
Co-simulation and RTS integration;
Geographically distributed HIL and RTS;
Industrial experiences and HIL in standardized testing.

Each of these topics forms a separate section, which provides a brief introduction and then reports
on speciﬁc experiences and activities by the SIRFN ALTM members in the additional subsections.
Thereafter, a summary of experiments is organized in a table, gathering the hardware used in
the reported activities, to give the reader an overview of the equipment used in HIL experiments.
In addition, a grouping of the literature and references used for each section is tabulated and presented.
Finally, a conclusion and future outlook is included, thereby the authors express their ideas about the
review from the perspective of the SIRFN ALTM community.
2. Interfacing Methods of PHIL, CHIL, and PSIL Simulation
2.1. Introduction
RTS and PHIL technologies are present in activities covering (a) component testing, (b) power
system stability studies (as risk-free and close-to-reality alternative to ﬁeld tests), and (c) development
and veriﬁcation of new control strategies. Establishing a seamless interface between an RTS model
and physical devices is a technical challenge because the design of the interfacing method impacts
both stability and accuracy of the RT control system [1,2]. For this, an interface algorithm (IA) is
implemented between the real-time simulation machine (RTSM) and power ampliﬁer (PA) to ensure a
stable and accurate range of operation.
The typical temporal resolution of a PHIL experiment for electro-mechanical transients (EMT)
is in the range of 10–100 microseconds, but the interactions between large-scale and local dynamics
as well as wide-area and local control systems increases drastically in proportion with the number of
nodes of the system. The large-scale dynamics are “slow” (from milliseconds to seconds) and typically
represented by root mean squared (RMS) values. One solution to combine these environments, is to
create PHIL environments which represent RMS simulations and convert the fast dynamics of the
interfaced power equipment to RMS values. It should be noted though, that many PHIL simulations
are executed in the fast domain with time steps between 40–120 microseconds. In case of capturing
slow dynamics, the Power System-in-the-Loop (PSIL) testing concept [3] can be implemented to exploit
the use of quasi-static and quasi-dynamic [4–6] time domain analysis combined with PHIL.
This section classifies the interfacing methods of PHIL, CHIL, and PSIL simulation in two main topics:
1. Interface Algorithms for Fast Dynamics: Nowadays, the accuracy and stability of several
IAs have been analyzed in detail [1,2,7–12], including: the ideal transformer model (ITM),
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partial circuit duplication (PCD), transmission line model (TLM), damping impedance method
(DIM), time variant ﬁrst-order approximation (TFA), and advanced ideal transformer model
(AITM); being the ITM and DIM are the most widely used techniques for connecting power
equipment to a PHIL RTS.
2. PHIL Integration at Slow Time Scales: For application areas where the concerned dynamics
are slow (RMS values calculated using tens to hundreds of cycles), the technical requirements
of the HIL integration can be simpliﬁed, that reduces hardware cost and improves scalability.
Examples of system behaviors and relevant functions in these time scales are: power and energy
management, active and reactive power balancing, demand side management, voltage control
strategies, and determination of the proximity to operating limits. By the use of the PSIL concept,
this review present two methods: (a) quasi-dynamic PHIL in Section 2.2.3 and (b) quasi-static
PHIL in Section 2.2.4.
2.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
2.2.1. Power Ampliﬁer Characterization for RTS
The PA plays a vital role in PHIL simulations. In order to assess the accuracy and stability of
PHIL simulations, accurate modeling of the PA or grid simulator must be available. CanmetENERGY
and OPAL-RTTM have been collaborating to develop a grid simulator characterization environment.
This environment performs frequency sweeps with different operating voltages. The resulting
magnitude and phase response data, generates a number of Bode plots and transfer functions which
realistically model the ampliﬁter behavior. This realistic ampliﬁer model can be used to assess the
stability of an RT power system simulation before the actual PHIL study is conducted.
As each ampliﬁer is different, amplitude step tests were performed to determine the intrinsic
ampliﬁer delays and the communication delays of the system. Once these delays were identiﬁed,
they were factored out of the recorded data, and included in the transfer function modeling. Since
this modeling work has the ultimate goal of providing an ampliﬁer model for all operating conditions,
work remains to ﬁnd a generic methodology to characterize different types of PAs with sufﬁcient
accuracy. This activity is an ongoing research and further results might affect the exact implementation
of this method.
2.2.2. Stability and Accuracy Comparison for Different Interfacing Methods
In [12], the voltage ideal transformer method (ITM) and the voltage damping impedance method
(DIM) were compared during unity and non-unity power factor setting and curtailed real power levels
to a baseline, when connecting a physical photovoltaic (PV) inverter to a PHIL simulation. The ITM and
DIM methods generally, in simulation, have a low pass ﬁlter (LPF) on the output of the RTS to increase
stability of the system when the PV inverter connects. The discrete time step of the simulation and
LPF introduce a phase shift on the voltage output to the PA. This phase voltage shift injects artiﬁcially
created or synthetic reactive power into the simulation at the point of connection in the RTSM. A low
pass ﬁlter lead compensator (LPF LD) can be used to tune the introduced phase shift to minimize the
synthetic reactive power injection in the simulation without removing the characteristics of the device
under test (DuT). Results from [12] are shown in Table 1. The average error represents the summation
of each individual error compared to a baseline, divided by the total number of tests. The execution
cycle is the percent of time spent to compute all tasks of the model. The major computation time is
expressed in a percentage of time spent by the model to perform block calculations including discrete
and continuous state calculations. Each interface method takes computational effort to implement.
Knowing the trade-off between computational usage and model accuracy empowers the user to select
the appropriate interfacing method for the simulation.
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Table 1. Real-time simulation (RTS) interface method using one core.
Method

Average Error (%)

Execution Cycle (%)

Major Computation Time (%)

DIM LPF
DIM LPF LD
ITM LPF
ITM LPF LD

27.755
3.303
14.940
4.507

62.21
65.99
49.20
49.46

49.19
52.16
42.71
42.99

2.2.3. Quasi-Dynamic PHIL
To perform simulations at the continental scale, the electrical dynamics need to be simpliﬁed.
When dealing with multiple node power systems, the conventional approach solves a full set of
differential equations in RT resulting in a signiﬁcant computational burden. One option to overcome
this issue is the so-called “quasi-dynamic” modeling approach for slow dynamics time domain analysis
using modiﬁed nonlinear algebraic equations [5,6]. The quasi-dynamic PHIL analysis is typically
used for long term power system behavior studies covering the time domains from several minutes to
several hours or even days where the fast transients are considered to have settled down (to steady
state) within the period of each time step.
To represent the power system dynamics depending on the application, a single or several
(suitable for power system split and re-synchronization phenomena studies) mass dynamic models
could be additionally used at a lower computational cost. This combination provides fast RT
computation of the voltage magnitude, phase, and frequency within each individual node of the
power system. This approach could be successfully used for large analyses of the interaction between
one or several DuTs and the bulk power system.
The test set up at the Power System Stability Laboratory of the Technical University of Soﬁa
(TU-Soﬁa) for testing Power System Stability support functions of active micro- and nanogrids, is one
typical application of this approach. The Figure 1a shows the laboratory setup of a micro/nanogrid
model consisting of: (a) programmable grid forming unit, (b) multi-functional laboratory transformer,
(c) physical power line emulator, (d) PV emulator, (e) maximum power point charge controller,
(f) bidirectional converter, (g) battery storage, (h) smart load controller, (i) physical model of hydro
power plant, (k) motor generator sets with controls emulating different types of generation, and (d) a
supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system recording the system parameters.

(b)
(a)
Figure 1. Power Hardware-in-the-Loop (PHIL) TU-Soﬁa Power System Stability Laboratory. (a) Micro/
nanogrid lab setup; (b) Lab architecture.

While power system stability used to be widely accepted as a Bulk Power System (macrogrid)
problem, the micro-, mini-, and nanogrid concepts which are feasible today allow more efﬁcient and
reliable system stability support functions based on local and distributed control [13]. To determine
the impact on the macrogrid stability and the right settings of this control, a PHIL with the architecture
shown in Figure 1b is used. It consists of a central RTSM representing the macrogrid using the STATUS
quasi-dynamic and dynamic software. The STATUS quasi-dynamic module provides power ﬂow and
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voltage stability analysis with a rich set of detailed stability indicators. Combined with the STATUS
single/several mass dynamic model the frequency dynamics are given. Through the grid-forming unit
the voltage and frequency (U,f) signals are ampliﬁed and transferred to the micro/nanogrid power
DuT. In each RT time step, the computed power system stability indicators provide feedback on the
efﬁciency of the actions performed by the local control.
Theoretically, the architecture is open and if another “i”-th distinct micro/nanogrid needs to be
involved, a (U,f) signal with a time delay corresponding to the phase angle δi could be sent from the
central RTS to another grid-forming unit.
2.2.4. Quasi-Static PHIL
A scale-up on the hardware side of the HIL setup can be achieved, when the requirements
of dynamic capabilities of the interfacing converter are reduced. Such a setup is relevant when
interactions among several hardware components (e.g., DER) in a physical low-voltage distribution
network, need to be investigated when they are coupled to medium and high voltage network
dynamics. The PSIL concept [3] can be used for: use cases with slow voltage dynamics and interactions
among DER controllers, inverters and upstream controls, and dispatch of coordinated voltage control
setpoints, among others. Similar interfacing challenges are considered in remote or geographically
distributed PHIL setups, as discussed in Section 6 and [14,15].
An illustration of this setup is found in Figure 2. Here, the RTSM uses as PA a (slow, ∼10 Hz update
rate) grid-forming converter and similarly infrequent, asynchronous, and non-lockstep measurements;
the grid-forming converter is connected to a low-voltage feeder and loads with different responses
to voltage and frequency variations. The simulation interface needs therefore to accommodate an
asymmetric coupling with update-rates differing by several orders of magnitude.

Figure 2. Conﬁguration elements of the QsPHIL power system in the loop setup reported in
VILLAS4ERIGrid [16].

The technical setup involves:
•
•
•

a RTSM to simulate the relevant high and/or medium voltage simulation elements, and an
interfacing component;
a physical interfacing device such as a controllable grid-forming converter which can set frequency
and voltage;
a sufﬁciently fast RMS measurement at the interface device or its local bus.

Mathematically, the coupling is based on the ITM IA. In it, voltage and frequency are set by the
RTSM model, while the RMS current and the phase (I, cosφ) are the feedback set by the physical branch.
The exchanged signals are as follows:
•
•
•

the RTSM system sends voltage and frequency RMS setpoints;
the Interface device (grid-forming component of the lab) realizes these setpoint with some
dynamic delay;
the RMS P and Q values (or I, cosφ) are measured at the interface component, and transmitted to
the RTSM component.
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In this setup, the physical interface voltage and the current feedback are out-of-step during
transients due to the hardware and software physical delays. Experiment designs account for this
delay and consider only quasi-static phenomena: Relevant dynamics are simulated on the hardware
power system components at slower time scales of 100 milliseconds or longer, relevant to energy
management considerations, and voltage control coordination.
Due to the difference of update rates between RTSM at 20 kHz and the physical system operating
at about 2 Hz, a multi-rate interface technique is necessary. Further, to ensure rapid convergence the
long and non-deterministic delays between hardware (measurement, 10 Hz, 10 ms jitter; actuation
0.5–2 Hz) and RTSM elements are accounted for by suitable interface algorithms. Compensation
methods enable accelerated convergence to steady state values. Two interfacing methods are described
and evaluated in [16]. Due to the suitability for time delays, quasi-static PHIL methods are also
applicable to geographically distributed setups, as further discussed in Section 6.1.2.
3. HIL Testing of Power System Protection and Control
3.1. Introduction
With growing installations of DER and the inclusion of the microgrid (MG) concept to enhance
power system reliability, challenges appear in protection and control of transmission and distribution
power systems. These problems are associated with additional fault current sources, increase of the
total short-circuit level in the grid, and the presence of microprocessor based relays or Intelligent
Electronic Devices (IEDs) [17]. This increases the threat to protection schemes due to: blinding of
feeder protection, sympathetic tripping, failed reclosing, unintentional islanding, and recloser-fuse
miscoordination [17–19], driving the protection and control engineers to re-evaluate long-established
practices, as well as the way the relays are tested and certiﬁed. Adaptive protection is a protection
strategy that is widely studied by the scientiﬁc community which tries to tackle some of these
protection issues by adjusting protection equipment set points based on system operations [17,20–23].
The modeling of faults and protection strategies also needs to be studied and veriﬁed with transients
(EMT simulations), which makes PHIL a good option to validate fault behaviors [24,25]. Finally, the
requirements to certify such IEDs for the new power-system needs, requires frameworks suitable for
close-to-reality testing, bringing an opportunity for HIL techniques to be implemented as a solution,
like in [26]. Other alternatives for control and management of the power grid, such as wide area control
by the use of synchrophasors and phasor measurement units (PMUs), is providing new reliability and
controllability beneﬁts to the power system [27]. It is important to have the capability to control and
monitor the system in order to perform actions on the power system, such as the re-synchronization
of an islanded MG [28], ensuring the conditions and requirements of local/international codes like
the IEEE Std. 1547 [29]; or to dampen power systems oscillation by the inclusion of power system
stabilizer strategies with PMU measurements [30].
3.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
3.2.1. HIL Validation of Fault Locator Accuracy without Line Reactor Current in Distance
Protection Scheme
In this HIL study, a transmission line with actual parameters connected between two 400 kV
substations was simulated in a RTDSTM RTSM as shown in Figure 3 to study the impact of
the non-subtraction of a line reactor current on a fault locator function accuracy in a distance
relay, while using the IEC 61850 Process Bus based Full Digital substation implementation in
POWERGRID India.
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Figure 3. Model in RTDS for Hardware-in-the-Loop (HIL) study of line reactor in distance
protection scheme.

To carry out the HIL study, a protection IED used at POWERGRID substations was interfaced
with the RTSM and associated with one end of the modeled line. In order to visualize the impact of
reactor current, two cases were studied. Figure 4 shows the position of the current transformer (CT)
connection for both cases. In the ﬁrst case, the current to the IED was fed from the CT connected
between the source and reactor as shown in Figure 4a (reactor current included) and in the second
case the IED was fed through the current from the CT connected towards the line, after the line reactor
(reactor’s current excluded) as shown in Figure 4b.

(a) Relay fed through CT connected before reactor. (b) Relay fed through CT connected after reactor
Figure 4. Connection point of current transformers (CTs) for Case 1 (a) and 2 (b).

Both cases were studied for different types of faults and fault locations along the line and
compared to determine the impact of reactor current on fault location determination. Table 2 shows the
results of the fault locator performance for both scenarios in case of a line-to-ground fault at different
fault positions.
Table 2. Comparison of fault locator performance.
Fault Position
% Length

km

Case 1—Bus Side CT
Fault Locator

% error

Reading (km)
5
15
25
35
45
55
65
75
85
95

15
45
75
105
135
165
195
225
255
285

Case 2—Line Side CT
Fault Locator

% error

Reading (km)

14.90
44.62
74.17
104.03
133.61
163.06
193.77
223.78
254.02
285.04

0.67
0.84
1.11
0.92
1.03
1.18
0.63
0.54
0.38
0.01

14.92
44.64
74.68
104.82
135.05
165.64
196.90
228.32
259.89
292.46

0.53
0.80
0.43
0.17
0.04
0.39
0.97
1.48
1.92
2.62

3.2.2. Distance Protection Relay Type Testing Framework
The IEC 60255-121 standard speciﬁes the minimum requirements for functional and performance
evaluation of distance protection functions. It deﬁnes the tests to be performed in order to assess
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the relay characteristics such as operate time, transient overreach, phase selection, etc. In contrast to
standard relay test sets, using a RTSM allows closed-loop testing of relays by simulating the power system,
generating the test signals, and recording the resulting waveforms. The authors in [26] presented this
concept and developed a framework to automate these tests. Figure 5 presents the workﬂow of the
proposed HIL testbed. First, test scenarios and their respective parameters were deﬁned and ﬁxed.
A power system RTS is created and interfaced with the relay under test. Low-level signals representing
voltage and current are sent to the relay and resulting trip signals and any required simulated signal
are recorded for post-processing and analysis. These test results are exported, relay performance is
assessed, and a report is generated. This process is repeated automatically for every test deﬁned in
the spreadsheet.

Figure 5. Workﬂow of the distance protection relay testing.

3.2.3. Adaptive Protection with HIL
The use of RTS to analyze and simulate power systems in both the steady state and faulted
states provides valuable insight to the protection coordination of the power system. With the use
of Analog and Digital I/Os, communication protocols (C37.118, GOOSE, and IEC 61850 Sample
Values), and protection relays, an adaptive protection platform can be realized. Adaptive protection
is needed when the power system has bi-directional power ﬂows, usually from some type of DER
source, that conventional protection cannot coordinate. The RTS adaptive protection platform allows
designers and test engineers to evaluate and validate new equipment and methodologies in a realistic
scenario [20]. In [21], an adaptive protection scheme that overcomes the challenges of the dual
overcurrent relays (DOCR) in a power system with PV is proposed. Data are communicated about the
PV plant to update the trip settings of the DOCR improving the protection selectivity and reliability.
3.2.4. Fault Modeling and Validation Between Simulation Tools
When simulating distribution systems with high penetrations of DER, protection studies with
short-circuit analysis and phasor analysis in the frequency domain are possible using quasi-static
time-series simulation tools [24]. The computational time is fast, but no transient dynamics are included
in the simulation. Therefore, some researchers have turned to MATLAB/Simulink time-domain
simulations of the fault analysis, so protection studies can be performed at a much higher resolution
and include transients. In certain situations the DER dynamics, switching transients, and output ﬁlter
capacitor discharge behaviors are important to capture. In those cases PHIL simulations with physical
DER can further improve the ﬁdelity of the analysis.
In [25], PHIL tests were performed by connecting the physical PV inverter to a 15-bus distribution
system with 2 other simulated PV systems, emulated using a three-phase dq design. Faults were
simulated at locations closest to the substation, furthest from the substation, and at the PHIL-interfaced
PV inverter). This work demonstrated the difference in fault currents using OpenDSS quasi-static
time-series simulations, RT MATLAB/Simulink simulations, and a PHIL approach. The cases with
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PV that show the largest effects on the system are selected. OpenDSS provides steady-state results,
whereas MATLAB/Simulink and the RT PHIL Simulation capture fault dynamics. The improvement
in ﬁdelity from the PHIL PV inverter is because it includes inductive and capacitive values that are not
emulated in the dq PV inverter model and that are nonexistent in the OpenDSS PV inverters. Figure 6
shows the RMS PV inverter current when a 3 phase fault is applied at near the substation. Based on the
modeling approach, the PV inverter phase A current varies. For OpenDSS, there is no instantaneous
response available for the PV inverter. MATLAB/Simulink captures those transients, but interfacing
the physical PV inverter provides an additional improvement in the model ﬁdelity because it includes
the output ﬁlter of the DER.

Figure 6. Comparison between physical photovoltaic (PV) inverter currents during a 3Ø Fault at Bus
4 [25]. Reproduced with permission from Rachid Darbali-Zamora, Feeder Fault Comparison Utilizing
a Real-Time Power Hardware-in-the-Loop Approach for Photovoltaic System Applications; published
by IEEE, 2019.

3.2.5. Wide Area Controller HIL Testing for Power Systems Oscillation Damping
In this work, different algorithms were investigated for dampening oscillations on a well-known
benchmark Kundur system [31]. Controller behavior was studied by closing the loop between PMUs
and an OPAL-RT RTSM. The setup is as shown in Figure 7. The Simscape Power Systems toolbox of
MATLAB was used to model the two-area Kundur model in the OPAL-RT RTSM, with 4-th order model
generator equipped with a simple exciter model for transient stability studies. The analog output
channels were assigned to the model voltage measurements of generators 1 and 3 and connected to
two NITM Open PMUs. The Raspberry PiTM devices communicate with the PMUs with a Phasor Data
Concentrator (PDC), to reproduce a realistic communication loop. In the Raspberry Pi, a conventional
PI controller was implemented as the complement of the PSS of Generators 1 and 3. This control was
translated in voltage and assigned to the analog output of the Raspberry Pi. This controller signal
is added to the PSS output and directly connected to the input of the automatic voltage regulator.
The results obtained following a 3 phase short circuit are depicted in Figure 8. The implemented wide
area controller improves the power system behavior as expected during the test. A detailed paper
is expected to be published with application of more advanced control algorithm applying ZHAW
dynamic power system technique [30] soon.
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Figure 7. Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop (CHIL) testbed setup for controller validation.

Figure 8. Frequency response without and with controller.

4. HIL Testing of Smart Grid/Microgrid Controllers, Energy Management Systems, and Power
Electronic Converters
4.1. Introduction
Microgrids, deﬁned as small-scale power systems consisting of load and distributed generators,
are considered as an essential part of the future grid. Testing and development of MGs require
detailed modeling of various components that operate over a wide range of time constants from
hours (for distributed generation dispatch) to milliseconds (for accurate representation of stability
and protection related phenomena). HIL testing provides these capabilities while greatly reducing
the complexities of traditional test methods. By reducing the risk, cost, and total time required to
test complex embedded systems, HIL systems have been used to study many MGs around the world.
This section condenses the SIRFN ALTM experiences:
1.

Microgrid prototyping and validation: Testing AC, DC, and Hybrid MGs requires a wide variety
of techniques and methodologies including: benchmarks and prototyping platforms [32–35],
testing chains and procedures for centralized and decentralized controllers [36–41], and rapid
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2.

3.

control prototyping (RCP) for a quick development of new control strategies in a real hardware
environments [42–44].
Microgrid control strategies: Advanced testing methods are helpful in the establishment of
the control strategies for loads and generators, reconﬁguration equipment, and isolation and
re-synchronization actions [28].
Development of inverter and power electronics functions: DER functions and device
interoperability support large, traditional power systems and microgrids alike. These technologies
can be evaluated prior to implementation using CHIL and RT simulation techniques [45–52].
The same testing approach can be used for large-scale power electronics integration studies [53,54].

4.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
4.2.1. Integrated PHIL and Laboratory Testing for Microgrid Controller
A test setup with a physical microgrid controller (MGC), multiple microgrid components, a Data
Aquisition System (DAS), and the RTSM shown in Figure 9 can be constructed by integrating PHIL
technologies with a lab testing approach [33,34]. This is useful for evaluating several functions included
in the MGC, which manage DER and support the operations typically reserved for diesel generators.
The controller was tested in the PHIL conﬁguration with a remote island MG. The RTSM and PA were
used to emulate the diesel genset, which was not present in the lab. Device power ratings were scaled
with the feedback current and voltage values to the RTSM to represent the physical system. In this
PHIL setup, the MGC was interconnected to the communication systems and tested as a blackbox.
In other words, the lab tests were performed without the need to know the internal design of the
controller. Furthermore, testing with real hardware equipment increases the ﬁdelity of the test results
while RTS adds microgrid asset diversity. Such validation is crucial to successful on-site deployments
on commissioning and site acceptance tests.

Figure 9. PHIL lab setup for testing microgrid (MG) capabilities.

The test demonstrated that, after including in the testbed the MGC as a blackbox, it was able to
stabilize the MG frequency providing set-points to the PV and Battery inverters, proving the capability
of the laboratory setup to perform PHIL and laboratory testing for MGC.
4.2.2. Development of a Droop Frequency Control of Stand-Alone Multi-Microgrid System with HIL
To operate multiple MGs with different frequencies, a framework of the stand-alone multi-microgrid
(MMG) system was proposed in [43]. In the proposed MMG system, each MG connects to the common
DC line through an AC/DC interlinking converter as shown in Figure 10.
An HIL system was used to validate the performance of the proposed controller. The RT digital
simulator (OP5600) was used to emulate the MMG system instead of the physical plant. The proposed
control algorithm implemented in a digital signal processor (DSP) can be tested easily with OP5600.
The signal exchange between DSP controller and OP5600 for MG1 of MMG system is shown
in Figure 11a. DSP controller receives the analog signal (voltage, current, and dc link voltage) from
OP5600. Then, the pulse width modulated (PWM) signals generated by a DSP controller are sent to
the IC1 in OP5600. The overall HIL system for the MMG system is shown in Figure 11b.
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Figure 10. Proposed stand-alone multi-microgrid system [43]. Reproduced with permission from
Hyeong-Jun Yoo, A Droop Frequency Control for Maintaining Different Frequency Qualities in a
Stand-Alone Multimicrogrid System; published by IEEE, 2018.

(b)
(a)
Figure 11. HIL setups [43]. Reproduced with permission from Hyeong-Jun Yoo, A Droop Frequency
Control for Maintaining Different Frequency Qualities in a Stand-Alone Multimicrogrid System;
published by IEEE, 2018. (a) I/O signals between DSP and OP5600 for the MG1 ; (b) HIL platform for
proposed MMG system.

4.2.3. Microgrid Re-Synchronization with PMU Measurements
In this HIL simulation, PMU measurements were used to re-synchronize an MG with the utility
grid. Use of HIL for this test case is beneﬁcial since it involves potentially dangerous events leading to
MG islanding and re-connection to an utility grid that may cause large power swings. Furthermore,
co-simulation of power and communication exchanges with RTSM enables testing of the developed
resynchronization techniques within the same test setup. The simulation of PMUs is carried out in
the RTDS RTSM using a dedicated processing card, known as GTNET PMU card, which interfaces
the RTSM with external equipment over a LAN connection using various standard protocols. For the
test system used in this experiment, GTNET-PMU8 component protocol is selected in the RSCAD
library. This component can emulate up to 8 PMUs that communicate with IEEE Std C37.118.2 protocol.
The GTNET-PMU8 component is shown in Figure 12. For synchronizing, GTNETx2 uses a Global
Positioning system (GPS) clock to provide the absolute time signal reference to the RTSM through a
GTSYNC card where the phase of the signals computed in the RTSM will shift relative to the signals
of external equipment. Each PMU takes 6 inputs of voltages and currents values for each phase of a
3-phase bus. The MG synchronization can occur either through active and passive MG synchronization.
In active synchronization, integrated control mechanism is used to match voltage, phase angle,
and frequency of the islanded system to the grid. This approach requires special infrastructure
like dedicated communication facilities which involve complex controlling techniques mostly applied
for inverter-based systems with high capital costs. In passive synchronization, both sides of the
connection are monitored to ensure that the voltages, frequencies, and phases are within tolerance
before closing the contactor.
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Figure 12. HIL test set-up for model validation.

4.2.4. Distributed Coordination Control in Hybrid AC/DC Microgrid with RCP
The study in [44] presents the MG shown in the Figure 13, consisting of an AC and DC microgrid,
connected with an interlinking converter. The interlinking converter in a hybrid AC/DC MG system
plays an important role of maintaining power sharing between AC and DC MG systems. The proposed
coordination control strategy not only regulates accurate reactive power and DC current sharing
among distributed generation in AC and DC MGs but also maintains power sharing among two MGs
and restores the AC frequency and DC voltage to their nominal values. To verify the feasibility and the
effectiveness of the proposed control strategies, an RCP system was designed as depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Circuit diagram of hybrid AC/DC MG [44]. Reproduced with permission from
Hyeong-Jun Yoo, Consensus-Based Distributed Coordination Control of Hybrid AC/DC Microgrids;
published by IEEE, 2020.
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Two OP4510 RTSMs were used to control distributed generation units and interlinking converter.
The measured voltages and currents from PT and CT were sent to OP4510s. The pulse width
modulated signals generated by the controllers in OP4510s were sent to distributed generation units
and interlinking converter. Detailed structure of the conﬁguration of the tested system and exchanged
signals between OP4510s and real hardware system can be found in [44].
4.2.5. Design and Validation of a Rule-Based Microgrid Controller
Since most MGs contain a limited number of assets, simple rule-based dispatch is sufﬁcient for
operation. The authors in [37] present the design and validation of a rule-based MGC. The controller
topology is centralized in nature, i.e., all the measurements, instrumentation, and any requests from
the utility (such as islanding) is communicated to the MGC which sends out the dispatch set-points
and other control signals to all the assets. Validation of the controller was performed using an HIL
testbed as shown in Figure 14. The communication between the controller and the assets was achieved
using IEC 61850 GOOSE messages.

Figure 14. Rule based microgrid controller design and validation testbed [37].

4.2.6. Decentralized Microgrid Control Systems
Several decentralized MG control systems were proposed and tested using HIL testbeds.
A multi-agent based control system with simulated agents in an RTSM and implemented agents
on Raspberry PiTM as edge devices was presented [38]. The work presented focuses on the handling of
unplanned islanding events by the use of consensus-based algorithms between several agents or a
multi-agent system. A similar approach was adopted in [39,40] with the proposed resilient information
architecture platform for the smart grid (RIAPS). The control system uses Beaglebone Black Boards as
edge devices to implement the decentralized control functionality.
4.2.7. Microgrid Controller Development with an Advanced Testing Chain Methodology
The development of a centralized MGC with the advanced testing chain methodology [55] was
based on the work in [36]. The MGC takes on coordinating tasks in the microgrid to ensure the safe
operation of the components and the longest possible supply to the connected loads. MGC functions
include (a) initiation, (b) coordination and monitoring of the reconstruction of the MG after major
disruptions, (c) energy management in stand-alone/island operation, (d) re-synchronization, and (e)
connection to the higher-level network or to another MG. In addition, all relevant measurement values
and operating parameters are saved in the MGC in a second resolution for the purpose of subsequent
system monitoring. For operation, a graphical user interface was created, which shows an overview of
the most important operating parameters and enables the input of user commands. The operation of
the MGC has been tested in pure simulation to validate the general behavior and functionality. After
that, the MGC was implemented in a real-time target, in this case, a Programmable Logic Controller
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(PLC) Bachmann MX220. The PLC was connected to the MG model running in a OPAL-RT OP5600
RTSM through a communication interface with a MODBUS protocol. To perform a PHIL experiment,
simulated components where exchanged for real devices. The PLC manages parts of the simulated
MG and sends set-points to a real battery inverter, which is connected to the RTSM via an AMETEKTM
RS90 ampliﬁer. The development process of the MGC can be seen in the Figure 15.

Figure 15. Testing process for a controller development at Fraunhofer IEE, Germany.

4.2.8. Generic Microgrid Controller Development, Testing, and Validation
In order to facilitate the deployment of MGs, substantial efforts have been made in recent years to
standardize MGC speciﬁcations. IEEE Std. 2030.7 and 2030.8 [56] cover various functions common to
MGs, regardless of their topology and conﬁguration, as well as test procedures. As a co-chair of the
IEEE 2030.7 working group, the University of California Irvine (UCI) Advanced Power and Energy
Program deﬁned speciﬁcations and developed a generic MGC that can be adapted to various MG
topologies [41].
A CHIL testbed, as shown in Figure 16, was used in order to test and validate the MGC for two
MG systems: the 20 MW-class UCI MG and the 10 MW-class UCI Medical Center MG. Detailed EMT
models of these two MG systems, including their loads, lines, transformers, circuit breakers, and DER,
were developed using Simulink and simulated on an OPAL-RT RTSM. The MGC was implemented on
a platform provided by ETAPTM and time critical MGC functions were transferred to a Schweitzer
Engineering Laboratories RT Automation Controllers (SEL RTACs) in order to emulate a ﬁeld-deployed
load controller. Monitored values from the simulated MG models are sent to the MGC using IEC 61850
GOOSE/DNP3 and resulting commands and setpoints from the dispatch functions and load shedding
schemes were sent back to the simulation. Testing the MGC using HIL allowed identiﬁcation of the
MGs operational limits for a continuous operation and safe transition to islanded mode. An islanding
of the MG was then conducted to further validate the MGC speciﬁcations and corroborate the CHIL
test results. The UCI MG was successfully islanded for 75 minutes during which various load changes
were applied and seamlessly reconnected to the utility grid.
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Figure 16. Generic microgrid controller CHIL testbed [41]. Reproduced with permission from Elsevier,
A generic microgrid controller: Concept, testing, and insights; published by Elsevier, 2018.

4.2.9. CHIL for Grid-Support Functions of Inverters
Advancements in CHIL technologies are enabling power electronics control systems to be
accurately modeled with low-power benchtop equipment. This accelerates the design cycle by
providing quick results with pre-deployment control and communications code. For instance,
the Austrian Institute of Technology (AIT), in collaboration with Typhoon HIL Inc. and Sandia National
Laboratories, evaluated a prototype DER controller and interoperability SunSpec Modbus interface
before implementing the technology in a physical converter design [45]. By evaluating the equipment in
the CHIL, software bugs could be quickly corrected in a low-consequence environment before moving
to the next stage of the converter design. The AIT Smart Grid Converter (ASGC) was also evaluated
against multiple North American interconnection standards, including Underwriters Laboratories
(UL) 1741 and IEEE 1547-2018 [46,47], before having physical hardware to evaluate. This gave the team
confidence that the equipment would perform appropriately with costly hardware. Later, the fully-built
physical converter was found to have similar characteristics to the CHIL simulations for active power
curtailment, frequency-watt, volt-watt, and under-voltage ride-through experiments [48,49].
4.2.10. PHIL Smart Inverter Testing with Megawatt Scale Grid Simulator
Impact assessment testing by using PHIL technologies are introduced to conﬁrm capabilities of
smart inverter functions. National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology (AIST)
in collaboration with a Japanese utility and manufacturer evaluated a 500 kVA PV smart inverter at
global scale smart system research facility at Fukushima Renewable Energy Institute, AIST (FREA-G).
FREA-G is one of the largest power electronics testing facility with 5 MVA grid simulator and 3.3 MVA
bi-directional DC source. AIST also have a one tenth scale DER testing laboratory and a design of
FREA-G is based on same set up of DER testing laboratory [35]. A testing conﬁguration is shown
in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Megawatt scale PHIL setup for smart inverter assesment test.

In this case, a RTDS/NovaCore RTSM simulates a testing power system which is shown in
Figure 18a. A simulated instantaneous voltage at the point of interconnection of the PV system is
sent to grid simulator and ampliﬁed to emulate a voltage of DuT. Measured current and/or voltage
between the grid simulator and DuT is fed back to the RTSM to introduce behavior of DuT for power
system simulation. Two test cases have been conducted with this setup. The ﬁrst test case is volt-var
function with low voltage ride through condition shown in Figure 18a. The second test case is a
frequency-watt function with load shedding event shown in Figure 18b. The result was compared with
Controller HIL (CHIL) testing to conclude the PHIL setup has the potential for assessing the impact of
smart inverter functions at a large-scale. Preliminary results from a battery energy storage system can
be found in [57].
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Figure 18. Power system for combination test for (a) volt-var and low voltage ride through and
(b) frequency-watt and other functions.

4.2.11. CHIL for Validation of Unintentional Islanding
AIT developed a CHIL based testbed for unintentional islanding (UI) schemes to assess the
risk-of-islanding with large shares of inverter-based DER in a project by EPRI collaborating with public
utilities, inverter industry, the NY State, and Sandia [50,51].
For the CHIL UI validation testbed, a set of generic, non-proprietary UI schemes, developed in
an earlier project sponsored by EPRI [52], were implemented into its Smart Grid Converter controller
(SGC): (a) Sandia Frequency Shift (SFS), including Q-F-function, (b) Quasi SFS, (c) Negative sequence
injection, and (d) Rate-of-Change-of-Frequency (RoCoF).
The characteristic parameters of each UI scheme can be adjusted during run-time, also allowing to
enable or disable, each of the UI schemes. To enable the operation of multiple UI schemes at the same
time, a special “decision-tree” concept allows a quasi-parallelization of the UI schemes. This allows
to utilize the advantages of the individual schemes while reducing the need to apply “aggressive”
settings to the individual parameters. Through this concept, the reliability of the UI detection can be
increased and at the same time, negative effects of UI schemes on the voltage quality, grid stability,
etc. can be mitigated. The CHIL setup consists of the control board taken from the AIT SGC which
was connected to the RTSM (Typhoon HIL 602). Using this setup, the AIT SGC controller can be
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operated under the same full range of operating conditions as for the physical laboratory tests, as
shown in Figure 19.
The model running on the RTSM includes SGC’s power train, a PV array, and a power grid model,
represented by an adjustable RLC circuit for the simulation of the local system load. Using the model,
a wide range of tests were performed to investigate and validate the response of the UI schemes, the
sensitivity of their parameter settings as well as the impact of advanced grid support functions and
ride-through capabilities. For each condition, the impact of key control parameters on the effectiveness
of the UI schemes, i.e., accurately and reliably detect the islands and trip the inverter, was assessed.
The work successfully demonstrated the beneﬁts of the CHIL testbed to assess the UI schemes
implemented in inverter-based DER. As part of the project [50], studies were performed to investigate
the sensitivity of control parameters on the overall performance of studied UI schemes, the resulting
run-on-time and other characteristics was assessed. In addition, the impact of advanced grid support
functions on the capability to reliably detect islanded conditions was assessed.

Figure 19. CHIL islanding testbed with AIT SGC HIL controller connected to Typhoon-HIL RTSM.

5. Co-Simulation and RTS Integration
5.1. Introduction
Smart grid co-simulations are growing in popularity. The need for integration of new technologies
in the power systems is challenging and has driven the industry and scientiﬁc community to develop
their own tools and software. Co-simulation plays a big role in these assessment approaches as showed
in [58]. However, one speciﬁc problem with co-simulation is coupling multiple simulation platforms.
The majority of them involve a large number of distributed physical devices controlled by various
software components and advanced algorithms, with a common interface based in communication
technologies.
This section contains SIRFN ALTM experiences including integration of RTSM to co-simulation
platforms [59,60], network emulators, and cyber–physical systems in co-simulation and HIL [61–63],
development of tools with enhanced cybersecurity features for co-simulation and HIL experiments [64,65],
and integration via co-simulation of electrical vehicles charging station interfaces [66].
5.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
5.2.1. Asynchronous Integration of RTSM with Co-Simulation Platforms
In [59], possibilities for testing and validating advanced control strategies and smart grid
applications with RTSM co-simulations are studied. It presents two approaches based on a Message
Bus architecture, depicted in Figure 20, for co-simulation and rapid prototyping of networked systems:
•
•

Lablink: Simulation Message Bus (SMB) based Implementation
OpSim: Representational State Transfer (REST) based Implementation
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Depending on the used approach, coupling software simulators to an RTSM will introduce latency
in which improvements below the 1 ms threshold cannot be expected, and this will limit the spectrum
of applicability of the co-simulation approaches for system-based testing.

Figure 20. Simulation message bus architecture for co-simulation of RT and non-RT systems [59].
Reproduced with permission from Juan Montoya, Asynchronous Integration of Real-Time Simulators
for HIL-based Validation of Smart Grids; published by IEEE, 2019

A co-simulation environment developed by Fraunhofer IEE and the University of Kassel,
called OpSim, was created for both RT and non-RT co-simulations of complex power systems [60].
The objective of this co-simulation platform is to make research on smart grids affected or operated
by several stakeholders by interconnecting different simulation models form different software tools.
The core of its platform is a REST based message bus that manages the exchange of information
between clients by means of a client/proxy architecture.
5.2.2. Co-Simulation of Cyber–Physical Systems
Co-simulation of the communication network on the network emulation software (ExataCPS)
along with the electric power network simulated with a RT EMT type software (HYPERSIM and
RT-LAB) was created in [61]. The differentiating factor between the two proposed conﬁgurations of the
co-simulation was the implementation of the communication link and the number of RTSMs involved.
In one conﬁguration the RTSM was used to run the power network simulation and the controller
was connected to the simulator via a computer running the communication network emulation
software, as shown in Figure 21b. The second conﬁguration involved a single RTSM where the power
network simulation and the communication network simulation were run on different cores with
a virtual link between them as shown in Figure 21a. In both cases, the authors speciﬁcally showed
co-simulation of a MGC communicating with the assets on a MG. The speciﬁc cyber phenomena
studied was communication delay due to: cyber attack, data manipulation, and man-in-the middle
attacks. Similar testbeds with physical communication connections were proposed by the authors
in [62,63], with the exception that the communication system emulator used was OPNETTM . In both
cases, the testbed involved the interfacing of the RTS with the monitoring and control node via a
host computer running OPNET exchanging information by its System-in-the-Loop (SITL) interface.
The distinct feature of such testbeds is the synchronization of the two kinds of simulations. The RTS
usually runs a time-stepping simulation that is either EMT or phasor domain, whereas the network
emulators are discrete event based simulators.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 21. Cyber–physical co-simulation setups. (a) Single simulators and virtual communication link;
(b) Two simulators and physical communication link.

5.2.3. SCEPTRE: Suite of Tools Providing an ICS Co-Simulation Environment
There is an increasing desire to establish co-simulation environments that capture the
characteristics of multiple domains. For smart-grid applications it is often important to model both the
power system dynamics as well as communication network dynamics. To this end, many researchers
have been constructing cyber–physical simulation tools. Sandia National Laboratories has developed
a suite of tools called SCEPTRE (capitalized but not an acronym) that provide an industrial control
system (ICS) co-simulation environment. SCEPTRE has been used in a number of projects to capture
the dynamics of communications and power systems. One good example is a project that established
a distribution power system simulation with large PV plant at the end of the feeder. Simulated PV
inverters were created that interacted with the power system so that any changes to the controllers
would be reﬂected in the power simulation and vice versa. An adversary-based (red team) assessment
was performed for different cybersecurity defenses (segmentation, encryption, and moving target
defense) in this environment and given a cybersecurity score [64,65].
5.2.4. Electrical Vehicle/Charging Station Integration Testing
AIST developed a smart electric vehicle (EV) management communication solution in accordance
with IEC 61850 for the communication link between EV and charging station (CS) [66]. First, a new
information model was developed to emulate CSs. Second, a model based on IEC 61850-90-8 was
altered to accommodate reverse power ﬂow by the CS model. Steps of the EV management scheme
were transferred via IEC 61850 messages based on their transmission purpose and nature. Simple
measurements were sent with Sampled Values (SV), event-based instructions were sent as Generic
Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE), and other ad-hoc information exchange is down with
Manufacturing Messaging Speciﬁcation (MMS)
In order to validate the standardized models and messages, an HIL test was performed with the
topology shown in Figure 22. An IEC 61850 emulator was utilized to model an EV while a digital
RTSM modeled the CS (and connection to the grid). In the future, the RTSM will be integrated with an
optimization software to run power system simulations and centralized control algorithms.

Figure 22. HIL test set-up for model validation.
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6. Geographically Distributed HIL and RTS
6.1. Introduction
The operation and planning of power systems is continuously increasing in its complexity with
the integration of innovative components, controls, and novel architecture paradigms. Accordingly,
aspects of scalability and stable system dynamics must be evaluated with advanced laboratory testing
methods to provide conﬁdence in the technologies prior to deployment. The requirements for a single
test bed to cope with such a diverse and large scale system are extensive; however, the RT coupling of
geographically distributed test beds can overcome any such limitations that a single test site might face.
This expands the realms of validation not only by incorporation of additional equipment available but
more importantly brings wider experienced individuals together.
The classiﬁcation of geographically distributed (GD) simulation setups is currently being
undertaken within the IEEE PES Task Force on Interfacing Techniques for Simulation Tools, with the
broadly identiﬁed classiﬁcation reported here as:
1.

2.

Geographically distributed RTS: in this group only RTSMs at both ends are coupled together.
Typically, this is used to overcome large simulation complexity that would require large RT
resources that might not be available in a single test site. This has been the most common type of
GD simulations reported in the literature [67–71].
Geographically distributed HIL experiments: this group involves conﬁgurations where
hardware is coupled remotely to a RTS. By using this conﬁguration, the testing of hardware
equipment (controllers or power components) in a system environment when no RTS is available
at the premises is made possible. The involvement of hardware in this group requires careful
consideration based on the interfacing method and communications [72–76], as discussed in
Section 2.

The main challenges arising from the implementation of GD simulation have been identiﬁed as
the interfacing method and the communication medium utilized for the realization of the interface,
and these are brieﬂy discussed next.
6.1.1. Interfacing GD Simulations
The accuracy and stability of an interface algorithm utilized for the coupling of subsystems
presents a challenge. The interface algorithms used for GD simulations are in practice similar to the
ones used for monolithic PHIL or CHIL simulations but with signiﬁcant increase in time delay (due to
the geographic separation of the infrastructures), which impacts the stability of these conﬁgurations in
comparison to single-site PHIL and CHIL.
The representation of the signals exchanged between the subsystems, such as instantaneous,
RMS, or any transformation thereof, plays an important role in a successful implementation of a GD
simulation setup. Studies to establish the appropriateness of signal representations have been widely
reported, where the selection of signal representation can be concluded as a trade-off between accuracy
and stability for the given application [69]. The implemented representation can also be important for
allowing the compensation of time delays as the ideal place for this compensation is at the interface
and the format selected can decide on the feasibility of the time delay compensation [71,77].
6.1.2. Communications
The communication over long distances between geographically separated assets is the key
characteristic that differentiates monolithic HIL simulations from GD simulation. For feasibility
purposes, communication generally takes place over the Internet with time delays depending on the
available network infrastructure between the sites and in contrast with monolithic setups present
non-deterministic time delays [78]. Latencies over the Internet between different cities have been
evaluated in [69,72]. Most of the publications in the ﬁeld use the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) for
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transmission of data due to its RT capabilities [71,74,76,79], although the use of other protocols such
as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) or RT Protocol (RTP) have also been reported [14,67,69,75].
Additionally, an orchestrator can be utilized to coordinate the protocols, time steps and also for
visualization and data logging aspects.
6.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
6.2.1. Geographically Distributed CHIL for Advanced Validation of a Distributed Control Algorithm
To increase the realism of the distributed control algorithm validation environment, GD simulation
can be conﬁgured with the controller units geographically separated from the simulated power system
(emulating the environment in which they could be deployed). An example of such conﬁguration is
presented in Figure 23, in which a distributed control for a MG is evaluated [72]. By using the GD
architecture, the data exchange between the controller units as well as between the power assets and
controller units can be thoroughly evaluated under a real communication network with uncertainties
such as latency or packet-losses that might occur during the validation procedure. In this case,
the RTS of the power system is hosted at Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, while the
clusters of distributed controllers are located at University of Strathclyde, UK and University Grenoble
Alpes, France. The local communication between the controllers is established by TCP/IP, for the
communication with the power system UDP protocol through a cloud server service is used (Redis).

Figure 23. Geographically distributed CHIL for advanced validation of a distributed control algorithm [72].
Reproduced with permission from Efren Guillo-Sansano, A Distributed Control Scheme of Microgrids
in Energy Internet and Its Multi-Site Implementation; published by IEEE, 2020.

6.2.2. Delay Assessment for Geographically Distributed CHIL Experiment
The author in [75] presents a delay assessment for two GD devices (a PC with a controller and a
RTSM) interfaced via a co-simulation platform. Both devices were interfaced between Germany and
Greece (Kassel-Athens) through an asynchronous TCP/IP connection. The so-called co-simulation
platform OpSim was used as an orchestrator as shown in Figure 24. The objective of this work was to
share resources of GD research infrastructures, to assess delays and latencies of GD simulators, and to
deﬁne the limits and RT capability of the OpSim platform.
This particular experiment presented the limits in latencies between OpSim and each GD simulator
by measuring the Round-Trip Time (RTT). In addition, the validation of a coordinated voltage control
(CVC) was made by benchmarking the GD simulation with pure simulation results from Matlab.
The results indicated that OpSim has RT capabilities to interconnect GD simulators from different
research laboratories by means of asynchronous communication and to perform slow (low-bandwith)
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grid voltage control. Based on the user-deﬁned values, variables, and publishing rates, estimation
tools provide a way to analyze if a RT co-simulation experiment can be performed a priori.

Figure 24. Test setup for geographically distributed co-simulation with OpSim [59]. Reproduced with
permission from Juan Montoya, Asynchronous Integration of Real-Time Simulators for HIL-based
Validation of Smart Grids; published by IEEE, 2019.

6.2.3. Geographically Distributed PHIL for Testing of a Voltage Controller
This case study investigated the feasibility of geographically remote power equipment to be
incorporated for the validation of a control algorithm to enable a systems testing environment.
The GD-PHIL conﬁguration is shown in Figure 25, where a CIGRE low voltage test network is
simulated in RT at University of Strathclyde with the control algorithm under validation in a CHIL
implementation. To incorporate the behaviour of a real hardware device, and to characterize its
consequent impact on the performance of the control algorithm, a battery energy storage system at
the premises of RSE (Italy) was interconnected at PCC4. Further details on the implementation can be
found in [14,80].

Figure 25. Geographically distributed PHIL for testing of a voltage controller [14].
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6.2.4. Global RT Super Lab Demonstration
In certain situations, connecting multiple RT power simulations provides greater ﬁdelity or realism
than a monolithic simulation. For instance in the RT Super Lab demonstration, a geographically
distributed RTS (GD-RTS) representing transmission-distribution co-simulation was created with
different PHIL- and CHIL-interfaced equipment connected at each of the facilities. Idaho National
Laboratory ran the transmission simulation and seven other laboratories located in North America
and Europe ran distribution simulations that interfaced with the transmission simulation. The goal
of the simulation was to see if transporting energy intercontinentally would be possible to avoid
blackouts, assuming there was transmission capacity to do so [76]. The co-simulation was possible
using VILLASframework, a decentralized software suite that enabled gateways to communicate using
UDP, Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT), Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP),
or IEC 61850.
6.3. Future Outlook
Although the concept of GD simulation has been around for over a decade, more recent
advancements in the past couple of years have led to a renewed interest in their utilization. With a
wide array of implementations being reported, a few research gaps still remain to be addressed, such as:
•

•
•

•

With a number of different interface algorithms, signal transformations, and communication
protocols being reported, there is a lack of formalization or guidance available for selection in
regards to application. A set of combinations need to be appraised for applications such as
transient studies, dynamic studies and steady state evaluations.
Recognizing that the communications delays are dominated by the non-deterministic
characteristic of the Internet, options such as use of dedicated bandwidth should be explored.
In distinction to a monolithic PHIL simulation where a DuT is connected to a RTSM, the GD
simulation presents a signiﬁcant challenge in determining system partitioning. The optimal
approach to split a system for simulation over the GD simulation requires further assessment.
With the number of subsystems within one GD simulation expected to increase, where more
than two research infrastructures are expected to be interconnected, a streamlined facilitation
of initialization is required. A lot of work for co-simulation setups has been reported and their
applicability for GD simulation needs to be explored.

7. Industrial Experiences and HIL in Standardized Testing
7.1. Introduction
Recent standards revisions have acknowledged the use of HIL as a way to test compliance.
The IEEE Std. 2030.8-2018 [56] accepts testing environments ranging from fully simulated testbeds
to ﬁeld installed equipment. HIL testing with RTS for full or partial testing of the MG control
systems is included within the accepted simulation environments. Similarly, the forthcoming IEEE
Std. 1547.1 revision [81] also accepts HIL as a way to test compliance, and also demonstrates an
example of performing unintentional anti-islanding test with a PHIL setup. However, the research
community keeps putting efforts on development of platforms for validation according to grid codes
and pre-certiﬁcation of units [47,82–84], deﬁnition of procedures for compliance testing and acceptance
tests [85–89], and validation of marine- and aero-electrical power systems [90–93].
Furthermore, the ongoing IEEE Standards Association Project P2004-HIL Simulation Based Testing
of Electric Power Apparatus and Controls aims to provide recommended practices for using HIL as a
method of testing electric apparatus and controls for standards that accept it as a testing method.
In addition, the ERIGRID project outcomes include a book to be published under the name European
Guide to Power System Testing: The ERIGrid Holistic Approach for Evaluating Complex Smart Grid
Conﬁgurations [14] and includes the experiences and suggestions for standardization of testing and
validation of cyber–physical energy systems (CPES) by the use of simulation, co-simulation, and HIL
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laboratory testing, which can act as a reference for researchers interested in developing standardization
of HIL techniques in the future.
7.2. Reported Experiences and Activities from SIRFN ALTM Members
7.2.1. Compliance Testing of a Hybrid UPS According to JEC2433-2016
The authors in [85] used HIL testing for design and compliance testing of a hybrid UPS based on
an emergency diesel generator and battery energy storage system. The hybrid UPS was tested to meet
the class 2 UPS requirement from the Japanese standard on UPS, JEC2433-2016. The authors adopted
the CHIL approach to evaluate the compliance of the designed controller. The CHIL testbed and all
the results of the compliance can be further seen in [85].
7.2.2. Development of a PMU Pre-Certiﬁcation Platform
OPAL-RT and Vizimax collaborated on the development of a HIL phasor measurement unit
(PMU) pre-certiﬁcation platform [82]. This collaboration allowed Vizimax to successfully validate their
PMU compliance with IEEE Std. C37.118.1 prior to testing at the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). Furthermore, it allowed OPAL-RT to validate their test equipment performance
and develop a standard compliant automated HIL PMU test platform. It was demonstrated that using
HIL is a valuable method for pre-certiﬁcation of monitoring, control, and protection devices with an
accuracy comparable to that of calibration lab equipment. Furthermore, it provides the capability to go
beyond the standard requirements. A diagram of the testbed is shown in Figure 26.

Figure 26. HIL testbed for pre-certiﬁcation of a phasor measurement unit (PMU).

7.2.3. Factory Acceptance Tests Based on HIL Testing
Hydro Quebec has been involved in HIL testing of their AC/DC interconnected network with
hybrid (analog and digital) and fully digital simulators [86,87]. The authors perform CHIL studies
with a one-to-one replica of the HVDC line commutated converters controller of both terminals of
the high voltage DC (HVDC) lines. The power system components including the power electronic
switches, DC ﬁlters, DC transmission lines, etc. were all simulated while the controllers were actual
controllers interfaced with the simulation link using I/O. Réseau de Transport d’Électricité (RTE)
in France applies a similar approach for testing of static var compensators (SVC) connected to their
network [88]. All the power components were simulated on the RTSM while the controllers were
interfaced with the simulation via I/Os. Factory acceptance tests (FAT) based on HIL testing of a
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replica controller of a ﬁve terminal modular multilevel converter based HVDC project was presented
in [89]. The power components were simulated on a multi-rate simulation platform using both the
CPU processor and the FPGA for high ﬁdelity simulation requirement of the application. Many other
utilities adopt a similar approach for various other Flexible AC transmission and HVDC devices as
well including series compensators, synchronous condensers etc.
7.2.4. System Validation Platform HIL Based Grid Code Testing Aspects of DER Inverter
Several international laboratories have collaborated for years to evaluate the grid support
functions of DER devices [47,84]. For this purpose, the group uses a versatile open-source DER testing
and certiﬁcation platform known as Sunspec System Validation Platform (SVP) [83]. SVP automates
the test procedures by executing sequences of testing logic that change the settings on the DuT,
grid simulator, PV simulator, and data acquisition system using Python test scripts. The group
has developed drivers for a wide range of communication interfaces, power simulation and data
acquisition equipment. For CHIL tests, drivers for Typhoon HIL RTSM were implemented. The group
has assessed the test procedures from different standards, i.e., UL 1741 SA [94], forthcoming IEEE
1547.1 [81], etc. and provided feedback to the standards development organizations for corrections and
enhancements of the test procedures. The implementation of the test procedures from IEEE P1547.1
standard required tests with unbalanced voltage magnitudes and phases, and maintaining speciﬁc
rate of change of frequency (RoCoF), which are not achievable directly in certain grid simulators when
they are controlled directly through communication link from SVP. To address these issues, a RTS
based signal generator was developed in OPAL-RT eMegasimTM environment. The signal generator
implemented all the test requirements of AC source for IEEE P1547.1 and was easily controlled through
the Python API of RT-LAB (ver. 2019.2.3). In this case the Python API supports test automation and is
directly controlled from SVP. This approach has been used to collect the test results in [47] and this
methodology is proven to be reliable. The UL 1741 SA and IEEE 1547.1 test scripts used in this SVP
based activities are also available at Github.
7.2.5. HIL for Marine Electrical Power Systems (MEPS)
The advancements brought to power systems validation with the use of RTS and HIL methods
have prompted its use in other sectors such as MEPS and aero-electrical power systems. These sectors
have recently begun the integration of smart grids concepts to leverage on their advantages. However,
these novel concepts need to be thoroughly assessed by the use of laboratory testing methods before
their deployment [90]. Such testing methodologies have been utilized for a number of applications,
such as the assessment of the impact of incorporating novel components like high power dense direct
current loads and their power electronic interfaces [90,91], smart coordinated control strategies [92],
and MEPS architectures [93].
8. Summary of Testing Methods and Conﬁgurations
This review takes into account various experiments and experiences in different ﬁelds of research,
using different research infrastructures and devices. Below, the methods described in each subsection
are cited. Table 3 condenses the hardware used in the reported activities from the SIRFN ALTM
members subsections to give the reader an overview of the equipment used in HIL experiments.
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Table 3. Summary of experiments and hardware used by SIRFN ALTM Members.
Section

Topic

RTS/HIL Type

Interfaces and Protocols

Hardware and Equipment

Section 2.2.1

Power ampliﬁer
characterization
for RTS

PHIL

Analog I/O

RTSM: OPAL OP5700
PA: AMETEK

Section 2.2.2

Stability and accuracy
comparison for
different
interfacing methods

PHIL
[12]

Analog I/O

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
PA: AMETEK RS90

Section 2.2.3

Quasi-dynamic PHIL

PHIL/
PSIL*

IA: ITM
Digital/Soft I/O

RTSM: Workstation
PA: Studer XTM 4000,
Electroinvent ELDI

Section 2.2.4

Quasi-static PHIL

PHIL/
PSIL*
[16]

IA: ITM
Digital/Soft I/O

RTSM: RTDS
PA: ABB PCS100 SFC

Section 3.2.1

HIL validation of fault
locator accuracy
in distance
protection scheme

CHIL

Analog I/O
IEC 61850 9-2 SV

RTSM: RTDS
Signal Amp: Omicron

Section 3.2.2

Distance protection
relay type
testing framework

CHIL
[26]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O
IEC 61850 /60255-121

RTSM: OPAL OP5600

Section 3.2.3

Adaptive protection
with HIL

PHIL
[20,21]

Analog I/O
IEC 61850 SV
C37.118
GOOSE

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
PA: AMETEK RS90

Section 3.2.4

Fault modeling and
validation between
simulation tools

PHIL
[25]

IA: ITM, DIM
Analog I/O
OpenDSS

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
PA: AMETEK RS90

Section 3.2.5

Wide Area Controller
HIL testing for
Power Systems
Oscillation Damping

CHIL
[30]

C37.118
GPS
Analog I/O

WAC: Raspberry Pi
PMU: NI cRIO
Open PMU, NI9467
PDC: SEL-5073 PDC

Section 4.2.1

Integrated PHIL
and laboratory
testing for
microgrid controller

PHIL
[33,34]

IA: ITM
Analog I/O

RTSM: RTDS NovaCore
PA: SanRex 500kVA
DAS: Yokogawa
WT3000E/WT1800
DuT: NK-EMS
Load: SanRex RLC bank

Section 4.2.2

Droop frequency
control of stand-alone
multi-microgrid
system with HIL

CHIL
[43]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Control Unit: OP8665

Section 4.2.3

Microgrid
re-synch with
PMU measurements

CHIL

C37.118
GPS

RTSM: RTDS/GTNET

Section 4.2.4

Distributed
coordination control
in hybrid AC/DC
MG with RCP

PHIL
[44]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O
Modbus TCP/IP

RTSM: OPAL OP4510

Section 4.2.5

Design and validation
of a rule-based
microgrid controller

CHIL
[37]

IEC 61850

RTSM: OPAL OP4510
MGC: SEL 3360

Section 4.2.6

Decentralized
microgrid
control systems

CHIL
[38]

IEC 61850
GOOSE

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Raspberry PI

CHIL
[39,40]

MODBUS
C37-118

RTSM: OPAL OP031 +
OPAL OP5607
TI F28377S,
Beaglebone Black Boards
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Table 3. Cont.
Section

Topic

RTS/HIL Type

Interfaces & Protocols

Hardware & Equipment

Section 4.2.7

Microgrid controller
development
with an Advanced
Testing Chain
methodology

CHIL/
PHIL/
PSIL*
[55]

Analog I/O
Modbus TCP/IP
IA: DIM

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
PA: AMETEK RS90
DAS: DEWETRON 800
Current Source Inverter:
SMA SCS500

Section 4.2.8

Generic
microgrid controller
development,
testing, and validation

CHIL
[41]

IEC 61850
GOOSE
DNP3

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Load control:
SEL 3505 RTAC
MGC: ETAP

Section 4.2.9

CHIL for Grid-support
functions of inverters

CHIL
[45,48,49]

Analog I/O
Modbus TCP/IP

RTSM: Typhoon HIL602
DuT: AIT SGC

Section 4.2.10

PHIL smart inverter
testing with megawatt
scale grid simulator

PHIL

IA: ITM
Analog I/O

RTSM: RTDS NovaCore
PA: SanRex 5MVA
DAS: HIOKI PW6001,
MR8827

Section 4.2.11

CHIL for validation of
unintentional islanding

CHIL
[50,51]

Analog I/O
Modbus TCP/IP

RTSM: Typhoon HIL602
DuT: AIT SGC

Section 5.2.1

Asynchronous
integration of RTSM
with co-simulation
platforms

CHIL
[59]

Co-Sim: Lablink
UDP

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Gateway: Raspberry Pi

CHIL
[60]

Co-Sim: OpSim
Async. TCP/IP

RTSM: OPAL OP5600

CHIL
[61]

IEC 61850
Co-Sim: TCP/IP
Virtual Link with
Exata CPS

RTSM: OPAL OP4510

CHIL
[62,63]

IEC 61850
Co-Sim: Ethernet
with Opnet

RTSM: OPAL OP4510

Section 5.2.2

Co-simulation of
cyber-physical
systems

Section 5.2.3

SCEPTRE: suite of
tools providing
an ICS co-simulation
environment

CHIL/
PHIL
[64,65]

Real TCP/IP packets
running over
simulated network.
Physical interfaces
to the network can
be presented to
users/equipment

RTSM: Custom Power
Simulation runing in
PowerWorld
Dynamics Studio
PA: AMETEK RS180

Section 5.2.4

Electrical vehicle/
charging station
integration testing

CHIL
[66]

Co-Sim: MATLAB and
IEC61850 SV Sender
(Commercial software)

RTSM: RTDS/GTNET

Section 6.2.1

GD-CHIL
for advanced
validation of a
distributed control
algorithm

GD-CHIL
[72]

UDP
TCP/IP

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Controller: Raspberry Pi

Section 6.2.2

Delay assessment
for geographically
distributed CHIL experiment

GD-CHIL
[75]

Co-Sim: OpSim
Message Bus
architecture
TCP/IP

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
Controller: Coordinated
Voltage Control
in Matlab

Section 6.2.3

GD-PHIL
for testing of a
voltage controller

GD-PHIL
PSIL*
[80]

IA: ITM
UDP

RTSM: RTDS
DuT: Lead-Acid Battery

Section 6.2.4

Global RT SuperLab

GD-PHIL/
GD-CHIL/
PSIL*
[76]

IA: Multiple
Comm. protocol:
VILLASnode

RTSM: OPAL OP5600,
Typhoon HIL,
RTDS
RS: Multiple
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Table 3. Cont.
Section

Topic

RTS/HIL Type

Interfaces and Protocols

Hardware and Equipment

Section 7.2.1

Compliance testing
of a hybrid UPS
according to
JEC2433-2016

CHIL
[85]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O
JEC2433-2016

RTSM: OPAL OP5600
RCP: Custom

Section 7.2.2

Development of
a PMU precertiﬁcation platform

CHIL
[82]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

PMU: Vizimax PMU
Signal Amp: Omicron

Section 7.2.3

Factory Acceptance
Tests based on
HIL testing

CHIL
[86,87]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

RTSM: SGI Altix UV300s
Parallel Computers
Controller: ABB
HVDC Controller

CHIL
[88]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

RTSM: SGI UV100
Parallel Computers
Controller: Static Var
Compensator Controllers

CHIL
[89]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

RTSM: OPAL OP5600 +
OP7020
Controller: HVDC
MMC controller

PHIL
[47]

IA: ITM, DIM
Analog I/O

RTSM: OPAL OP5700
PA: Ametek

CHIL
[47]

Analog I/O
Digital I/O

RTSM: Typhoon HIL602
DuT: AIT SGC

PHIL
[90]

IA: ITM, DIM
Analog I/O

RTSM: RTDS
PA: Triphase PM90

Section 7.2.4

Section 7.2.5

System Validation
Platform HIL Based
Grid Code Testing
Aspects of
DER Inverter
HIL for marine
electrical power
systems (MEPS)

* recommended HIL concept to adopt in the future.

Additionally, this review provides a summary of the reported literature used for each section as a
fast-track to references, and is listed in the Table 4.
Table 4. Database of literature used for this review.
Section

Topic

Section 2

Interfacing methods of PHIL, CHIL, and PSIL simulation

Reports in Literature
[1–15]

Section 3

HIL testing of power system protection and control

[17–31]

Section 4

HIL testing of smart grid/microgrid controllers, energy
management systems, and power electronic converters

[28,32–56,95]

Section 5

HIL co-simulation and CPES

[58–66]

Section 6

Geographically distributed HIL and RTS

[14,59,67–80]

Section 7

Industrial experiences and HIL in standardized testing

[14,47,56,81–94]

9. Conclusions and Future Outlook
A key to advancing the deployment of smarter, cleaner electric grids is the development and
validation of technologies, protocols, standards, and systems that can function effectively in a variety of
geographies and grid environments. Laboratories within the SIRFN community are actively expanding
laboratory testing methods to evaluate and demonstrate new power system control, optimization,
and design technologies. ALTM capabilities are increasingly critical to develop modern power system
solutions to enable the grid to accept greater penetrations of renewable and distributed energy
resources. This paper surveyed a range of applications for RTS and HIL technologies in order to
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provide an overview to the reader of current research trends and approaches within international
practices. This paper also reviewed new testing concepts like PSIL that, although it is not widely
used, provides a framework to future researchers in HIL to exploit simulations with slow dynamics
and characterize speciﬁc HIL setups besides CHIL and PHIL. It was found that RTS and HIL can
be applied to a wide range of R&D areas including power system protection, microgrid controllers,
energy management systems, and power electronic converters, as well as standardization and industry
developments. Additionally, a trend to co-simulation and geographically distributed testing was
recognized, in cases that research institutes lack from speciﬁc equipment or computational power and
system-based holistic validation is an alternative.
In the future, the SIRFN community of research laboratories will be collaborating in these applied
topic areas to further develop power system ALTM technologies and solutions for the grid as it
continues to evolve. The ALTM group works in collaboration with speciﬁc and challenging tasks on
development of interoperable DER certiﬁcation protocols, microgrid testing and power system testing
from SIRFN. The authors encourage the reader to make part of the ISGAN Annex 5: SIRFN and the
European Distributed Energy Resources Laboratories (DERLab), in order to actively contribute further
to the development of novel power systems technologies. More information and contact details can be
found in http://www.iea-isgan.org/our-work/annex-5/.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
AC
ALTM
CHIL
DAS
DC
DER
DIM
DuT
EMT
GD
HIL
IA
ITM
MG
MGC
PA
PDC
PHIL
PMU
PSIL
RCP
RMS
RT
RTS
RTSM
WAC

Alternate Current
Advanced Laboratory Testing Methods
Controller Hardware-in-the-Loop
Data Acquisition System
Direct Current
Distributed Energy Resources
Damping Impedance Method
Device Under Test
Electro-magnetic transients
Geographically Distributed
Hardware-in-the-Loop
Interface Algorithm
Ideal Transformer Method
Microgrid
Microgrid Controller
Power Ampliﬁer
Phasor Data Concentrator
Power Hardware-in-the-Loop
Phasor Measurement Unit
Power System-in-the-Loop
Rapid Control Prototyping
Root Mean Square
Real-time
Real-Time Simulation
Real-Time Simulation Machine
Wide Area Control
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